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Preface and
Acknowledgements

The problem of homelessness in the United
States has burst on the public scene so forcefully in
the last few years that the issue has been seen by
many citizens as almost overwhelming. Indeed, in
some communities, the private organizations which
traditionally have responded to homeless people
have been overloaded with requests for assistance.
Consequently, the public sector, especially local and
state governments, has become deeply involved in
the quest for solutions. Although local governments
experience the problem of homelessness most
directly, both the causes of and solutions to the
problem involve the state and federal governments.
As a result, the Advisory Commission on Intergov-
ernmental Relations undertook a study of homeless-
ness, primarily to identify intergovernmental issues
so as to help improve public responses to this
problem.

As a major part of this effort, the Commission
hosted a national conference on "Assisting the
Homeless: State and Local Responses in an Era of
limited Resources."'ne conference, held on March
10-11, 1088, in Washington, DC, was intended to
develop a broad understanding of the problem,
highlight innovative local and state responses, and
uncover kcy intergovernmental issues that must be
addressed in order to improve public and private
action The conference was attended by more than
100 federal, state, and local officials, as well as by
academic experts, advocates, orld service providers

What complicates policymaking in this area is
that homelessness is not a sing1e uniform problem,
rather, it is a series of separate and often interrelated
problems reflecting the different needs and circum-
stances of diverse groups of homeless persons These
problems stern from equally diverse causes We are



no longer talking about Just a so-called "skid row"
pr ()Nem

iii gcriccal, till howelcss fropuiainui cousisis
about one-third families with children, one-third
per sons w ho sul ferfrom some form of mental illness.
anu one-third persons who are addict( I to alcohol
and/or drugs Within these broad --qcgories are
found individuals who are employed, unemployed or
underemployed, heads of families who need work-
day child care se-laces. veter ans, parolees, migrant
workers. victims of domestic violence, runaway,
children. and stranded travelersJust to name a few

The needs of some or these individuals and
families can be met solely by providing low-income
housing. In a few cases, only a minimum level of
assistance is needed to resolve a problem. For others,
however, housing alone is not sufficient, and for still
others, maintaining their own household is not
practical. Combinations of temporary shelter, social
services, physical and mental health programs.
long-term housing. community development, and
institutionali,ation arc needed to make adequate
responses to the many dimensions of homelessness.
By virtue of this diversity. therefore, it is all the more
important that we have good public-private interac-
tion. interagency coordination, and intergovernmen-
tal cooperation.

The Stewart B Mc Kinney Homelesv AS,S/Ala/1«' Act
of 1987 (;fcKinney Au) has begun to focus tne
attention of the national government on this issue, in
part through the Interagency Council on the home-
less, which coordinates existing federal programs and
resources. The McKinney Act has been reauthorued
by the Congress for another two years with added
resources to assist state and local governments in
coping with the homeless population. in the main,
however. 't has been state and local governments
which have provided leadership and initiative in
responding to homelessness.

The papers presented in this volume attempt to
del ine the diverse dimensions of homelessness and
its causes, examine the problem of estimating the site
of the homeless population problem (a difficult task,
given the lack of adequate data), discuss innovative
private and public responses. identify intergovern-
mental issues (such as state and local problems in
coordinating the use of existing federal resources to
help the homeless), and suggest additional local,
state, and federal actions that might he initiated to
meet the problems of the homeless more adequately.

Among the papers in this volume are those that
describe how the states of Ohio and Massachusetts
are orchestrating coordina'ed interagency responses
to their multidimensional homelessness problems,
how Milwaukee is reaching out to its mentally ill
homeless persons, and how the multifaceted ap-
proach of West( hester County, New York, is re-

spondmg to homelessness in an affluent setting
I hese examples of state and local action pro ide
hope ioi die future.

Die views expressed by the contributors to this
volume arc diverse and do not necessarily correspond
with the views of the Advisory Commission on
Intergovernmental Relations l'he Commission en-
courage, debate on intergovernmental issues and has
sought to provide through this conference a forum
for airing dd ferent viewpoints.

At its meeting on September 16, 1988, the
Commission adopted a set of findings and recom-
mendations that will be published in full in the
December 1988 issue of the Commission's quarterly
mag,a/ine, Intergovernmental Perspective. In brief, the
recommendations call for'

Public and private agencies to develop
distinct but coordinated responses to home-
lessness capable of dealing with the diverse
circumstances of homeless people;

The federal government to reexamine -in
consultation with state and local govern-
mentsits policies for low-income housing
and support services, and its regulatory rules
that may unnecessarily limit the flexibility
that state and local governments need in
order to utilue federal resources in assisting
the homeless;

I-he states to provide leadership in coordi-
nating responses; allow local governments
greater discretion to respond to local prob-
lems of homelessness; provide financial
assistance to localities with high concentra-
tions of homeless persons; and examine
other policy areas that affect homelessness,
such asdemstitutionaluation of the mentally
ill, drug abuse prevention. financial protec-
tion for divorced women with children, and
residency requirements for school children;

I oval governments to encourage private
responses to homelessness and develop
CI Cati e ways to link private and public
funding to help the homeless;

I ach «immunity in a metropolitan area to
con tribute its lair share to assisting the
homeless to ensure that no one
community is unfairly burdened with the
costs,

I ederal, state. and Icical governments and
private organi/ations to develop systematic
and reliable data on homelessness that
facilitate public and private responses more
precisely tuned to current condition;

I cderal, state, and local govet,imcnts to
examine carefully their urban and suburban



devclopinent and ride\ clopment policies to
ure that they do not inadvertently result

in a net fa... ,1111 t

low -income housing, and

State and local governments a) examine
policies th.tt contribute to homelcssnes).
directly or indireetly. including /on ing poli-
cies that inhibit low-income housing and
income diversity within neighborhoods;
building codex that unnecessarily increase
the cost of decent housing for low-income
.(iple; rent control policies that discourage

low-income housing development; property
tax valuations that threaten low-income
homeowners; residency requirements for
school children. enter- for involuntary
institutionaluation; and procedures that
make it almost impossible to locate facilities
for the homeless in certain communities or
neighborhoods.

As a follow-up to its own conference and
research, the Advisory Commission on Intergovern-
mental Relations co-sponsored a conference on
November 17-18. 1988, that was initiated by the
Home Builders Institute and the National Associa-

tion 01 ),orne Builders and was deotecl to the theme
-Builders I \amine the Mom I acek, ol Ilan leleko,ne,o,
1.,t,ing iiaridati,ri fur Actitql f tic Cooliiiissioa's
findings and recoramenclations were pr esented at the
conference

'1 he Commission expresses its deep appreciation
to Itosita M. I homas. former ACIR antikst, lor
organi/ing the conference that formed the basis of
this publication, and to the author, of the papers
appearing in this volume for their excellent conler-
ence presentations and for their assistance in
preparing the proceedings for publication Apprecia-
tion is also due to thc other designated discussants
listed in Append'. 1 and to the participants listed in
Appendix II for their contributions to the conferonce
discussions and to our understanding of homeless-
ness. Anita McItaul of the ACIlt staff provided
valuable support assistance in administering the
conference as well as many seen:Attila! sermec.
Finally, appreciation is expressed to Bruce I)
McDowell and Joan Casey of thc ACIR staff who
edited the papers lor publication, and to I on
O'Bier-Coff el for her typing assistance

John Kincaid
FAecuthe Director
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Opening Remarks:
The Interagency Council on the

Homeless

Cassandra Moore
Excetittre Director,
Interagena Council on the I lotnele.s..,

am very pleased to open a conferenceI
devoted to a common goal, "Assisting the Home-
less Whether on a professional or personal level,
we are all concerned with those in our midst who have

no place to go, who stand on the corner or stand out in

newspaper photographs. They can't go home again
because there is no home. They have lost their
moorings, and they drift.

Since the homeless began to become more
visible, some seven or eight years ago, their presence
has stimulated a variety of responses. Studies have

pointed to the changing face of homelesness. No
longer are the homeless mainly derelicts, old men
who drink too much. Now, the homeless also are
younger, often unemployed: now, a disturbing pro-
portion are mentally ill; now, there are women and

children and families. There are substance abusers

and runaways. It's a heterogeneous group, and it
poses a series of complex problems.

This conference will he discusser to innovative

programs being developed by the puolic and private
sectors, frequently working together, as they attempt
to being help to those who need it most. I would like
to outline !or a moment the response of the federal
government, in particular, the Stewart B McK.nney

Homele.sv Assistance Act and the Interagency Council

on the Homeless.
For many yea's, there have been programs

directed to those who were in need. Food stamps
have been available through the Department of
Agriculture since 1077, and eligibility has been

greatly evanded. The I ederal Imergency Manage-

ment Agency (1 I MA) has been supplying lood and

shelter since 1083. llowever, the increased visibility
of the homeless sparked rising concern. A sense that

more needed to be done on the federal level

1



prompted the passage of the HO/nrie\\ HOU %///,i;
.1m \tan( e Act of IQS45 I his was followed in I957 by
the McKinney .1,t which created a legislative um-
brella for programs to assist the homeless.

The McKinney Act also established the Inter-
agency Council on the Homeless. consisting of the
heads of ten Cabinet Departments (Agriculture,
Commerce, Defense, I duration. I nergy, Health and
liftman Services, I lousing and Urban De\ elopment,
Interior, Libor, and Transportation) and of lire
independent Agencies (Action, I I .MA, (SSA. VA.
and the Postal Sell, c). The I ow-Income Opportu-
nity Advisory Board is also a member. HUD provides
administrative and support services and has been
most generous in doing so.

'I he current council chairperson is Secretary of
[lousing and Urban Development Samuel R Pierce.
Jr the vice chairperson is Secretary of I lealth and
Human Services Otis R. Bowen l'he Congress
charged the council with broad responsibilities. to
collect and disseminate information relating to
homeless individuals: to reduce duplication: to
provide professional and technical assistance to the
I ield: to review, monitor, and evaluate the program,
and to prepare an annual report. To full: 1 this
mandate will require the cooperation federal, state,
and local governments, as well as the assistance of the
service providers We must all work together to
discover and develop innovative approaches to the
problem. It is this interdisciplinary agenda with whicl,
ACIR is concerned. In other words, the theme of this
conference relates directly to many of the. long-term
purposes and goals of the council.

The council's foremost function to date has been
implemeritation of the McKinney Act. In FY 1988.
$365 million dollars are being directed to these
programs. 1 he heaviest burden has fallen on the
council's two major Cabinet-level agencies, I lousing
and Urban Development and Health and I lumn
Services.

HUD 's Housing Demonstration Program is
developing ways of providing housing and supporti e
services for homeless persons capable of making the
transition to independent In, mg. Nearly $6() iiiilb in
are involved Greater emphasis has also been placed
on housing the elderly and the handicapped. Perma-
nent housing for the homeless handicapped, a
particularly dill client group, is being l unded in
I 1987 and I Y 1988 at a total of $30 million

In I Iealth and Human Services, special mention
should be made of the mental health block grants to
the states to support outreach services and substance
abuse treatment, and of the discretionary grants to
local public and nonprofit health providers lor
primary health care, substance abuse, and mental
health set-vices Since this conference is concerned
with the public/private -MIX" in the delivery of

scmces. I'd like to mention in particular the
IS-Robert Wood Johnson Program for

the Chronically Mentally Ill the departments and
the foundation, together with state and local gov-
ernments, are sponsoring a multimillion dollar
demonstration to support the development of com-
munity-based programs and supervised housing for
the mentally ill, many of whom are homeless Nine
cities are now participating. "I he program is a striking
example of the results that can be achieved through
cooperation ancl coordination between governmental
departmentsand between those department, and the
private sector

As noted, the mandate of the Interagency
Council on the I lomelc is to collect and dissemi-
nate information on these and other programs, their
successes and, inevitably, their failures I rom these
we hope to draw inferences about which programs
best serve the homeless and why. In other words, the
council is to serve as a central point of reference, a
resource not only for governmental personnel but
also for service providers. To this end we have
recently published a brochure listing the council's
departments and agencies and the phone numbers to
be used for inquires. These provide contacts for those
who need information and need it quickly. We are
publishing a newsletter as a vehicle for interagency
and intergovernmental communication and for com-
munication with the field. 'he newsletter will outline
the council's projects, highlight exemplary programs,
and review current studies. It will also feature reports
f rom the field.

In order to accomplish the council's goal of
providing professional and technical assistance to the
held, Secretary Pierce asked the members of the
council to designate a coordinator for the homeless in
each of their federal regions 'I hese coordinators,
now numbering 124, have establishcJ a field net-
work. a series of resource ct_ntcrs for all involved in
servicing the homeless. They meet on a regular basis,
collect and disseminate information, and transmit to
Washington reports on activities at the state and local
level with special emphasis on the programs of the
private sector. Within the universe of homeless, they
flax e a unique opportunity to highlight exemplary
efforts while analysing causes of failure.

I he coordinators have also taken the lead in
arranging a series of regional conferences to bring
together federal and state personnel anu local
elected officials and service providers 'I he first
conference for Regions V and VII was held in St.
I out; on June 2S and 29 Representatives of all levels
of government and of local coalitions were able to
exchange information, generate ideas, and facilitate
future working relationships. I he second confer-
ence, held in Albuquerque in September for Regions
VI and VIII, focused on especially difficult sub-
groups, such as native Americans and youth.



Finally, the annual report, mandated b the
McKinney At and directed b) the council, will draw
together the everienee, of the departments and
agencies in Washington and in the held, It will review
current studies and reports. analyse and evaluate the
programs at the state, local, and federal levels, and
highlight those actinic s that have proved to he most
helpful m reaching specihe client groups It will also
underline the signtlicant role plaed by the pr Rate,
oluntary, nonprobt sector.

I he repo is to be delis ered to the President and
to (()tigress in the fall of 1988 It will give the council
and all concerned with the homeless an opportunity
to look lorward and backward, to review what has
been accomplished and to consider what remains to
be done It is designed to deepen our understanding,
()I the problem ar.d to facilitate possible approaches
to a solution Although we mar have miles to go
before leaching that solution, we are taking concrete
steps in the right direction
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Hotneless
Expansion dyring Retrenchment

Donna Wilson Kirchheimer
Associate Proftssor of Political Science,
Lehman College,
City University of New York

Although the 1980s have marked a significant
retrenchment in U.S social policy, public social
programs have continued to grow. Across the
country, for example, a rising number of people slept
out of doors, in transportation facilities, and in
flophouses, and, gradually, public and private orgam-
/at ions provided more beds. The homeless are one of
the largest needy populations to emerge during the
last decade, and their advocates represent one of the
largest new social movements. Today, financing,
regulating, and providing services to the homeless
represent a new social function of all U.S. govern-
ments, federal, state, and local.

'['his paper sketches the nature and cause- if this
emerging problem of homelessness, am assesses
some of the directions in the current intergovern-
mental policy rcFponse.

Who Are the Homeless?

Today's homeless people are diverse, and they
differ from the traditional so-called "Skid Row oums"
and hoboes who rode the rails. The homeless are not
only single rri,m but, increasingly, are single women
and heads of families and their children. They are not
only the elderly but alsonow predominantlyun-
der age 40. They arc disproportionately from minor-
ity groups. Some are alcoholics: some arc drug
abusers; some arc mentally ill; some are all of these;
many are none of these. Some are transients, but
most are long-time residents of their locales.

We have learned from controversy over the
number of homeless in the United States that
definitions of homelessness vary. Some definitions
include only the obviously or literally homeless who
sleep in shelters or in the street) Other definitions
include the invisible, borderline, or hidden homeless
v,ho are housed in overcrowded, dilapidated, or

7



unstable conditions We know also that valid research
methodologies are difficult and costly to implement
because of the need to computerue longitudinal
program utilliation data and to conduct street
surveys More important, we know that counts of the
homeless arc radically sensitive to variations in
definition and methodology Dif erent definitions of
homelessness shape dill erent perceptions of the
problem and suggest different public policy direc-
tions.

Nevertheless, there is agreement on some
points. hrst, the number of homeless persons is
large. It is no less than 250,000 to 350.000, the latter
number equal to the total population of the city of
Portland, Oregon, or Minneapolis.2 Top estimates of
3 million homeless are equivalent to the population
of leis Angeles or Chicago. There is agreement that
the homeless are found nationwide and that their
number is growing. Sixty metropolitan areas reported
an average increase of 10 percent per year between
1980 and 1983:3 a 25-city survey reported a 25
percent average increase during 1985 and a 20
percent average increase during 1986, with no
decrease expected. It has been found, too, that the
homeless are composed of three groups: about 56
percent are single men, 15 percent are single women,
and 28 percent are heads of families with children.4
First to increase in the late 1970s were single men,
followed by single women. During the last fly: years,
however, families have been the fastest growing
group. Twenty-four out of 25 cities reported in a 1987
survey that the number of families requesting
emergency shelter increased over tne last two years
by an average of 31 percent.5

The common denominator among the homeless
is simply their need for housinga point that is
sometimes obscured in policy deliberations. The
homeless do not have a routine place to sleep in
private accommodation, and they live from pillar to
post in temporary quarters. often in public places.
The need for housing differs between the singles and
families. This difference occurs chiefly because of the
support systems that children require, particularly
attendance at school, low-cost day care. and food to
he refrigerated, cooked. and served in a private
setting.

One of the most important characteristics com-
mon to the homeless is their poverty. While as many
as 25 percent of homeless adults receive some
income from employment (which is usually part time
or irregular), about half maintain themselves by
begging, selling blood. collecting and selling can,
scavenging garbage cans for food, or receiving
donations of some sort.6 About 30 percent use
government programs for their income. I hey divide
into three groups: (1) a state aided population of
single persons who are not eligible for federal income

assistance; (2) a nationally assisted pcipulation that
receives vrterans' benefits or Supplemental Security
Income (S51), and (3) poor families who qualify for
Aid to I amities with Dependent Children (Al D('),
in which federal and state governments share costs
and rulemakmg authority. These government
sources set allowances or rent that are usually used
in the private housing market and are usually payable
without regard to the quality of housing.

Perhaps the most salient difference between
homeless people who are single and those with
children is the larger incidence of mental illness
among singles Homeless family heads rarely exhibit
severe mental illness, while among singles the
incidence can he as low as 10 percent or as high as 5C
percent, depending in part on the criteria of
measurement.? Studies do show that some homeless
family heads experience personality disorders, anxi-
ety, and depression.6 It is not clear, however, to what
extent these problems preceded homelessness or
impede the ability to maintain a residence. Some
homeless families experience social problems other
than severe mental illness, including domestic vio-
lence, child abuse, child neglect, and fosts: care
placement. although it is unknown how the incidence
differs from other populations.

Causes of Homelessness

Most research on the homeless has been frag-
mentary and descriptive of particular suhpopulations
and locations. Less attention has been given to
comprehensive investigations of the principal causes
of homelessness.9 At this stage of research, four main
hypotheses can he advanced to explain the recent rise
of homelessness: (1) lack of affordable housing; (2)
lack of income; (3) personal characteristics of the
homeless; and (4) public policies.

Lack of Affordable Housing

Some analysts have found that homelessness has
resulted from maladjustments in inner cit; housing
markets, which have made it difficult for low-income
people to find affordable and suitable hoasing.w
Other analysts attribute homelessness in part to
extremely tight housing markets, but consider the
housing crisis to be a necessary though not sufficient
condition.t1 In a particular location, adequacy of the
supply of low-rent housing can be estimated by
measures such as the vacancy rates for units at all rent
levels and particularly for low-rent units, the avail-
ability of vacant low-rent apartments compared to
the number of families on All)(' and other income-
tested programs, the incidence and severity of
overcrowding and the rate of overcrowding among
low-income groups, rent to income ratios, and the
frequency of moves among the income-assisted
population
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Two theories have been decloped to explain the
causes of scarcity of low-rent housing I he lust
theory points to ttic tirban redcclopment pro, 11
and underscores the decay of housing stock in
post-industrial cures and shifts in reinvestment that
exclude the poor.12 I his theory highlights the
displacement of poor rentus caused by several
connected processes. One is gentriheation, namek,
the attraction of private capital to renew central
cities, which encourages the middle class (the "new
gentry") to remain in or move to revitali/cd neighbor-
hoods. An associated process causing displacement is
abandonment of buildings by private landlords
Dwindling construction of new units also max
produce scarcity

An alternate theory of causes of housing sca,(aty
emphasues public regulation that may discourage
housing investment and resiueatial mobility Cited
most prominently is government regt.otion of rent,
through rent control or rent stauilirttrt n programs,13
although some analysts believe -vat once for this
theory is inconcluswe.14

Inaclequate Income

A second factor that may contribute to home-
lessness is scarcity of personal income. Are more
families homeless because more families are very
poor? Three measures of drop in incorne could be
tested in particular locations: whether miserly rates
have increased: whether unemployment rates have
increased: and whether participation in income-
tested programs such as AMC has increased during
a given period of time. Adequacy or income can be
tested also as a relative measure, that r, income in
comparison to its purchasing power in the housing
market: what proportion of income do people pay for
rent, and how do rent allowances in public programs,
such as AFDC, compare to rent levels actually
charged by landlords? Even if absolute measures of
income are stable, the purchasing power of income
relative to rent charged in the housing market may
deteriorate.

Personal Characteristics

Two hypothew. s could be tested or a causal
relationship between personal characteristics and
homelessness. One, changes in rates of characteris-
tics, such as mental illness, personality disorders, or
alcohol and drug abuse, could cause homelessness
Iwo, opportunistic attitudes may motivate the poor
to seek public shelter, even though adequate private
arrangements are available Some analysts have
asserted that increasing the supply of shelter beds
generates more demand.15 a process that some
observers have dubbed the "woodwork elleet A
contrary theory contends that nonmonetary prices
and congestion can ration use of public services''' and

would discourage use ol shelters I he opportunism
hypothesis may be weaker than the rationing hy-
pothc.sis, if cc Milli t.oridlitt tn. t.cist, stit.h 11. htulr
shelter facilities. long length of shelter stays. and
distance of shelters lion) community of origin

Public Policies
Doe. s scarcity in the housing market for the eery

poor result only from decisions by private landlords,
or can prior public policy contribute to scarcity'' I he
impact of at least eight public policies could he
assessed' (I) cuts in federal housing grants for
construction, renovation, loans, and rent abatement.
(2) maximum rent allowances in means-tested public
programs, (3) real estate collection and foreclosure
policies, particularly concerning reassessment, tim-
ing. and enforcement. (4) tax abatement for private
developers, particularly of single-room occupancy
hotels: (5) /oiling of land use in cities and suburbs,
and the approval process for construction: (6)
regulating or failing to regulate redlining by banks
(7) regulating or fairing to regulate the warehousing
of vacant apartments by landlords: and (8) rent
regulation.

In sum, the most important factor in explaining
the dramatic rise in the homeless in the U.S is a
change in the housing market, which created an acute
scarcity of units affordable by the very poor.

Assessing Causes and Characteristics
In searching for causes of homelessness, it rs

notable that descriptive characteristics of the home-
less are not necessarily the same as the causal factors
that produce homelessness Do people who are
homeless and mentally ill find themselves homeless
because they are mentally ill? Are poor people who
are homeless without a home because they are poor?
People can be ment:t, :II under their own roofs or on
the street. Persons with su h characteristics as severe
mental illness, low education, minority status, being
female or a mother of small children, or having a
criminal record, do tend to be at a disadvantage in
competing in the private labor market. Therefore,
they rend not to receive wages that arc regular, lull
time, year round, much above the legal minimum, or
sufficient to make them geographically mobile,
ordinarily, they arc not in positrons that lead to
achancement in pay or enable them to be covered by
private health insurance. Such conditions place these
groups in the poverty population in numbers chspro-
portIonate to their share of the total population

Although these characteristics predict poverty,
they do not inevitably cause homelessness if the
supply of low-rent housing is adequate. Severe
mental illness and criminality can even qualify ,t

person to cuter institutional housing which. along
with ohs row, negatives, at least provides a roof and a
bed off the street Neyertheless, personal character-



istics that handicap competitiveness in the labor
market help to explain why these particular people
arc the tines who di-pi-opt,: tionaiciy become the odd
ones out in a market where housing units are scarce.

undamentally, homelessness among the poor is
caused by a lack of vacant housing available at a rock
bottom price.

The main problem, therefore, is to explain the
scarcity of housing at rents affordable to the poor
Because many of the homeless are eligible for
income assistance programs, the rent levels they can
pay are set by government policy. Often, this
government assistance is so low that recipients can
use only a bottom traction of the housing market.
where vacancies may be the tightest his condition
compounds the multiple and interactive causes of
homelessness that must be kept in perspectixe lor
various subpopulations and locations over time.

Policy Responses

With few exceptions, the re-ponse to homeless-
ness across the U.S. has not been to provide
permanent housing. Instead, the predominant re-
sponse has been to open temporary shelters By their
physical design and administrative rules, shelters are
intended for short-term use, for single nights or, for
families, several months. Some shelters for individu-
als are barracks-like rooms with cots close together,
no privacy, rules against bringing in personal belong-
ings, showers en masse, body inspections, and
eviction at dawn. While some family shelters ha..e
similar conditions, others offer single rooms per
family for longer stays. Nevertheless, family shelters
also can have cramped quarters, little privacy, shared
bathrooms, little or no refrigeration for food,
minimal or no cooking facilities, and be located at a

distance from schools, day care centers, grocery
stores, hospitals, and communities of origin.

Why have government and nonprofit agencies
tended to choose temporary shelter over the alterna-
tive of creating permanent housing for poor families?
At least three reasons can he discerned: (I) the
definition of homelessness as a temporary crisis. (2)
o._ izational and cost limitations, and (3) political

First, opening temporary shelters was an emer-
gency response to a problem that was perceived to be
an vac crisis of only short duration. Homelessness
ter ds to be seen as a one-shot catastrophe, like a
flood, hurricane, or earthquake. Natural disasters
occur suddenly, take people by surprise, and end in
minutes or days. A natural disaster entails human
deprivation, dislocation, shortages in economic mar-
kets, and, potentially, disruption of civil order. Crisis
arouses demands for rapid collective action, ind
people may turn to government as their authoritative

agent. Ordinarily, the immediate response is to
provide emergency services.

in the case of homelessness. the sight of
increased numbers of people sleeping and begging in
streets, parks, and bus stations carried visual emo-
tional impact. Newspapers and television ran pic-
tures, serial stories on a daily basis, and features on
individuals in need. Drama centered on risks of life
and death and the seasonal pressure to race against
time. Skid Row flophouses and charitable agenews
were overflowing Could shelters open more beds
before winter? Would someone freeze in the street?
Me public's usual acceptance of vagrancy as an
invisible but "normal" chronic social problem was
disturbed by the larger number of visibly homeless
persons on the streets in the 19S0s. A sense of crisis
shaped the definition of the homeless problem as an
acute disaster demanding immediate emergency
action. In this climate, policy prescriptions focused
primarily on the most visible and immediate human
needs.

A second reason for the choice of temporary
shelters was the organizational and cost advantages
of' temporary accommodations. Paying for floor space
for purposes such as sleeping and eating is expensive.
When residence is a component of service, cost
skyrockets. Housing people in jails with barest
essentials costs thousands of dollars per person per
year, as does housing people in foster placement,
hospitals, nursing homes, college dormitories, or
boarding schools. Given that even rudimentary
residential service is expensive, the opportunity to
reduce cost is only to increase density or decrease
amenities, Construction of permanent housing re-
quires large amounts of capital invested up front, and
this level of financial commitment was not available
and wo., not supportable by the political consensus at
the time.

The organizational advantage of choosing tem-
porary shelter instead of permanent housing was that
existing facilities could be converted more easily to
temporary than to long-term residence. When state
and local governments did finance or operate
shelters, they could use former schools, hospitals, or
armories More important, for the most part, states
and cities relied on religious and charitable organiza-
tions to respond to the requests of the homeless.17
Shelter services were within the organizational
capacities of many private nonprofit agencies
Churches could set up a dozen cots, arrange for
laundry and bathing services, recruit volunteers, and
provide some food, within the scope of their existing
knowledge, resources, and physical structures. Thus,
government agencies could regulate and sometimes
fund private nonprofit efforts without experiencing
traumatic organizational change themselves. Most
nonprofit organizations had no prior experience in
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financing and operating permanent housing that
involves substantial risk.

The third reason tor the tendency to choose the
shelter alternative was its political I easibility in
comparison to permanent housing. Expansion of
services for the homeless was f ed by challenges from
achocaey communities, the media. and, in ...)me
cases. state courts. Nevertheless. action risked
political costs from other quarters. Public officials,
for example, had to overcome opposition from some
communities and elected politicians who fought the
location of shelters in their neighborhoods. an
attitude now called "NIMBY" (not in my hack yard)
liven some religious organirations with a few cots in
their basements have been challenged on the ground
that such shelters violate roiling regulations 18 I

overcome opposition. public officials have needed to
communicate an overriding sense of crisis. To portray
the crisis as temporary gave critics the expectation
that public financing woulu he short term and that
shelters would soon close Interpreting homelessness
as a temporary crisis allowed political officials
Initially to assert that only an emergency response
was appropriate to the problem.

Defining the problem as a crisis also enabled
public officials to select fiscal strategies that were
short-term emergency measures rather than long-
term programs. Notably, initial national legislation
passed in 1983 and 1084 gave appropriations to the
Federal Emergency Management Agency. whose
mission is to aid communities recovering from
short-term natural disasters and whose officials had
no experience running a permanent pt ;Tram:9 Also,
state governments could use the emergency assis-
tance provisions of AFDC. but they could not extend
payments beyond the short emergency period.

Defining homelessness as a temporary crisis had
the effect of protecting local, state, and national
governments from having to seek new revenues for
permanent housing during a penou of extraordinary
national deficit and fiscal conservatism in national
government. Cuts in federal financing of housing and
other social programs generated many new compet-
ing demands on state and local revenues State and
local financing of large -scale permanent housing for
low income families has not been a historical
function of state and local government. I I.cap to a
new social Junction that would require extraordinary
amounts of capital investment and high levels of
financial and political risk was therefore unlikely
Investment in temporary shelter. although expen-
sive. was less expensive, less risky, and had wider
political acceptance

Defining the problem as a crisis and ',electing
emergency strategics shaped the new public function
as a minimal and temporary form of social protection
The advantage of the crisis response was that it

1 I

permitted a rapid start that could he minunallx
acceptable among all opinion groups for at least a
short period.

I he establishment of publicly financed. regu-
lated. or provided sen ices intended to meet the hare
essentials of survival is traditional to ll S govern-
ment. The historical core of U.S national and
subnational welfare program, is the pros mon of
services that are essentially protective and not
preventive or auxiliary 'I he main 1.3 S social pro-
grams provide the fundamentals of social protection.
the now proverbial "floor" or "safety net." for which
there is the broadest political agreement on the
appropriate role of government I hus, temporary
shelters for emergency needs are well within the
traditional definition of legitimate social protection
functions of U.S. government.] his helps to explain
why, during a period of historical social retrench-
ment, funds for a new social function could he
created even by a Congress and state and local
ollicials who believed in nummiring the scope of
government social policy.

However, unplanned long-term stays in high-
density shelters, particularly when children are
present, can attract public criticism. As demands rise
to upgrade the living conditions of quarters designed
to he temporary. cost also will escalate. Ironically,
where even high-density temporary accommodation
is scarce. cost can exceed the rent levels allowed by
AFDC in permanent private housing. Thus, the
problem now faced by local governments where
homeless populations have been the longest, is

whetrier a temporary shelter system. based on a crisis
rationale, can still minimally satisfy the standards of
consumers, public opinion, state regulations. elected
officials, and, in some locations, state courts.

Future Policy Directions
In assessing future policy directions. questions

can focus on policy content and policy means. Three
main questions arise regarding future policy content:
(1) how to assess an appropriate mix of temporary
shelter. transitional shelter. and permanent housing:
(2) how to determine an appropriate balance be-
tween a "housing only policy and a "housing plus"
policy. and (3) the role of planning,. evaluation. and
coordination

The Shelter-Housing Mix
First. the concept has emerged of a three tier

response to homelessness: temporary shelter.. ang-
tumid shelter. and permanent housing. Policy pre-
scriptions on the appropriate mix among these three
are consciously and unconsciously shaped b!' assump-
tions about the nature of tne homeless problem and
about the appropriate relationship between public
social investment and private economic investment.
I he tra htional assumptions are that supplying



permanent housing m the 1.1 S is a function that
belongs principally to the private sector, and the
public. role. is resido,t1 and dirccit.d m to.;.ard
people who cannot effectively compete in the private
market. If homelessness is indeed a temporary
condition, then high-density temporary shelter may
he an appropriate solutionlike youth hostels for
travelersand government need not increase invest-
caent in permanent housing.

However. there is not, at least not yet. any
indication that the homeless population is decreasing
or even leveling off. As this recognition has spread.
recent Federal legislation and some state actions have
begun to expand transitional shelter and permanent
housing. If concern were only for the people in need,
the preferred policy choice would he permanent
housing. However, its high cost and the expanded
government role that would occur deter political
agreement to go that route. In this context, the
rationale for transitional housing has strong appeal.
and therefore requires special attention.

Transitional shelter is an intermediate form of
service between temporary shelters and permanent
housing. Transitional shelter differs from temporary
shelter because its physical designincluding more
space, privacy, and cooking facilitiesis intended for
medium-term stays. Transitional shelters can also
provide enriched services, such as counseling, em-
ployment referral, and health screening Transitional
sh 'tier resembles temporary shelter, however, be-
cause the length of stay is limited by regulation.
usually for fixed periods, such as 6 to 12 months.
Development of the idea of transitional shelter arose
partly out of the need for political compromise. and it
represents a way station between short-term shelters
and long-term housing.

Despite the appeal of transitional shelter, it
cannot substitute for permanent housing in a scare
market. When shelter residents cannot locate perma-
nent housing and overstay the tun, limit, public and
private agencies find themselves required to evict
their own consumers Another limitation can be that
the enriched services available by virtue of residence
in a transitional shelter disappear when consumers
move out, and this lack could aggravate recidivism
The challenge for government and nonprofits would
he to make available in-home services (much as home
care and preventive services continue outside resi-
dential hospital and foster case institutions), but the
cost is a harrier.

Many observers also fee! that public policy
should riot reserve transitional shelter and perma-
nent housing only for ex-residents of temporary
shelters. Some poll ymakers fear that some consum-
ers would use shelt2rs not out of dire need but solely
as an opportunistic avenue to preferred housing. I or
this and other reasons. transitional shelter is usually

rationed by adminmrato,e rules and is typically
hooted to people with definable special charoc tens-

a, ...tan,
hurried out of their homes, pregnant women,
mothers of infants, empfoyahle persons. youth.
veterans. of the elderly. Such poIR..es place transi-
tional shelter within the traditional pattern of
social policy that restricts eligibility to certain
identifiable subgroups w ho are considered to be most
deserving 'I ransitional shelter. therefore, is a piece-
meal and partial response which is dearly necessary.
but it cannot unuersally resolve homelessness in a
scarce housing market.

A Housing-Plus Strategy
A second question of policy content concerns

how to assess an appropriate balance between a
"housing only policy and a "housing plus" policy. A
housing-plus strategy would entail not only provision
of temporary shelter or permanent housing but also
higher income assistance levels, increased opportu-
nity for employment training and 101-) placement,
provision of accessible health care counseling, and
other services for supported living, prevention of
child abuse and neglect, and prevention of fostercare
placement.

Such a housing-plus policy would cut across
many traditional policy sectors. Development of
intersectoral policy calls for conceptualization of
services for the homeless in a comprehensive
framework. Many health professionals have come to
define health irons an ecological viewpoint, broadly
defining health needs to include any economic or
social factors that may tend to diminish the physical
or mental health of the population. An eclectic
definition of health, therefore, calls for conceptualiz-
ing policy not only in the narrow spheres that we have
historically developed but also as comprehensive
intersectoral

Intersectoral policy m the homeless is emerging.
and its broad scope is signaled by the facts that action
by ten I louse and Senate committees was necessary
lor passage of the Stewart B Kinney Honieles
.111Itan«, Act of /087 (Mc Kniney .1(t) and that 15
federal agencies are mernhors of the Interagency
Council on the I lomeless. A turn toward mtersee-
toral policy is evident in the Mc Kinney legislation
which, in addition to housing and emergency food and
shelter, authorized about $200 million each in 1987
and 1988 for health, job training, education, non-.
Wm. and community services.

Planning, Evaluation, and Coordination
A third contemporary policy question concerns

the role of planning, evaluation, and c, ,iodination
Because the homeless population is so diverse and
their needs cut across 111.111V policy sectors, the
rationale for planning, e% aluat ion. and coordination
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is evident The regulatory role of state and local
governments should include the functions of plan-
ning, evaluation, and coordination, even if they t_lo
not fund or operate Ntielk I 1 Alter a hall -Lenitny of
growth el nationally sponsored social programs. the
cry for planning, evaluation. and coordination is

familiar, and the need is now widely recognized by
scholars and pohcymakers. Yet, the instances of
success! ul planning, evaluation, and coordination are
not as numerous as might be hoped, and even
successful cases often face opposition Nevertheless,
public and private organizations across the states
today include numerous professional and lay people
who are experienced in these fields and have learned
the requisite technical and political skills For this
reason, planning, evaluation, and coordination prob-
ably will he demanded not only by the advoLate
community but also by state and local governments.
Congressional creation of the Interagency Council
on the Homeless reinforces this view.

The Public-Private Mix of Services

Regarding the public-private mix in the delivery
system, there is a reliance nationwide on private
nonprofit organizations to shelter the homeless.
Traditionally in the U.S., private nonprofit agencies
have filled service gaps in the profit- making econ-
omy. For example, when young men migrating to
industrializing towns found jobs but no rooms to rent.
the YMCA-YMHA's opened residential hotels to
tide them over More than is generally realized, U.S
social programs tend to rely on private organizations
to provide services that are publicly financed and
regulated. Medicare, Food Stamps, SSI, Head Start,
Medicaid, AFDC, and day care under the Social
Security Act, for example, are fundamentally mecha-
nisms to enable beneficiartes to obtain goods and
services from a local market that distributes food,
shelter, clothing, health care, and preschool services
large.y through the private economy, including profit
and nonprofit producers. Thus, privatization in these
programs did not reflect the cost cutting reforms of
the 1980s so much as service expansion strategy with
a long-standing history.

I ollowing this pattern, new providers of tempo-
rary shelter in the 1980s were often private nonpr.)lit
organizations that were regulated and sometimes
partially financed by government under a contract,
fee, or other mechanism. The organizational and cost
advantages of temporary shelter, as noted above,
enabled government officials to rely on providers in
the private nonprofit sector. Nonprofits are moving
toward operation of transitional shelters, and appear
to he suited to the delivery of comprehensive services
because many have prior experience in the social and
health sectors.

The advantage of using the private nonprofit
system to deliver temporary and transitional shelter

is to utilize their expertise and administrative
networks, and to achieve the benefits of &centraliza-
tion, whidi is necessary to reach rapidly a diverse
population that Indy iii viii tphiLaily dispciscd
Moreover, the political advantage of involving
nonproht organizations is to win the support of their
boards, constituencies. and profession,t1s so that they
can educate political elites and the public regarding
the need for service Thus, the role of nonprofits in
temporary and transitional shelter is traditional, is
expanding, and is salutary.

I lowever, overreliance on nonprofits for provi-
sion of permanent housing for the poor is misplaced,
for the reasons of cost, risk, and inexperience noted
above Although nonprofits have., can, and will own
and operate housing, they have been under-
represented in the housing delivery system and
should be encouraged to Increase their role. None-
theless. government cannot expect them to tackle the
entice housing problem. Concurrent government
action is crucial, particularly to create and package
financing, and to underwrite significant and pro-
longed technical ass,stance.

Missing from the private delivery system of
temporary and transitional shelter, as well as perma-
nent housing, has been a resurgence of for-profit
enterprise. With few exceptions, for-profit corpora-
tions have not taken an independent initiative in the
homelessness crisis to develop new ventures, new
combinations of financing, or more economical
methods of construction and rehabilitation that
would enable them to expand shelter or housing for
the poor. Where for-profit organizations have re-
sponded. it is often because government has acti-
vated them with financial incentives. It appears
likely, therefore, that government will have to
expand its financing and regulation of the private
housing industry.

Funding Sources
The U.S has traditionally relied on the filtering

process in the private market to provide deteriorated
housing to low-income renters. It appears now,
however, that at current levels of government
housing investment, the private economy cannot
meet the need. As public financing of temporary and
transitional shelter gradually expands, two policy
choices are possible.

I irst, the bulk of new public investment can
continue to he in temporary and transitional shelter.
Assuming need remains constant or increases, this
option would cement a new public social function
into the housing supply system. It seems necessary to
accept indefinitely a level of temporary and transi-
tional shelter that is much expanded over the 1970s.
Providing temporary and transitional shelter can
*lay the need for creating permanent housing, but
as -t)melessness increases, these emergency re-
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sponscs become de facto, unplanned, and undesir-
able permanent housing, whiLh can even cost more
per beneficiary than permanent housing In these
circumstances, it is more likely that suppoi t will grow
for increased public financing of permanent housing.

A second alternative is that public investment in
permanent housing could increase. A shift toward
increasing federal financing of lo, income housing
was in evidence in congressional auti oniatams m
191'7. However, it appears unlikely in the present
political environment that future federal housing
support will much exceed, or even resume, pre-1981
levels I ackmg that resource, the question becomes
whether state legislatures will finance significantly
higher levels of affordable housing. The 1980s 'nave
witnessed a surge in lobbying for business and
consumer issues in state legislatures It the federal
government does not significantly expand permanent
affordable housing, one can expect advocates to
increase activity in state legislative and executive
offices, possibly more than in the courtroom. States
where advocates have won successful court litigation
had pertinent protections in their state constitution,
statutes, or regulations. These protections were very
important in some locations in securing emergence
shelter for the homeless, but all states do not h:ive
the same laws.20 Also, courts have found that while
legal standards may require minimal social protec-
tion (that is, temporary or transitional shelter for
emergency needs), they do not guarantee permanent
housing.

Policy Recommendations

The perspective genera,Ld by this investigation
signals the idea that policy debate on homelessness
must lead to a reinvigorated consideration of federal,
state, and local housing policy.21 As the incidence of
homelessness shows no sign of abating, it becomes
more likely that elected officials will recognise the
need to expand publicly subsidised permanent
housing. What targets are appropi rate? In the history
of rational housing policy, analysis of need factors
his produced goals for adequately housing the U S.
population. However, in the current conditions of
national deficit, political equivocation, and increas-
ing homelessness, attention is drawn not so much to
ideal policy standards for housing supply as to
minimal beginnings.

Achieving a replacement level is a stmt. At least,
restore public subsidy of new low-rent housing units
at the rate of expansion that the U S. had before
1981 At least, restore the low-rent housing units that
were lost to the destruction of abandoned buildings
and to gentrification and conversion to high rental
units, cooperatives, and condominiums. At least,
ensure that the demstitutionahied mentally ill hive a
bed they can come back to, to sleep in every night. a

bed they would have if they were instuutionahied. At
least, make the same assurance for people who are
discharged irom Inr- 11111! c!y I n ;need int:taut:oa..
such as foster homes, hospitals, prisons, and drug
treatment centers At least, ensure that people who
are ses erely and chronically mentally ill can reside. as
needed, in health care institutions At least, when
individuals and families who pay their rent from
public income assistance prograrns receive an evic-
ho notice, take extra steps to stop it, or quickly help
them to find new quarters. At least, use existing
assistance programs, such as Al IX', to pay back rent,
moving expenses, finders fees, or rent deposits.
I ncourage expand,ng initiatives to finance housing at
state and local levels, with the growth of housing trust
funds, inclusionary ioning, revenue bonds, and
regulations requiring developers to set aside space or
money for low cost-housing. At least, plan and
ensure that all geographic jurisdictions have low-cost
housing available for their "lair share" of very poor
people.

An income policy is also important, but it cannot
replace direct augmentation of low-rent housing
supplies Will income subsidy in the foreseeable
future be high enough to narrow the distribution
curve significantly? Won't there remain a long low
end or the income curve? How will these still
relatively low-income people compete where very
low-rent housing is scarce?

A service policy is also essential. However, due to
political infeasibility, services are likely to cover only
portions of the population in need And services
cannot substitute for permanent housing. Although
such services will enable some homeless people to
become regularly employed, and may eventually
enable them to pay rent with their own earnings, a
majority will not be able to do so.

Having a roof and a bed to sleep in, every night,
indefinitely, is of course in no way a guarantor that all
of a person's needs will be met. income for food;
education and day care for jobs; medical and social
ser ices to treat and prevent Illness, mental illness,
child abuse, and drug and alcohol abuse are all
requisites None of these, however, can substitute for
housing, and many are ineffective if housing is
missing.
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Discussion Paper:
Implications of the

Low-Inconie Housing Ratio for
National Homelessness Policy

Kay Young McUhesnesy
Assistant Plot( ssor of Sot ioloKr.
nchana (buyer av of Pc nasylvania

Professor Kirchheimer has provided oven,loss of
the causes of homelessness. "Causes" arc important,
because they lead directly to "solutions

Views on the causes of homelessness held by the
public and by elected officials will have a direct
influence on public policy. A mayor who thinks of
family homelessness primarily as a short-term emer-
gency problemburned-out families, mothers flee-
ing domestic violencewill emphasue short-term
emergency solutions, such as shelters. A mayor who
thinks families are home'_:ss because mothers are
"incompetent" they don't have adequate "living
skills" or they are psychiatrically disabledmay
emphasiie transitional living programs with exten-
sive social services and psychiatric case work. Mayors
who share the view that providing shelter brings poor
families "out of the woodwork" or causes homeless
families from other cities to move to their jurisdic-
tions may support no program for homeless families
at all Ideasthe mental images we holdarc
important

I he weight of the evidence supports a shortage
of allordable low-income housing ti,, the cause of
homelessness in the 1980s Professor I)olbearc
details the changes in the low-income housing ratio
over time. There is a growing discrepancy between
the number of poor households that can afford only
low-income housing and the number of such housing
units available.

At the aggregate ILvel, the cause of homeless-
ness is simple: When the number of poor households
exceeds the numbLr of low-income housing units, a
shortage of low - income housing exists When that
happens, households do two things. Those that can
pay more for their housing will do so Those that can't
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pa\ more may double up with family or mends I he
remainder becomes homelessIt's as simple as that
When the number of poor houscholds i.ir exceeds the
number of low-income housing units. homelessness
is the inevitable result.

What about the competing hypotheses') Ai e they
plausible? Is homelessness a matter of a aced for
emergency housing and not of a shortage of perma-
nent, affordable low-income housing? If that were
true in the aggregate, you would have to show that
the number of emergencies has been steadily
increasing during the 1980s You would have to show
that the incidence of domestic violence or the
incidence of residential fires, for example, is radically
different in the 1980s than it was during preceding
y ears. There .s no evidence to support this. What has
changed is not the number of emergencies, but the
number of low-income housing units.

likewise, consider the by pothcsis that incompe-
tent or psychiatrically disturbed mothers are the
cause of family homelessness. At the individual level,
this might seem like an explanation But that Just
doesn't make sense in the aggregate. The long-term
AFDC recipient who can be labeled "multiproblem"
and who needs several services now had the same
characteristics ten years ago. It is not the characteris-
tics of the mothers that have changed, but the
characteristics of the low-income housing market.

If homelessness is the result of the fact that there
arc more poor households than there are low-Income
housing units, the only effeiive strategies will be
the ;e that either increase the number of low-income
housing units or decrease the number of poor
houscholdy that are competing for those units.

What arc the public policy implications of this
view of the causes of homelessness? In short, the
implications are: (1) shelters are not a solution for
homelessness: (2) stand-alone service delivery is not a
solution for homelessness: (3) transitional housing is
not a solution for homelessness Since these may be
seen as somewhat radical stands. I would like to
explore them in a bit more depth.

First, shelters are not a solution for homeless-
ness. We do need shelters Mothers who arc fleeing
domestic violence need emergency shelter: so do all
families who have run out of other options and will
face the street if emergency shelter is not provided.
In Los Angeles, as in other Jurisdictions where
adequate emergency shelter is not provided, there
arc mothers with infants who will sleep tonight in a
laundry room, in the back of an open truck, or in a
grocery store parking lot, because thLy have no other
options.

Emergency shelters, however, are at best a
"hand-aid" approach. 1 hey will ha\ e no effect on the
total numher of households that do not have access tt.
permanent, affordable low-income housing Com-

=nines need to understand that no m itter how
much time and money, how much community
support and political goodwill they expend on
emergency shelters, homelessness will continue to
grow

Second, the mere delis cry of services will not
solve homelessness. It doesn't make sense to give a
mother a prescription for antidepressants and then
send her back to a shelter, when the reason she is
depressed is that she has been living with her
husband and three children in the airport for two
months anu the reason she is having suicidal thoughts
is that tin.), are going to be discharged from the
shelter back into the streets. She needs mental health
services. Her husband needs employment and train-
ing services. But pi\ e them services with housing, not
services instead of housing.

ird, transitional housing is not a substitute for
permanent housing. Some familiesin my opinion, a
relative few really need supported housing with
extensive social services because there is little chance
that they will be able to live independently if given
only housing.

But the real profncm with transitional living
programs is that they do not add any units to the total
pool of low-income housing. Even assuming that
graduates of transitional living programs are more
competitive in the rental housing market due to the
training in living skills they have received, as they
move into permanent, affordable housing they will
merely displace other poor households that would
have occupied the same units. At best, when seen
from the view of the overall low-income housing
shortage, transitional living programs provide a few
additional units of low-income housing through
which the poor arc forced to rotate at six-month
intervals. That is not to say that transitional living
programs don't provide real benefits to individual
families. Sometimes they do. But they do not solve
the overall problem.

Emergency shelters, service delivery, and transi-
tional housing programs are the three most common
types of programs being used to deal with homeless-
ness. But none of them actually does anything to deal
with the underlying problemthere are more poor
households than there are affordable low-income
housing units. In short, no matter how much money is
spent on emergency snelters or stand-alone service
delivery or transitional living programs, homeless-
ness will continue to increase.

Professor Kirchheimer ends her paper by saying.
i he scope of this investigation is homelessness, am'

discussion of alternatives in national housing policy is
beyond our perimeter.- I disagree. Discussion of
alter nail\ es in housing policy and alternatives in
poverty policy has to be what this confere =e is all
about. As Professor Kuchheuner points out, "Our



country has traditionally relied on tne filtering
pr icess in the private market to pros ide Jeteriorated
hoUSMg to ft; -income rentcN . . It , ryp1/4.,1r, 1-10,

however, that .. the private economy cannot meet
the need."

Indeed, the private economy can lot meet the
need for an adequate supply of affordable low-
income housing. There is not enough deteriorated
housing left, and there has not been a profit
building or maintaining low-Income housing for
years. Therefore, we have a choice. ! ether govern-
ment will alter its course and step in and till the need
for affordable permanent housing, or homelessness
and its attendant human misery will continue to grow

The task of the conference is to explore the
quesiion, "In an era of federal retrenchment, how
can state and local governments respond effectively
to the needs of homeless cituens')" I would like to
offer a few suggestions

First, take a stand. We will hear later from
representatives of a state that has one of the most
comprehensive, well-planned programs for the
homeless.. It isn't perfect, but it's superior to
programs in many other states In my opinion, the
reason that Massachusetts has such a pnigram is that
the governor took a stand. Basically, he said. "We are
not going to have mothers with babies living in the
streets of Massachusetts." And, as a result, they'
don't. Ile made homelessness a priority of his
administration. We need this kind of leadership. We
need leaders who are willing to take a stand against
poverty. If you don't have such a leader in your
jurisdiction, elect one.

Second, educate. While you are looking for
leaders who will make poverty a priority, build grass
roots support. As Professor Kirchheamer said, there
is not yet in this nation a political consensus for the
major changes in housing policy and in poverty policy
that will be necessary in order to stem the tide of
homelessness. Before such a consensus can emerge,
people must know the facts. I ducate your cihiens,
your local and state officials. I.ducate your senators
and representatives. I et them know that homeless-

'less is a pm crty problem aral a housing problem, not
a personal problem. Help them to see that if no
Lhalige nr liubilL lobo.) is lin diLoining the Lrists will
worsen I o continue the delusion that the homeless
themselves are responsible for their plightthe old
"undeserving poor" ideacan only lead to a catastro-
phe that will dwarf the present crisis.

Third, regarding intergovernmental relations:
lobby. I he administration suggests that in an era of
federal fiscal retrenchment, local and state govern-
ments, private nonprofits, and private citiiens will
have to do most of it by themselves I hstorically, as
Professor Kirchheimer has pointed out, the financing
of permanent housing for low-income households
has never been a function of state and local
government I ikewise major impetus for poverty
programs has typically come from the federal
government. It is not possible for private cituens and
local governments to do it on their own, The
McKinney Act is a start, but a greater federal
commitment will be needed in order to make a real
dent in long-term poverty and homelessness

Fourth, cooperate, coordinate, and plan. We got
ourselves Into this mess as a nation partially because
we were not looking at the big picture over the long
term. We encouraged the destruction of the low-in-
come housing stock and decimated I IUD's low-in-
come housing budget while allowing unindexed
come support benefits to deteriorate and cutting
back benefits and programs for the poor. That wasn't
very smart, and we're paging for it now in human
misery. We need comprehensive intersectoral policy
initiatives with broad s )1-)e and vision The U.S
political process is not very good at encouraging
long-range comprehensive planning (witness the
efforts to reduce the federal budget deficit), but we
must try.

The responsible course is to acknowledge that
the homeless are victims of bad policy and poor
planning, and to negin now to build new low-income
units and preserve existing ones, while providing
child Larc and the opportunity to work to all who want
it



The Deinstitutionalization of the If!: Richard Lamb, MD

Mentally of Southern (kthjornia

The growing problem of homelessness has
emerged as a national tragedy, which is commanding
attention from all segments of society. including the
federal, state, and local governments, the media, and
the public at large. A substantial portion of the
homeless arc chronically and severely mentally ill
individuals who in years past would have been
long-term residents of state hospitals. They now have
no place to live because the efforts to depopulate
public hospitals over the past two decades were
coupled with unavailability of suitable housing and
supervised living; arrangements in "the community,"
inadequate continuing medical-psychiatric care and
other supportive services, and poorly thought-out
changes in the laws governing involuntary treatment.

The homeless mentally ill are those homeless
persons disabled by chronic major mental illness
schirophrenia, manic-depressive disorder, and major
depression. The most methodologically sound stud-
tcs thw, far indicate that, among the total population
of homeless persons, about one-third to two-fifths
.utter from a major mental illness., Another way of
ciefiniry this population is those persons who would
nave lived out their lives in state hospitals prior to
deinstitutionaliration. IN deinstitutionahration the
cause of homelessness? Some would say yes, and send
the chronically mentally ill trek to the hospitals. A
main thesis of this paper, however, is th it homeless-
ness among the mentally ill is not 0 e result of
deinstitutionahration per se but of the problems of
implementation and the related problem of a lack of
a clear understanding of the -2cds of the chronically
mentally ill in the community The discussion then
turns to some additional unintended results of these
problems, such as eriminaliration of the mentally ill,
which ustial:2/ accompanies homelessness Th- paper
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concludes with some ways of resolving these pi oh-
!ems

The Unk between DeinstitutionallzItion ant;
Homelessness

To see the anpalling conditions under which the
homeless mentally ill exist has a profound impact on
us, our natural reaction is to want to rectify the
horrors of what we see with a quick, bold stroke. 1 or
the chronically mentally ill, however, homelessness is
a complex problem with multiple causes: in analy/ing
this problem we need to guard against settling for
simplistic explanations and soluor:ns. For instance,
homelessness is closely linked with deinstitu-
tionaliiation in the sense that three decades ago most
of the chronically mentally ill had a homethe state
hospital. Withou' lemstitutionahiation, it is unlikely
that there would be large numbers of homeless
mentally ill. Thus, in countries where demstitu-
tionalliation has barely begun, homelessness of the
chronically mentally ill is not a ,,ignificant problem.
But that does not mean we can simply explain
homelessness as a result of &institutionalization: we
have to look at the conditions that these mentally ill
persons must face in the community. the lack of
needed resource,;, and the nature of mental illness

With the infusion of the chronically mentally ill
into the community, we are now faced with the need
to und'istand their reaction to and tolerance of the
stresses of community life and determine what has
hr"ome of them, and why, without the state hospitals.
It has been documented nationwide that substantial
numbers of the severely mentally ill are homeless at
any given time.2 Some are homeless continuously,
and some intermittently.3 We need to understand
what character tics of society and of the mentally ill
have interacted to produce such an unforeseen and
grave problem as homelessness. Without that undo.
stanJing, we will not he able to conceptualue and
then implement what needs to be done to resolve the
p.oblems of homelessness.

A Brief History of Deinstitutionalization
Cm- more than half of this century, the state

hospitals kept the mentally ill out of sight and out of
mind. Moreover. IN ci.ntrots and structure provided
by the state hospitals, as well as the granting of almost
total asylum, may have been necessary for many of
the long-term mentally ill before the advent of
modern psychoactive medications. Unlortunately,
the ways in which state hospitals achieved this
structure and asylum led to everyday abuses that have
left scars on the mental health professionals as well
as on the patients.

The stage was set for deinstitutionaliianon by
periodic public outcries about these deplorable
conditions, documented by journalists such as Alheit
Deutsch in the 1940s and 195G,.' Mental health

professionals and their organs/ tonal leaders also
expressed glowing concern These concerns led
ultimately to the formation of the Joint Commission
on Mental Illness and I Iealth in 1955. The commis-
slot recommendations for community alternatives
to state hospitals were published in 1961 a' Act:on for
Mental Health 5

When the new psychoactive medications ap-
peared,6 along with a new philosophy of social
treatment,' the majority of the chronic psychotic
population was left in a state hospital environment
that was now clearly unnecessary and even inappro-
priate for them, though, as noted later, it still met
many of their needs. Other factors also came into
play I irst, there was a conviction that mental
patients would receive better and more humanitarian
treatment in the community than in state hospitals
far removed from home. This belief was a philosophi-
cal keystone in th.i origins of the community mental
health movement. Another powerful motivating
force was concern about the civil rights of psychiatric
patients: the systems then employed of indefinite.
often lifelong, commitment and instuutionalitation
with little due process deprived them of their civil
rights. Not the least of the motivating factors was
financial. State governments wished to shift some of
the fiscal burden for these patients to federal and
local governmentsthat is. to federal Supplemerard
Security Income (SSI) and Medicaid. and local law
enforcement agencies and emergency health and
mental health services.8

The process of demst,tutionalvation was accel-
erated considerahly by two significant federal devel-
opments in 196.3. First, categorical Aid to the
Disabled (ATI)) become available to the mentally ill,
which made them e' ible for the first time for federal
financial support in the community. Second, the
Congress enacted legislation in support of commu-
nity mental health centers.9

With AID, psychiatric patients and mental
health professionals acting on their behalf had access

federal grants-in-aid, supplemented by state I unJs
in some states, which enabled r 'dents to support
themselves or to be supporte either tit home or in

Lh lac.lities as hoard and -care homes or old hotels
comparatively little cost to the :,:ate. The amount

of r.--,nry available to patients under ATI) was
suit icient to maintain a low standard of living in the
community '1 hus the states, even th ise that provided
generous AID supplements, found that it cost far
less to maintain patients in the community than in the
hospital. (Al I) is now included in Supplemental
Security Income. or SS1, and is administered by the
Social Security Administration )

The second significant lederal development of
1963 was the passage of the Community dental Health
('Pnters Construction Act, amended II, 1%5 to provide



grants for the initial costs of staffing the newly
constructed centers. This legislation was a strong
incentive to the developmen of community pro-
grams with the potential to treat people whose main
resource previously had been the state hospital. It is
important to note. however, that although rehabilita-
tive services and precare and aftercare services were
eligible for funding. an agency did not have to offer
those services in order to qualify for funding as a
comprehensive community mental health center.

Also contributing to demstitutionahration were
sweeping changes in the commitment laws of the
various states. In California, for instance. the
I anterman-Petris-Short Act of 1968 provided fur-
ther impetus for the movement of patients out 01
hospitals. Behind this legislation was a concern for
the civil rights of the psychiatric patient. much of it
from civil rights groups and individuals outside the
mental health professions.10 The act made the
involuntary commitment of psychiatric patients a

much more complex process. and it became difficult
to hold psychiatric patients in mental hospitals
indefinitely against their will.11

Some mental health professionals in California
clearly rccogn wed that while many abtr es needed to
be corrected this legislation went too far in the other
direction and no longer safeguarded the welfare of
the patient. But these were voices in the wilderness.
We stilt have not found a way to help some mental
health lawyers and patients' rights advocates see that
they have contributed heavily to the problem of
homelc,,,nessthat patients' rights to freedom are
not synonymous with releasing them to the streets
where they cannot take care of themselves, are too
disorganwed or fearful to avail themselves of what
help is available, and are easy prey for every predator.

The dimensions of the phenomenon of &in-
stitutionalization are revealed by the numbers. In
1955. there were 559.000 patients in state hospitals in
the United States, today. at any given time there are
approximately 116.000.12

The Naivete of the Early Years

With the advantage of hindsight we can see that
the era of &institution:Ili/atm was ushered in with
much naivete and many simplistic notions as to what
would become of the chronically and severely
mentally ill. The importance of psychoactive medica-
tion and a stable source of financial support was
perceived. but the importance of developing such
funuamental resources as supportive living arrange-
ments was often not clearly seen. or at least not
implemented. "Community treatment" was much
discussed. but there was no clear idea as to what this
should consist of. nor w is it anticipated how resistant
the community mental health centers would be to
providing services to the chronically mentally ill Nor

was it !ores, ) how reluctant many states would be to
allocate funds for community based services.

In the midi of very valid concerns about the
shortcomings and antitherapeutie aspects of state
hospitals, it was not appreciated that those hospitals
fulfilled some very crucial functions for the chroni-
cally and severely mentally ill 1 he term "asylum"
was in many ways an appropriate one. for these
imperfect institutions did provide asylum and sanctu-
ary from the pressures of the world with which, in
varying degrees. most of these patients were unable
to cope.13 Further, these institutions provided such
services as medical care, patient monitoring, respite
for the patient's family. and a social network for the
latient. as well as food, shelter. and social support.14

1 he treatment and services in state hospitals
were in one place and under one administration The
sauation is very dilferent in the community. Services
and treatment are under various administrative
jurisdictions and in various locations. Even the
mentally healthy have difficulty dealing with a
number of burcaucra:ies, both governmental and
private, and getting their needs met. Furthermore.
patients can easily get lost in the community as
compared to a hospital where they may have been
neglected. but at least their whereabouts were
known. It is these problems that have led to the
recognition of the importance of case management.
which will be discussed further under recommenda-
tions. It is probable that many of the homeless
mentally ill would not he on the streets if they were
on the caseload of a professional or paraprofessional
tra d to deal with the problems of the chronically
mentally ill. able to monnor them with considerable
persistence when necessary. and facilitate services to
them.

In my experience.15 and that of others.16 the
survival of long-term patients. It t alone their reha-
bilitation, begins with an appropriately supportive
and Aructured living arrangement. Other treatm, nt
and rehabilitation are of little avail until patients feel
secure and are stabilised in their living situation.
Donsutubonalitation means granting support in the
community to a large marginal population. many
whom, even wart modern psychoactive medications
and community treatment, can cope to only a limited
extent with the ordinary demands of life, have strong
dependency needs. and are not able to live independ-
ently.

Moreover. that some patients alight need to
!cycle in a long-term, locked, intensively supervised
community facility was a orei:m thought to most who
advocated a return to the community in the early
years of emptying the state hospitals "Patients who
need a secure envn,mment can remain in the state
hospital- was the rationale. But in those early years,
most mental health professionals seemed to think
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that such patients were few and that treatment in the
community and the new psychoactive medications
would take care of most problems More people are
now recognizing that maay severely disabled patients
present maim problems in management. These
persons can survive and basic needs can be met
outside of state hospitals only if they have a
sufficiently structured facility or other mechanism of
providing controls in the community:7 Some of the
homeless appear to he from this group A function of
the old state hospitals that is often given too little
weight is that of providing structure Without this
structure, many of the chronically mentally ill feel
lost and cast adrilt in the community, however much
they may deny it

Why Are They Homeless?

Why chronically and severely mentally ill per-
sons are homeless is being explored in a research
project in progress by the author in which homeless
mentally ill persons were interviewed and, when
possible, further information was obtained liorn their
families. For the most part, the mentally ill are not
homeless because they want to he, or because of a
lack of housing or a lack of jobs In I ,cos Angeles,
where this study was done, there are empty beds in
the board and care homes and other facilities suitable
for the chronically and severely mentally ill. There
also was no shortage of jobs. However, it cannot he
overemphasized that the great majority of these
persons cannot manage living independently in
mainstream housing, subsidized or otherwise. With
regard to jobs, few of these persons are able to work.

At this stage of the research, in almost every ease
there are two primary reasons for these mentally ili
persons being homeless: (I) they are not in contact
with the mental health system or any other social
agency that has responsibility for their care and for
assisting them in meeting their needsnor does the
mental health system reach out to them in any
systematic way; and (2) these mentally ill persons are
too disorganized and have, as a result of then illness,
insufficient problem-solving abilities to find and
receive the help and resources that would enable
Clem to find an alternative to the streets.

Obviously, there are many pathways to the
streets, and I think it is useful to look briefly at some
of them. The chronically and severely mentally ill are
not proficient at coping with the stresses of this
world. Therefore, they are vulnerable to ec iction
from their living arrantwments, sometimes because
of an inability to deal with difficult or even ordinary
landlord-tenant situations and sometimes because of
circumstances in which they play a leading role. In the
absence of an adequate case management system,
they are out on the streets and on their own Many,
especially the young, have a tendency to drift away

f rom their families or from a hoard and care home:18
they may he trying to escape the pull of dependency
and may not be ready to come to terms with living in a
sheltered, low-pressure environment. If they still
have goals, they may find an inactive lifestyle
extremely depressing. Or they may want more
freedom to drink or to use street drugs. Some may
regard leaving their comparatively static milieu as a
necessary part of the process of realizing their goals,
but this is a process that exacts its price in terms of
homelessness, crises, exacerbations of illness, and
hospitalizations. Once the mentally ill are out on
their own, they will more than likely stop taking their
medications and, after a while, lose touch with the
Social Security Administration and will no longer he
able to re 'rive their Supplemental Security Income
checks. l'oor judgment and the state of disarray
associated with their illness may cause them to fail to
notify the Social Security Administration of a change
of address or to tail to appear for a redetermination
hearing. Their lack of medical care on th_ streets and
the effects of alcohol and other drug abuse are
further serious complications. They may now be too
disorganized to extricate themselves from living on
the streetsexcept by exhibiting blatantly bizarre or
disruptive behavior that leads to their being taken to
a hospital or jail,

The Use of Shelters in Perspective
There is currenCy much emphasis on providing

emergency shelter to the homeless, and certainly this
must he done. However, it is important to get this
"shelter approach" into perspective; it is a necessary
stopgap, but it does not address the basic causes of
homelessness. As a matter of fact, too much
emphasis on shelters can only delay our coming to
grips with the underlying problems that result in
homelessness. This must he kept in mind even as wee
sharpen our techniques for working with mentally ill
persons who are already hcTneless.

Most mental health professionals are disinclined
to treat "street people" or "transients."19 Moreover,
in the case of many of the hom-less, we are working
with persons whose lack of trust and desire for
autonomy causes them not to give us their real
names, not to accept our services, and riot to stay in
one place because of their fear of closeness or fear of
losing then autonomy or because they do not want to
be identified as mentally ill. Providing food and
shelter with no strings attached, especially in a facility
that has a close involvement with mental health
professionals, a clear conception of the needs of the
mentally ill, and the ready availability o: other
services, can he an opening wedge that will pi,: us the
opportunity to treat a few members of th'N popula-
tion.

At the same time, we have learned that we must
beware of simple solutions and recognize that the
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shelter approach is nowhere near being a del minve
solution to the basic problems of 'fie homeless
mentally ill. Providing emergency shelter does not
substitute for the array of measures that would he
effective in significantly reducing and preventing
homelessness: a full range of residential placements,
aggressive case management; changes in the legal
system that would facilitate involuntary treatment: a
stable source of income for each patient; access to
acute hospitalization and other vitally needed com-
munity services.

Still another problem to Inc shelter approach is
that many of the homeless mentally ill will accept
shelter, but nothing more, and will eventually return
to a wretched and dangerous life on the streets.

What was not foreseen in the midst of the early
optimism about returning the mentally ill to the
community and restoring and rehabilitating them so
they could take their places in the mainstream of
society was the actual fate to befall them. Certainly it
was not anticipated that crimalization and home-
lessness would be the lot for many.

Asylum and Dependency

I would like to turn now to the concept of asylum,
and to dependency. When we talk about the
homeless mentally ill, we are of course talking
primarily about the chronically mentally ill. These
issues are cruekii to understanding the needs of the
chronically mentally ill.

Because the old state hospitals were called
asylums, the word asylum took on a had, almost
sinister, connotation. Only in recent years has the
word again become respectable. But the fact that the
chronically .ientally ill have been &institutionalized
does not mean that they no longer need social
support, protection, and relief from the pressures of
life either periodically or continuously. In short, they
need asylum and sanctuary in the community.

'Fite disability of chronic mental illness includes
social isolation, vocational inadequacy, and exagger-
ated dependency needs. While m -1)t can eventually
attain high levels of social and vocational functioning,
a sizable proportion of the chronically mentally ill
find it difficult to meet even the simple demands of
living. Many are unable to withstand pressure and are
apt to develop incapacitating psychiatric symptoms
when confronted with a common crisis of life.
Program, can help patients develop social and
vocational skills, but there arc limits to what can he
accomplished: inability to tolerate even minimal
stress is a severely limiting characteristic.

For a number of the chronical'y mentally ill, too
many demandsand for some any demands at
allwill reactivate symptoms and perhaps necessi-
tate a hospitalization. On the other hand, however,

too few dem:rids and too low expectations may result
in regression.

Some mental health professionals consider it
likely that many patients with chronic mental illness
will lose their active symptoms more rapidly in a
setting that is undemanding and permits them to limit
involvementin contrast to a setting that seeks to
involve them in normal social intercourse and to
move them toward even poi irdependence. The
chronically mentally ill have a limited tolerance for
stress, and avoida. cc of stress is one way of
attempting to survive outside of the hospital. Medica-
tions and other community supports may also he
required to ensure that patients arc able to remain in
the community.

Normalization of the patient's environment and
rehabilitation to the greatest extent possible should
he the goal of treatment. This environment should
include the social milieu, the living situation, and the
work situation. To the degree possible, the patient's
condition should not he allowed to set him or her
apart from other citizens in our society. This ideal of
normalization (or mainstreaming), however, fre-
quently cannot be achieved for a sizable proportion
of chronically mentally ill persons. Every patient
should be given every opportunity to reach normali-
zation, but we need to realize that a number of our
patients will fall short of it. If we persist in fruitless
efforts to adjust people to a lifestyle beyond their
ability, not only may we cause them anguish but we
also run the nsk of contributing to the emergence of
manifest psychopathology. Moreover, we ourselves
become frustrated and then angry at the patients. In
the end we may reject them and find rationalizations
to refer them elsewhere.

Many chronically mentally ill persons gravitate
toward a lifestyle that will allow them to remain free
from symptoms and unhappy feelings. This is not
necessarily bad. But for some it may lead to
unnecessary regression and serve as an impediment
to increasing their level of social and vocational
functioning; for those it should he discouraged.
However, a case can he made that this restricted
lifestyle meets the needs of many others and helps
them maintain community tenure. Mental health
Irofecsionals and society at large need to consider
the crippling limitations of mental illness that do not
yield to current treatment methods: they -seed to he
unambn,,alent, moreover, about providing adequate
care for this vulnerable group For those who can he
restored to only a limited degree, we should provide
remonable comfort and an undemanding life with
dignity.

It is important that the moral disapproval of
dependency in our society and unrealistic expecta-
tions for the severely disabled not prevent us from
providing long-term patients with whatever degree of
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treatment, support, alio sanctuary they need to
survive.

A major obstacic to Linde istaildiiig alit.] es.-
mg the problems of demstitutionalization and the
long-term patient has been a failure to recognize that
there are many different kinds of long-term patients
who vary greatly in their capacity for rehabilitation.
Patients differ in ego strength (the ability to cope with
stress) and in movation. The severely disabled differ
also in the kinds of stress and pressure they can

Some who are amenable to social rehabilita-
tion cannot handle the stresses of vocational rehabili-
tation, and vice versa What may appear to be, at first
glance, a homogeneous group turns out to he a group
that ranges from persons who can tolerate almost no
stress at all to those who can, with some assistance,
cope with most of life's demands. Thus, for some
long-term patients, competitive employment, inde-
pendent living, and a high level of social functioning
are realistic goals: for others, just maintaining their
present level of functioning should be considered a
success. Recognizing patients' limitations as well as
their strengths is one way of supporting and protect-
ing them.

Likewise, in stressing a need for providing
asylum, I want to avoid simplistic conceptions that
suggest a homogeneous patient population. Conse-
quently, asylum must mean different levels of social
support and different types of protection for each
patient. Simplistic notions that suggest a homogene-
ous patient population will repeat the same mistakes
made so often with deinstitutionalization. In stressing
the need for asylum and sanctuary, I am only stressing
a principle that will have a different meaning, both
qualitative and quantitative, for each patient.

There tends to be a basic moral disapproval in
our society of a passive, inactive lifestyle, and of
accepting public support instead of working. Such a
moral reaction seems to occur in all us. Although
as a rule we try to deny our disapproval, our moral
reaction confuses the issues and may interfere with
the provision of appropriate care for the severely
disabled. Our dissatisfaction with a primary role of
gratifying chronic dependency needs and a more or
less covert moral rejection of our patients' surrender
to passivity are probably two impediments to our
embracing the concept of asylum for the long-term
mentally ill.

The Tendency to Drift

Dnftcr is a word that strikes a chord in all those
who have contact with the chronically mentally
illmental health professionals, families, and the
patients It is especially important to examine the
phenomenon of drafting in the homeless mentally ill
The tendency is probably more pronounced in the
young (ages 18 to 35), though it is by no means

uncommon in the older age groups. Some drifters
wander from community to community seeking a
geographic solution to tncir problems: hoping to
I c their problems behind, they find they have
simply brought them to a new location. Others, who
drift within one community, from one living situation
to another, can best he described as drifting through
life. They lead lives without goals, direction, or ties
other than perhaps an intermittent hostile depend-
ent relationship with relatives or other caretakers.2°

Why do they drift'? Apart from their desire to
outrun their problems, their symptoms, and their
failures, many have great difficulty achieving close-
ness and intimacy. A fantasy of finding closeness
elsewhere encourages them to move on. Yet all too
often, if they do -mble into an intimate relationship
or find themselves in a residence where there is
caring and closeness and sharing, the increased
anxiety they experience creates a need to run.

They drift also in search of autonomy, as a way of
denying their dependency and out of a desire for an
isolated lifestyle. Lack of money often makes them
unwelcome, and they may he evicted by family and
friends. They a1' drift because of a reluctance to
become mvolveu in a mental health treatment
program or a supportive out-of-home environment,
such as a halfway house or hoard and care home, that
would give them a mental patient identity and make
them part of the mental health system: they do not
want to see themselves as

Gaining Their Liberty
Perhaps one of the hrightes' spots in looking at

the effects of deinstitutionalization is that the
mentally ill have gained a greatly increased measure
of liberty. There is often a tendency to underestimate
the value and humanizing effects of allowing former
hospital patients simply to have liberty, to the extent
that they can handle it, and of having free movement
in the community. It is important to clarify that, even
if these patients are unable to provide for their basic
needs through employment or to live independently,
these are separate issues from that of having one's
freedom. Even if they live m mini-institutions in the
community, such as board and care homes, these are
not locked, and the patients generally have free
access to community resources.

This issue needs to be qualified. As stated
earlier, a small proportion of long-term, severely
disabled psychiatric patients lack sufficient impulse
control to handle living in an open setting, such as a
board and care home or with relatives.21 They need
varying degrees of external structure and control to
compensate for the inadequacy of their internal
controls. They are usually reluctant to take
psychotropic medications, and they often have
problems with drugs and alcohol in addition to their
mental illness. They tend not to remain in supportive
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living situations, and often join the rants of the
homeless. The total number of such patients may not
be great when et-ail-wed to the (mai population of
severely disabled patients. Though objective data arc
not available, I estimate that such patients constitute
no more than a fifth of the chronically mentally ill
However, if placed in the community in living
arrangements without sufficient structure, this group
may require a large proportion of the time of mental
health professionals, not to mention other agencies,
such as the police. More important. they may he
impulsively self-destructive or sometimes present a
physical danger to others.

Furthermore, many members of this group
refuse treatment services of any kind. For them,
simple freedom can result in a life filled with intense
anxiety, depression and deprivation, and often a
chaotic life on the streets. Thus, they arc frequently
found among the homeless when not in hospitals and
jails. These persons often need ongoing involuntary
treatment, sometimes in 24-hour settings, such as
California's locked skilled-nursing facilities with
special programs for psychiatric patients22 or, when
more structure is needed, in hospitals. It should be
emphasized that structure is more than just a locked
door; other vital components are high staff-patient
ratios and enough high-quality activities to structure
most of the patient's day.

In my opinion, a large proportion of those in
need of increased structure and control can be
relocated from the streets and live in the community
with family or in hoard and care homes, if they receive
the assistance of such mechanisms as conservatorship
(see Recommendations) as is provided in California,
But even those with a structured situation in the
community, such as conservatorship or guardianship,
have varying degrees of freedom and an identity as
persons in the community.

Criminalization
Cc .munity psychiatric resources, including hos-

pital beds, are limited compared to the large numbers
of mcr tally ill persons in the community. Society's
limited tolerance for mentally disordered behavior
results in pressure to institutionalize persons needing
24-hour care wherever there is room, including jail.
Indeed, several studies describe a "crimmalization"
of mentally disordered be havior,23 that is, a shunting
of mentally ill persons in need of treatment into the
criminal justice system instead of the mental health
system. Rather than hospitalization and psychiatric
treatment, the mentally ill often tend to be inappio-
priately arrested and incarcerated. Legal restrictions
placed on involuntary hospitalization also probably
result in a diversion of some patients to the criminal
justice system.

Two studies of county jail inmates, one of 10,,
men and one of 101 women, referred for psychiatric
evaluation,24 shed some light on the issues 01 both

minalization and homelessness 1 is population
has had extensn.e. experience V41111 boil the criminal
justice and mental beam) system is eh mica:rued by
severe acute and chronic mental illness, and gener-
ally functions at a low level. Homelessness is
frequent: 39 percent had been living, it the point ()I
arrest, on the streets, on the beach, in missions, or in
cheap, transient 'kid -row hotels Clearly, the prob-
lems ol homelessness and crumnalization arc interre-
lated.

Almost half of those men and women charged
with misdemeanor, had been living on the streets or
on the beach or in missions or in cheap transient
hotels, compared with a fourth of those charged with
felonies (chi-square, p = .01). One can speculate on
some possible explanations of this finding. Persons
living in such places obviously have a minimum of
community supports. It is possible that the less
serious misdemeanor offense is frequently a way of
asking for help. Still another factor maybe that many
members of this group of uncared-for mentally ill
persons are being arrested for minor criminal acts
that arc really manifestations of their illness, their
lack of treatment, and the lack of structure in their
lives. Certainly, these were the clinical impressionsof
the investigators as they talked to these inmates and
their families and read the police reports.

Recommendations
I believe that homelessness and crimmalization

among the mentally ill are symptoms of the basic
underlying problems facing the chronically mentally
ill in the community. Thus, to address the problems
of the homeless mentally ill, a comprehensive and
integrated system of care for the chronically mentally
ill, with designated responsibility, with accountabil-
ity, and with adequate fiscal resources, must he
established.25 More specifically, a number of steps
need to he taken to achieve this comprehensive and
integrated system of care.

I. Community Housing An adequate number
and ample range of graded, step-wise,
supervised community housing settings
should he established. While many of the
homeless may benefit frci n temporary hous-
ing. such as shelters, and some small portion
of the severely and chronically mentally ill
can graduate to independent living, for the
vast majority neither shelters nor main-
strLam low-cost housing is appropriate.
Most housing settings that require people to
manage by themselves are beyond the
capabilities of the chronically mentally, ill.
Instead, there must be settings offering
different levels of supervision, both more
and less intensive. including quarter-way and
halfway houses, hoard and care homes,
satellite housing, and foster or family care.
Mental Health Services Adequate, compre-
hensive, and accessible psychiatric and reha-
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bilitative sell ices should be available, iml
must he asserti elv provided through ,)ut-
re,tch t.ery et, t.t. hen necey.ary. !i there
must he an adequate number of direct
psychiatric services, including on the streets
and in the shelters and jails when appropri-
ate, that provide. outreach contact with the
mentally ill in the community; psychiatric
assessment and evaluation; crisis interven-
tion, including hospitalization; individual-
ized treatment plans; psychotropic medi-
cation and other somatic therapies; and
psychosocial treatment Staffing levels are
key, for it has been shown that effective
services, especially when dealing with an
active, younger caseload, require a patient-
to-staff ratio of no more than ten patients for
each full-time staff member Second, there
must be an adequate number of rehabilita-
tive services, providing socialization experi-
ences, training in the skills of everyday living,
and social rehabilitation. Third, both treat-
ment and rehabilitative services should be
provided assertivelyfor instance, by going
out to patients' living settings if they do not
or cannot come to a centralized program
And fourth, the difficulty or working with
some of these patients must not be underes-
timated

Medical Services General medical assess-
ment and care should he available. Since we
know that the chronically mentally ill have
considerably greater morbidity and mortality
rates than theircounterparts of the same age
in the general population, and the homeless
have even higher rates, the ready availability
of general medical care is essential and
critical

4 Crisis Service's Crisis services , both in-
patient and out-patient, should be available
and accessible to both the chronically men-
tally ill homeless and the chronically men-
tally ill in general.

Sanctuary Ongoing asylum and sanctuary in
the form of highly structured ..14-hour care
should be available for that small proportion
of the chronically mentally ill who do not
respond to current methods of treatment
and rehabilitation. Some patients, even with
high-quality treatment and rehabilitation
efforts, remain dangerous or gravely dis-
abled For these patients, there is a pressing
need for ongoing asylum in long-term
settings, whether in hospitals or in facilities
such as California's locked skilled-nursing
facilities that have special programs for the
mentally ill
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h Case ,Vamigoneta A system of responsibility
for the ehror wally mentally ill living in the
community should he eqoblished. with the
goal of ensuring that ultimately each patient
has one mental health professional or
paraprofessional (a case manager) responsi-
ble for his or her care. In this case manage-
ment system, each patient would have an
advocate who would have the appropriate
psychiatric and medical assessments carried
out, would formulate, together with the
patient, an individualized treatment and
rehabilitation plan, including the proper
pharmacothcrapy, and would monitor the
patient and assist him or her in receiving
services. Clearly, the shift of psychiatric care
from institutional to community settings
does not in any way eliminate the need to
continue the provision of comprehensive
services to mentally ill persons. As a result,
society should declare its responsibility for
the mentally ill who are unable to meet their
awn needs; governments must designate
organizations in each region or locale with
core responsibility and accountability for the
care of the chronically mentally ill living
there; and the staff of these agencies must be
assigned individual patients for whom they
are responsible. The ultimate goal should he
to ensure that every chronically mentally ill
person has one personsuch as a case
managerwho is responsible for his or her
treatment and care.

7 Individualized Treutme,a It needs to he
recognized that the chronically mentally ill
are a highly heterogeneous population.
Goals for each person should be individual-
ized and realistic. Rehabilitation can help
some of this population to achieve relatively
high levels of functioning. But for those who
can manage only a passive, inactive lifestyle,
providing asylum in the community in the
form of support and structure and gratifying
dependency needs should he seen as impor-
tant tasks for mental health professionals
and society generally.

8. Support for Family Care For the more than
50 percent of the chronically ill population
living at home or for those wi:11 positive
ongoing relationships with their families,
programs :and respite care should be pro-
vided to enhance the family's ability to
provide a support system. Where the use of
family systems is not feasible, the patient
should be linked up with a formal commu-
nity support system. In any case, the entire
burden of &institutionalization must not be
allowed to tall on families.



9. Out-Patient Psyllium( Cure I3asic changes
must be made in legal and administrative
procedures to ensure continuing community
care for the chi intik:ally mentally ill In the
1960s and 1970s, more stringent commit-
ment laws and patients' rights advocacy
remedied some very serious abuses in public
hospital care. At the same time, however.
these changes neglected the right of patients
to high-quality comprehensive outpatient
care. as well as the rights Of families and
society. New laws and procedures should he
developed to ensure provision of psychiatric
care in the communitythat is. to guarantee
a right to treatment in the community.

It should become easier to obtain
conservatorship status for out-patients who
are so gravely disabled and/or have such
impaired judgment that they cannot care for
themselves in the community without legally
sanctioned supervision. In California, con-
servatorship provides continuous control
and monitoring of patients who need social
controls, while also providing adequate legal
sal eguards. Conservatorship is granted by
the court for one-year renewable periods fo-
patients found gravely disabled (that is, as a
result of mental disorder, they arc unable to
provide for their basic needs for food,
clothing, and shelter). Patients under con-
servatorship may be hospitalized whe.. nec-
essary, and for an indefinite period; their
aoney may be managed when they cannot
manage it themselves; and they may he
compelled to live in a suitable community,
residential facility that meets their needs lor
care and structure

Involuntary commitment laws must he
made more humane to permit prompt
return to active in-patient treatment for
patients when acute exacerbations of their
illnesses make their lives in the community
chaotic and unbearable Involuntary treat-
ment laws should he revised to allow the
option of outpatient civil commitment; in
states that already have provisions for such
treatment. that mechanism should he more
widely used. Finally. advocacy efforts should
he focused on the as, adalnlity of competent
care in the community

10 General Social Serice) General social serv-
ices should he provided Besides the need
for specialized social services. suc h as sociali-
zation experiences and training in the skills
)1 everyday living, there is also a pressint

need for generic social services Such serv-
ices include arranging lor escort services to
agencies and potential residential Place-
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merits. help with applications to entitlement
piograms. and assistance u. mobilizing the
resources oi the family
Coordination of Senm's A system of coordi-
nation among funding sources and imple-
mentation agencies must he established
Because the problems of the mentally ill
home!css must he addressed by multiple
public and private authorities. coordination.
so lacking in the &institutinalization Proc-
ess. must become a primary goal. The
ultimate objective must he a true system of
tare rather than a loose network of services,
and an case of communication nnong
different types of agencies (for example.
psychiatric. social, vocational, and housing)
as well as all across the governmental matrix.
rom local through Federal

P. Workers An adequate number of profession-
als and paraprofessionals should he trained
for community care of the chronically men-
tally ill. Among the additional specially
trained workers needed, four groups are
particularly important lor this population:
psychiatrists who are skilled in, and inter-
ested in, working with the chronically men-
tally ill; outreach workers who can engage
the homeless mentally ill on the streets; case
managers, preferably with sufficient training
to provide therapeutic interventions them-
selves; and conservators, to act fur patients
to disabled to make clinically and economi-
cally sound decisions

13. Research Research into the causes and
treatment of both chronic mental illness and
homelessness needs to he expanded. Fur-
ther. more accurate epidemiological data
need to he gathered and analyzed. For
instance. estimates of the total number of
homeless persons in the U.S. range from
250.000 to 3 million. Currently. the research
findings or incidence of mental illness
among homeless groups are also highly

these dill erenees depend largely on
such methodological issues as where the
sample is taken, whether standardized scales
or comparable criteria of illness are used.
and o. oretical biases Better data. using
recognized diagnostic criteria and gathered
by trained mental health professionals. need
to he acquired.

14 Funding. I many. additional monies must be
expended lor long-term solutions for the
chi onically mentally ill lequate new funds
and better use of existing ones ar.: needed to
finance the system of care we envision.
which incorporates supervised living ar-
rangements. assertive ease managemer
and an arras, of other services. I egislation
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and governmental agencies should make a
substantial part of mental health monies
"tIogor''ii h fr
for the chronically mentally ill. Frequently.
mental health funds without such limitations
are allocated according to local whims and
politics, with the chronically mentahy ill
receiving a low priority In addition, financial
support from existing entitlement programs,
such as Supplemental Security Income and
Medicaid. must be ensured.

In summary, the solutions to the problems of the
mentally ill homeless, and the chronically mentally ill
generally. are as manifold as the problems these
solutions seek to remedy. Above all, however, we
must remember that homelessness among the men-
tally ill is a symptom of the basic underlying problems
of the chronically mentally ill generally and of
&institutionalization. It is only by addressing these
underlying problems that we will have a significant
and lasting effect on homelessness among the
severely and chronically mentally ill. We cannot
succeed by simply treating the symptoms: we must
treat the disease that is causing the symptom.
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The Low-Income Housing Crisis and
Its Impact on Homelessness

31

Cushing N. Dolbeare
Cons/I/twit on Housing and

Public Policy

he thesis of this paper is that the primaiy causeT
of homelessness in this country is t'- ,t large and
growing gap between the cost of decent housing and
the amounts that very low-income people can afford
to pay for housing. After adjusting for inflation, it is
dear both that the number of low-income house-
holds is increasing and that the number of affordable
units is rapidly decreasing. Asa result, homelessness
has been increasing rapidly and will continue to do so
until enough affordable housing is made available.

Paradoxically, this country can still boast that its
housing, by and large, is the best in the world No
other country houses so many people so well. This
fact makes our failure to deal with the low-income
housing crisis all the more dramatic.

Low-Income Housing Needs and Trends

'I he large and growing gap between the cost of
unsubsidlied housing and the income that isavailable
to pay for it has been exacerbated, but not caused, by
the housing policies of the Reagan administration.
I he underlying problem is so severe t hat there would
have been a growing housing crisis even if there had
been no cuts from low-income housing budgets since
President Reagan took office.

While the number of subsidised low-income
housing units doubled between 1975 and 1985from
about 2 million units to 4 million unitsthis did not
compensate for the rising cogs of housing, which led
to the virtual disappearance of unsubsidwed, afford-
able low-income units. As a result, the problem is far
\NoNe now than it was tcn years ago

Since 1970, gross rents' have been rising faster
than the incomes of renter households:1 his has been
true for all renters, not just low-income renters. In
1970, the median rent-monne ratio for all renters
was 20 percent of income: by 1976, it had risen to 24



Table 1
Housing Costs as Percent of Income, United S tes, 1983,

by Income and Tenure
(households in thousands)

United States

Mortgaged Owners

Less
than
Total

$3,000
to

$3,000

$7,000
to

$6,999

$10,000
to

$9,999

$15,000
to

$14,999

$20,000
to

$19,999

$25,000
to

$24,999

$35,000
or

$34,999 more

hider 15'';, 10,447 2 1 3 56 177 509 2,2118 7.493
15-24 11 717 8 11 80 497 1.109 1.561 3.759 4.694
25-34 6,104 II 45 228 835 1,038 1.1126 1.614 1.309
35-59 1 903 17 392 541 966 717 473 488 312
60 or more 21)21 524 730 357 219 1(18 34 23 26

Total 34,192 561 1.1811 1.208 2.573 3.148 3 6(12 8.091 13 835

Unmortgaged Owners
haler 15';, 11,836 18 199 474 1.588 1.824 1.644 2,583 3.5W)

15-24 4./12 16 829 1.1188 1.301 554 261 HI 30
25-34 1,739 11 811 480 331 72 14 7 3

35-59 1 274 109 844 2s2 53 11 0 3 3
60 or more 769 4911 246 24 7 0 3 0 0

I otal 19.830 656 2 929 2.318 3.280 2.461 1.911 2.724 3.541

Renters

tinder 15"i, 4,1194 19 92 94 221) 389 460 1,175 1,647
15 -24 8.235 45 574 464 1,382 1.747 1.547 1.750 727
25-34 6 139 78 975 828 1.914 1.342 5441 3:-19 75
35-59 6,022 176 1.844 1.511 1.727 486 193 67 20
60 or more :1,425 1,991 2.688 479 210 44 7 7 0

1 otal 29.915 2309 6.172 3 376 5.453 4,(108 2,747 3,388 2,40)

All Households
finder 26,378 39 292 571 1.864 2.310 2,613 5.966 12.646
15-24 24.164 69 1,414 1.632 3.180 3.410 3,369 5.639 5.451
iL5-34 13.982 112 1,830 1.536 3,079 2.452 1.580 2.009 1.387
35-59 11,199 301 3.079 2.304 2.746 1.214 666 558 335
60 or more 8.215 3014 3.664 859 436 152 44 30 26

I otal 83938 3.527 10.281 6.902 11.305 9.618 8.271 14.203 19.845

Source 11 S Department of Commerce. l I S Bureau of the Census. Current Homing Repot-h. Series 11-150-83.
I alum harat tem! \ of the Inventory for 11w Untk'd .Stato and Region\ 1983. Annual Housing Survey. 1983.
Pal t C. 1 ahic A-1 (AI IS figures adjusted for it nit_ ported units)

percent: by 1980. to 27 percent: and by 1983. to 29
percent. By 1990. median gross rents could easily
reach 35 percent or median renter income 2

'These has also been a gradual upward trend in
costs for owners. I he median 6,a-income ratio for
owners with mortgages rose from 18 percent of
income in 1976 to 20 percent in 1981 while the
median for owners without mortgages rose from 1 1

percent to 13 percent of income 313y 1990. at this rate
of increase, median cost-income ratios Vk 'I reach 22
percent for owners with mortgages and 15 percent I'm
those without them.

Medians are fic.ful primarily as a broad indicator
of trends In fact, the vast majority of low-aiLome
renters pay far more than the median pereentatfe of
income for shelter. while more al fluent renters pay
less.

In 1()83. the latest year for which comprchensie
data are available. median renter household income
was $12,800.'1 he median gross rent-income ratio was
29 percent ()I income. But 5.4 million renter
households (I8 percent of all renter households) paid
more than 60 percent of their incomes for rent 'ind
utilities. and 95 percent of these households had
incomes under $15.000 per year. At the bottom of the
income scale. 86 percent of the 2 million renter
households with incomes under $3,000 paid more
than 60 percent of their incomes for gross rent. In
contrast. two thirds of the 1.6 million renter
households with incomes above $35.000 paid less
than 15 percent of their incomes for gross rent. and
90 percent of all renters who paid less than 15
percent of their incomes for rent had incomes above
$15.000.
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While a majority of the households in 1983 with
very high shelter costs in relation to their incomes
were renter.. wc:e 2 9 -,"-^ :th
mortgages and another 08 million owners without
mortgages who paid over 60 percent of their incomes
for housing The vast majority of these households
(8(i percent of owners with mortgages and 99 percent
of owners without mortgages) also had incomes
below $10.000. (See Fables I & 2 )

Measures of Pt_P-:Siiig Affordability
It has been customary in housing to use a

percentage income as the affordability standard.
This appro ich though often the most practicable
because of limitations in available datahas serious
shortcomings A large family. for example. must
spend more for food and other needs than a single

individual, and the modest achustmcnts made to
income before calculating the 30 percent ate not
adequate to reflect the,,e d:I1 erenee, A. unnng that
the concept of housing affordability is that housing
should not cost so much that people are unable to
obtain other basic necessities would lead to the
conclusion that milli) nacres could pay well over 90
percent of their incomes for housing Yet, the
proportion of income spent for housing di ops sharply
as income increases.

The "Market Basket" Approach
A better way of measuring housing affordability

would he a "market basket" or "residual" approach.
Fhis approach subtracts the cost of basic necessities.
such as food, clothing. transportation, and health
care, from income, and the iernamder is the amount

Table 2
Housing Costs as Percent of Income, United States, 1983,

by Income and Tenure, Percent of Households in Income Class

United States

Mortgaged Owners

Total

Less
than

$3,000

$3,000
to

$6,999

$7,000
to

$9,999

$10,000
to

$14,999

$15,000
to

$19,999

$20,000
to

$24,999

$25,000
to

$34,999

$35,000
or

more

Under 15r;, 30 6 0 3 il 1 0 2 56 14 I 27 3 54 2
15-24 34 3 13 1 0 66 19 3 35 2 43 3 46 5 33 9
25-34 179 2 0 38 IS 9 32 5 3311 2$ 5 19 9 95
35-59 11 4 3(I 33 2 44 8 37 5 22 8 13 I 611 23
6)) or more s 93 3 61 9 29 5 85 34 9 0 3 0 2

I otal 11N10 100 0 11N1I) 1110 1(N) I) 11N10 100 II 100 WOO

Unmortgaged Owners
Under 15(7 59 7 27 (i 8 2)) 48 4 74 I 85 5 94 8 9>) 0

15-24 212 25 28 3 47 0 39 7 1-) 5 136 48 1)8
25-34 h8 35 27 7 2)) 7 I)) 1 29 0 7 0 3 0 1

35-59
6)) or more

64
19

16 6

74 7
28 8
84

111 9

1 0

16
u2

0 5
0ll

1111

1

0 1
0

it 1

011

I otal 10110 IN) 0 100 0 IOU 0 100 0 10110 MO 100 0

Renters

finder 15', u8 15 28 411 97 16 7 34 7 66 7
15-24 2' 2 II 3 13 25 4 43 6 56 1 6 29 4
25 -34 2o 5 34 I')8 24 5 .1.; s 19 7 1.5 3 0
35_59 21) 1

-)9 44 317 12 I 7 2 0 118

60 or more IS I Sr) 2 4i 5 142 11)
1 1

0 3 112 0

otal moo 11N0 I1 100 II MO 11 HO 11 100 0 I))11II 101111 11N)

All Households
l'ilder 15e7 11 4 1 1 25 16 S 24 8 31 6 42 63 7
15-24 28 211 Its 2)7 25 5 4117 39 7 27 5
25-34 16 7 12 178 1) 1 27 2 -)s s 19 1 14 711

35-59 133 86 30 13 4 24 3 12 6 81 3 17
6)) or mole I) 85 2 156 124 3 I6 115 0 2 0 I

I otal 100 0 11N10 1110 Il 100 0 100 100 IINI 0 OHM 1001)

Source I I s Depai fluent of Conuneice. II S Bureau of the Census, ('mien! I lomini: RepHrt. Set 11-150-83,
hmath 'hutth tentu of the Inventoty lot the I .\tate und net:1(111) I ?, Sumo'. /9N3,
Part C, I able A-1 ( NI IS figures adjusted for unreported units
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affordable for housing. The federal Bureau of Libor
Statistic (BIS) used to publish a series of "urban
f muly burigotc"Gr of ftsnr, with ,tarop-tc,,R.
for other household typ,!s. The last such budget was
published in 1977. A rough measure of the cost of
nonhousing needs for various household typs: can be
estimated by using the 1977 Bureau of Libor
Statistics "lower budget" adjusted by the change in
the consumer price index since then 4

Using this approach, Table 3 shows the income
levels that would be currently required for a number
of household types before each household could
afford" to pay anything for housing.

In 1985, roughly one household in ten had an
income below these levels. A preliminary analysis of
the 1985 Census Bureau survey of household income
indicates that about 9,9 million of the nation's 88 5
million households could not afford to pay anything
for housing and still meet their other basic
(See 'Fable 4.)

Shelter Cost as a Percentage of Income
The "market-basket" approach puts in perspec-

tive the current 30 percent of income rule of thumb
for gross housing costs (that k, including utilities)
People without enough income to cover their
essential nonhousing expenses clearly cannot afford
30 percent of their incomes for shelter. However, the
31) percent of income standard cannot be ennui},
ignored because it is the current payment standard
for housing assistance, and because I IUD and others
us: it to measure "cost burden."5 Applying ,his
standard to people with very low income demon-
strates both that 3(1 percent provides far too little to
enable people to cover the costs of providing decent

Table 3
Estimated Annual Income Needed for

Nonhousing Consumption at a
Modest Living Standard, 1987

Household Type
Nonhousing Needs

Annual Monthly

single person. under 35 $4,620 S385

Ill',harld-wife. under 35
No cbildi en 6.466 539
I child, under 6 8,189 682
2 children, hoth under 6 9,51111 792

Ilusband-site, 35-54
1 child, 6-15 10 827 902

2 chillier, older 6 15 13.201 1,100
3 children, oldest 6-15 15 310 1,276

Single person, 65 or over 3 (,90 3118

Ilusliand-vofe, both over 65 6,725 560

Source CalLulated by the author ',Rim 1977 data
publish«1 by the US Bureau of Labor
Statistks

Table 4
Estimated Households with

Incomes below Level Needed to
Cover Consumption Needs

Other Than Housing,
Based on BLS l_ower Living Standard

Adjusted for Inflation, 1985
(households in thousands)

Average Needed

Thresh-
old

Level

House-
holds

below It

One Person $3.828 2,87(1
Iwo Persons 5.956 1,906
1 hive Persons 8.759 1,692
1 our Persons 10 456 1,451
Ilse Pelson, 14.104 1,1141

Six Persons 17 752 463
Seven or More Pelson,

I ()tat

21.9)9 466

9.888

%II Households
Below I hreshold as Peicent of

All Households

Note

Si uri.e

88 458

11 2.(-f,

1 hresholds for 6 and 7 persons estimated by
adding int remental amount per person
($3648) between 4 and 5 persons

S Bureau of the Census. Current Popula-
tion Reports Series P-60. No 156. Money
bk011k' of Ilomeholds, l'a.niltes, and Persons
in the (muted States, 1985, ll S Government
Printing (thee. Washington DC, 1987
1 able 7 Straight-line distrihution within
intervals assumed to make estimates

housing and that even affordable housing were
available it would be k' ';icult to meet other real'.
"I able 5 shows the limited amount available under
this standard for rent or mortgage payment, plus
utilities and, for homeowners, insurance, mainte-
nance and taxes.

Comparison of Approaches
An analysis of 1983 Annual Housing Survey data

by Michael Stone of the University of Massachusetts
contrasts the market haslet and percentage of
income approaches Stone found that in 1983 some
13 2 million renters were unable to pay for other
nceessities after paying gross rcnt,' compared to 16 I

mil lion houwholdskho paid more than 25 percent of
their income for rent and utilities. Although Are'

households were shelter poor, their needs were
greater than those of' households with excessive rent
income ratio,. Stone estimated the aerage per-
household affordability gap at $219 per month for
shelter -pool households, compared to only $152 per
month for thou paying more than 25 percent of their
incomes for rent. 'I he aggregate affordability gap'
was estimated at $35 4 billion under the market
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Table 5
Amount Affordable for

Gross Housing Costs at
30 Percent of Income,

Selected Income Levels, 1985

Annual
Income Total

Monthly Income
30% Remainder

$5,11 Ii $417 $125 S292
10.0rH) 833 250 581
15.000 I2511 375 s75
20.000 I 667 5110 1.167

201 628 1.458
35,000 2.017 87s 2 042

Sow-ce (ilLulated by the author

basket approach and $28.0 billion under the percent-
age of income approach Shelter poor households
tended to be much larger: almost half (48.8 percent)
had three or more persons. whereas only 36.2 percent
of those pay ing over 25 percent of income were this
large.

Relative Income:
50 Percent or 80 Percent of Median

Housing programs have also used relative in-
come standards to determine eligibility for housing
assistance In 1974, federal law defined households
with incomes below 50 percent of median, adjusted
for household sue, as "very low-income "I ower
income" households were defined as having incomes
below 80 percent of median. However, the great
disparity m income between renters and owners
means that a substantial proportion a renters ha \ e
incomes below these levels. In 1983, an estimated
two-thirds of all renter households had meorm
falling below 80 percent of median as defined by
FWD and almost half (45 percent) of all renters fell
below the 50 percent-of-median level ('onversely,
not quite one-quarter of all mauls had incomes
above median as defined by IIL11).8

These facts are often overlooked in discussions
of the appropriate targeting of rental housing
assistance, where cost considerations and lack of
funds for subsidies provide an incentive to adopt
fairly high income limits. such as median or 110
percent or 121) percent of medianlc els which
Include the vast majority of renter households

The Decline of Affordable Housing
l'xcept for subsichied housing, affordable hous-

ing for very poor households (incomes under $5,000)
is disappearing. In 1970, there were almost two
housing units renting for less than $125 per month for
every renter household with an income below $5,000.
By 1983, this ratio was reversed' there were two
extremely pc,- households for each unit. Primarily

because of rising housing and utility costs, the
number of units renting at $125 per month or less
dronbco from 11 Q million to 2 n rn111. n hotween
1970 and 1983. while the number of renter house-
holds with incomes below $5,000 dropped from h 4 to
5.5 million In other words, low-income units disap-
peared from the inventory at the rate of one million a
year. while the number of households with incomes
below $5.000 diminished by only one quarter that
rate. (See 'I able 6 )

I'he picture looks somewhat different when
calculated in constant dollars (adjusted for inflation)
As Fable 7 shows, in 1983 constant dollars, the
number of households with incomes below $5.000
increased at about the same rate that the number of
units renting for 1L., than $125 declined. Overall, the
situation worsened at the rate of 250.000 units
annually. the number of households with incomes
under $5,000 grew by 125,000 units arnually, while
the number of units renting for less than $125
dropped by the Tie amount.

Projecting ...se trends indicates that there were
6 million extremely poor renter households in 1987,
but only 3 millrim units at rents that are 30 percent of
their incomes, and by 1995, if the trend continues,
there will be 7 million renter households with
incomes below $5,000 (in 1983 dollars), but only 2
million units renting at $125 or less.

Ile shortage of affordable housing at the very
bottom of the income scale is reflected at somewhat
higher income levels. The housing gap for people
with incomes below $10,000 is also wide and growing,
although the n umber of households Is increasing less
rapidly and the decline in affordable units is sghtly
slower at this income level. The 1983 gap was 1.5
million 11.9 million renter households with lacomes
below $10,000 and 10 4 million units renting for $250
or less I'he 1987 gap estimated at 3.8 million units,
and the 1995 gap at 5 6 million units.

Table 6
Extremely Poor Renter Households and
Units Renting at 30 Percent of Income,

1970, 980, and 1983
(current dollars)

Iouschold Income
undo $5.000

Monthly tuoss Runt
under $125

Surplus Debut

1970 1980 1983

84 6 3 55

144 27 20

+05 -36 -35

Soiree Cakulatal by the author from U
Bureau of the Census, Annual Housing
Sues ,- 1080 and 1983
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Table 7
Changes in Renter Households and Affordable Rental Units,1970-83,

in 1983 Constant Dollars
(in thousands)

Annual Household Income

Under
$5,000 $10,000

to to
$15,000

or
Category $5,000 $9,999 $14,999 more Total

1970 Renters
I louscholik 1 S9Il 4,4'7 3.673 11,570 23 560
thins' S p)4 6 24.S 7 410 4 815 23,5611
(1,ip'Sui111us

1 2114 I S2I 3 731 _r) 7cc 0

1983 Renters
;-7 6 319 545; 12 6117 29 914

Inits 3 ,4Q8 6 s99 9 874 9.64 1 29,914
Gdp Surplus -2 109 5511 4,421 -21)64 0

Change, 1970-83
How 1.647 :(i1 1,780 I 037 6.354
iln -1,59( 2.471 4,877 6,354
Gar -124. 690 3,791 0

Percent Cnange, 1970-83
Households
1 Inds

4' 3';
-31

42 8'
104';

4ti 5' ;
33 4r;,

911(';

1(10 2c;-,

27 Or';,

27 (lei-

Average Annual Change
1101.14,)01LN 127 146 137 80 489
IInils -123 511 190 371 489
Gdp,'Surplus -149 -95 53 291 (1

voth gross rent at 311 percent of inwine range

?Number of units minus the nunther of households Note that this 14.,ure grossly understates need ior low-income
housing, as it ignores such Ise) !actors as quality and asailabilit), and the iact that many higher inLome households
os.cury loo -rent units

3Change in units less Lhange in households
Source Estimated by author front data m inwed/ HoriruK \rent NS.?. Part General Chdracteristies of the

Inventory. !able \-2

Simply comparing the number of households and
at fordable units. in the housing stock omits considera-
tion of the f undamental quest .,ris of housing quality,
siie, location, and availability I bus, it an) thi-g, the
ioregoing analysts has understated ht .c ;lousing
problems laced bN low-income households

The Role of Subsidized Housing

Although most discussions low-income hous-
ing focus on the subsidlied housing stock, it is the
private for-profit sector that pro% Ides he hulk of
low-rent housing in this country, without housing
subsidies Only a ,mall proportion of low-income
households live in subsidued housing. Conversely,
except for units with gross rents below X1150 per
month, only a small tract ir,n of low -rent units are
subsich/cd. Unless income can cower costs and
provide it return to the owner, it cannot he prof itable
So millions of low-rent units haw been lust, primarily

through rent increases as energy and other costs nave
risen I xptnsion of the subsidlied housing stock has
been insufficient to offset this trend, even under the
relatively high housing assistance levels of the I ord
Ind Carter administrations

I he urgent need for additional low-Income
housing assistance was acknowledged in 1982 by ,t
special commis,,son appointed by President Reagan
in 1981 to study the nation's housing problems and
recommend solutions to them This commission
tound that in it;80 there were about 20 million
households with incomes below 50 percent of
median tall were rentors. One quarter of these
renters livee m sult\ithicd housing. Almost all the
rest were in substan,tard housing or unaffordable
units, or both. Subtracting the 2.5 million households
in subsidiicd housing Irom the 1(1 million renters
Icacs 7 5 million renter households needing assis-
tance



Table 8
Proportion of Households with

incomes below the Poverty Level
Receiving Selected Federal Assistance,

1985-86

I lousing 27 6ri, of poor renters
Food stamps 41 2c'e of all poor households
Medicaid 39 9C;-, of all poor house ho:ds
School I unch 67 2q of purr househaids

with children

Note

Source

Data for income level and housing assis-
tance are as of March 1086, ddld for other
programs is for 1985
Data for income level and housing as ds-
tanee are vs of March 1986, data for other
programs ore for 1985 Source 11 S

Bureau of the Census, Current Population
Reports, Consumer Income. Series P-60,
No 155, Receipt of Selected Nonca.th
Benefits, 1Z5. U S Government Printing
Office, Washington, DC, 1987 (Income
and housing data as of March 1986 )

In other words, after more than 40 years o
federal housing programs, for each very low-income
household living in subsidized housing, there were
three others who needed it, but who could not obtain
it because it did not exist.

Unlike other "safety net" programs, under which
assistance is provided as a matter of right to all
applicants who meet eligibility standards, housing
assistance for low-income people is not an entitle-
ment. Households that apply and arc eligible for
assistanc- must wait until it becomes available. I'ven
those who need housing aid urgently may have to wait
years to obtain it.

This is a major reason why a large proportion of
households with incomes below the poverty level live
in unsubsidired housing. Since assistance is provided
only in rental housing, owners arc effectively cx-

eluded As I able 8 shims, a far liMet proportion of
households with incomes below the po. ert level
rcx out t hou,dno rssisi int l th to it in.i other lor
of basic federal assistance, as I turd Stamps anJ
Medicaid.

I he picture is even more stark \'', hen absolute
income level', are examined. As I able 9 shows, fewer
thin one-quarter of the 1 3 million renter households

ah incomes below $2,500 an ly in assisted
housing, an even lower proportion than those with
incomes beiwecn $5,000 and $7,591)

Despite these figures. in 1983the most recent
sear for which this information is available
subsidued housing accounted lor 67 percent of all
units renting for less than $100, 44 fiercer., of all units
between $100-149, and 21 percent of all units renting,
for $150-199 (as well as 11.5 percent of units renting
between $200-249 and 8.3 percent between 5250-
299).

The federal government has provided low in-
come housing assi:t.ore under a variety of programs
since 1937. However, it was not until 1970 that the
assisted housing inventory reached 1 million units.
Since then, it has more than quadrupled. Until 1980,
most federal housing subsidies were project-based,
with the subsidy going to the owner of units rented to
low-income households. After 1980, most of the
increase in housing assistance has been through
tenant-based subsidies, w hereby recipient house-
holds receive a certificate or voucher and find their
own units on the private market. Table 10 provides
detail on annual increments in assisted housing, by
program.

Expiring Use Restrictions and
Subsidy Contracts

The slow but steady increase in the number of
households receiving federal housing assistance is
now, however, in jeopardy because use icstrictions
and subsidy contracts will expire at increasing rates.

Table 9
Number and Percent of Households In Subsidized Housing,

by Income Level, 1986a

All All Subsidized Percent Subsidized
Household income Households Renters Renters All Renters

tinder $2.500 2,1511 1272 295 13 23 2.`(

$2.50) 4999 4.634 2.91,) 1,1122 22 I 3511

$5,001 .499 63117 3.34li 1,1117 16 9 111.4

$7.500-$9,999 4,980 2.486 441 89 178
$10,000 and over 70.677 ,, 027 1.1123 14 46

Otai 88 458 32,050 3,799 43 11 9

Source l l S Bureau of the Cinsus. Owen! opulation Repat Consume! Inoone, Series P-60. No l'5, Receipt of
Selected Nom ath Ref, ONS, 1I5 Itureau of the Census, Washington. I >C. 1087 (Income and housing
data as of Moreh 1986 )
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Table 10
Estimated Annual increase in Subsidized Housing Units, by Program, 1936-88

Calendar
Year

Public
Housing

Rent
Supplement Section 235 Section 236 Section 8

Cur- tive
Total

1936 798 0 0 0 0 798
1937 8,174 II 0 0 0 8.174
1938 21,639 0 0 11 0 21.639
1939 26.599 0 I) 11 0 26,599
1941) 611.9117 0 0 0 0 60,907
1941 121,972 0 11 0 0 121.972
1942 158.144 0 II 0 I) 158,144
1943 187,440 0 11 0 0 182,4441
1944 185,709 0 0 0 0 185.709
1945 187.789 0 0 0 11 187,789
1946 189.714 0 0 0 0 189,714
1947 190.180 0 0 0 0 190.180
1948 191,528 0 (I 11 11 191.528
1949 192.075 0 I) 0 0 102,1175
1950 193330 II 0 11 0 193,330
1951 2(13,576 0 0 0 0 2113.576
1952 261,834 0 () 0 0 261.834
1953 320 048 11 I) 0 0 320.048
1954 364,341 0 0 0 0 364,341
1955 385.240 0 II I) 0 385,240
1956 397,733 0 II 0 0 397,233
1957 407,746 li 0 0 0 407,746
1958 423,218 0 0 0 0 423,218
1959 445,157 0 0 0 0 445,157
1961) 461,558 0 11 0 0 461,558
1961 482,523 0 0 0 it 482,5173
1962 511,205 11 0 0 0 511,205
1963 538.532 0 0 II 0 538.532
1964 563,020 0 1) 0 I) 563,1120
1965 593,789 0 0 0 0 593.789
1966 624.614 0 0 0 0 624.614
Fiscal Year

1966 652,355 0 0 11 0 652,355
1967 687,598 0 0 11 0 687.598
1968 74(1,692 79(1 Ii 0 0 741,482
1969 823,263 12,029 5,454 8.975 II 849,721
197(1 813,462 28,034 65 838 17,187 0 1,1114,521
1971 .90 694 53.221 205,074 63.194 II 1,312,183
1972 4,064 818 68,4419 3445)55 156.139 0 1,634.331
1973 1,047.000 118,184 411.670 191,261 0 1,768,115
1974 .109,000 147.847 418.905 293,831 0 1,969,583
1975 ,151.0011 165.326 408.915 4110.360 0 2,125,601
1976 1,167,1$kl 177.645 339,325 439,872 130,471 2,254,313
1977 I, 174,1$$1 179.908 292.814 543.3611 459 568 2,649,650
1978 I, 173JHX) 171.598 261.866 544,515 666.603 2,817,582
1979 1.178,000 178.891 235,187 541,460 898,441 3.031,979
1980 ,192,000 164.992 219 482 538,285 1,153,311 3,431,1)70
1981 1,204,000 157,779 240.539 537,206 1.118,927 3,458,451
1982 1.224.0011 153.355 241,927 536.531 1,526.683 3,682,496
1983 1250,000 76,919 229.772 533,469 1349.9114 3,840,064
1984 1,331,9118 55,606 2093311 530,735 1,909,812 4,037,791
1985 1,355.152 45,611 200,471 527,978 2,010.306 4.139,518
1986 1,379,679 34.376 182,268 529,171 2,143,339 4.268.783
19'17 1,394,51$1 29,000 173,500 528 0(H) 2,264,00(1 4,389.000
1988 1,399.61$1 29010 163,1100 527010 2.374,61)( 4,493,2(X)

Sources 1935-1966 Progie%% Report on I edoal Homing Plogunm, Committee Print, Subcommittee on liousing and
1 lrban Ntfairs, Committee on Kinking and ('ul Riney 11S Scum, May 9, 1967. 1 able 11-3. p 109 I%7 -72
unpubkbod tables prepared by 11111) budget of lice 1973-88 tables on 1 !nits Eligible for I lousing Payments
from III 7) lira,.;, q ! unman'. Fiscal Ycar~ 1975-88 Only totals from 1973 forward arc adjusted for
withdrawals from the immed ho.iing stot lk
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A condition of the provision of leder kl housing
subsidies to fur -prole owners has been th.ir agree-
ment to maintain the properties as low-income units
for a specified period, generally 20 years.9 In 1985
there were 1.9 million privately owned units with
projec-based federal assistance. Within 20 years, if
no action is taken, this inventory could be reduced to
one-tenth of its current sve.10 No one knows how
many of these units will actually be lost. but one thing
is clear the more profitable conversion to high-rent
units or condominiums, the more likely the owners
are to exercise this option. This means that subsidued
units in tight housing markets, with rapidly increasing
rents (and concurrent increasing low-income housing
needs) are where the problem will be most acute.

All hi dying subsidy contracts arc for a specified
period. The imminent expiration of these contracts
presents a far greats; threat than xp rg use
restrictions. Subsidy contracts for the Section 8
esastmg program have generally been for 15 years;
those for vouchers are five years. Contracts to assist
new or rehabilitated housing are generally for longer
terms. The expiration of federal subsidy contracts will
hit particularly hard beginning in 1991, when the first
wave of 15-year Scction 8 existing contracts comes up
for renewal.

Trends in Federal Housing Assistance

There arc three major categories of federal
spending for housing: budget authority, or the total
federal financial commitment over the hie of the
subsidy; outlays, or actual cash payments of these
subsidies; and tax expenditures, or the cost to the
Treasury of various special provisions of the Internal
Revenue Code that provide exemptions, deductions.
credits, or deferral of income for tax purposes (those
regarding housing arc referred to as housing-related
tax expenditures).

There is a myth that for decades the federal
government has poured major resources into massive
low-income houyng programs. The truth is that
direct spending for housing assistance is dwarfed by
housing-related tax expenditures. Outlays for federal
housing assistance were less than I percent of the
total federal budget until 1981 and have only once
been more than 1.5 percent. Indeed, all federal
spending for low-income housing payments plus
public housing operating subsidies, from the begin-
ning of the programs in the 1930s through fiscal year
1987, totaled $97 billion. This was $5 billion less than
housing-i elated tax expenditures in 1986 and 1987
alone. In other words. the cost to the Treasury, of
special housing deductions, primarily homeowner
mortgage interest and property taxes, was more in
two years than the outlays for subsidued housing over
50 years.

Despite a series ut cutbacks under the Carter
administration horn !ht levid of
housing units provided under the I ord administra-
tion (w hich provided the highest annu,i; number of
subsidired units ever), over $30 billion in budget
authority for 1-1U1)-subsidi/ed low-income housing
was appropriated by the Congress for fiscal 1981,
when President Reagan took office. That was
estimated to support an additional 250M00 low-rent
units. Moreover, 55 percent were new or substan-
tially rehabilitated units, thus adding to the nation's
stock of needed rental housing.

Since 1981, there has been a dramatic decline in
low-income housing assistance. Meanwhile, housing-
related tax expenditures" more than doubled be-
tween 1980 and 1987, 'I able 12 compares annual
low-income housing ()ethic's and budget authority
with housing-related tax expenditures,

Administration's Budget Request

The shift in federal housing assistance since 1980
from substduing units to subsiduing tenants is a shift
from adding low-income stock to relying on the
existing housing stock In 1980, 81 percent of all
HUD's Incremental reservations were for new or
rehabilitated units under programs that tied the
subsidy to the unit. In 1987, only 35 percent of
incremental reservations were for new or rehabili-
tated units; the remainder were for Section 8 existing
certificates or vouchers, under which the recipient
would find his or her own housing. Only 8 percent of
the reservations proposed in the 1989 budget would
he additions to the supply; the remainder are for
tenant-based subsidies.

Inequities in Housing Subsidies

When federal housing subsidies are considered
as a wholeincluding both direct subsidies and
housing-related tax expenditures it is clear that the
pattern of federal housing assistance is regressive.
That is, far more federal expenditures go to affluent
people than to low - income people. This is largely
because such a large proportion of federal housing
assistance is provided through the tax code.

Data pubhshed by the congressional Joint Com-
mittee on Taxation 'Plicate that 79 percent of
housing related tax expenditures rn fiscal 1988 went
to people in ire top 27 percent of the income
distribution.

Prior to the 1986 tax reform changes, roughly 10
percent of housing-related tax expenditures had been
investor deductions, that, although they were taken
primarily .)y those in the top tax brackets, did result in
the construction, rehabilitation, or maintenance of
lower income housing. However, even if these
investor deductions arc all allocated to low-income
housing, the growing disparity between federal
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Table 11
Units Provided and Federal Spending for mousing, 1980-89

Year Units (thousands) Federal Spending (billions)

HUD
Family

Housing Assistance
Budget

All
Tax

Authority' Outlays2 Expenditures3

1980 251 1111 36' $27 9 $5 6 $26 5
1981 217 104 321 269' 78 333
1982 3' 95 111 14 0 8 7 36 6
1983 -5 82 77 10 5 HI II 35 4
1984 75 77 152 12 7 11 3 37 9
1985 89 71 102 26 95 25 36 441 6

1986 83 54 137 I i 6 12 4 48 5
1987 75 47 122 99 127 535
1988 88 53 141 10 5 13 8 53 7
19897 108 29 137 96 148 526
Sources

'Budget authority (authority to make spending commitment) Budget authority for housing programs 's maximum cost
over full term of subsidy contract Source Office of Management and 13udr,2t, His tom al tables Budget of the United
States Government, 1989,1 able 5 1 and Table 3 3

20u hays are amount actually paid out during year for all units under subsidy

3 Fax expenditures are the cost to the 1 reasury of special housing-related provisions of the Internal Revenue Code Office
of Management and Budget, Special Analy.se., Budget of the "rated States Government hscal Year 1989 (and prior years),
Special Analysis 0

4I his is amount after rescission requested by President Reagan Initially, Congress appropriated $31) 2 billion

5Reflects one-time appropriation of $14 3 billion to forgive I reasury loans financing already constructed public hour og
I his change in financing resulted in some long-run savings to the Treasury, but no additional units

6Reflects one-time outlay of $13 7 billion to redeem outstanding 1 reasury loans for already constructed public housing
without permanent financing (1 his was a change in financing method that produced no additional units )

71989 figures are levels proposed or projected in the Administration's budget request

expenditures for middle and upper income house-
holds and those for low-income people is striking.

In 1981, tax expenditures for middle and
upper income housing totaled $31.5 billion,
while budget authority and tax expenditures
for low-income housing totaled $28.8 billion.

This year (FY 1988), middle and upper
income tax expenditures are estimated at
$50.3 billion, while lower income housing tax
expenditures and budget authority will total
(lily $13.1 billion.

An analysis of 1988 household income data and
housing expenditures, including tax expenditures,
points up the great disparity between spending for
high- and low-income people. The bottom fifth of all
households received about 16 percent of all housing
subsidies, while the top 27 percent got 62 percent of
all subsidies. (See Table 13.) The average per
household submdy per month for houseln ids with
incomes below $10,000 was $49, while the average
monthly subsidy for households with incomes above
$50,000 was $187 monthly.

Gi '6cn the scope of low-mconie housing needs
described above, it is critical to recognise tne
enormous costs of housing-related tax subsidies that

go to people who clearly can afford decent housing
without help.

Recommendations

Closing the Affordability Gap
If a major reason for homelessness is the inability

to pay for housing, then a primary solution to the
problem should he to make it possible for homeless
persons to do so. Yet, except for the relatively small
proportion of the stock that is subsidized and for an
even smaller number of housing certificates or
vouchers for use in the private sector, there are no
programs to do this. Jonathan Kozol. in Rachel and
Her Children, has written compellingly of the inade-
quacy of welfare officials to provide an adequate
allowance to rent housing that is available, even while
paying many times the required amount for "tempo-
rary" shelter in hotels. Moreover, the growing
number of homeless people places continual strain
on inadequate emergency shelters.

"Ibe capacity to pay the initial rent deposit, a
continuing source of housing assistance through a
rent certificate or voucher, and counseling and
related assistance in the search for hou ig would, if
available for all homeless households, enable them to
make use of the housing resources in their commum-
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Table 12
Estimated Household Income and Housing Subsidy Distrit ution, 198R

(households in thousands, subsidies in billions)

Annual Income
1986 Households

Housing
Expenditures

1988

Total
Tax

Housing
Outlays

Estimated
Number Percent Amount Percent Amount Percent

Under $10,000 17,130 19 l" Si) I 111`' $10I $101 IS 7ci,
$10,000 to $20,000 19.157 21 4 1 I 2 27 38 59
$20010 to $30,000 16 350 18 3 38 76 10 40 76
$30,000 to $40,(XX) 13,167 14 7 54 107 0 0 54 84
$40,000 to $50,(Xl" 8,667 9 7 66 13(1 01) 6 6 10 2
$50,0(X) and over 15,007 168 33 6 66 4 00 336 522

Total 89,479 10(1 0% $50 6 10110% $13 8 $64 4

Sources Estimated by author based on several data sources Household income based on data in U S Bureau of the
Census, Current Population Reports, Series I' -60, No 157, Monty Imoine and Poverty Sham of Families and
Persons in the United Stales 1986 (Advance Data from the March 1987 Current Population Survey), U S
Bureau of the Census, Washington, DC 1987, '1 able 14, Selected Characteristics of Households, by Total
Money Income in 1986 Housing subsidy distnhution estimated from data in U S Bureau of the Census.
Current Population Reports, Consumer Income, Series P-60, No 155, Receipt of Selected Noncash Benefits.
1985. U S Bureau of the Census, Washington, DC, 1987 I able 14 Fax expenditure distribution estimated
from data in Jona Committee on "I motion, Estimates of Federal Tax I:spend:tures for PIMA Years 1988-1992,
February 1987,1 ahlcs 2 and 3

tieshousing that now is often underutilized or
abandoned net because it isn't needed, but because
those who need it cannot afford it.

Instead of rationing vouchers to fit within
arbitrary budget and appropriation levels, they
should be available on appilL,0 ion to any household
with an income below 50 percent of median who can
demonstrate that they are homeless, facing the
immediate threat of homelessness (e.g., subject to
eviction or foreclosure), living in inadequate housing,
or unable to afford other necessities after paying for
rent and utilities.

Protect Presently Subsidized Housing
Fully half of the present stock of subsidized

housing is threatened over the next two decades by
loss of subsidy contracts, by default or foreclosure
because rising co.>s have outstripped the subsidies
provided, or by decisions of owners to opt out of
low-income housing and convert their units to other
uses. Furthermore, many older subsidized housing
developments have not been adequately maintained,
and need major repairs and renovation. This situation
has come about primarily because past federal
subsidy programs have not been designed or admini-
stered to pay for the full cost of providing decent
housing for low-income people. Instead, as utility
costs rose far more rapidly than tenant inconic.,
during the 1970s, needed operating subsidies were
either not provided at all or came too little and too
late.

The nation cannot afford to lose any of this
housing. If America makes it a principle that the units
will not he lost, a combination that could save them

would include additional subsidies, incentives to keep
the housing subsidized, disincentives to convert (such
as a windfall profits tax) or, if these fail, eminent
domain acquisition by the public. In all but a few
instances, it will he cheaper to retain the present
subsidized housing than to replace it. Indeed, a study
by the National Low Income Housing Preservation
Commission found that the cost of retaining almost
all of the assisted stock would be less than providing
its residents with vouchers.12 Moreover, where
retaining such housing is more expensive, it is
generally because of gentrification or other factors
where retaining some low- and moderate-income
housing is an important social objective.

Expiring subsidy contracts should be renewed or
extended. Public and other subsidized housing that
needs major repairs should be brought up to decent.
viable standards. The total cost of doing this for a
major portion of the assisted housing stock, the
700,0(10 units subsidized through the Section 236 and
Section 221 programs, has been estimated by the
National Low Income Housing P -cservation Com-
mission at $12 billion the next 15 years.

Expanding the Supply Jf
Affordable Housing

In the long run, the solution to the low-income
housing problem lies in reducing the cost of housing
to Lonsumers. '1 his can best he done by expanding the
supply of low-rent housing through programs that
would favor nonprofit housing developers and opera
tors, those who see their task as providing decent
housing at the lowest possible cost. Neighborhood-
based community development corporations, tenant
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cooperatives, chur hes and s), nagogues, labor unions
and others arc capable of playingmg a major role in
providing decent, affordable housing, proidcd thc
receive the necessary capital and (Terming subsidies
and technical assistance and support. I lone owner-
ship. with repayment of subsidies upon sale where
possible, should also he \ igorously supported Such
housing should be financed primarily by capital
grants, to he repaid with interest only 'rand when the
housing is converted to upper income or commercial
use.

The Federal Role
Although there is increasing in \ ol merit of

state and local governments in addressing housing
needs, two basic roles for the federal government are
critical. 'file first is to establish the economic and
institutional framework within which the private
sector provides and finances housing. Carrying out
this role effectively can add to and improve the
housing stock and expand the number of people who
can afford it The second major federal role, and the
context for the foregoing rcommendations, is to
furnish the help necessary to enable people who
cannot be served by the unassisted private sector to
obtain accent housing.

The cost and income analysis presented above
demonstrates that there is simply no way that the
private sector, unaided, can meet the minimum
housing needs of people whose incomes are below or
near the poverty level. Indeed, utility and other
operating costs have :ong been so high that a
substantial number of poor households in this
country find that these costs alone would be more
than they can afford, even if their housing were
provided free of charge. Moreover, the states anti
localities with the highest numbers of poor people
are generally those least able to bear the substantial
costs involved in providing access to decent, afford-
able housing. The solution to what has become a
low-income housing crisis therefore requires far
more in the way of I edcral funds than has previously
been envisaged. even as the possibilities for admini-
stering housing assistance in partnership with state
and local governments and the non prol 1 sector are
being pursued

Endnotes

( toss rents include at o'dlor estimated cost of utilities and
tuck

2 ( diCULIted 110111 4m/,di HOMMi; lurrct data, 1976, 1980
and 1983 I he trend wis ploy( ted to obtain the PM
estimate

3 In the case of owners, shelter costs include taxes,
insurance, utilities, fuel, garbage collection and, if
mortgaged, the monthly mortgage payment

I his is a higher standard than the poverty level (uhiell is

calculated by multiplying the estii ittn_:d cost of a brae
subsistence level food budget by ,nrecl IILS in the past
has descrined its lower budget as provio.ng a modest but
adequate standard of living

5 I he 30 percent standard is relatively new I he first
subsidired housing efforts, in the 1930s, used 20 percent of
income as the standard, this was later raised to 25 percent
of income I he 30 percent level for all subsidired
programs was enacted in 1981 In each case, the
percentage d-emed affordable was based more on the cost
implications for housing subsidy and comparison with the
cost burden for other renters than on any analysis of
ability to pay

6 Michael E Stone. "Shelter Poverty in the United States,
1970-83 Summary Figures and I ables," unpublished
materials prepared for the Musgrove Housing Policy
( 'onference. October 30-November 1, 1987

7 I he amount necessary to cover the difference between
what households could afford under the approach and
actual rents (in other words, the amount that would be
needed to subsidirc the difference between what all renter
households could afford and what they actually paid)

8 Estimated from data in 1983 Annual ;lowing Slimy. Part
C'. Financial Charactemucs of th,, Inventory. Table A-1,
applying FUJI) definitions to national data

9 ill the early years of the Section 8 program, owners could
"opt-out" at five-year inter als

10General Accounting Offi :e. Rental Housing Potential
Reduction in the Privately Owned and Federally Ass.5ted
!memory (Washington. iX June 1986) GAO estimates
that the 1,890,($H) units of privately owned, federally
assisted housing that existed in FY 1985 will be reduced to
between 174,000 and 842,0(H) units by 2005

1 Tax expenditures are the cost to the Treasury of special
deductions or other provisions o' the tax code Major
housing-related tax expenditures arc homeowner deduc-
tions of mortgage interest and property taxes

12National 1Am-income Housing Preservation Commis-
sion, feel ennne the 1)1%appeurance Of Low income Houma:
(Washington, DC Aprl 1988)
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Rethinking Housing with the
Homeless in Mind'

Jacqueline Leavitt
Asoeiate Pmfessot,
Graduate 5(110 )1 of/Infittectute caul

Utban Planning,
University of GhJofma, Las Angelo

Intended and unintended plans and designs for the
homeless can be divided Into three categories: ref use,
refuge, and community Refuse places arc minimum
havens, at the exterior or perimeter area around and
between buildings, on the streets and sidewalks.
Refuge plans and designs are temporary alternatives
to the street, prir illy associated with formal
orgamiations, such as churches, other nonprofit
groups, and municipal, county, and state agencies
Refuge places range from emergency shelters to next
stage or transition housing. Community plans and
designs arc low-income permanent housing and
services with tenant involvement. Such plans and
desTris include tenant initiated and controlled
iimited equity cooperatives, neighborhood-based
nonprofits, and large-scale public housing projects
with tenant management. Community plans offer a
variety of living arrangements that enable people to
make adjustments to different demands during their
life cycle and in response to changing lifestyles.

Ihe categories refuse, refuge, and community
are not the same as the frequently suggested three
tiers of housing for the homeless emergency,
transition, and permanent. 'I he three-tier housing
LIR lion was a helpful concept when there was
less sophistication about the varieties of homeless
people, and when advocates m a number of cities

`Mary Beth Welch. a &Moral canoidate at IICIA's
liaduate School of rdntecturc and t li ban Planning. and

Ann Forsyth. a master's student in the urban planning
pri,gram provided valuable research assistance and
comments on earlier drafts Margaret Murphy contributed
iesearch on local community economic development
projects and Llissa Dennis on the history of public housing
Neill( I .evin. architect of the I" Angeles Downtown
Women's ('enter and Ao-teacher in a joint planning and
architecture studio on -Homelessness Short- and I Amg-
Range Solutions,- and students in that class, were vital in
my conLeptualuatam of the issues I fah Rederer, a
planning student in that class was helpful in her thoughtful
comments to a drab of this paper I his paper also henel its
Irom my long-time collaboration with Susan Saeg,eit.
holessor of I nv lion mental Psychology, I he Graduate
( enter, City Draversity of New N orb



were trying to respond quickly to growing problems
by borrowing concepts from other places What
provcd to bc a usclul conceptual.; In in thc short
run is less so now. Even then, the three-tier
classification system was unsatisfactory because
permanent housing did not always address the need
to provide services other than shelter.

It is around the issue of social services in
particular that homelessness has the potential to shift
the debate about housing production to a more
comprehensive concept of shelter-services. which
would then he reflected in the built form. Social
services as used here do not refer to the delivery of
services by interchangeable workers in impersonal
bureaucracies. Instead, it is an exchange of services
that engages people in efforts leading to greater
control over their living arrangements, social life, and
access to economic resources. Housing poi icymakers
do not agree about the union of housing and social
services. The underlying issue pits those who empha-
size using scarce resources to increase the supply of
units against those who argue that housing by itself is
an insufficient response to the needs of low-income
people. Currently, the two sides agree that the
homeless, a "special" part of the low-income popula-
tion, need more than just shelter. As homeless and
low-income housing advocates have coalesced
around increasing the supply of low-income units, the
services compolent threatens to he isolated as
necessary only for particular segments of the home-
less (e.g., those with mental illness, the chronically
unemployed, families, young males aged 18 through
25).

this paper argues the shortsightedness of split-
ting services away from any shelter strategy. The
paper sorts through the increasing array of terms in
the homeless shelter and services vocabulary and
illustrates how the terms refuse, refuge. and commu-
nity are associated with particular building types and
public spaces, and variations in the provision of
services. Thereby, it uncovers conscious and uncon-
scious values or preconceptions about home and
family that arise with the provision of shelter and
services.

The final sections of this paper link the issue
about shelter and social services to the concept of
community and the provision of low-income perma-
nent housing. Drawing on the longer history of public
housing and the recent history of homelessness.
planning and design guidelines are offered for
housing and services for the homeless and other
"have not" groups. In conclusion, the paper suggests
that some of these guidelines can he realized through
state and federal legislation, some of which have
already been passed.

Sorting through the Homeless ShPter and
Service Language

Despite the severity of the affordable housing,
crisis. positive outcome of the response to home-

lessness is a w idening variety of creative housing and
social service proposals and projects The flood of
lad!, ll:.1111111tl:111 01 the fiuiiiiii that aiii)nrhIniCd
the promotion and passage of public housir g in the
1930s Table I reveals the large number of ideas that
have emerged. 1 he most common terms include'
emergency shelters, transition housing, interim hous-
ing. permanent low-income housing. single room
occupancy (SRO) hotels, apartment/residentia! ho-
tels. and family centers. The terms are confusing and
overlapping, mixing length of stay (from walk-in or
drop-in centers for a part of the day to a person's
lifetime), building structure (from single family
houses to multiple dwelling units), building layout
(relationship of public and private areas). building
type (from independent units to congregate housing).
degree of shared space (from individual to split
facilities to group bathrooms, individual refrigerators
to individual full kitchens and dining areas to
common kitchen and dining areas. from independent
apartments to shared apartments). degree of privacy
(from barracks-like dormitories to individual rooms
to apartments). types and levels of staffing (numbers.
types of tasks, paid, resident participation, volun-
teers). tenure (free, fee payment, daily or weekly
rates. monthly rental or limited equity cooperative),
presence of social services (from crisis intervention to
24-hour care to follow-up care), and type of social
services offered (child care, senior care, health care,
counseling, referrals. English as a second language
classes, job training, meals).

Victor Bach and Renee Steinhagen of the
Community Service Society of New York suggest one
topology based on function (entry and transitional
shelters), physical configuration (congregate, apart-
mer and hotel shelters), and regulatory status
(programs for meals. health care, other referral
services). However, even this classification scheme
fails to capture the problem in its entirety.

The variety of housing and social service posm-
bilities often corresponds to the extent of depend-
ency exhibited by the homeless, based on such
considerations as mental illness, drug usage or abuse.
disability, unemployment. or age (be it children or
the elderly). The homeless are referred to in various
ways, as clients, guests. refugees. On occasion, the
shelter-service available is synonymous with what
people are called. Thus. workers in public assistance
agencies providing vouchers for welfare hotels speak
of welfare clients, providers offering emergency
shelters and transition housing favor usage of
"guests," and members of politically onented groups
that regard themselve.; as providing st+.ctuarics refer
to refugees.

Soclal Worth and Degrees of Control

Table I shows the great variety of shelter
.,.rvices, which share two common and interrcl
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Ta, e 1
CateCiOrles and Characteristics of Shelters and Services for the HOMPIPSS

De Facto SROs1
Hotels
Motels

Intended SROs2
Apartment/Residential

Hotels
Family Centers
Building Type

Independent Units
Rooms
Barracks/Dormitory
Congregate/

Group Home
Building Structure

Single Family House'
Duplex
Multiple Dwelling

Shared Space
Bathmom
Kitchen
I' !rooms

Living Room
Apartments

Building Layout
No Access to Publie3
Access to Public-3
Soup Kitchen
Bathrooms
Counseling
Refe rrals

Emer-
gency

Shelters

Transi-
tion
(also

referred Pcrma-
to as 'lent

interim Low-
house/ Income

hosp,(--e) Housing

Length of Star
Walk-In/or 1)rop-In
Less I Month
1-3 months
3-6 Months
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traits. The built form, ai, well as the spaces between
buildings, reflects, first, how society evaluates the
soda' worth of people ar d, second, the degree of
social control society wants to impose on them
Buildings and open space around them, as well as
entire areas, can be synonymous with a social type

g., consider mad-houses for mad people, lunatic
asylums for lunacy) Skid Rows were thought of
traditionally as areas where primarily older white
alcoholic men wer oncentrated. With the increase

in the numbers and types of people who are
homeless, simplistic thinking about Skid Rows is
changing. (This change is also being spurred by the
redevelopment of inner city areas ) (;eorge Rand, for
e\ample, suggests the idea of "social development"
or "social sch ice" /ones to describe settings like Skid
Row that are characterwed by cc mmercial and public
supports for the homelesssuch as missions, food
kitchens day centers, and SROs 1 Skid Rows may
include both ref use and refuge places.
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Ivell,e places. or minim= havens. rellcU the
most negatn c view aNiut homeless peoplc, these
types of places arc not under the purview ui
traditional housing and social semis agencies.
mainly, police. lire. public works, sanitation. and
public health. all of which are engaged in "relocating"
rather than "rehousing" Because homelessness is
peryasive. agencies go outside their oil [chit mandates
and cross jurisdictional lines. I or cam plc. a trans-
portation agency like the hi-state Port Authority of
New York and New Jersey is a reluctant but active
partner in the shelter business. As New York City's
Grand Central Railroad Terminal is restored to mat k
its 75th anniversary in 1988. the issue of its intended
versus actual use is raised, Robert NI I laves of the
Coalition for the Homeless "estimated that 10

percent of the 400 to 500 people in the terminal hay e
lived there for a year or more "2 Peter I Stang!.
president of the Metro-North Commuter Railroad.
leading the restoration effort. has stated that the
terminal is a transportation facility, not a shelter
I ime will tell if the aesthetic "look'' will displace the
ref use look.

Control over land uses is exerted primarily
through tuning, which in turn reflects the status of
people as Inferred from the housing in which they
live. Residential /ones of single family houses arc the
most protected /ones Typically, multiple dwelling
units are not found there, and single family home-
owners arc vigilant about changes in use that convert
a single family house into a de facto multiple dwelling
unit or group home, Zoning provisions for homeless
facihnes (or child care and housing for single parents,
developmentally impaired persons, or AIDs victims)
are reYealing in what the immediate neighborhood
may accept. The "Not In My Back Yard" or NIMBY
syndrome reflects a threat to the ideal of permitting a
built form that is unlike neighboring structures If the
form is not dillcrent---a greater likelihood if the
shelter or service is located in a rehabilitated
building it is dearer that neighbor hood objections
arc oriented to the perception that the people who
will live in or use the I tatty.% ill be "different "1 vcn
then, certain groups among the homeless population
may he more acceptable than others. c g., women and
children compared to young single men, I his is

similar to experiences about locating subsidi/ed
housing. facilities for the elderly arc usually more
welcome than for families, ilthough there arc
instances where even the elder ly arc considered a
threat 3

"I he Shelter Partnership of I os Angeles has
written of the problems posed to "special popula-
tions" by local coning and land use classifications and
codes, They point out that there was little housing or
services for homeless per sons pi or to the 1980s A'. a
result.

allout a specific category. shelters
were mappiopriatelv classified as "guest
houses," "hotel." or "dormitories." I his
meant that shelter', were often difficult to
site throughout the Loy because of their
need for conditional use permits ((III's) or
/onIng variances. ON titling a CUP or a
inning variance for a hotel/dormairylguest
house was often enough to curtail or
completely stall a much needed shelter
'inflect 4

Indeed, the Shelter Partnership helped draft changes
in the I os Angeles municipal code, resulting in twi
national model ordinances for shelter siting.

"I he implicit model for emergency shelters and
transition housing is a variation of the family, a new
extended family that ciicourages resocialwation. "I he
langclage of Independent hying and sell-sufficiency rn
a unit is similar to the description of developmental
stages of children r .firing and leaving the family
nest. This is reinforce by facilities having designated
levels of independence within one building. moving
from dormitories to shared apartments to individual
apartments. In several buildings, residents may move
from emergency shelter to transition housing.

The idea of family organi/ation is associated with
living in a single family detached house. Some refuge
facilities, indeed, arc converted single family houses,
others are duplexes and multiple dwelling units The
interiors of refuge places, whether new or rehabili-
tated, oftentimc rise components associated with the
house such as placing pediments over doors to rooms,
rutting mailboxes outside of individual rooms,
designing floor coverings to simulate welcome door-
mats, and striving to furnish the facility as a home,
with comfortable and attractive sofas, chairs. paint-
ings. etc.',

An attempt to create a homelike and secure
atmosphere may be found in the most unexpected
places. including ref use places,6

Refuse Places

Refuse places. namely places that offer mmr-
mum havens for the homeless, arc more cmcnsw c
than simply the streets and sidewalks between and
around buildings I able 2 in entones the variety of
places for makeshift shelters in alcoves, on or under
benches, against walls. I he building mass ()Hers
shade Oy erhang,,, ports cocheres, porches. and
entrances may provide resting places with sonic
protection from the weather I katmg grates arc a
particularly, sought out spot When access into a
building is gained, it is likely to he a public or
quasi-public institution, such as a city hall, museum.
library, university building. or hospital emergency
room, or parking sti uctures. subways, and bus and
train terminals I'drk, playgrounds. and public
restrooms die other familiar venues
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cardboard box, a reed hut, or an ant(imobile as home,
"particulailr under benign climatic conditions such as
those prevailing in southern California "8

IMplICIIIV accepting street life is architect Victor
Regmer's observations about day and night use of
exterior spaces outside the Union Rescue Mission in
I os Angeles lie described why he thought it
necessary to soften or make more comfortable the
urban edge where building meets the sidewalk

Men sit or stand outside, but no seating
is available for them I here are no green
trees or shrubs to soften a hard urban
environment. . . . I he building has no
extensions, overhangs, or facade elements to
shelter guests and neighborhood residents
from rain, wind. or sun. Guests and other
homeless persons loitering near the front
also create special scent ity problems 9

lie recommended that the addition integrate the
street uses and include: "Proper lighting, courtyard
shapes that encourage sell-surveillance, and screen
separations that create 'semi-private' spaces [could'
make the space more secure."19

The issue of home on the streets is further
complicated because there are homeless people who
prefer the street and its environs and argue persua-
sively that they are safer there, that the street of fers
more refuge than formal refuges. Inadequate as
refuse places arc the) represent a choice, albeit
limited. This does not mean that smaller and better
refuse places ).nould be planned, designed, regu-
latedind controlled. At best, the informal strengths
of the homeless need to be acknowledged where that
is occurring, and integrated into plans and designs for
refuge and community places

Refuge Places

Refuge places are temporary alternatives to the
street, on a continuum from emergency shelters to
next stage housing they may be an improvement on
paper, although all too often a shambles in reality
the dilemma abort sanctioning emergency shelters
is reflected in the National Coalition of the Home-
less' position that every person deserves decent, sale,
and sanitary housing, attained by independent Iii mg
in an apartment or house. One source of contusion
about refuge places arises in distinguishing emer-
gency shelters from transition housing, and distin-
guishing small- and large-scale refuge places."
Shelters are often thought of as barracks-like
dormitories; "guests" in emergency shelters carry
with them a greater stigma than those in transition
housing. Nora R Greer summarises the characteris-
tics of emergency shelters as follows:I?

People are accepted on a firs, come, first set-Ned
basis, usually beginning in ear ly evening

Sortie ,d-ielter,, pi oude lockers for guests' belong-
mizs.

Most ma\ e adequate bathroom facilities.

Most limit the number of nights a person is
allowed to stay

Many serAe at least one meal, which can range
from sandwiches to a hot dinner

I ew offer (Le', beyond referrals

Most shelters range in site from 5 to 300 beds or
larger

Greer reports that the maximum desirable shelter
sue is 200 to 300, but she notes that service pros iders
disagree about this.

Greer writes that many emergency shelters
resemble concentration camps, and they are often
associated with rigid and unexplainable rules. In a
47-bed shelter on the I owcr East Side in New York
City, for example, women must surrender all their
money, have their bags inspected, answer questions
without explanation, use the shampoo given to
delouse themselves, obey the order to take a shower,
and submit to a gynecological examination.

Greer qualifies transition housing ny grouping it
with special needs. She writes:

I ransitional housing most often pro-
vides shelter for three to six months or
longer, to families or single men and women
who are ready to move hack into the
mainstream of society, but who cannot find
affordable housing. Accommodations range
from dormitory living -the norm in emer-
gency shelters to private or shared apart-
ments

Special needs housing is, as the nare
implies for persons who are homeless due to
special circumstances and who have
needs when homelessyouths aged IS to
21, young mothers with children, abused
women, the chronically mentally ill, among
others I or these groups, emphasis is placed
upon teaching each individual skills that will
help that person lead a more independent
Id e,13

Amy Rowland, after reviewing a variety of
facilities, concludes that, I he only common denomi-
nator of transitional housing seems to be a length of
stay which is longer than that allowed in emergency
shelters "14 While there are differences about mini-
mum stay. at least three to six months, there is
consensus that maximum stay ranges between one
and two years 15

One of the overarching issues about refuge
places concerns sue.18 In barracks-like dormitories,
this is reflected in how much space is allocated
between beds and how many beds comprise a module
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within a larger unit I he question of si/e is also
central to the design of SROs which can I unction as
either emergency or transition or long-term, km-in-
come, permanent housing. Although the lamil
model still exists as an ideal in the vocahulary of SR( )
design, a hotel model is also present.17 Indeed. in
some cities. it has been openly stated that new or
remodeled SROs can edsily he converted into hotels
for a tourist population as an area changes Rowland
believes that recommendations by the San Diego
Mayor's I ask I (wee on the Downtown I lomeless are
reminiscent of "cage hotels" found in some major
cities during the first halt oil this century. .1 he San
Diego Mayor's 1 ask I orce on the Downtown
Homeless suggests that a "personal habitat
Short -term housing facility Ishould provide] each
person with a small 5\8\4 loot lockable sleeping and
storage space "18 In January 1(W, the San Diego
"Living Unit Fask Force" (empowered to recom-
mend a formula for new and rehabilitated SROs to
satisfy the California living unit law) proposed an
SRO common space formula that allows for increases
in common spaces as the sue of rooms decreases 19

The Shelter Partnership of Los Angeles ana-
lysed the operational characteristics of 11 shelters.
ranging in sue from six beds to 550, in leis Angeles
County. Their most surpnsing I inding was the little
economies-of-scale.

Ihe survey results document that large
shelters do not provide emergency services

'css expensively than do small or
meum-sued ones. Instead, the key deter-
minants in unit cost ail car to be the extent
of serviLes provided to clients by paid,
professional stall and rent/:-. ,,-tLiag,e ex-
pense.20

Model emergency she'ters tend to he smaller,
with homeless adults and children of the same family
in individual rooms, but unrelated people may share
oie space because of demand. In part, small faLiht ies
reflect the breach created by lack of government
support, a breach that religious institutions and
socially aware individuals and organisations stepped
into in response to homelessness A local church, a
retired businessman. nuns, a dedicated social worker,
a rabbi are but a few examples of the prolde of those
who responded to homelessness in I os Angeles.
fitting the homeless into religious or pre-existing
buildings

The lionise of Ruth, started as an emergency
shelter, now provides transition housing as well. It is
an example of a small-scale reluge,21 established
nine years ago by the Sisters of St Joseph of
Carondolet. Some money to run the !louse of Ruth
comes from packaging ditto ent go% eminent grants
and loans. but its I undmg strategy I, heavily r chant on

Indp, 'dual donations Hie shelter is stalled lw three
coordinators who collectively run the morrow,:
shelter. I he paid stall includes part-time employees
responsible for child care, counseling. and job
training. 1 he two-story house has ,t "homey.' feel
guests eat and watch television in the old II% mg and
dining roc n, on the same floor senior aides superb ise
children who range in age from infants to lie-year-
olds. On its upper floor, the emergency shelter hos
lour rooms for guests Usually a woman and her
children are in one room, but there are times when
unrelated people share a room A live-in stall
member occupies a filth room: three nights a week,
another suit f member sleeps in an alcove that also
provides a secluded place for counseling Staff also
Includes volunteers and interns: for example, nursing
interns from a local hospital gave lectures to the staff
on recogniiing depression: in turn the nurses assisted
the guests In addition to a wide range of services
when guests are either at the emergency shelter, or
the newer transition housingincluding assistance
with various city agencies. e.g.. schools, welfare
people are counseled about their skills and helped to
Lind jobs. The staff holds classes to bring women's
domestic skills to a professional level. ensuring that
the women receive a fair wage and arc not exploited
or mistreated. Support does not stop when someone
finds permanent housing: there are, for example,
"rap" groups, invitations to meals at holidays. and
child care.

Without any cost savings by sin, whether
emergency or transition, the planning and design
issue becomes one of creating a feeling of home, and
the admii 41-;ave issue becomes one of recreating
the most hasiL a unit, the far y. The homeless,
by definition, are not only "houseless," but "lamily-
less," in the sense that they are no longer able to rely
on a family or friends, other than those with a mate
and children who are also homeless. In this light, it is
not surpi-Ri that the Shelter Partner found
stall to he a key determinant of expenses. With labor
intensive stalling, facilities begin to provide the types
of support no longer avitilahls: to the homeles; by
relatiLes. Out of this services mix emerges an
alternative to the nuclear family, a model of a
household that shares resources The former home-
les; household, like other "have not" groups In
societysuch as battered women, drug dependents,
and single parentswill continue to need social
supports like "rap" groups, child care, and job
counseling when they leave a refuge ri.tce. -1 his need
will range from being able to continue using services
at the ref uge, as at the lionise of Ruth, to drawing on
other types of resources in the communities where
they will find per manent allordable housing. The
next section of this paper turns to the concept of
community.



Community Places
he notion of communitk Is otter' %.Tue and

abstract, but it usually includes the way people
interact with each other in a particula place o'er a
period of time. A ense of communit may exist in a
small refuge like the House Ruth, in the
,fuse/reluge Urban Campground. and even on the
sticetsilthougn intermittently Different proposals
in planning and architectural history define commu-
nity by sue of population, siie of area, and ty pes of

22 In many cases. the suggested sue of
population and types of facilities are the vehicles
through which lace-to-lace relationships are encour-
aged in a ;articular area. I he neighborhood unit, for
example. refers to 5,000 households orgam/ed
around an elementary school. I here are theories
about community with and without propinquity, the
latter referring to social ties that may er,dure even
with geographical separation. Studies of low-income
people, however, point to the need for commi 'lit\
wuf ropmqwty, with easy access to a ram of
facilities and services: this population does not ha% c

resources such as income and education that permit
them freedom to move over a larger geographical
network 23

Because of the commodity24 nat e of housing,
people with resources choose housing in locations
that give them access to a "bundle of services.- As
housing is the vehicle for creating home, neighbor-
hood is the vehicle for creating community. I he
low-income person does not usually have access to
privatiied services, such as child, senior, and health
care. There is a need in low-income communities for
publicly sponsored services, including job training
that may provide options to a higher s andard of
living In this way. the commumt becomes a resource
base.

I:arly proponents of public housing recognued
need for a variety of services in addition to

shelter. Public housing reformers fought for an
environment that was a ref uge from the increasingly
complex industrially based city. "I he idea of commu-
nity in prillite projects included community facilities
that were 'so a form of resocialuation into main-
stream society I his can he seen in the thinking of
Beatrice Rosahn, who in the course of coticuing
the lack of professional management training in the
almost decade old public housing program. reiterated
its supporters' original anus:

most public housers, in achocating the
ichture funds for additional

slum clearance developments, realistically
continue to ,r,sociate the movement with
certain broad community pm poses, such a,
the ,....lumnation of delinquency through
constructive recreational r, .lets. dey clop-
men t of better i.'iti/cnship through adult

education communit% aLti%itics. higher
standards of health and homemaking, tc ?5

In arguing for integrating low-income people into the
wider communitY, Rosahn re% ealud the need for
more laoor intensne efforts

! he pi 0% ision of good shelter alone does not
essarily lead to these related social

benefits, constructive educational efforts
are essential along with an improved physi-
c,: en\ ironment, and it devolves upon

to assist encourage. and
stimulate tenant and integrated community

. .26

As , ith the provision of facilities for the homeless, in
order to go beyond the narrow concet of providing
shelter, a labor intensive effort through management
was needed.

I he concepts of community in public housing
and public housing as an instrument of social welfare
, ere lost by the 1950s when I 11/,.1,,,a Wood, former
director of the Chicago Public Housing Authority
(fired by Mayor Richard Daly because she opposed
his administ-ition's avowed segregation policy in
public housing projects), stated that three choices
faced public housing administrators. They could turn
public housing into hospitals, treating the tenants as
patients, they could act like the real estate operators
they IA e.e proving to be, excluding problem families
and ey icting others, or they could restore the concept
of community By community, she referred 10 an
income mix of tenants, allowing higher income
tenants to put down roots and act as leadership role
models for others in the community.

Fhere were other controversies about providing
more staff and facilities, The issues surrounding
facilities concerned who should sponsor them
should they be absorbed into the public housing
bureaucracy or provided through other public agen-
ciesand what types of facilities should he provided
and where, within indi dual units or the complex
itself.

In I050, writing under the pseu, fony m "Maxim
Duplex.- a member of the Amer ican Institute of
Architects with a 20-)ear histor, in public and private
resideni . development, published two articles on
public housing design. Maxim found the nation's
172,000 public low-rent living Limo, tundamentally
del icient.-2- I hey Wei e too small, too institutional,
"too paternalistic in character to measure up to any
true native standard for a permanent home environ-
ment "28 Although the housing provided was "sunny,
sanitary. and saleand composed of hist-class
consti oction matcoalsit still constitutes an inter-
mediate vat iety of shelter ... While being a long

ay from the slum in quality. it is not nearly dose
enough to the minimum adequate permanent home
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to sat's!y the normal I IIRI111« ,01111\ In mg
N1immurn standaids hau 1111\1111MB limits
1\1,num deplored the romilt

the virtual elimination horn the home
of most of the normal reel eahonal occupa-
tions of both childten and parents Minor
carpentry, crafts, mechanical interests, and
all other hobbies that require more than
desk or table space, including the important
category of home maintenance and repair
actimesire unprovided for Some of these
occupations can take pl coat the communit
building but most of them disappear
completely I rom the life of the publick-
subsidued tenant 30

N1amm was not just making a pitch for pr Ratism and
isolation in well-equipped units, he was suggesting an
improved redistribution of indkidual and collectRe
facilities Ills suggestions for the unit were- more
space for laundry, including indoor clothes dr
children's indoor play, adult hobbies in the unit, ind
private outdoor space that would permit mothers to
supervise small children. : or the collective, he
stipulated: grounds area and buildings that the
tenants could came for themselves. and the continu-
ation of nursery schools. child clmics, meeting rooms
and playgrounds 1 lc suggested discontinuing central
laundriesaid storage lockers. Maxim summit-lied his
idea for a "community of individual homes,- not
bused on detached housing but on the row house

We should design the house better.
provide it with a private garden. and di est it
of its institutional characteristics We should
eliminate from the project as many central
operating I unctions and group set, ices as
leasible (but lath no arbitrary obstacles plot .d
in the path of voluntary tit 1100 b the tenant, to
provide for their group need,) and rely prim

on the tenants, themselves. for all
possible services of project upkeep and
repair We should make each dwellmg a
complete American home with no essentials
orItcc; ou ,pith no extras added 31 (empha-
sis added)

Maxim rein led !cadets that there were picyi
ous eras ,,nen the typical ine\pensie American
home included space lor the topes of activitics he was
suggest ingind that this could he encouraged again
In a statement that might be made of facilities he
homeless today. he wrote,

o say that public dwellings should
never exceed the quality of the lowcs,-priccd
units that private builders happen ;t be

supply mg at a par titular place and time is to
misunderstand both the objech e rn iew

and the proper means to its attainment l he

minimum icqunc.mcnts of the American
,aanclaid of Inuig arc 01)INCr1dhle I CalItICk,

hr In ihilitv . F1011,..Ing r,r t iii -

C'iti to satisl these requirements should not
blind to what those requirements actually
ale Instead. we should del me family In mg
in a sstematic wa, driest them of Utopian
tendencies. and allow than to influence the
prduction of housing generally so that all
tpes of families may Ire in :idequate homes
in as Jew ears as possible 32

Since the 1960s, tenants in public housing have
fought against public abandonment of their homes
and ha% e sought to restore community. thereby
becoming empowered and controlling their em iron-
ments Women like Bertha Gilkey of Cochran
Gat dens in St I ours and Kimi Gray of Pat kside-Ken-
nilworth in Washington, VC, have become national
role models for tenant management. I enant leaders
in I os Angelo are beginning to demand that the
housing authority he more accountable to resident
heeds Inherent in tenants' redevelopment of public
housing projects arc adding !met... or including for the
lust time, community facilities. rii,;hborhood ccn-
ters. health services. and child care, and redefining
local community economic development in order to
create meaningful lobs

Community Planning and Design

What would a shelter-service option look like if
ideas of community were pursued') I lousing would be
small int ill. fitting into an ousting neighbor
hood,33 with easy access to the outdoors, meeting
places. and pace that can be used for wage labor in
"home-based- work. II this sounds suspiciously like
old fashioned neighborhood or community planning,
it is similar It means being able to walk to facilities
and stores. know people in the neighborhood, and
live in an environment where there arc informal and
for mal linkages to services It includes what Bachrach
inters m her continua', of care a notion based in
-post-World War II health planning, ind properb
realised, assures the pro\ mon of comprehen,ive.
accessible, inchiduallied and culturally rcloant
sci vices mei a long period of time and in a supportive
and humane climate,-34 Ilenning's descrip-
tion of c\ tended neighboring in 1 Ambohov, a
housing-social sin ice comple\ in I mkoping, ;:v

:"..,e lour families cared for a fifth who had
Littler medical or social pioblems,35 Hilda Koss'
recommendations for the neighborhood family -a

mutual aid pioiect the elderly and non-
elderk who act like a family within a Teethc physical
setting, ind what Jacqueline I eavitt and Susan-
Saegert sec as the ('ommunit- Ilouschold skills
that oust in households, such as budgeting. look rig
cord licts. maintaining social connections, that arc

I



extended to reclaim landlord abandoned buildings
and publicly abandoned low-income omm unities

Neither the recent wave of gender related
research nor the attention paid to small-stale
org,amiabon for certain groups marks the lust time
that attention has been brought to these issues In
1949. I Iertha Kraus identified working mothers.
large families, and older person families as having
special housing needs I ler recommendations for the
location of dwellings. such as accessibility to public
transportation and employ ment, are relevant almost
40 scars later. Because working mothers were often
dependent on family aid. she suggested mutual aid
where a dwelling would he shared by one or two other
women with similar problems. combined into a
composite household, or where an orgamied group
would provide aid through neighborhood care faeili-
tics (for children of all ages. supervised playgrounds.
infirmaries for the aged, infirm, and dc,abled). Kraus
suggested changes in unit design and bureaucratic
rules that would integrate and accommodate differ-
ent types of households. Small housekeeping units
could be planned as "a private annex of regular family
homes in single family dwellings." and as floors or
wings of multiple dwellings. "Composite family
groups of two to three women and their dependents
can become strongly self-sufficient in mutual aid
Kraus concluded riting that more experimenta-
tion may b., tried in competitions or the prb ate
market

Although little response has occurred in the at
40 years, the results of one competition are promis-
ing. In 1984. the program for a national competition
called for six prototypical units of urban infiil
housing, expressly for non-traditional households, on
about a third of an acre site. each individual unit not
to exceed 1,000 square feet. with a portion of the
space exclusively dedicated to wage work.36 The
winning design by :I my West and myself crystallued
around the shelter-se:Nice concept and was based on
a row house of six contiguous buildings.37 (Figure I.
Site Plan A to I ) Each of the six units fronts the
major street with its more public workplace side
(workplace or work spat e refers to paid work) "[his
siting was done purposely, in order to promote
community and casual neighboring in small ways. the
idea was that as people pass by. a nodding acquain-
tance would develop

In addition, the designers thought it was a good
idea for children on the block to see that one option
for paid work was to be closer to the plate of
residence instead of driving a car (o a more distant
workplace. The wo k spaces are places where people
conduct business, for example. an artist's studio or
lawyer's office, or they are adapted lot a torn munitv
service like a child tare center I igure 2 illustrates
how movement from the street brings the person to

the work space last, adjacent to it is a hall-bathroon-
I he work spate overlooks the inner court This inner
unlit may he handled in several ways. open or closed.
with clear panes or solar panels, 1 he woe k space is
connected to the more pvivate two-and-a-hall-story
residential /one by a one-story linear kitchen w hose
windows also overlook the inner court The kitchen
leads to the living room, which also has access to the
court Stairs in the living room lead to the second and
third floor :cling areas, full bathroom. and another
hall-bathroom The main entrance to the residential
space is Iron the rear alleyway. Carports are in :he
rear. along with access for the handicapped The
flipping of one end unit results in a double unit.
labeled building I: in the site plan I'he flipping
permits the last combined unit to become a single
parent or mtergenerational house with a center for
children.38 This unit has the flexibility of having
either one or two kitchens: the ground floor
residential area can be converted into an accessory
unit, housing two single parents and an older person,
or any combination thereof. The work space, now
double the we, can become a child care space for the
group of six buildings as well as for the block and
neighborhood. The combined front yards can be a
play area for the child care center, similarly the
enlarged inside court can function this way.

'1 he design and its original innovative tompo-
nents have changed as the project moved through the
implementation stages in St. Paul, Minnesota. The
site is larger. permitting 12 different houses with 14
units, in two groups of six houses that face each other
across a mews. (I igure 3. Site Plan. Dayton Court)
The units were never meant to be suhsidued. but as
changes were made ways were sought to bring down
the selling price. This led to the creation of two
additional units. The 14 units in four house types (two
one-bedrooms; four two-bedrooms; six three-bed-
rooms: and two duplexes) include the creation of two
one-stofy, or bedroom units, each of which has a
base selling price of approximately $37,500 Two
other units have been subdivided to provide duplexes
of 1.485 square feet at a selling price beginning at
$109.00(1 This permits a number of options. A
person with moderate income may rent the efficiency
apartment of 310 square feet contained within each

Iplex: the owner of the duplex can R.:A/c income
from this apartment. reducing his or her monthly
housing costs. (I igure 4 Unit D. Duplex)

The winning design showed how two work spaces
can be converted to child care, a pressing need for
single parents. :1 he design of the child care and work
areas are equally suitable in facilities for the
homeless, battered women. drug dependents. and
other s I he New American I louse can be seen as a kit
of parts comprised of kitchen, court. resident' if area,
and work area that can be converted to residential
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and social service uses for different groups if
subsidies are in place.39 I Icvhility is made possible by
flipping units ,ind ui its potential for expansion either
in the front or hack yards.

Hipping units to create collective space is one
way to create shared space. While this innovation is
not being tried in St. Paul (two sets of interior courts
still offer this possibility), the idea of shared space is
occurring in plans and designs for My Sister's Place,
an emergency shelter in I lartford. Connecticut.4° A
10,000-square-loot warehouse is being renovated
into transition housing. with supportive services,
including child care and job development There will
he 20 apartments; three efficiencies, ten two-bed-
room, one three- nedroom, and six four-bedroom
units. lach unit is designed to permit sharing of
hat1A-ooms, kitchens, and living rooms.

As the New American House was transformed
10 Dayton Court, separate space for an at-home

work space became available only in units with more
than one bedroom. (I. igure 5. Unit A) A quei.'.ton
may be caised about wage iabor at home: if housing is
to be a_Iordt !Ile and low-income, and given the skills
low - income people have, won't work in the home be
exploitative? There are no simple answers to this
question. The first evaluations of modern "home-
based" work are just appearirg.41 The results are
mixed, but women continue to do it. Kathleen
Christenscn's study of 14,000 respondents included
more than 7,000 who worked at home, most of them
involved in clerical work (typing. bookkeeping,
insurance claims rating, data entry work on comput-
ers). craftswork (sewing, knitting, embroidery), and
professional occupations (accounting. architecture,
planning. writing). Although the program for the
New American House competition clearly had in
mind changes because of the computer, Christensen
found that "only one in four clerical workers and one
in three pr fessionals used them."42 Sherry Ah-
rent/en's (1987) study was aimed at professional
homeworkers in selected geographical areas who
used a computer: all but 10 of the 104 had
computers.43 Whether or not people use computers
in their home, home-based work does not automati-
cally solve child care problems, even if a strong
reason to work at home is related to child care I he
finding that you-1g children require paid or unpaid
care in order for mothers to get their work done is not
surprising. Rather than erasing or neutralizing
benefits that can occur by working at home, it
emphasizes the pressing geed for child care

Child ear'' was not arbitrarily placed in the New
American I louse scheme: rather it was to point out
that if work were done at home, child care centers
were also essential As to the type of 'kills that
low-income people have, inherent in the arguments
made throughout this paper is the need to t c shelter

services, including job ti am int!. Because low-in-
come people may be out of work or working at
particularly low paid jobs does not mean that their
future work options will he the same. Low-paid
piece-work sometimes requires the same type of
',kills that higher paid craftspeople have, as in sewing
or knitting. Job training also means enhancing
people's existing skills, informing them of opportuni-
ties that may transform their individual skills in
isolated houses into a thriving community-based
business. "I his potential has been realized in women's
economic development projects in various parts of
the country."

It is also true that subsidies are necessary to
support housing and services for the homeless and
other low-income people. Where innovative plan-
ning and design is occurring. providers have been
able to piggyback funds through a combination of
state and local government sources, McKinney funds.
private donations. and income from occupants' social
security supplements or general relief. Before
turning to new initiatives that include funding, the
next section offers planning and design guidelines

Planning and Design Guidelines

Several planning al ot_sign principles grow out
of the above discussion. These guidelines are within
the framework of a family model, but they provide for
a "community of individual homes" that can easily
suit unrelated households. The intent of these
guidelines is to serve as a reference for provide rs. To
the extent possible, potential residents should he
included in the design process, and the guidelines
highlight particular places where that might occur.

First, a newly constructed or rehabilitated house
should be an integral part of the neighborhood to
avoid calling attention to different types of house-
holds living there. Research about subgroups of the
population show they do not like to be identified
because of "different" characteristics, e g., single
parents because of their marital status (Anderson-
Khleat 1982), homeless because of their tenure
status. This suggests that infill housing is most
appropriate. I he house profile should fit into the
surrounding property in form and materials. Fxterior
walls. for example, should reflect the materials used
on surrounding properties. If an existing house is
being rehabilitated, there is greater likelihood that it
already tits into the context of the block: de igners
should he wary of changing the exterior in any
substantial way.

Second. private spaces are ci meal 1or inhabitants
of any facility where there are also group activities. In
sheltering and serving the homeless, there are rooms
that will be used purposely by several people at the
same time. Prixacv may he found in those rooms, but
this will depend on the daily schedules of residents



Privacy may also he found outside, depending on the
size of lot, proximity t neighboring houses, and
landscaping. Bathro im facilities may be private.
llowever, the single place that will accord the most
privacy will be bedrooms, and whcrc there are no
individual bedrooms, territoriality will still occur
around the bed itself. :signers should explore ways
in which room configurations can lead to private
nooks within bedrooms, as well as multiple uses of
bedrooms. Developing I.-shaped rooms and adapting
loft spaces can create separate tones within a room.
Other possibilities are designing built-in furniture to
free space in the room, or creating nooks that can
accommodate equipment (such as a typewriter or
sewing machine) and can he used for storage or even
for sleeping.

The third principle concerns encouraging a sense
of community among people living in a house or
apartment building. In design terms, this can be
achieved by providing opportunities for social en-
counters (such as a kitchen large enough to accom-
modate the entire household eating together, even if
they not do this on a regular basis). Another way to
foster community is to ensure the convertibility of
rooms from work areas to social areas. A garage may
also double as a common utility room or play space
for children.

Fourth, to the extent possible, there should be
ma.ximun, flembility in the house over time. One way
to accompi,sh this is to site buildings in such a way
that additions can be built at a later tim C.45 The most
important way to achieve flexibility nd also encour-
age a sense of community is to design with the
household, block, and neighborhood in mind. In
Sweden, some projects have fully equipped connect-
ing apartments that are used as day centers for
children and are readily adaptable to residential uses
should the future need for child care he unnecessary.
I .Iderly housing is purposely integrated into a project
for other age groups, in a separate building but
connected with v alkways to the collective facilities
such as a dining room and kitchen, lounge, and
library. It is possible for people to pass through
different segments of the life cycle and move into
different apartments but remain in the same corn ma-
nity where they have formed attachments.

Hai, to the extent possible and when appropri-
ate, self-help or self-management should be inte-
grated into designing, building, managing, and
maintaining houses.] here are a number of different
ways to organize management and maintenance
operations The most familiar is through a recognized
agency which, for f..e, assumes these responsibili-
ties. But there are other options that involve varying
degrees of self-management. At least one proposal
suggests that opportunities should be made available
for different pimps to sell-manage; the benefits are

that residents can acquits social skills through group
process and assertiveness training, making sugges-
tions and reaching decisions about their housing and
service needs.46 There are also ways in Nvhich
residents Nvho contribute to management arid main-
tenance can be awarded points, perhaps linked to
lower costs per month.

New Legislative Initiatives
There is newly enacted state and national

legislation, as well as proposed legislation, that can
provide the funding to see these guidelines realized
In California, the 1 amity Housing Demonstration
Program is one piece of Senator David Roberti's
Housing and Homeless Act. The act authorizes a
$450 million ger.eral obligation bond issue to he
placed on the November 1988 and 1990 ballots. The
$15 million family housing demonstration program
will offer incentives to private developers to build
multiunit rental or cooperative housing, along with
job training and child care services.

At the national level. Rep. Joseph P. Kennedy II
has introduced the "Community Housing Partner-
ship Act," which will provide $16 million to support
expenses and training for the staff of nonprofit
community-based organizations, and for the admini-
stration of education, counseling and organizing
programs for tenants eligible for affordable housing.
It also proposes to provide $500 million in grants to
subsidize the development of affordable rental
housing and homeownership.

A proposed legislative package is being fash-
ioned by the Committee for Creative Non-Violence,
the National Coalition for the Homeless, and the
Union of the Homeless. It calls for $10 billion for
affordable housing with child care and job training
services, and at the same time strengthens existing
public housing. The Jesse Gray hill, named after the
late representative from New York City, is targeted
to public housing, calling for the rehabilitation of
50,000 units. Rep. Ron Dellums from Berkeley,
California, will be introducing a bill that is the most
far-reaching, calling for funding of upwards of $30
billion for new construction and rehabilitation.

Conclusions
As steps are being taken to provide low-income

permanent housing, it is important to plan for shelter
that is also accompanied by services At the same
time, we need to recognize that miniamm standards
for emergency shelters or transition housing can
create problems, particularly if the minimum stan-
dards become the maximum. Attention needs to he
paid to the distribution of common spaces and
collective facilities when individual units are de-
signed. Most importantly, we need to know more
about small-scale solutions, including ways to trans-
forni large-scale projects into places where there is
more neighboring, ind where people can find both
refuge and community

jy
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Hcat :h Planning," The Milbank Quarterly 65 (1987) 388

35Ceeilta 1!,..nning "The Social Services as "Network
Organizers A research report for the Swedish Building
Council, English translation, 1987

36For a fuller discussion about the New American House.
see Jacqueline Leavitt, "Two Prototypical Designs for
Single Parents I he Congregate House and the New
American House." in Sherry Ahrentzen and Karen
Franck, eds , Alternatives to the Single Family House (New
York Van Nostrand Reinhold, forthcoming)

37While zoning and N1MI3Y's were not a problem in St
Paul and variances for reducing parking were approved,
delays in moving a project along can add to costs With the
New American House, for example, the longer it took to
find a site, the more costly the development With rising
costs, it became increasingly unlikely that lower-income
non-traditional households would be able to afford the
units As the New American House was redesigned to
conform to a larger lot, the single most important cost
innovation has been the creation of the two small units

38Alt hough I have referred to the combined work space as a
child care center in other writings and speeches. attention
is called here to the physical requirements usually
required by municipalities to provide adequate open
space, as well as minimum square footage, for child care
Even in the original design, then, the conversion of only
two work spaces would not have permitted a formal child
care center

39I he potential creation of accessory units as rental
property has been built into other projects 1 he most
important element is providing connections for utilities at
the time of construction In some cities, building
Inspectors are reported to he "looking the other way"
when certifying the property 'is a single family residence

'I he Los Angeles Community Design ('enter devel-
oped prototypical kits for care facilities, 24-hours and less
than 24-hour care, in a li,xnsee's own home or in other
locations "1 he program type included the folloi,ing foster
family home, small family, large family home for children.
large family home for adults, group home for children,
group home for adults, social rehabilitation center, a small

tinily day home for children, a large family day home, a
day nursery. a day care center, a social rehabilitation
o flier
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40Interview with Judy Beaumont. director of My Sister's
Place, April 26. 1988

41Kathleen Christensen. Women and Home-Based 13'mk
Hie Unspoken Conti (New York Ilenry Holt and
Company, 1988) Ch tensen's work was based or a
national survey of 14,th , women and in-depth interviews
with over 100 Also sec Sherry Ahrentien. "Blurring
Boundaries Socio-Spatial Consequences of Working at
I tome," a report sponsored by the National Endowment
for the Arts and the University of Wisconsin- Milwaukee,
June 1987 Ahrentren's work was biased on a survey.
interviews, and a physical inventory of the home and
workspace of 1(14 professional horneworkers in various
occupations

43Christensen, p 5

43Sherry Ahrentien. Blurring Boundaries So cio-Spanal
Consequences of Working at !tome A report sponsored
by the National Endowment for the Arts and the
University of WisconsinMilwaukee. June 1987

"Research drawn from Margaret Murphy on women's
economic development, 1987. in the author's files

45Alternatively, the designer can consider the possibility of
providing footings that can withstand adding stories to the
structure of the house This may prove to be costly and
should be measured against other dcign and marketing
decisions A flat roof will also lend itself to adding stories
later on

43In correspondence with the author, Enid Gamer, Coordi-
nator, Child and Adolescent Services. South Norfolk,
Massachusetts, Area Office. Department of Mental
Health. suggested that using self-help in the planning and
construction stages of single parent housing is a positive
way of overcoming isolation
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Hope for the Homeless
Local and State Response

Kenneth j. Heirne
gJ S/ stain' Secterarr for May Development

and Research,
U S Dpartment 01 Housing and

Ufban Development

ith increasing intensity over the past eightW
years, the nation's attention has been drawn to the
situation of the homeless. l'he politics of states and
localities have been roiled, the media have been
mobibied, and the U.S. Congress has been influ-
em ,:el to provide over $1 billion under the rubric of
homelessness through the SteRart B McKmney
Homeless Acristurue Act of 1987 (McKinney Act).
Cities and states have found themselves devoting
greater attention and resources to alleviating the
plight of the homeless in their jurisdictions. Studies
have been undertaken by many jurisdictions and by
the nt!ional government. Yet, with all this activity on
behalf of the homeless, there is no accepted or
established strategy for dealing with 1!.'..neles.mess,
and no consensus on its causes or cures.

This is a curious turn of events, if only because
governments usually have some idea of what they
expect to accomplish when they undertake major
ellorts, even emergency efforts, even if that idea is
later proven to he wrong. Whether it is a war .1

poverty based on a misconception of the causes of
juvenile delinquency, as des ibed in Daniel Patrick
Mo),nihan's Maximum Feasible Afisunderctanding or
the inauguration of mortgage insurance to repay
veterans and to provide a loundation for a homing
industry, policy is usually based on some understand-
ing of the problem being attacked and the appropri-
ate means to cure it. Sometimes !he federal, state, or
local gm ernment is right, occasionally it is wrong, but
it is rarely stampeded ml, action j st because it is

confused.
In the case ()I homelessness, many state and local

governments are in the same plight as the federal
government, operating in a lop. but spending money,
and energy no ertheless I here are, however, excep-
tions A number of governments, especially state and
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local governments, have taken the time to get some
kind of handle on the.: h,7rneless problemidentify-
ing its sue and nature, assessing their resources, and
trying to determi le the hest poi ,, for sheltering
their homeless, ai,d, to the extent possible, obtaining
the social, psychological, or hcusing services to move
the homeless into stable living environments. I'ffec-
tive and soundly based homeless policies have been
developed in places as widely disparate as St. I Aims,
I oston, Denver, I os Angeles, and the State of Ohio

As a result of the growing state and local efforts
to plan and implement coherent policies for helping
the homeless, it has become possible to think the
unthinkable. The problem of homelessness may well
be manageable. In fact, it appears to be on the verge
of being managed by state and local governments,
with relate % sly little federal support and with little
federal interference. This last situation may he about
to change, due to the suable federal financial and
regulatory wave that is about to descend on the
localities.

It would he advisable, therefore, to get a better
picture, of exactly where we are in ministering to the
homeless, what we know about the nature of the
homeless problem, what local strategies appear to be
working, what, it any, additional federal help may he
useful or counterproductive, and what, oveiall, is the
appropriate relation of the falerpl, state, and local
governments in managing policies to address the
needs of the homeless.

The Homeless Problem and
Response to Date

We cannot continue to address the situation of
the homeless as if it has not been studied responsibly
at both national and local levels, as it the American
people have not devoted a good part of the substance
o; their lives and incomes to taking caic of the poor,
including the homeless, and as if state and local
governments and private agencies have not been
working, in dedicated fashion, for at least the past
eight yearsthough actually much longer--to allevi-
ate the problems of the homeless. Out of these years
of study and effort, it is possible to piece together a
picture of a significant national effort, though a
predominantly local and private effort, which is

within sight of noteworthy successes in treating
homelessness, and may well be prepared to move to a
second phase. The first phase has been identified as
sheltering the unsheltered. The second phase would
be providing services to stabilise the lives of the
homeless.

lomelessness appears to be a problem uniquely
suited to being add, ,ssed by local groups and
governments In almost every locality, homelessness
is of a sue that can he identilied and managed by
using locally available resources, although some of
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those resources may involve the use of existing
federal financing While some major cities have
nightly homeless populations that appear to range
fluff! .1 to 5 pci cult of thou total populations, inosi
other areas have an incidence of homelessness at .1
percent or lower, according to local area studies)

hus, homeless numbers in most localities will be in
hundreds, or ii small localities, do/ens, a level that
local churches, private agencies, and public bodies
can focus on and serve. The characteristics of the
homeless population vary enough from locality to
locality and the problems of the homeless are so
individualued that they require the type of intimate
problem solving hest handled by local agencies.

While there has been no complete, minor wide,
fully comprehensive study of homelessness using
intensive street surveys, there have been a large
number of studicsof homelessness in individual cities
and a few efforts to gauge the nature of homelessness
as a national issue. The most significant attempt to
assess homelessness on a national basis remains the
1984 HUD study A Report to the Secretary on the
Homeless and Emergency Shelters, based on four
different methodologies, only one of them using a
street census.2 This study did set parameters on the
characteristics of the homeless population that have
tended to be confirmed, within reasonable ranges, by
a multitude of more intensive local studies. The study
provided the first well-founded national estimat es of
homelessness, assessing the single-night homeless
population at between 250,000 and 350,000. Interest-
ingly, the individual city studies that have been :;one,
since the HUD study, besides giving general confir-
mation of the HUD profile of homeless persons,
have tended to produce lower numbers and propor-
tions of homelessness on a per city basis, as is
indicated in Table I This is probably due to the fact
that most of the HUD me!hodologies involved the
use of expert estimates, and most people m,lk!ng
estimates of this sort appear to use high estimates for
fear of understating the problem. The local studies
are geared more to harder counts Gf homeless
persons, including street surveys to identify the
homeless population outside shelter; 3 The often
asserted figure of 2-3 million homeless originated in a
series of unsubstantiated responses by homeless
advocates to congressional committees and the
media. There ha; never been a scientific illy, or just
reasonably based, surrey or count of homelessness in
as much as a single city which could justify such a
national estimate, even as a yearly total of homcley
never mind a single night estimate.

In addition to local studies directed toward
action, there are al: o seat-of-the-pants estimates,
such its those provided by the U.S Conference of
NIayors.4 1 hough unreliable lor anything more than



National
Chicago
Boston
Denver
1,os Angeles
Fairfax County. VA

NANot available

Table 1
Illustrative Profiles of Homelessness

Magnitudes
HUD
1984

Estimate'

250010-350,000
19.400-20,30(1
3.010-3,001

31.300-33.81X1

Local
Study2

2.722
2.863

1.500-2.900
4,500-7010

654

Selected Causes
Mentally Substance

III Abuse
(percent) (percent)

/2
25 -33
27-35

40
68
29

38
33

25 -59
33

44

Social Unit

Families Singles
(percent) (percent)

21 79
19 81

18 -21) NA
NA NA
10 90
30 70

S Department of Housirg and Urban Development (Washington. DC HUD. 1984)
2Peter 11 Rossi, Gene A Esher. and Georgianna Willis. the Condition of the Homeless of Chicago (Amherst.
Massachusetts, and Chicago Soetal and Demographic Research Institute and NOR(', A Social Science Research
Center September, 1986), Hamilton, Rahinovitz and Al tschuler. Inc .A Social Services- and Shelter Resource Inventory of
the Los Angeles Skid Row Area (Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Los Angeles, California 1986).
Making Room Comprehensive Policy for the Homeless (B ),+1;r1 City of Boston, November 1986), pp 42-7, Report of the
Homeless Action Group (Denver, Colorado February 1937). Suzanne Weiss, "Study Cuts Size of Denver Homeless,-
Rocky Mountain News (February 5, 1987), Eric Goplerud. "Homelessness in Fairfax County. Needs Assessment of
Homeless Persons Submitted to Fairfax County" (August 21, 1987)

impressions, these estimates do confirm the general
patterns.

Many pohcymakers and commentators have
taken to dismissing questions about the size of the
homeless population and, to some extent, its charac-
teristics in order to avoid what appear at times to he
fruitless fights over the methodology of counting and
the existence of hidden agendas. Initially, there may
have been some virtue in this attitude from the
perspective of action, because the gap between the
available basic shelter and any possible number of
homeless persons was still large regardless of their
numbers or characteristics. As the capacity to shelter
the homeless has ourgeoned, however, the questions
of raze and character attain a very specific policy
relevance. The direction chosen over the next year or
so by the federal, state, and local governments is
likely to determine the success or failure of this large,
compassionate effort, and the choice between two
major policy dtrzctions will quite likely determine
that success of failure.

'lo put the issue most bluntly, if we were to
believe that there was a homeless population as large
as some homeless advocates assert, 2 or 3 million, or
I percent of the nation's population, then there
would appear to be only one viable emergency
strategysome variation of warehousing. On that
basis, we would currently he about 1 8 to 2 8 million
beds short. I .ven if we treat the hypothetical 2-3
million figure ns a ye irly total, implying a angle -night
population of perhaps I million, we would he about
800,000 beds short At that point, we would have to
say, given everything else that is going on in this
nation, from AIDS research to the budding crisis in

education, and the exhaustion of resources that is
looming, that it does not make any difference how we
assign roles to deal with the crisis. All the govern-
ments, and all the private agencies, and all the king's
men, would be unable to deal with the situation.

Fortunately, as Ben Wallenberg has pointed out
in a different context, "The good news is that the had
news is wrong." The likely size of the homeless
population is approximately the same as it was in
1984, but the capacity to shelter that population is
approximately doubicd, and attention to the needs of
the homeless has moved up a whole notch on the
Richter scale of public issues. This opens up the
consideration of a different direction for the next
phase of service to the homeless. already reached in
many localities. Once adequate "rush-hour" shelter
has been provided, the real task begins, that of
enabling the homeless to receive the economic.
social, and psychological services that are available,
but which frequently elude them when they arc
uncounted, uniocated, and frequently invisible to the
bureaucracies that exist to serve the poor.

l'hesc two policy options, warehousing and
servicing, tend to he mutually exclusive, depend:ng
on the numbers assumed or identified. I arge
expenditures of time and energy for warehousing will
preempt service provision. Given what we know of
the homeless population from existing efforts,
however, warehousing will he a tragic waste. This is,
however, the type of solution that the federal
government is likely to foster I he Mc Kinney t

programs already show a typical congressional bi,,s
toward size rather it-an accuracy in creating pro-
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grams, and reflect the eternal federal need for
regulatory and record-keeping burdens

Overall, the se( ui studies widiAtakLii iiy MaLCN
and localities, along with the I IUD study, have
tended to paint a consistent picture of the homeless,
but a picture with noticeable local variations. Cities
differ markedly in their identified percentages of the
mentally ill and substance ahusers, as well as their
percentages of homeless families. This has meant
that wo thwhile local policies are dependent on
accurate analysis of the local situation, with greater
or lesser emphasis on different policy alternatives.
For example, a city that identified a high proportion
of family homeless, such as New York or Norfolk, will
have different service problems than Chicago or Fos
Angeles, which have homeless populations domi-
nated by single adults. Yct, in each case, it is known
that a large prop°. tion of the overall homeless
population is _ither mentally ill or subject to
substance abuse. Thc ramifications of local analyis
are felt most in specific decisions about numbers and
types of shelter to he provided, relative need for
detoxification or psychological se-ices, and similar
cnoices.

State and Local
Capacities and Successes

Over the past seven years, there has been a
quantum leap in the will and capacity of local
communities to shelter the homeless. By 1984 the
HUD study observed a 41 percent increase in
shelters from 1980.5 Since 1980, Los Angeles has
provided more than 1,L00 beds ') supplement 1.000
beds in its Skid Row arca.6 By 1987, Boston had
increased its shelter beds to 2,113 from 972 in 1983,
more than doubling capacity! Denkcr, having identi-
fied the sue and character of its problem, developed
a capacity of about 1,000 beds, and it supplements
those with vouchers for situations of extraordinary
demand.' ,, outs built a network of private shelter
providers supplemented by government support to
meet its demand for homeless shelter and senaces.9
States and localities have been able to make use ()I
funds from the federal Emergency Mar- Agement
Agency, and from community development Hock
grants. Asa result of such efforts, we are beginning to
get clear signs that a corner has been turned in
prodding basic shelter 'I here have been nights
during the past bitter winter when c.ties, such as
Denkrer and even New York and Washington DC,
have been able to point to mgmlicant numbers 01
available beds left over alter sheltering the homel,.ss,
although Washington, IX', had to 01 Ti public
buildings to accomplish this 10 Boston woo, i seem to
be within a few hundred beds of its holm .css count
Over the past few years, major increases in demand
for shelter have been reported by elves Although

frequently taken by toe media to be symptomatic of
increases in homelessness, this is more accurately
portrayed as a result of shelter services catching up to
the existing homelessness. It is likely that, if we have
not already done so, we are reaching a level of shelter
service that can meet the demand. In New York, for
example, the shelter population may well have
peaked. at about 28,000 There is significant recent
evidence that the proportions of unsheltered indi-
viduals, which were never as great as was, for safety's
:.ake, projected, are declining." Boston was able to
report in its most recent study that the numbers of
unsheltered children had dropped from 42 to iero.12

Beyond just providing shelter, however, the most
positive aspect of the response to homelessness has
been the ability of many local and state governments
to develop and implement plans in a rational fashion,
using public and private resources. In Denver, the
city's planning enabled it to distinguish its ongoing
need from a "rush-hour" emergency need, to arrive
at a plan in which 1.000 beds is the fixed capacity,
backed up by a fluid emergency voucher system
enabling it to serve as many as 1,500 homeless if
necessary. 'it. Louis' network of services among the
private agencies, supported by funds provided by the
city, has met its shelter need, but, more importantly
has plugged the homeless into a network of nsycho-
logical, employment, transportation, and other serv-
ices Given the actual counts of homeless people in
most jurisdictions, localities it general are finding the
problem addressable with local resources. Suburban
jur.selictions appear to be finding the homeless
population to be about .1 percent of the total
population, or roughly the national average. In a
county such as Fairfax County. Virginia, this implies a
homeless perulatu n of 600-700, a number reason-
ably within the resources of the county to meet 1'

'''here is a caveat in this. City governments that
attempt to treat the problem of homelessness
without mobilizing the local networks of service
agencies, especially private agencies, can find them-
selves in over their heads. 'I he 1984 HUD study
show_d that as much as 90 percent of homeless
shelter was provided by private agencies "I he
increased public attention to the problem and the
rapid doubling of available shelter may be leading
local governments to think that they' should take
pm nary responsibility, not only lor coordinating local
homeless policy, but for actually financing and
supplying shelter and services Much of New York
Coy's dilliculty in handling its homeless problems
may stem horn too grem a reliance on unsupported
governmcntai nl-tsa',' programs, which isolate the
homeless and those in CMCITC110, housing from the
broad ACh of potential scrri,cs and m.iv inhibit
escape
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Although we can point to growing success, at
least at thc level of providing basic shelter, we arc still
in an exploratory phase of hornele,s 'I
with, major pokey questions still have not been
answered on thc most appropriate way to treat
homelessness. At the same time that cities, states,
and their private sectors are rushing to provide
shelter, their successes arc forcing us to confront
head on a series of civil rights issues involving the
homeless. In New York City. the question comes
down most starkly to the fight over whether an
individual can he forced into shelter if local authori-
ties believe the person to he a danger or health
ha/arc' to self, others, or the columunity in general.
ff, as appears almost certain, up to one-third of the
homeless suffer from debilitating mental illness, and
another large portion are suffering from substance
abuse problems so severe as to make personal
responsibility impossible. then ti leave such home-
less persons on their own .:tually to condemn
them to a relatively rapid death. At the same time, in
an expansive concern for human rights, we have
apparently decided through our court system that we
cannot take them off the streets, even though we
force excessively rational middle-class yuppies to
fasten their seat belts at the risk of fine. forbid people
to smoke almost anywhere. imprison people for
driving while intoxicated, and are considering
whether to require citi/ens to take urine tests for
drugs and blood tests for AIDS.

At the very least, we have created a series of
extraordinary political paradoxes We feel obliged to
provide shelter for people. and not to force them to
take it. Were that not enough, the debate in I ,os
Angeles has raised questions about whether the
homeless should be searched by shelter providers in
order to protect the homeless As many homeless
advocates are aware. sore of the homeless appear to
insist on staying on the street because they believe
the street to be safer than the shelters I towel, er,
when I os Angeles set up shelters under the aegis of a
private chanty, some homeless advocates raised very
vocal concerns over the char ity's policy of searching
shelter users. On the other hand, every shelter
provider, ethically and perhaps legally, is responsible
for the safety of the homeless they serve, and may he
stk .! if soh ne is harmed while in their care. More
importantly, no provider wants the hor _less to he
harmed in it shelter, or to he at raid to c. 'r a shelter
or fear of being harmed. Yet. with a high proportion

of drug users and a signif icant number of felons in the
homeless population, proper care and some form of
protection is necessary

Another issue resoles around the 1, ery
lion of homelessness In some instances, \ in
cities which have extensice pi ON mon for emergency
shelter for lam rhes, the I amities ha \ e been housed on

an "emergency" basis for y in a single small hotel
room, for which the city or state may pay more than a
yeal's nor mai ILlir every two months. Now. the
thinks you are permanently housed if you are
anywhere more than 39 -.ecks, and motor vehicle
bureaus may think it takes only a month. Under the
false title of homelessness. we have relegated many
thousands of people to permanent residence in
utterly inadequate housing. We seem to call such
people still horne:ess to avoid lacing what we have
actually done to them. Aggravating the harm, such
long-term "emergency" measures make schooling
and ertiployment almost impossible

Then there is the question of the causes of
homelessness. The profile of the homeless popula-
tion is not quite the same as the discussion of the
causes For many, homelessness may he just the
effect of public policy run amok Of course. there is
probably nothing concerning homelessness about
which there is more disagreement than the question
of which amok public policy is more responsible. and
under what circumstances. It could be dcinstitu-
tionalization of the mentally ill, or its progeny.
nomnstitutionabiation. It could be rent control, and
its cousin, destruction of SROs and low-income
housing. It could be the general destruction of
two-parent families or the epidemic of drug addiction
in low-income communities. The question of the
cause, or causes, is not irrelevant to rilicy because if
the cause is still operating. nationally or in a given

homelessness will continue to he generated.
In addition, in order to act in individual cases, it is

important to understand whether homelessness is
inflicted by individuals on themselves or by larger
institutions upon them Every person reading this
knows the answer to all of these questions, of course.

wo of us may even agree Once we get past the
iestion ot basic shelter, however, providing sigoifi-

cant help to the homeless depends on guessing at
least some of these things correctly.

Fhcrc are many other issues, not quite as thorny,
but just as real, struggled with by those providing
shelter to the homeless. It is important to recogni/e
that we do not vet know what is the single best way to
handle these issuer, or even whether there is a
limited number of acceptable alternatives Different
localities are attempting i`j dif f crent solutions. In
some cities, the homeless arc being required to take
shelter. In others, they' are left h ee, but the local
goxernment is chastised every time a homeless
person dies on the street In some places, the
homeless arc frisked and watched carefully in
shelters In others, tnc prodders absorh the risk of
assaults and robberies Some localities .ire limiting
the time people can spend in shelters Sonic private
shelter providers had already imposed their own

Communit,es differ in the rehant.e they put on
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private charities and churches, and some govern-
ments '-',ve decided this is c.itirely a private responsi-
bility. What community experimentation with
homeless policy most closely resembles is the
ferment in the scientific community over AIDS
research or superconductors No one knows which
formula will work best, or whether many will In some
respects, almost all of the formulas are working to
some degree.

This is precisely the type of situaaon in which the
American federal system works at its messy best,
simultaneously exploring a multitude of alternatives
in the hope of finding the most workable ones, the
governmental equivalent of an analog computer.
What is most important now is to let the process
complete itself, to let the proposed, real life solutions
he tested and assessed by people with the most
clearly vested interest in success, the local communi-
ties.

The Dangers Ahead

Once the multicolored nature of the current
problem of homelessness is faced, with its cra/y-quilt
pattern of dilemmas and paradoxes, the one thing
that is clear is that we cannot afford either to stifle the
creative policy activity that is currently operating, or
to prematurely impose one, gargantuan, uniform
solution, hoping blindly that this is the right one.

The current patchwork of local homeless policies
has grown up, and is growing, without much in the
way of federal help or interference. About $300
million in Federal Emergency Management Agency
(F:NIA) funds has been spent, and states and cities
have apparently used upwards of $150 million in
available Community Development Block Gram
(CDBG) funds. As of this writing, significant mi.ney
from the McKinney Act funds has not been long on the
streets, so we are looking primarily at local policies
arrived at with mostly local initiative, although in
some instances with strong help from the courts.

This embryonic situation has let local bodies he
as idiosyncratic as dewed in the formulation of their
policies, subject to the ever-present oversight of the
judicial system. As in the early stages of a testing
program for disease treatment, we should not jump
too soon on an apparent cure, or give up too quickly
on something that appears to h,.vc near fatal side
effects. For example, my own tendency would he to
cons,der much of what is going on in New York City
as potentially fatal, from the city's overall housing
policy to the reliance on state and city subsidies and
virtually unaided governmental exertions.14 St.
Louts' example, on the other hand. looks ilmost like
a form of AZT for homelessness, rcquir ng that we
stop all other experiments and insist on its use. In
fact, it is too early to say, at least in rq,ard to St.
!Amis.

Theft are many other cities with active and
fective plans. some of them involving less private

Activity Citu c,. with slit fortmt homplf-c,: pradr,z may
need different balances of services. To impose any
single solution, no matter how promising or ab-
stractly satisfying, would he disastrous.

Premature hardening of policies is one of the
dangers of too great a federal role in horn( ess
The federal government, being 3 single government,
tends not to brook great diversity, much as, some-
times, it says it does. States and local governments
know this, so when the federal government sets
policy, even if that policy formally allows broad
latitude, the states and localities always ask, "What
do yot' really mean?" And the federal government
always tells them, usually through regulations. Thus,
one goes from a broad community development
block grant program to a lightly disguised, tightly
controlled housing rehabilitation program in the
1970s, and then sees the return of rigidities in the
past few years after the streamlining of the early
1980s.

A federal homeless program, even an incoherent
hodgepodge like that embodied in the McKinney Act,
with funds scattered across 12 programs in four
agencies (interpreting conservatively), will eventu-
ally have regulations that will hind, intimidate, and
narrow practices. HUD has four programs in at least
three different program offices. Some of the money is
given out by formula, some by application. Not
knowing what might be the cause or cure for
homelessness, the Congress spread the money over a
list of likely suspects. There is no guarantee that the
money will go to localities with the gi test need or,
given the categorical nature of many oft nrograms,
that the program needed will get money to the place
with the specific need. To make matters worse, in
some of the programs, as the General Accounting
Office mnted out, there is no guarantee that the
money will go to the homeless at al1.15 Given the
complexity of the McKinney Act, it is likely that we will
add the typical federal problems of interagency rule
conflicts and Pack of coordination. I:veryone's regula-
tions and enforcement patterns will be different. If
the federal presence becomes dominant, it is likely
we will end up with either a scattered homeless effort
with po real force, or a narrowly framed homeless
policy which works, if at all, in only a few places. Since
we do not know what works best where, the odds on
picking the most widely appropriate homeless pol
are extremely

There are two other dangers, beyond that of
settling too fast on a uniform policy Federal
programs r i c not very hospitable to private coopera-
tion 'IThe federal government has a tendency to think
that any polity it must get involved with is one that
must he handled hv naked, unaided government
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Sometimes it is based on constitutional interpreta-
tions, such as the recent HUD decisions limiting aid
to religiously affiliated shelter providers. More often
it is just an opinion, rife in Vashington, that if there is
a federal action involved, the private sector has
forfeited its claim to a functional role. At the very
least, any private sector agencies involved are likely
tc find themselves suddenly faced with an avalanche
of inhibiting reporting requirements and ar mos-
phere of general suspicion. Privatzs sector x)Ive-
ment withers. In the case of homeless poi. private
sector involvement, which is strong an ectivc in
most cities, is absolutely crucial. We ca. afford to
lose it.

The last is simply a function of the money
Federal money overwhelms, even when it is not
overwhelming. Local governments replace their own
investment with federal funds. The private sector
sees it flowing, and pulls hack. All of a sudden, what
has been a thriving local effort turns into a
bureaucracy, perhaps with nominal local government
and private participation, but still something pro-
vided by "foreign" investors. One of the interesting
things about local public-private initiatives, from
industrial parks to special olympics, to new hospitals
or weekend park cleanups, is that they want to win.
Set up a local public-private initiative on homeless-
ness, and there is a strong chance that people will not
stop until there are no homeless on local streets, and
there is a least an established network of services to
move the homeless into more of the mainstream.
Turn it into a federally funded effort, and it will
become a bureaucracy, with its main goal being
satisfaction of appropriate procedures for disbursing
and accounting for appropriated funds. The elimina-
tion of local homelessness will he strictly coinciden-
taland h s;hly unlikely.

The Next Phase

Homeless policy is leaving the phase when its
almost exclusive conr'ern had to he the provision of
basic shelter, Alen there was much confusion about
the size and characteristics of the homeless popula-
tion, and when clarity about subtleties of policy wc
unimportant because anything which created beds
looked like good policy. In this confusion and frenetic
action, much good has been accomplished, and some
of the cooler heads and cities appear to have not only
solved their basic problem but also begun the move to
more sophisticated service. There appear to be very
few communities in which we have not either
reached, or gott'..n in sight of the goal of sufltcient
facilities to handle both average and peak demands
for shelter.

The next phase has two privacy characteristics. It
will he the period when the widely varied local
policies will he tested for adequacy, in the courts and

in public judgment It is quite possible that a wide
spectrum of alternatives, suitable to Jisparate com-
munity standards, will become current, and will all
mcct the: tez.t lif Willi at-LC.14011LX SUIIIC InAllICN W III

simply he rejected The second char leteristic of this
phase will be the provision of services to the
homeless. Most of the services to be provided are
already available, but simply are not used by people
who have no fixed homes and lower than normal
coping skills. As we are more successful in stabilizing
the locations of the homeless, even if the locations
are only shelters. it will he possible to provide lor
them the lull range of services for which taxpayers
have already paid.

Recommendations
To a great extent, the recommendations that

follow are based on successes that are already being
achieved by many localities. They represent some
elements of what may eventually prove to he a
consensus on homeless policy, achieved from the
ground up.

State and Local Governments

1. Count the Homeless This may seem basic, but it
is clearly part of any successful strategy. Local
universities will probably be only too glad to help.
The primary advantage of a loci I count is usually the
clear indication that the prob:ni is manageable.
Since most of the larger cities, with: the larger
proportions of homelessness, have done counts, the
remaining cities that have not done so will probably
find homeless populations in the hundreds, most
likely in the range bet:Ten .1 and .2 percent of the
city or county population, or less. As one provider in
Los Angeles noted after its study indicated a
iomess population only a fraction of the size of the
(IUD estimate, unreasonably high figures can dispirit
and intimidate potential service providers. Only
when realistic and honest numbers are used will
"people want to help because thq feel they can really
make a difference."16

2. Maintain a Flexible Sheltering Policy. Do not fall
in love with hardware, or capital investment in
shelters. Planning for homelessness is like planning
for rush-hour traffic: you cannot justifiably build for
peak usage because average usage will he much lower
than that on the worst days of winter. In addition,
excessive shelter building will divert resources from
services It is better to have contingency commit-
ments for short-term CI unches, from churches, public
buildings, and through emergency voucher programs,
than to attempt to keep up unused shelter beds.

3. Kee-' u strong Role for the Private Sector.
Fieferably a dominant (me. Government actions
alone are likely to be insufficient. For one thing,
gocrnmem Ntanddrds of success differ markedly
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from private ones. In addition, strong participation by
the private sector agencies will tend to keep the
community's action and investment visible, which will
tend to man-itam ficLessmy Incssure on public
officials. Nothing is mme likely to remove an isstie
from the front pages than the establishment of a
bureaucracy to handle it. Private sector psychological
investment will deteriorate, and with it commitment
of funds and encigy. Until the locality has visibly
achieved its goals in homelessness, government roles
should be kept as low as possible.

This point cannot he stressed to strongly. States
and localities with strong subsidy presences through
emergency grants appear to have created the
impression that homelessness is entirely a govern-
mental problem. In such instances, it can prove
impossible to set up extensive networks of support
services. Where governments have, for example.
pros [(led support only to charities, shelter and service
providers appear to have had much more success in
moving the homeless into regular welfare and
housing programs than localities which have at-
tempted to go it alone.

4. Establish Networks. Shelter will not be enough.
The homeless will require psychological, social,
employment, educational, transportation, day care.
and other services. Most of these are available, either

rough existing federal. state. and local programs or
from the private sector. Once the homeless are in
skitters, they are reachable. It is i -nportant that they
be reached, immediately rid often.

Homeless individuals and families, with their
high incidences of mental illness and drug and
alcohol abuse, suffer from an in:bility to gain access
to services for which they would onerwise het legible.
If left on their own, they will not make use of the
available resources, and may well :return .o the
streets. A local community which desires permans at
amelioration of the condition of homelessness must
recognize that once networks arc established, entry
for the homeless may well have to be forced and a
certain amount of pressure maintained on the
homeless pc-sons to keep them participating. Die
advantage of service networks where they have been
established is that most if not all of the indivic
social serve cracks through which thc homeless
tend to fall can be Los ered.

5. Reassess and Reform Local Hoirs:ng folic ies. A
variety of local housing policies, from destruction of
residence hotels and single room occup,Incy dwell-
ings, to overly elaborate building code requirements,
zoning restrictior, and rent and development con-
trols, have vrcaked havoc with the supply of low-Lost,
easy to enter housing in a number of major urban
areas which have high incidences of homelessness
I ocalities will need to reestablish flexibility in zoning

and tolerance of inexpensive housing alterna ves,

plus eliminate laws and regulations which raise high
entry bar ,ers to the poor and restrict access to
housing.

Federal Government

I. Recognize that the Primary Roles it Homeless
Policy Belong to State and Local Governments- and the
I'm ate Sector. Different localities wil arrive at
different solutions, in keeping with local standards.
The national problem of homelessness can be
managed at the state and local levels, using local
resources and existing federal programs. There does
not need to he one uniform national homeless
strategy.

2. Minimize Regulatory Restrictions under Existing
Law. and Avoid Undue Regulations on Newly Passed
Programs. There is a real danger to local initiative in
the McKinney Act funds, even without excessive
regulation. Local action will he severely inhibited if
the already committed federal funding turns out to
involve (as it always does), extensive and intrusive
monitoring, heavy auditing and review, and large
paper work burdens. At the vcry wast., such federal
activities will require the creation of large local
bureaucracies and the gradual squeezing out of
private agencies.

Beyond the McKinney Act, there are still many
federa l restrictions which inhibit treatment of home-
lessness. Some progress has been made, for example.
allowing the use of Section 8 housing certificates for
single-room occupancy, but there are still significant
prejudices which prevent use of federal insurance
programs for alternative forms of housing, such as
residence hotels. We can press harder to accept
inexpensive but safe forms of housing for thc poor
and homeless

3. Avoid Further Federal Increases of Spc riling on
Homelessne.ss, at Least until Adequate Study Has Been
Made of the Success of Local Endeavors and Existing
Programs At this point. the federal government is
shooting blind, whereas state and local governments
are in the process of implementing coherent home-
less policies.

4. Search for Introvatite Intergovernmental Alethods
to Overcone Problems of Existing Homeless. Service.i.
One exairpl.: might he to allow local emergency
family p,-,,granis to "purchase" vouchers, allowing
lamilies in expensive shelter hotels to move to
apartments in communities near jobs anu educa-
tional opportunities, stabilizing the families ;n identi-
fiable communities, if not within the original city.
then in ocarby communities or other locations within
the state

Housing families ii welfare hotels, or "tempo-
rarily" in motels, can cost as much as $15,000 to
$25,000 per year, occasionally more A housing
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voucher costs approximately $4.000 per year It
would he worth looking at the possibiaty of allowing
fungibility across state, local, and federal programs to
ll fr h lt laow

otc cxpcnNRc aca natoc to ie used

5. Encourage and Allow Dm rsuy in Homeless
Policies. The federal government must avoid the
temptation to mandate a limited numher of ways of
approaching the homeless issue. 1 ,ocalities will arras.
at approaches that appear strange or es en unaccept-
able in other areas of the country, but as long as those
,Liproaches prove acceptable to the courts, they
should he tolerated. Fventually. a consensus about
successful approaches will develop, but it is likely
that there will be at least as much variation as there is
in current state welfare or unemployment policies

6. Perferm the Dreaded Clearinghouse lancnon
Admdtedly the clearinghouse function is a perennial
recorngiendation to the fcdcial government. How-
ever, there arc probably few issues to which this
function has been more appropriate, given the
difficulty of ohtaining useful data on a wide scale and
tt,c. need to address the issue at very local levels. Hie
Interagency Council establishcd under the Mt Kinney
Act provides a useful center for such activity
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Homelessness:
Federal and State

Legislative Solutions

Maria Foscarinis
ll'ashingtoq Omnsel,
Arati()I1C11 COUllt1011 fir the Homeless

Toda} in America more people are homeless than
at any time since the Great Depression. Al! signs are
that the numbers of homeless persons will continue
to increase. Furthermore, as the supply of affordable
housing continues to shrink, many more people will
struggle at the brink of homelessness.

Recent studies of the homeless population
across the country paint a grim picture. Virtually
without exception, the reports from those on the
front linesincluding service providers and local
government officialsis that record numbers of
persons are now becoming homeless, and the
demand for even the barest emergency shelter
grcatly exceeds the supply.

Yet, while homelessness continues to explode,
solutions have been slow in coming. Among local
communities, for the most part, the response has
simply been inadequate. In some cases, local govern-
ments have reacted with hostility, seeking to sweep
the homeless away.' In a few cases, local govern-
ments have taken positive steps to address the
prohlem.

At the federal level, recent policies have not only
failed to address homelessness but have also caused
and exacerbated the problem. Only in 1487follow-
ing extraordinary public pressure did the federal
government enact comprehensive aid for homeless
pLrxonx Yet this new lawthe S'tewqrt B McKinney
Homeless /1 Si static C A t of 1987 (McKinney Act) pro-
Wcs only emergency relief. IL is an important first
step, but much more remains to be done.

At the same time that the gap' ,mween the !iced
and the available resources has deepened, public
concern over the plight of the homele,, has esca-
lated Recent pelts indicate that providing solutions
to homelc,xnesx is now a top priority lor the
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American people, Solutions to homelessness do
exist: they can and must he implemented

I his eb:Iprer presents :in (wino cu. 11 conipmp,1-
rary homelessness and discusses some ()1 its major
causes. It then outlines legislative solutionsboth
federal and stateand disc. .ses some strategics for
their implementation.

Magnitude and Nature of the Crisis

The past decade has seen an cylosion in the sue
and scope of the nation's homeless population.
creating a demand for emergency shelter that has far
autstripped available re ources And as the causes ()I
homelessness remain unaddressed. its effects col,-
tinue to spread across Jernographic and geographic
boundaries.

Statistically precise figures on the total number
of homele' persons nationwide are neither aailahle
nor pa any useful. Current estnnates, ranging
up to 3 million. l_ave no douht that. by any standard.
homelessness has reached crisis proportions.2 .1 here
is no dispute that the numbers of homeless persons
arc growing at dramatic rates. Surveys undertaken In

cities around the country found an average increase
of 20-25 percent nationwide in 1987 ,ilone 3 AS the
National Governors' Association Fast. Force on the
I lomeless recently reported. "in the course of the last
few years. homelessness in the United States has
quietly taken on crisis proportions."4

Moreover. not only is the number of homeless
persons increasing. but the scope is also broadening.
The old stereotype of the single. white, male
alcoholic the so-called "Skid Row derelict"no
longer applies. Increasingly. the ranks of the home-
less poor arc comprised of families. children, ethnic
and racial minorities, the elderly. and he disabled
Homelessness can no longer be considered a social
aberration: rather, the face of America's homeless
now mirrors the face of America's poor. Perh, the
starkest indication of this diversity is the tact that.
today, the fastest growing segment of the homeless
population consists of families with children 5 In
some areas. families with children Lomprise the
majority ()1 the homeless 6

Rel.-CM Studies reveal the following rough por-
trait of America's homeless poor

FaMIIICS \A an children now account for 33 to
40 percent 01 the homeless population'

0er 30 percent 01 homeless persons arc
vcterans.8

Alvin 30 percent ()I homeless per sons suf ;CI
I rom mental disahility 9

20 to 30 percent ()I the homeless poor are
employed.10

I lornelessnes,, is not restricted to larr urban
areas Smaller citiesmany for the first time in their
histories- -arty being ton o0:1 l open or fin.inee
emergency shelters" Similarly. homelessness is

affecting suburban communities: a recent study
revealed thousands of homeless persons in Nassau
County, one of New York City's most affluent
suhurbs 12 I urthermore. while economic hardship
and farm foreclosures continue to rise in the nation's
larmbelt, the rural homeless. though lcss visible.
steadily increase.13

rhe immediate causes precipitating homeless-
ness in any individual case. of course. vary. In some
cases. loss of a job or some other unanticipated crisis
leads to eviction, then to doubling or tripling up with
friends and relatives and. eventually, to the streets. In
other cases. the inadequacy of \k c I fan: or pension
benefits forces individuals or lamilics to ch,)ose
between necessitiespaying the rent or putting food
on the tablewhich leads to homelessness. Yet.
whatever the variations in particular cases, certain
common factors emerge as the major underlying
causes of contemporary homelessness

Scarcity of Affordable Housing

By far, the most significant cause of widespread
homelessness is the increasing scarcity of affordable
housing.14 Over the past few years. large numbers of
low-rent units in both the private and public markets
have been eliminated, As a result. poorer Americans
are now being squce/cd out of their homes and onto
the streets,

Until recentlyand for the past 50 yearsthe
federal government had consistently funded pro-
grams to ensure an adequate supply of allordable
housing 1.,,r low-income persons in the face of the
nahuuy he private market to meet those needs
alone.'s While government subsidies for middle and
upper income homeowners. in the form of mortgage
interest deductions, have grown (0 $42 billion per
year. funding for low - income housing programs has

en reduced dramatically.16 Since 1981, federal
I unds for subsidt/ed and public housing programs
have been cut by over 75 percent--from S32 Nihon
per year to S7 51)11110n:7 As a result, throughout the
country. \ 'awing lists for these programs arc years
long. some studies have shown that almost two-thirds
of Arne' ican cities have closed their waiting lists 18

At the same t,rne, local public and private activity
has evicerhated the shortage. Unplanned develop-
ment in the private housing, market has replaced
hundreds of thousands of low-rent dwellings with
mury apartments and ()thee buildings During the
1970s. such "gentrification" destroyed almost 51)

percent of the nation's stock ol single- room occu-
pancy (SRO) units. traditionally a major source 01
low-rent housing While urban renewal undoubtedly



produced some benefits, in too many cities develop-
ment forces have created an unbalanced growth that
has spurred the displacement of poor pooplis
streets.

Cutbacks in Service Programs

From 1980 to 1986, the national poverty rate ha-,
risen from 13 percent to 13.6 percent,19 while federal
spending on social services programs has decreased
by 9 percent since 1981.20 State spending, itself often
inadequate, has failed to make up for the gap
Numerous studies have documented the relation
between these data and horrclessness.21

Aid to Funnlie.s with Apendent Children (F)C)
AFDC is the major assistance program for poor
families. Yet, since 1981, federal eligibility and
payment standards have hcen tightened three times,
removing large numbers of families from eligibility or
reducing their benefits. These changes have resulted
in a loss of over $3.6 billion from AFDC payments
nationwide,22 and have reduced the average monthly
AFDC caseload by 442,000.23 At the same time,
AFDC levelsset by state governmentsdo not
meet even minimum poverty standards. As a result,
increasing numbers of families around the country
are finding themselves unable to stretch their Al IX'
grants to cover rent and other basic necessities.

Food Programs Reductions and changes in
federal food programs have also contr:buted to the
increasing inability of poor persons to meet basic
needs. These changes not only lengthen the lines at
soup kitchens but also force many poor people to
make intolerable choices between necessitiessuch
as food and shelterthat cause many to end up on
the streets. Since 1982, $6.8 million has been cut
from the Food Stamp program, pushing one million
recipients off the program and reducing benefits for
20 million people, most of whom are children.24 The
average Food Stamp benefit is now 49 cents per
mca1,25 In 1981, the federal Food Stamp outreach
program was repealed.26 In addition, state and local
governments have often imposed permanent address
requirements as a condition for aid. As a result, many
poor personsincluding large numbers of the home-
lessare either unaware of or unable to apply for
benefits.27 cross the country, ignorance and bu-
reaucratic obstinacy keep over 40 percent of the
people eligible for I ood Stamp benefits off the
rolls.25

Disability Betufit,s In 1981, the Social Security
Administration adopted a program to review aggres-
sivelyand in many cam2,, illegallythe receipt of
disability benefits by elderly and disabled persons As
a result, by 1985, 491,3(1(1 recipients had been
dropped from the disability rolls Of those who were
able to challenge the validity of these terminations,

200.000 were reinstated on appeal alter lengthy
administrative and court proceedmgs.29 At least
thr,, cities Nei w York. Columbus (Ohio), and
Denverhave documented the obvious causal con-
nections between the resulting loss of benefits and
homelcssness.3°

Unemployment
Increasingly, the country's homeless population

s composed of the recently unemployed.31 Accord-
log to a 1984 survey, shelter providers across the
country reported that 35 percent of shelter residents
had become unemployed in the last nine months.32 In
a 1987 study prepared by the U.S. Conference of
Mayors, 62 percent of the 25 cities surveyed cited
unemployment as a major cause of homelessness.33
A survey of homelessness in the Southwest found
that, of seven Southwestern cities, six ranked
unemployment as the most important cause of
homelessness 34

In addition to unemployment, underemploy-
ment and low wages arc now emerging as significant
contributing causes of homelessness. About 20 to 30
percent of the homeless population now consists of
working men and women who simply cannot make
enough money to pay for an apartment or even a
room.35 The feleral minimum wage, currently at
$3.35 an hour, has not been increased since 1981, six
years in which the cost of living has gone up 33.1
percent.33 In sonic states, the minimum wage is even
lower.37 A low minimum wage. the elimination of
federal job training and employment programs. and
the dearth of adequate employment opportunities
for unskilled persons, all contribute to the growing
phenomenon of the working homeless.

Failure to Support Community
Mental Health Services

Approximately 30 percent of the homeless
population is mentally disabl,( 38 The wave of
demstitutionalitation that occurred from 1963 to
1980 is a component of this problem. From 1963 to
1980, the e.. ;:aient population of psychiatric institu-
t'ons in the United States decreased from 505,000 to
138,000.39 More significant, however, is the failure to
pros ide mental health services for demstitutionahred
persons Of 2.000 planned, federally supported,
community mental health fficilr es, fewer than 800
actually were established.40 Furthermore, states too
often allow mentally ill nersons to be discharged
directly to shelters or the streets.41

Pruner implementation of demstitutionahration
is clearly needed to address the problems of the
homeless mentally ill. The difficulty is that
demstitutionahration has two parts: (I) patients must
he discharged from asylums and (2) continued
support must he provided in the community. Die
failure of demstitutionahrahon is that, in too many
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instances. the Idtter was not done et, throughout
the na:lon, there ar-, scores 01 model programs where
chronically tentally ill people Ise decentR, fit
harmoniously into a community, and require corn-
parato, \ little public expense.

Government Response

The Inadequacy of Present Efforts

urrent efforts to address homelessness are
inadequate at every le \ el. Virtually without excep-
tion, state and local go\ ernments are unablein
some cases. unwilling42 to . ess adeuuately even
the most basic need for emergency shelter Accord-
ing to a 1987 suncy by the U.S Conference of
Mayors, an average of about 23 percent of OP:
demand for emergency helter goes unmet by local
governments.43 Significantly, the same survey
fled homeless families as a specific croup Its whom
shelter is "particularly Licking "44

Moreover, It is undisj uted that. nationwide, the
supply of shelter beds does not come anywhere near
meeting the need for emergency relief I.vei accord-
mg to a report by }IUD, emstirn beds in emergency
shelters can accommodate fr r than half of the
homeless on any given night 45 In some parts ol the
country. the disparity is particularly acute. In I os
Angeles. for example. the homeless population is
estimated at 50,000. w hi'e there are fewer than 5,600
shelter beds 46 Yet, despite the nationwide need.
efforts to address the lr sus have been woefully
inadequate

Solutions

In light of the , e characterist.cs and causes of
homelessness, a rational legislative response should
do three things I H.q. it should p,ov.de emergency
relief to persons who are now homeless, that is, it
should provide immedhoe vival ro (threes. See-
ond, it should pr 'vent homelessness by pro\ iding
assistance to persons who are now struggling at its
brink Third, it should pros ide long -term solutions bs,
addressing the under! \ ing causes of homele,sness

These three basic legislative ol-jectives can and
should he implemented by both the national govern-
ment and state-local governments. I he. e is often a
debate as to whether homelessness is a federal or a
local responsibility. In practice, this debate is largely
irrelevant 1 lomelcs.ness is now clearly a rational
problem, Ind the federal government should play a
major role in addressing it. At the same time.
however, the effects of homelessness are felt locally,
and state and RYA governments should also play
role in responding Indeed, given the inadequacy of
the federal response, there is a dual role for local
governments. I irst, state and local governments
must provide emergency and long-term assistance

Model state legislation, described below, suggests
specific steps that can and should he taken at the
state and local lc \ c's Second, state and local
governments must also loblw the 1,dcral government
for increased aid In the final analysis, all level, of
government must he part of an adeciatite response to
homelessness

,leral Legislation. Recommendations for fed-
eral action in each of the three main areasemer-
gency relief, preventive measures, and long-term
solutionsare contained in the proposed "I lomeless
Persons' Survival Act." Drafted jointly by the
National Coalition for the Homeless and ten other
national organuation5,47 the act would provide for a
comprehensive response to homelessness by the
federal government Initially introduced into the
Congress in June 1986 by Rep. Niickry Leland
(1)-1'X) and Sen. Albert Gore (1)-TN), the hill now
has over 70 cosponsors and is endorsed by more than
70 organiiations The annual cost of the bill would be
about $4 billion Highlights of the proposal are as
follows:

1 Emergency Relief Fmergenc:, measures would
provide immediate relief to alleviate the suffering of
those persons now homeless.These meacures would:

I.stablish a "national right to shelter
ederal law now provides emergency shelter

to homeless families in 28 jurisdictions :48 the
provision should be extended to cover all
homeless persons in all states. Funding
would be 50 percent federal and 50 percent
state and local.

Provide effective outreach to all homcle.':s
persons for Food Stamp and SSI benefits,

Flunmate current restrictions barring home-
less persons living in shelters from Neel\ mg
551 benefits.

Pr,,ide health and nental health care to
homeles' persons.

1 nsure access to education for homeless
children.

Modify the 7 ood Stamp program to increase
its accessibility to homeless (-3-sons

Create job training progrom,

Pros ide emergency assistance for homeless
Youth

2. Prevent fie Measures. Preventive ,r1c,i,,ures aim
io halt tilt. 'Jownward cycle to homelessness faced by
families and individuals In, mg on the margin of
destitution These measures would-

m Require local t;overnments receiving federal
funds to adopt ordinances designed to
preserve lw rent unas, such as SROs, and
prevent t aneccs,ar\ evictions from subs,-



decd housing by instituting procedural
safeguards that must he folk,' ed before an
eviction can occur.

Provide temporary' rental assistance to avert
evivtions Irum private housino

Provide job assistance and, where necessary,
provide jobs.

Modify SSt rules to permit shelter residents
and institutionalued persons to receive
benefits.

it Modify AFDC "deeming" rules that now
encourage the breakup of families and often
precipitate homelessness.

3 Long-Term Solution, Responsible long-term
solutions to homelessness must address its major
cause: an extreme scarcity of low-income housing
Such measures would:

Increase funding for Section 8 certificates
and moderate rehInlitation --ams and
increase the supply of public housing units.

1)evc1op community-based residences for
the homeless mentally ill

In pres'.ing for passage of the Survival Act, the
National Coalition has followed a two-part strategy.
When the ent re piece of legislation was first
mt. oduvcd rn the I louse and Senate, the bill was also
divided into subparts that could he enacted sepa-
rately. In October 1986, ,-evvral subparts became
law.49 In J111), 1987, much of the emergent) portion
became law in the form of the 41cKinney .1c t.'0
Portions of the preventive section also have become

Yet, much remains to he done. While the
Mc Kinney Act provided some badly needed
even that emergency aid is now in leopardy. Although
the Congress author wed Just over $1 billion in relief
for 1987 and 1988, it actually appropriated only about
$700 milhorn52 In 1988 in particular, many of the
programs were either drastically cut or actually
eliminated because of the congressional failure to
provide lull funding And unless the Mc kurncy.11/ is

reauthorued, even these resources will dry up in
1989.

At the same tune that this emervncy relief must
he continuedand increasvdlonger-term meas-
ures must also he passed. In particular, pssagr ul
part three of the proposed Survival Act, which woulci
provide permanent housing, is critical. In keening
with the two-part strategy, s parate legislation
embodying the provisions is now being prepared by
the National Coalition for the I li omcless.

State Legislation. Model state legistation pat-
terned along the same three-part structure as the
federal Survival Au is cur rosily being (halted by the

National Coalition I his model hill provides speed is
policy recommendations for state governments
1142,1.41ns of the hill welusie the following

1. imeiKorry Relief. 'the bill A0111(.1 Lrcale, for
etch state a right to emergency shekel Such rights
now exist in several jurisdictions s3

'I he bill would also create a statewide health an.]
mental health care program to provideeither
th,ough local governments or through private non-
profit organisations health and mental health care
directly at shelv_rs and on the streets The hill would
amend existing state benefits programs to lequiry
outreach to homeless persons. Because they are
isolated on the streets or in shelters, many homeless
nersons do not currently receive benefits to which
they are entitled by law and which they desperately
,ced This provision would require the agencies

responsible for the programs to send workers to
shelters and soup kitchens to assist homeless persons
in applying for aid. "[his would ensure that homeless
persons entitled to assistance under existing pro-
grams actually receive

2. Preventive Measir . The bid would create a
state-funded rental assistance program to provide
temporary aid to families and individuals thre, ened
with evictionand homelessnessby an unexpected
crisis This section, patterned after an existing New
Jersey statute, would he I unded by state appropria-
tions.

l'he hill would require local governments to
enact controls to preserve existing low-cost hou ang,
such as SROs.

the bill would create additional low-cost housing
by mandating "inclu',,onary Amine": that is. in

Lonstructing private residential nrojects, developers
would he required to create a certain proportion 01
low-income housing units Such programs now exist
in a number of cities, including Roston and San
Vrancisco, and are rCqUlled throughout New Jersey
under the terms of the state's Supreme Court
decisions

The bill would prohibit the practice of "ware-
housing" by landlords. "Warehoused" apartments
typically low-rent unitsare kept off the market by
landlords seeking to empty a building so as to convert
it into a cooperative or condominium 1-specially in

communities where there is a shortage of al fo,dahle
housing, public policy should not permit landlords to
hold scarce units hostage in order to later reap larger
prof its Prohibiting this practice would make more
low-cost housing availahle.54

The hill would inci case state Al 1)C and General
Assistance levels to meet minimum federal poverty
standards. I he hill vsanad also raise state minimum
\Nage',

3 Lone-lerm Sohitums. lhe hill would create
permanent housing for homeless persoks funded
th.ough state appropriatoiv as Acil as through
housing, tiust funds !lousing trust t unds, creawd h.



t1le interest earned on real-est etc related deposits,
have been established in a number of states.
including California, Connecticut, Iluntl.t, Ken-
tucky, New ''irks and Rhode island

Conclusion

Homelessness has now became a stark symbol of
our nation's failure to meet even minimal standards
of equity in the distribution of its abundant resourees
Decisive ;tenon at all levels of government is urgently
needed. While the need is great and the causes are
deep, solutions to widespread homelessness do exist
and must he implemented speedily Both federal and
local steps can and must he taken to address not only
the symptoms but also the underlying e:ases of
homelessness.
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Health Lass Project, Food Re, earch and AL non Commit-

tee. Cnildien'k, Defense I und. ('enter on 1 aw and
(lucation, Institute lor Policv Studies, National Senor

( ibows Lac% ''enter Committee for Creative Non-Vio-
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48i ederal lave provides cmerg,ency shelter to homeless
families in California Delaware. the ftsti let of Columhia,
Georgia, Illinois. Kansas. Maine, Mar land, Massachu-
setts. Michigan. Minnesota, Montana, Nebraska, Nev.
Jersey. New York. Notth Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma,
Oregon. Pennsylvania, Vermont, Virginia Washington.
West Virginia, Wisconsin, Wyoming, Puerto Rico, and
the Virgin Islands

49I hese subparts harred permanent address requirements
lor the AFDC 8SI Medicaid, and Veterans' I3enefits
programs. created a "pre-release- procedure for institu-
thmb/al persons to apply for SSI benefits, included
homeless persons in the Job I raining Partnership Act
and permitted homeless persohs to use toocl stamps to
obtain prepared meals from nonprofit eating establish-
ments

b° I he right to shelter provisnia was not included in the
,tic kumey 1, however. the new act created an emergency
shelter grants program and a transitional housing pro-
gram

511 he Supplemental Security !ncome (SS1) amendment,
Public I.,tw 110-203 (1987), the Ormibm Budget Reconcili-
ation Ail of /9S7 I he anti-dhplacement amendment
sponsored by Rep Barney Frank, Public 1,aw 100-242
(1988), the Homing and ('omriunav Development Ar I of
/988 It may also he cited as IN) Stat 1815 (1988)

52 [he following table illustrates the disparity between
authorisations and appropriations for 1987 and 1988

STEWART B. MCKINNEY HOMELEzE ASSISTANCE ACT
Appropriations Compared to Authorizations

(millions of dollars)

Authorized by:
PL 100-77
for 1987

HUD-Independent Agencies

Appro-
priated

for 1987

Authorized by:
PL 100-77
for 1988

Appro-
priated

for 1988

FM A Fmerg,ency I ixod and Shelt Program $15 Sill $124 $114
11111) Emergency Shelter Grants Piogiam 11111 so 1211 8

I ransitiorial and Suppotthe I lousing Demonstration Plogiam 811 811 11111 65
Supplemental .\yastance for I daltics t 1 Assist the I Ionic less 1: V, 25 0
Section 8 Moderate Rehabilitation for Single Occ,up,ine hc Mugs 15 ;, 35 0
Interagency C. nit mat 11 / 112 2 5
Veterans Domiciliary Space 211 211 e 11

Subtotal 527s2 S2 in 2 54m, 5 Si;N711

*S75(1,1100 to lie taken trout I tan, lion and

Labor-HHS Education
Pomary Health ('ate for the Homeless S ii Slut 5111 S14 .161

Commumtv Mental Health
Services 101 the 1101,1CleSk,
1310t.h. (Ti ant nograin ;,:, '2

,,r 11 SUM'.

as Ill a% kl
rii LY,a1), 11 489

Mental Health Demonstration Prole( , III 9 1 II II

Alcohol and Drug, Demolish atnai Piojcc is In 9 2 II 11

;,hildten I ducation (Trams S 4n 75 4 787
Literacy Program for Adults 7 s ()It lo 7 14

Homeless Adults Community Service lilo 6 ( 441 36 8 411 19 148
Job 'training Programs for Veterans 11 it 2, 1 91S
_hill Trait ng Programs for ( )thers 11 11 111 7 659

Subtotal $157 $145 599 5 See 5)9

_ s1



temporary Emergency Food Assistance
Food Stamp Shelter IkteltiL on
Fotx1 Stamp Household I ichniti

Authorized by
PL 100-77
for 1987

Department Ill A. loulten
grim

Appro-
prated
for 1987

Si)

I)

Authorized by
PL 100-77
for 1988

$511

36

15

Appro-
priated

for 1988

$50
36

15

Foot Stamp Outreach I

ood Stanch Vendor Payments It 7 7
Food Stamp Eligibility I 1pdate 0 li -2 -2
Food Stamp Earned Income Deduetion I 1 0 -3 -3
Surplus Food Distnhutien 6 6

Subtotal Si) Si) SIM SHP
Total $432 7 $355 2 $61611 $363 539

53For example, New York City West Virgana, Atlantic
City. New Jersey, Califon) a. Washington, DC. and St
I Awls, Missouri

54S'2e Coalitif (Or the Homeless. WU/ChOt/SedApariMenh
U'arehou.c!d Live, (1987)

55Sec, e g National Association of Housing and Redevel-
opment .1 s, New Mot telt and Nero M etho(is A Cataloc;
of State and Local Ininativ in Homing and Community
1 Welopment 197949116, p 11

Housing Trust Funds, created by the interest earned
on real estate-related deposits. are a ptent:al source of
revenue for low- and moderate-income housing State
legislation is required to implement such a program I he
I lou,.og Crust Fund formula is baoctd on the successful
Lawyers' "I rust Accounts (101.1A) program that finances
legal services to the poor

Potential 'lousing I rust Fund revenue soul ees
include a wade aray of real estate-related transactions
including escrow deposits, real estate title transfci fees,
mortgage property tax and property insurance prepay-
ments, commercial and residential tenant securat depos-
its. water, sewer, and public utility deposits rural eh:etre
coopetrative deposits, state escheat funds and mui,-11,11
surety bond deposits

rit

1

the .Sheet Jtnrawl etannates that nationwide
income from tenant security deposit and sale and
mortgage escrow interest could total $ I 7 hdrion annually.
enough to bud,' 30,090 units, or moderately rehabilitate
170,0(g) units

I.egislati was introduced in at least eight states as
of 1985 California, Delaware, Illinois, New York, New
Jersey. North Carolina, Oregon, and Washington Other
states considering trust funds are Florida, Massachusetts,
Michigan. Nebraska, North Carolina. and Ohio

Seven states have hcen using H l'F's for the last three
years

( Cal:forma (1985)offshore oil revenues
Comte( tout (1986)Contributions of state busi-

ness generated by deductions and tax credits from slat.;
corporate taxes

londa (1983. 1986)Surtax on deed transfers
from sale of propertyDade County (1983) State (1986)

Kentucky (1985)Surplus fur:1F from previous
bond issues of the Kentucky Housing Corporation

Mame ( I1,85)Real estate transfer tax
Ve Ywk (1985, 1986)Appropriations from the

Oeneral Fund for two new 'I rust Funds
Rhode /s/anc/(1986)Credit reserves of the Rhode

Island Housing and Mortgage Finance Corp



Ohio's Coordinated Response to the
Problems of Homelessness

Dee Roth and Pamela S. Hyde
Ohio Apartment of

Mental Health

omelessness emerged into the national con-II
sciousness as a major social problem in the H8G,
he increasing numbers of people on the streets

prompted federal, state, and local officials to gain an
understanding of both the causes of homelessness
and the prevalence of various types of problems
within the homeless population. Studies were com-
missioned in a number of cites because local officials
felt the need for a knowledge base from which to
work in planning and developing programs to ad, ess
the problem.2 In a parallel development, the Na-
tional Institute of Mental Health funded a number of
studies with more national focus, many of which
gave special attent.on to issues surrounding mental
illness and homelessness.3

I fence, by 1985, a body of new know ledge about
the problems of homeless individuals was available to
pol ic} makers. This paper examines Ohio's research
and the re,ultant policy and program development.
and describes the Cabinet (luster on Homelessness,
convened by Governor Richard F. Celeste to organ-
we activities on behalf of homeless people.

An Initial Study ":reates
Awareness in Chic,

Methodology

In 1984, the Ohio Department of Mt ntal I lcalth
(ODM I I) compl _ted i comprehensiNe study in which
979 homeless persons were interviewed in 19

counties over a six-month period The counues were
selected in a stratified random sample to include
major urban areas. sma!i-;:ity area,, w J rural ar
llomele respondents wer, eitiY,Illed according to
the type of homeless condition in which they had
slept the pro, ious night. I'm sampling, purposes, four
les els of homelessness were establist .2d (I) limited



or no shelter (e g , under bridges, in cars, etc 1, (2)
shelters or mv.sions for homeless persons: (3) cheap
hotels or motels if actual ler:!th of stay or intent to
stay wa% fess 45 Juys: and (4) UrlryUC situations,
such as living woh friends or relatives on a very
short-stay basis. Within these conditions, interview
sites were varied, and interviewers were taught to use
random selection procedures when possible. Ques-
tions in the survey instrument addressed reasons for
homelessness, current living arrangements, migra-
tion patterns, employment history and income,
contact with family and friends, history if psychiatric
hospitalwation, use of social services, medical prob-
lems, general well being, and demographic informa-
tion. In addition, a mental status examination was
done with each interviewee to assess current mental
health status and level of psychiatric symptomatol-
ogy.

Ohio was an excellent sewing ;'or this study
because the state is very similar demographically to
the United States as a whole. Ohio's total 1980
Census population of 10,797.419, the sixth largest
state in me nation, was distributed across 88 counties
ranging in we from Cuyahoga County with 1,498,295
to Noble County with 11,584. The state is close to the
national average on the mix of rural/urban popula-
tion and in the distribution of race, age, education,
and income. Further, Ohio is a state undergoing
significant eh: rips, both in its economic 1-r.c and in
its population distribution and composition. The
state is experiencing, first-hand, many of the forces
and policies that have been r.urnorted to be related to
the condition of homelessne s, such as poverty, plant
closings, unemploymer t, and the destruction of
low-income housing.

Findings

Of the 979 hopeless individuals irttemcwcd, 81
percent were male a rid two-thirds were white. Nearly
halt were single: 43 percent were separated, wid-
owed, or chYorced and the median age of the group
was 34. More than half had riot graduated from high
school: the -quarters had been homeless for less
than a year, and 58 percent said they had been in jail
or prison.

Many of the stercoty nes of ''omelcss people
were not supported by study lindir42 Our group was
less mobilemost had stayed in two or fewer places
in the past month --and less transient than might
have been expected: 64 percent had either been fro, n
in the cou..ty in which they were interviewed or had
lived there longer than a year Most (87 percent) had
worked at some point in tl.eir lives, and a quarter had
worked for pay in the past month Nearly halt of those
who had been employ-d in the past but were not
working now said that the had looked fora job but
had been unable to bud one Almost two-thirds dad

_ h

some source of income in the past month, primarily
it im welfare, earnings, or Social Security 'I he
peture that emerged was one of a largely indigenous
;iiipulation of indiyiduais who were not rol:Wy

ithout funds but whose income was not suit icient to
pay for permanent housing.

Alter hearing at length from nearly' 1,000
homeless people across Ohio, economic factors
emerged as a primar theme For half the group,
economic reasons were the major cause of their
homelessne;s, and nearly one-quarter cited family
conflict as the icsi,on they were without a home.

In addition to their lack of housing, jobs, and
resources, homeless people had a variety of other
problems. Only a third (36 percent) said they had
relatives the' could count on for help, and only 41
percent said they had friends they could count on for
help. A third of the sample had physical health
problems, and an almost equal percentage (31
percent) had psychiatric problems. Thirty percent
had had a psychiatric hospitahration in either a public
or private facility. Well over half (64 percent) said
they had been drinking either some or a lot in the past
month, and 27 percent indicate') that they had sought
help for a drinking problem at some point in their
Imes.

Differences were found between urban and
nonurhan (those from mixed and rural counties)
homeless groups on some of the study' variables but
not on others While nearly half of both groups cited
economic reasons as the primary cause of their
homelessnes,, family problems were a greater cause
in nonurhan areas (29 percent) than in urban areas
(20 percent). Respondents in the urban counties (42
percent) were far more likely to report that they were
horn in the county in which the interview took place
than were respondents in nonurhan counties (29
percent).

A high per, Qntage of both urban and nonurhan
homeless people had held a joh at some point in their
lives, but nonurhan respondents were more likely (33
percent) than urban respondents (22 percent) to have
worked for pay in the past month. For these not now
working 62 percent of nonurhan people and 44
percent of urban p,oplit said the had looked for
work but were jnahle to find a job Nonurban
respondents were more likely (79 percent) than
urban respondents (60 percent) to report having hod
income rn the past Welfare and earningswere
the major sources of iticrme for both groups.

1 here were substantial differences evidenced in
sox ;al support networks Nonurban homeless peopis!
were 10 percent more likely to say that they had
relatives they could count on and 20 percent more
likely to say that they had friends they could count on
for hell, Nearly one-quartet of urban homeless
people said they had no relatives, in contrast to 10



percent of nonurban homeless people Rates of
physical health problems, psychiatric problems, and
psychiatric hospitalliation did not diner sub,tan-
trally, but urban respondents :Acre ,orTicy, hat
likely to report problem, with alcohol use.

Three distinct types of homeless people emerged
out of the data analysis: street people, IA ho do not use
shelters; shelter people: and resource people, who do
not use shelters and arc aole to stay in cheap hotels or
with family and frtenus for short periods of time
Resource people were found to have been homeless
for a shorter period of time (median of 35 days) than
street people (median of 60 days) or shelter people
(median of 90 days). but there were no substantial
differences across groups in their reasons for home-
lessness

Over 90 percent of the shelter people had a job
at some point in their Inks, compared to 82 percent of
the resource people and 78 percent of the street
people. Whrie two-thirds of the overall homeless
group said that they had income during the past
month. there were differences in percentarc,
street people (50 percent). shelter people (63
percent). and resource people (74 percent) he

major sources of income for all groups were wcllare
and earnings

In the area of social svport, there were only
small diffcierices among the three types of homeless
people Small differences were recorded in percent-
ages reporting ' tlth problems and psychiatric
hospitahration, but there were no differences in
levels of psychiatric problems across the three types.
More street people reported alcohol use. but shelter
people (32 percent) and street people (2b percent)
indicated that they had sought help for a drinking
problem more than resource people (12 percent)

I he results depicted in Table I illustrate ( ()that
homelessness is a complex. multi-taceted issue, (2)
that homeless people have a varlet, of problems. and
(3) that this multiplicity of problems needs to he
addressed in order for appropriate governmental
response and service strategies to De developed

Organizing for Action ir. Ohio
"I he preliminary results of the research were

pr2scrite,r to (Thu) Governor Colcste to a private
brief ing with a few key cabinet officials in late 1984.
I hs response to the scAy's primary finding about the

Table 1
Problems of Homeless People in Ohio

Area

Housing
Employment

No work for pay during List month
Loot ed. could not find work
Disabled, could not work
Do not wat-,t
Not job ready

Support
No relatives, or cannot count on relancs
No friends. or tannot count on friends
Neither- friends nor relatives. or cannot count on Inc ids or rc I a R.

Income
No income at all during past month
Welfare as major source of income
Problems paying rent as mar' 7 reason for hi nk

Alcohol/Drug Abuse
Reported alcohol use
Both alcohol and drug or mediation u
Repinacd sought treat nt
Any type of drug or medical! in use
Probable alcoholism

Mental Health
Psychuaii; sympt-'m preserke requiting set '

Unmet nee Is for mental health cri«*,

PhysicE I Health
Any type t r physical 'width problem

Percent Reporting
Problems

101111

75 3

13 fl
3 ti
5II

64 2
csi

411

16 6

64 2
.391
16 6
1-1

'118

1()

'4 1

;f) 7



multifaceted nature of t ,e problem was to develop a
multifaceted structure to address it

inception of the Cabinet Cluster

"I he governor asked the director of the Depart-
ment of Mental Health to chair a Cabinet ('luster on
I lomelessness. The Cabinet Cluster would include
directors of the Departments of Health, Mental
Retardation and Developmental Disabilities, Reha-
bilitation and Corrections. Aging, and I 'Liman Serv-
ices, as w cll as administrators of the Bureau of
1 mployment Services, the Rehabilitation Services
Commission and the Ohio I lousing Finance Agency,
and representatives of the governor's ofi i';es of
Advocacy for Recovery Services, Advo.:acy for
Persons with Disabilities, and Criminal Jc,,tice
Services The Cluster concept brought together
decisionmakers responsible for all the service areas
indicated by the study as being needed by homeless
people. It was a positive approach that avoided blame
and instead focused attention on short- and long-
term solutions.

Dissemination of Study Results

1 he first task of the ('luster was to present study
findings to the media and to their con'Aituencies in a
way that eraphasued the complex nature of the
problem A press conference was called by Governor
Celeste. with all of the members of the Cabinet
C luster in attendance. The results of the study were
presented. and the formation of the Cluster was
announced, along with its charge to develop coordi-
nated approaches to the problems of homelessness.
Just prior to the press conference, study results were
shared with key members of the legislative leadership
as well as legislators whose counties had been
involved in the study

l'hc dissemination of study results to the human
se-vices system and to the 'cneral public was seen as
an important tool in beginning to seek solutions to
the problem The final report of the research was
completed early in 1955, and five regional workshops
were held around the state During each day-long
workshop, statewide study results were presented in
the morning The afternoon session was different in
each location, it started with a presentation of the
study results hir that geographical area, and then
shifted to a discussion among participants about
actions which snould be undertaken by various local
groups and orgam/ations to address the problems
homeless people in their respective communities.
l'he participants who were invited to the workshops
represented a wide range of affiliations and 'nterests
in each of the local coo -,r-.ta ,ties, mirroring the
service need, the resalts snowed to he
import,:nt for homele, s people The Cabinet ('luster
members assisted in 'he dissemination workshops by

seeing that their local counterpart' attended the
workshops, thereby guaranteeing that all the appro-
priate service systems would be represented in the
discussion in a sal-pricing number of instances.
workshop participants indicated that the agencies
and orgamiations in the room had never before
gotten together to discuss community problems
which affected all ()I them

Governor Celeste assisted further in dissemina-
tion efforts by using the study results for discussion at
a meeting of Ohio's congressional delegation. As a
direct result of that education, state Department of
Mental Health staff were invited to testify before
Congress several times on issues relating to home-
lessness and housing ODNIH staff also presented
the research results at the 1985 summer meeting of
the National Association of State Mental Health
Program Directors in Washirgton Out of that
meeting came the beginnings of a process that
resulted in position papers from the association on
homelessness and on community support services for
persons with long-term mental illness.

Involvement of the Ohio General Assembly
In the winter of 1985, the issue of state assistance

for shelters became a focus of legislative interest, in
part due to the dissemination of study findings and in
part due to advocacy at the state level by local
homeless shelter, I egislation was introduced to
provide state dollars for community shelter opera-
tions that could produce local matching funds. As a
reflection of the findings of the study and the
('luster's existence, legislation was enacted with a
pros ision that at least 30 percent of each grant had to
he spent on services that would address the problems
and needs of homeless people, rather than on
operating expenses of the shelters

Ongoirq Work of the Cluster
After assisting in the dissemination of the

research findings, the Cluster concentrated on the
other components of Governor Celeste's charge:
aehie-.'ing a shared understanding of the services
already available to hornel..'s; persons through the
various state igcncies, undertaking new initiatives to
address the problems of homeless people, and
making recommendations to the governor about
possible actions and policies The group me, fre-
quently for several month,., and most departments
developed at least one demonst.-ation project to
assist homeless people and sought to raise the level of

of homelessness as a state issue By
mid F48!), tie ('luster reported that the following
actions had been taken by state agenues-

1 "I he Department of Human Services ap-
pros ed a waiver existing I isle XX regula-
tions I he waiver permitted more than one
information and referral provider per



county, hi s allowing shelter operators to he
informant and ref erral providers.

2. The Department of Human Services issued
a policy clarification on Food Stamp benefits
stating that residents of "open- shelters met
the federal residency requirements and were
potentially eligible to receive Food Stamp
benefits. The department also clarified the
policy on general relief to ensure that people
without permanent residence were not
excluded from receiving general relief.

3 The Department of Development and the
Ohio Housing Finance Agency had taken
major actions, among which were:

Reactivated the "Seed Money' I oan
Program, giving it a clear emphasis on
low- and-moderate income housing
This program provides interest-free
loans to nonprofit, limited-profit, or
public housing sponsors to cover up-
front costs related to obtaining financ-
ing for low- and moderate-income
housir g developments, thereby stimu-
lating increased production of low rent
h.wcrig.

b Proposed a new competitive grant pro-
gram for community-based, Imnprcht
groups to produce local housing devc
opment projects in the Department
Developu.ent's FY 1986-1987 badget
request. If approved, eligible orgamia-
tions could apply for grants up to
$50,000 for up-front project packaging
and direct capital investment. Projects
needed to benefit low- and moderate-
income residents of a defined geo
graphic area. It was anticipated that
several p:oposals would he for low- and
moderate-income housing development
and would he used to leverage other
public and private funds

c Developed a Rental !lousing Adx !wry
Group, to make recommendations for
actions to increase the supply of afford-
able rental housing.

4 The Ohio Department of Aging and the
Ohio Housing I 'mance Agency devel ped an
1. Wetly I lousing l'ask force that focused on
four areas. (a) programs to help elderly
homeowners convert their home equity to
income, (b) making housing rehabilitation
and energy conservation resources more
readily available to older persons: (c) pro-
tecting consumers of life care or contract
care housing for elderly persons, and (dl

exammin,.t other program opi.ons that would
serve :,'w- income older people's house-
holds.

5 1 he Rehaf-ditation Servu.es Commission,
through the Bureau of Disability Determi-
nation, made arrangements for St. Paul's
Community. ('enter in Toledo to have an
SSA Field Representative on site once a
month fol three hours to take applications
for SSI)I benefits as a pilot project.

6 The Department of Health, along with the
Department of Mental Health, participated
in preparing proposals for health care for
homeicss persons to The Robert Wood
Johnson Foundation.

7 The governor's office of Criminal Justice
Services planned with the Department of
Mental Health to review research literature
on persons in jails having mental health
service, housing, and other support needs.

8. The Ohio Bureau of Employment Services
was in the planning stage for a demonstra-
tion project in Columbus that would provido
job order information to shelters, train
shelter staff to use microfiche information to
make shelter u,ers aware of available jobs,
designate contact peoi,le in local offices that
shelter staff could call to request referral for
residents for jobs listed in microfiche, do
on-site assessment of shelter residents for
job training needs, and make referrals to the
local ITPA office for tho'e residents as-
sessed by OBES as ready for job training.

The Department of Mental Health, through
grants to local community mental health
boards, made available matching dollars for
outreach, case management, and cwipera-
tive housing and rehabilitation programs for
homeless persons who are mentally ill. Up to
$1,000,000 was planned to be allocated for
these endeavors. The department also com-
pleted an application to the National Insti-
tute of Mental Health for a mental health
service demonstration project for homeless
persons, which was subsequently funded In
addition, a statewide Mental Health Hous-
ing ] ask I orce jointly staffed by the depart-
ment and the Ohio I lousing I finance Agency
was in operation and was preparing to advise
the director of the Department of Mental
lealth, the governor and others on housing

needs in the areas of heensure, 7rogram, and
financing requirements for mentally ill
Ohioans.

In addition to sin-marl/mg awns being under-
taken by all state agencies, the 1985 Cabinet ('luster

9.



report to Governor Celeste recommended the
following action steps

Develop a strong public-p i+ttti priner,hip
at the federal. state, and local levels to bring
all resources to bear to reduce the problems
of homeless or potentially homeless per-
sons The state must take a major leadership
role to effect such a partner ship in'luding
private and volunteer ()rpm/awns. and
city. county. state, and federal governments.

I xplore the possibility of utilising Adult
I mergency Ser% ices funds from the Ohio
Department of Human Semces to assist
shelters in providing serve es to homeless
people.

3. Recognite the need for increased services
for homeless and about to be homeless
persons. Increased services that are being
addressed by the Cluster include the

of housing. health, and mental health
care and vocational programs or jobs. I 'itch
('luster agency is in the process of identify-
ing new or modified initiatives. The ('luster
ako recogni /es that many services arc
initiated and carried out by federal agencies
The Cluster urges the governor and Cluster
agencies vigorously to oppose federal cuts
for housing programs and basic subsidies for
persons with limited or no income. President
Reagan's current budget recommendation
would drastically reduce or totally eliminate
much needed low-income housing pro-
grams.

4. Recognite the need to modify and refine
policies that may prohibit or make access to
basic services dill icult. Such policies include
but are not limited to rules or, using a shelter
as an address or policies that would improve
access to jobs a Id vocational rehabilitation

5 In line with improved policies, require
gate-level cooperation in order that policy
and program development is consistent
across departr-ental lines: that new Initia-
tives are developed across department lines
when combining resources to mioarmte the

pact of the assistance to he provided. that
information on state-loci initiatives be
disseminated as broadly as possible. and to
serve as a %ehrcle to bring ftigether statev :de

ocacy groups, prole amid orgamtahons,
business leaders, and others to bring all
resources to near to redo( the problems of
homeless of potentially homeless per Si ins

6 I ncourage the portrayal of the problem of
homelessness using the in: si accurate and

complete data I he federal go% er nment has
insisted on portraying homeless persons as
largely being mentalk disabled and alcoholic
persons. I'he Cluster urges a more accurate
and more sophisticated view.

1 he data from Ohio's study and other studies of
homelessness give a clear picture of homeless
people I'hey are persons who do not have perma-
nent shelter. jobs or sill fluent income, and to a lesser
degree have problems with family relationships, and
hae mental health health, and substance abuse
problems. Persons who are homeless are dispropor-
tionately young, black, and male. Comparisons of
homeless persons in rural and urban areas indicate
that the types of homelessness and the resources that
can he accessed differ

l'he Cluster recommends, therefore, that both
the governor and the members of the Cluster urge
federal officials, as well as other state and city
officials. to present an accurate portrayal which
includes these and other facts. so that suggested
remedies to the problem can he made in a responsi-
ble fashion, based on fact rather than myth.4

During 1986. the Cabinet ('luster met less
frequently, but it remained a vehicle for interdepart-
mental commurocation about homeless issues. he
group received updates about programs going on in
various departments and reviewed the implementa-
tion of the shelter gra, is program author-tied a year
earlier by the legislature. The program was admini-
stered by the Depat ,mcnt of Health, and utihntion
data for the first year were used by the Cluster to
estimate the need for funds in upcoming years. The
group did spend considerable time discussing possi-
ble recommendations to the governor regarding a
shelter assistance line item in the next biennial
iwelget A fundamental debate permeated those
11;,:ussions regarding the role and the ultimate effect
of providing more shelter beds for homeless people.
On the one hand. greater levels of need were clearly
obvious from Health Department reports ant other
sources On the other hand, a number of ('luster
members were concerned that a focus on shelter,,
both in the minds of legislators and in the eye of the
public, would detract from ;Auk on the kinds of
long-term solutions that are really needed to address
the multiple problems of homeless people. I he
subsequent budget did contain ,in increase for
shelters, however, the debate among ('luster mem-
bers over the amount of effort that hould be spent
on temporary versus more permanent solutions has
continued as a souir:c of tension in overall state
ht using discussions

Homelessness and State Housing Policy
In earl% 1986, the Ohio Mental I Icalth Iloasing

I,r.k I ire released its final report defining housing



problems and needs 01 persons v, 1(1 are mentalk II!
The task force was co-chaired ry d nationally known
architect/researcher and by the deputy director of the
Ohio i)epartment of Development. and included
representatives from the mentl health system,
rehabilitation and housmg agencies. home operators.
government officials, community and advoc,tcy
groups, mental health service consumers and family
members, and other state agencies.

The task lorce report idcntilicd the lack 01
decent, affordable housing as a major issue for
severely mentally disabled individuals in Ohio. most
of whom are poor. It developed 49 recommendations
in four major areas

I Increase the personal and housing resources
rwailable to mentally disabled cornmunit
residents.

Improve the quality of existing hoismg.

3. Do a better job 01 serving the special needs
and wishes of mentally ill community resi-
dents.

4 I Atend housing and housing sen ices to
People not being scr-t.rd, wherever they arc
livings

In pan as a result of this report and in part out of
th debate within the Cluster over the effect 01
funding shelters. the Cluster began examining the
state's role in low-income housing development. 13y
this time, the Cluster meetings were often attended
by the governor's executive assistant for Human
Services, anJ the Mice of 13udget and Manage-
ment's (OHM) iluman Services budget analyst The
idea for a Housing Trust Fund was developed by the
Ohio !lousing Finance Agency (01IFA). and the
staff members from OliM In adchtion, the ,(iver-
nor's office played a key role in getting, the idea
considered in the budget planning process.

While the housing 1 rust I and idea was not
pursued due to lack of a funding source. it became
apparent that state leadership was essential in
addressing low-income housing needs The result has
been ongoing work between ODMI I, 013M. OM A,
and the governor's orrice on ways to bring state
capital dollars, private financing. federal and local
community dollars. and the state housing tiuthorav
together in ways that assist low-income normalired
housing to he developed. with all or part of the
housing units dedicated to mental health use In
order to accomplish this oblective. hoth Departmcnt
of Administrative Services ruls "rid processes and
ODMH rules and processes are being waived or
abbreviated to facilitate th development of housuy
pp .1k.t.t-;. Not only does this cooper-awe appro,k h cot
Lhrough rCu .'ipe in order to get low-mcome hotkuig
developed. but it also revitahres com Munn \ ncigh-

hot hoods and supports the concept of normal
housing ,or persons with long-ter m mental illoess

vvifiiiluiiiy'.'uJtei
Hie Cabinet Cluster became more active in

1987. in part due to the advent of the United Nations
International Year of Sheltering the I lomeless. and
meetings wok place to locus on ways in which Cluster
members and public ollicials, including the governor.
could be involved in honoring the sear avid keeping
the issue in the public eye In the summer. the
Cluster decided to take research and policy results
about hernelessness to the state's most public.
high-volume event of the year: the Ohio State I air. A
nooth was jointly lunded by Cluster agencies 'I he
es hibits leatured the research I indings. stones about
Ohio's homeless people. and intormation about th
ellorts of various state agencies to deal with the
problem

Evaluation of the Ohio Experience
I he Ohio experience illuminates several bene-

fits of interagency and interorganirational coordina-
tion It also suggests some potential pitfalls to avoid.
These factors arc evaluated next

Benefits of Interagency and
Interorganizational Coordination

In addition to the benefits from intergovern-
mental and interagency coordination, 'he (luster
provided a ready-made v boric r.) coon_ law devel-
opment of the proposal, necessary t apply for
monies under the Stem. 1 B McKinney Homele.s,s
Asristunce Act of 1987 Xintley Act). Although no
mechanism am..10 funds were provided to coordinate
state and local agencies. pro\ Isions of the act
required that states prepare a Comprehensive
Homeless Assistance Plan (CHAP) in order to he
elgible W apply for and receive funds under Title !V,
HUD-administered Wilding, which includes the
Fmergencv Shelter Grant program, Supportive
Housing Demonstration Programs. Supplemental
Assistance for I aunties to Assist the I !timeless, and
Section 8 Single Room Occupancy (SRO) Moderate
Rehabilitation Assistance According to !IUD

the CI IAP needed to include:
Documentation 01 the state's need for
assistance in areas mentioned aboxe. as well
as literrie training,
An !mentor); 01 ',mimes, sex. ices. and
programs for homeless pcisons within the
state. and

A strategy to match needs wish ser, ices and
to a\ 01d duplication,

4 Projected impa..1 01 the anticipatetl Aft Kin-
ney At monies

1 he Cluster established a working group to guide
the do,clopment (ii IA1 subsequently. to

UI -
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coordinate receipt and expenditure of Mc Kinney t
funds. In formulating the memheiship of this grotqf,
there was an attempt to mirror the Interagency
Council at the federal level and to anticipate those
agencies that would be responsible for carrying out
activities under the various sections of the act.
Hence, representatives from the Department 01
Alucation, the Veterans ,lrlunistration, the De-

partm en' o° Development's ,-ff ices ma: Govern-
ment Sc IN'LLS and Community Services, the Bureau
of Fmployment Services Office of Adult I iteracy
Service s, and the Ohio Coalition for the I ionic:less
were addc d to the group This group also included
represe6tatives from the Cluster agencies of the
Department of Health, Department of Mental
Health, Ohio Rehabilitation Services Commission
and the Department of Development's Ohio Hous-
ing Finance Agency.

Primary writing responsibility for the CHAP
document was assigned to the Department of Devel-
opment, as lead agency to implement I IUD-related
McKinney programs. Results of the research were
heavily used in documenting the needs section, and
the draft CI lAP was reviewed by the Cluster prior to
its submission. it was subsequently approved by
HUD

Ohio's overall strategy for use of McKinney
funds, in combination with its own efforts to address
the needs of homeless people, was outlined in the
CI lAP as follows:

Coordinate the development of networks of
housing programs in order to utilize fully
federal assistance as well as state assistance
and programs, together with local or private
assistance.

Create a work group of the Cabinet Cluster
on Homelessness with an enhanced mem-
bership to coordinate receipt and expendi-
ture of McKinney Act funds and to address
additional service needs of homeless !Iconic.

3. I ncourage development or expansion of
local homeless coalitions, interagency coun-
cils, and sim.lar groups to include public
and private organi /atiors who are involved
or should be involved in providing services to
homeless people in the area. Provide consul-
tation and assistance to local groups to
enhance program development and admini-
stration.

4. Review existing guidelines of the various
state departments administering state and/
or federal assistance programs to assure that
all grantees demonstrate how the grantee is
networking with other providers of services
to homeless persons in the area.

:J 0

5 Review applications for funding through the
111( Kinney t calif able by the State of Ohio
as being consistent with the CH AP with
particular regard to the need for local
coordination and negotiation to ensure that
services fit the needs of homeless persons

h Fneouragc the de lopluent of projects
which recognize the specud needs of home-
less people who are veterans, elderly, fami-
lies with children, or mentally ill.

7 Prepare through the ('luster work group an
annual report which will review and assess
existing programs and those created under
the McKinney Act in terms of ways in which
they have addressed the needs of homeless
Ohioans, This report will also include the
state's progress in carrying out the CHAP.

indings and recommendations for policy
changes will he given to the appropriate
state and federal agencies, including the
Secretary ef I RID.

8 Recognize the critical importance for the
development of a spectrum of hous,ng
options to meet the needs of homeless
Ohioans, and charge the Homeless Cluster
with adopting a strategy outlining ways for
Ohio to enhance Atorts to provide emer-
gency shelter, transitional housing, and
permanent affordabf: housing as well as
required supportive services.

9 Lxpand required coordination criteria in the
Job Trummg Partnership Act (TIM) to
include the Departments of Health, Mental
Health, Development, and any other de-
partment responsible for carrying out part of
the McKinney Act.

It) Design Job Training Demonstration Pro-
grams to include outreach to homeless
persons, provide employment and training
services in collaboration with organizations
giving health and housing services, show
networking with other agencies, and provide
sufficient services to ensure that homeless
people complete training or job preparation
and enter employment 6

In addition to activities IP response to the
Mc Kollin' .1( 1. state officials have been active in the
national arena on Issues related to homelessness
Ohio's state Lousing policy approaches and concerns
will he discussed in 1988 by the director of the Ohio
Department of Mental Health, who will loin ten
other state mental health directors .ts a National
Association of State Mental Health P,ogram Direc-
tors work group on housing ". he work group
will develop recommendation,' to the states and will
draft official position statements f'i'r the national



association to consider regarding federal housing
policies

Potential Pitfalls in Interagency Coordination

''olicymakers need to 1w aware that a number of
difficulties may arise in the course of developing and
implementing an interagency coordinating mecha-
nism. If there is not at least some minimal I unding for
the group's operations the initial level of enthusiasm
may lade in the lace of the practical difficulties of
finding meeting space and securing stall support.
After the group gets under way, there may be
differing levels of commitment to the problems of
homeless people and to putting in the time to make
the interagency mechanism successful. Similarly.
philosophical differences may arise among members
regarding the roles of their agencies vis-a-vis home-
less people. or, as discussed above, regarding the
appropriate role of state government in long-term
solutions ruc h as low-income housing

Cle it direction for the state policymakers as a
whole must come from the governor's office, with a
clear mechanism to resolve policy or philosophical
disputes among or between agencies I stablishing a
lead agency and a governor's of lice liaison may help
to keep the common goal in front o: the interagency
group as a whole. If state monies are ,,pprop-.cried for
shelters or services for homeless people, political
issues may arise over which department should
receive and administer the I unds, Genuine coordina-
tion of services among different agencies, whch have
different and perhaps even conflicting rules and
procedures concerning access to their services, is a
difficult and often frustrating task. I lowever. it offers
the best hope for recognizing, the multifaceted nature
of the homelessness, issue and for developing the kind
of service system that homeless people need

Conclusion

The State of Ohio has made extensive use of
research results to strengthen its policies and
programs serving the homeless I he research showed
homelessness to he a coraplex. multifaceted is ue,
and this major finding was emphasized botr in

cl.ssemination efforts and in the ' nteragency struc-
ture established by Governor Celeste to seek
coordinated short- and long-term solutions to the
problem.1 he I lomeless Cabinet ('luster has been an
enduring and useful mechanism to achieving overall
coordination of state agency efforts on behalf of
homeless persons It pro\ 'Lied a ready-made chicle
to coordinate development of applications for I unds
under the Mc Kinney. A(*, and it will have a major role
in implementing and monitoring programs created
under that act

In order for states to address meaningfully the
problems of their homele, citizens, sex cm al factors

need to be present: public awareness of homely
ness as a complex problem with multiple causes;
commitment to the issue and leadership by the
governor in pursuing solutions. an interagency
mechanism to coordinate actik !ties and programs,
and a ,tatewide locus on a range of strategies to
addles the problems of homelessness, particularly
those which offer hope for more long-term solutions.

Recommendations
I he Ohio experience suggests that other states

should consider the following seven types of action

/ Public Awareness The state should increase
public awareness of the problems of homelessness.
Use research such as the Ohio study to emphasize the
complex. multiproblem nature of homelessness.T ,lk
about research resutt5 and other data in public
forums designed to bring different segments of a
local community together to work on solutions rather
than just listen to information. Build on media
interest in homelessness to emphasize the diverse
nature of the homeless population and to encourage
media discussions of more long-term solutions.
Capture media interest with the governor's presence
at exemplary programs which focus on long-tern.
solutions (permanent housing, jobs, etc ).

2 Treat ( unties The state should not deny the
connection between homelessness and mental ill-
ness, or between homelessness and alcoholism.
lowever, locus on the imtal health needs of

mentally ill homeless men, worcon, and children and
the extraordinary pov .rty and .tigma faecc, by
mevtally ill people ire general. Concentrate efforts on
'e:.iccs and solutions (e g., ..,mport,:d housing, case
management, job training, alcohol and other drug
abuse sell ices) rather than on dissecting past policies
that may or may nor have been to blame for
homelessness and which, in any case. are probably
not now reversible.

3 Gubernatorial Leadership Hie governor's
of lice should exert leadership that avoids blaming
any sector of the service system for the problem and
sets the expectation that all agencies need to he
involved in creating solutions 'I he most critical
component in a successful and coordinated approach
to homelessness at the state government level is a
eery clear and ioreel ul message from he governor
about what he or she expects Part of tms message
horrid be continuing access to the governor and to ins

or her stall I or as stance in soling cross-agency
problems

4 Parallel I.,)( al //Torts I .ncou rage parallel
mechanisms it the local le el Use any housing or
related serene funds the state ha, available to
require the development of local coordinating bodies
as a condition for receiving state funding Require
local matching monies, but be flexible so that private
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or public "in-kind- contHbutusns, which might create
a unique and useful partnership within a Lommunit \
could +Jahr)

5 bier:alive-Legislative Cooperation rhe gover-
nor and key cabinet leaders should meet with
interested state legislators to discuss ways which
they could approach homelessness with a more
comprehensive strategy Work should also he done
with the state's congressional delegation around
needed changes in federal policies and programs in
the areas of housing and hurian services.

6 State Agency Innovation "I he governor should
expect each state agency to develop and evaluate one
or more demonstration programs for homeless
people. These programs should be coordinated
through the interagency group Publicise the exis-
tence and results of these programs and of pr, grams
funded through the McKinney AU to enhance public
awareness.

7 Long-Term Solutions The) should focus the
majority of its efforts on long-.erm solutions, such as
jobs, permanent housing, and support services for the
homeless, rather than on short-term solutions, such
as the creation of more shelter beds. Famine
regulations in alf state departments, and modify or
eliminate those which constrain adequate services to

homeless persons, e g address requirements. Look
at important huTnan set, ices programs such as
rousing, employment services, and income supports
to sec whether their structure and operong
methods militate against getting needed services to
homeless persons I mally, the state should address
its tole in the creation of and support of low-income
housing for its most need\ citi/ens
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l'aper:
The Ohio Case

Nonkeeta G. Milburn
Setnot Rescatch /1ssoudic,
Insnnue tor Lit ban s anti WsC(//th,
ii0It'at l UMI/SaV

All states appiing to the 1_1 S Department of
Housing and Urban Development for assistance
under the Stewart B Mc KInne% liomeics.s Assistance
Act must have in place a mechanism for the
development of a Comprehensive Homeless Assis-
tance Plaa or CHAP. The state of Ohio used
substantive research fincimpc to (ipt,,,,,,,, ,hr thc
homeless were and thc reasons for their situation,
and to identify the needs of those homeless and the
ty pes of problems Ciat they were experiencing. I-hese
findallt,.. ,..., To ri.ct,---- 1 ,;:vt,,,,,itiut;;y

out the state and became the foundation for the
governor's statewide coordinated effort to address
the needs of homeless people. As a result, Ohio is
further along than many other states in being
prepared to compete successfully for Al( Kinney Act
funds.

Dec Roth and Pamela Hydes' comprehensive
presentation of Ohio's response to homelessness
raised three major, somewhat overlappin't.r, corcerns
that I believe hould have been and need to he
considered if th,rt response is to he a "model" worth
replicating in other states. (1) the top-down ap-
proach, (2) the maintenance of intcrorganirational
relationsfupsInd (3) thc evaluation of program
result-,

The Top-Down Approach

he efforts in Ohio came from the top down. I he
governor was ver) involved ,rnd committed, mandat-
ing the inelvemenr of key people within the human
serxiee and housing sectors of the state government.
I he-c key individuals formed the initial Cabinet
Cluster on Homelessness While the Cabinet CInst,:r
may have been organireJ in a rel rtively smooth
Tr) 11111?r, we arc not told an of the dram,bacio of this
in-oLcss, whether any problems ,,,,ere encountered it



coordinating the initial group. Sur e;y. sonic "turf-
issues must have arisen How were theN handled'
Suggestions for inifiataig this tllit oi Into.... Irr ()rim
states would have been helpful Could other states
motivate and involve kex leaders such as the governor
and legislators?

Maintaining Interorganizational
Relationships

The dynamics of establislang and maintaining
interagency, mterorgamiational. and publicipm ate
relationships are difficult. 'I he activities in Ohio
resulted from government initiative What was the
response of the private sector, such as church and
private shelter providers, to this effort? What was the
nature of the relationship of the initial Cabinet
Cluster with the private sector? Was a partnership of
any type developed? The I Ial Cabinet ('luster was
expanded to create the CI IAP for the state of Ohio;
new members from the Department of rducafion,
the Veterans' Administration, the Ohio Coalition on
the Homeless, and other agencies and orgamiations
were integrated into the group. How were these new
members approached, how were relationships estab-
lished; what were their roles in the Cabinet Cluster,
and the difficulties, rf a''" a- to diem
integration into the Cabinet ('luster: and how were
these difficulties overcome?

Evalnatinn Pr/loran,
I low successful have the efforts in Ohio been in

meeting the needs of homeless people? Specifically,
what impact have these efforts had on the homeless
population. for example, has there been an increase
m the development of low-and moderate-income
housing, and have homeless people had greater
access to mental health and other social services')
Has there been any evaluation of these efforts? II so,
what were the findings?

I he initial Cabinet Custer proposed a number
of action steps to address f omelessaess I low has the
implementation of these action sieps proceeded kir
example. have proposed activities, such as the
development of a strong public/private partnership.
been implemented? Were there any barriers to
implementing these act:on steps.

A cooperative approach to provide housing for
the seriously mentally ill homeless through the
coordinated efforts of the Department of Mental
Health, the Office of Budget and Management, the
Ohio }lousing I finance Agency and the Governor's
Officegrew out of the initial Cabinet Cluster
meetings Has this cooperative approach been
successful') What occurrences facilitated or under-
mined the success of this approach?

The Importance of Accurate Data
I would like to reinforce an important point in

the Ohio paper: pohcymakers and program planners
should rely on accurate data, not on assumptions or
misperceptions, to define the homeless population.
Data from Ohio and other recent studies show that
people who arc homeless arc disproportionately
young, male, and of an ethnic or racial minonty
group. I his finding should not he overlooked or
ignored in identifying who constitutes the homeless
population. More attention must be paid to this
finding in discussions of homelecqnecc far
the alleviation of homelessness, and development
and implementation of programs for homeless
people. Among young, male, minority homeless
individuals, lack of affordable housing and unem-
ployment or underemployment seem to be the
primary causes of homelessness. At least in Ohio,
tempts to address these needs were made through
job training activities and employment-related initia-
tives Similar efforts should be pursued in other
states.



Assisting the Homeless in an Era of
Federal Retrenchtilent:

The Massachusetts Experience

Nancy K. Kaufman
Asststant Secretary,
Etecuitve Office of Human Sertices,
Ommionwealth ti/ Ma.s.sachuscits

In January 1983, thousands of homeless men,
women, and children were wandering the streets of
many cities with no place to go. At that time, very
little was written or understood about their plight. In
19SI when Kim Hopper and Ellen Baxter published
their study of homeless people in New York City,
Private Lives, Public Spaces, the city was under a court
order, as a result of a suit brought by the National
CoalitIOli for the Homeless, to provide shelter for all
inose in need. I he older led to the creation of
hundreds of beds in large, warehouse-type shelters
throughout the city. Very few cities or states,
however, had any organi/ed response to the growing
problem of homelessness at the time. Religious
organwations and grass-roots group.; were trying
valiantly to compensate for the lack of any local,
state, or federal government response.

In January 1983, Michael S Dukakis came hack
into office as Governor of Massachusetts after a
four-year hiatus. Greatly troubled by the growing
number of homeless people in the state, he decided
to focus part of his inaugural address on this problem.
In so doing, he made solving the problem of
homelessness his top social welfare priority. In that
address, he stated

The children born in this New Year will
graduate from high school in the year 20(10
What kind of state will they inherit from us?
Will they he able to afford a homein
communities that arc safe and securewill
they find meamng:u1 prospects for employ-
ment and cLonomic advancement?

(here are some who would say that
there is little we can do to help shape our
children's future. There arc others who
would say that our immediate concerns are
too pressing, and that we would do well
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simply to make government work more
ellectiN ely and more honestly on the pr(
!ems of our time.

These are sensible warnings And our
present problem, are indeed pressing

I housands of homeless wander our
streets without permanent shelter .1rd Ise
must provide it

Too many of our peopleblack and
white, men and womenin Nortn Adams
and Athol and Fall River and South Bos-
tonare at the margin without hope.
w Ithout a I tu u re! And ti e must help themnot
with handouts.. but will jobs and a good
ethical! ni and (let cot housing. . . .

First, tie tt all reach out to those among is
who we in desperate need and can barelv
,sustain themselies

The governor immediately convened a broad
cross-section of people who could work with govern-
ment to solve this pressing social problem. Hie
governor s wife and the Catholic Bishop from central
Massachusetts co-chaired the Governor's Advisory
Committee on the Homeless, designed to assist in
developing an action agenda to address the MOH em
.1-11C state s director of Iluman Resources was
responsible for organiiing the effort, and the author
was brought in to coordinate and Mersce the
administration's response to this problem

The Process
Eighty people were invited by the governor to be

part of the advisory committee. These people
represented all sectors of the community. including
clergy, advocates, service providers, foundations.
businesses, and various professional groups. Three
subcommittees were organried to develop recom-
mendations in the following broad policy areas-
emergency services, social services, and permanent
housing.

In addition to these three working groups. 24
nonprofit groups throughout the state were asked to
convene forums on homelessness in order to ensure
that a local perspective was included in the policy-
making process. Tiese forums were essential to the
overall development of policies and programs 1 ncy
helped to make clear the diversity of the problem and
the types of people w ho were actually homeless. It
quickly became eident that the problem of home-
lessness was different in different parts of the state

This process also pointed to the critical need to
focus not only on the emergency nature ()I' the
problem but also on the importance of prevention
and permanent housing as key ingredients to any
successful policy approach, (letting people oil the
streets would not, alone, solve the problem It would

only force the problem "indoors.- leaving the causes
and long-term solutions aside We quickl:), decided
that the "Massachusens Approach to
would necessarily he a comprehensive approach that
tackled all facets of the problem. beginning with
prevention and ending with stabilwation through
permanent housing and economic self-sufficiency.
w hero cr possible. To reahic that goal. however, we
first needed to understand the homeless people ars;
their needs for government assistance

The Profile and Causes of
Homelessness In Massachusetts

Very few scientific studies of the homeless were
Mailable in 1983. In Massachusetts. this Information
was sought through a survey of local and public
nonprofit ser ice agencies. We asked these agencies
to provide a profile of the homeless, in terms of
numbeis and types of problems. Through this
proces, we developed a "Profile of the Homeless in
Massachusetts.- This profile, which was published in
June 1483, indicated that there were 8,000 to 10.000
homeless people in the state. living either in shelters
or on the streets. The survey found also that 30-40
percent of the homeless inch\ [duals suffered from
major mental illness. This percentage was supported
by a more rg"!-:,):- ,Zujy wimpieteU ny the
Department of Mental Health in 1984. Further,
another 30-40 percent of the individuals suffered
from substance abuse problems At that time. about
25 percent of the total homeless population consisted
of families with children. The number of homeless
families has continued to increase substantially over
the past four years. In a 1985 study prepared for the
Executive Office of Human Services. homeless
families .sere projected to make up as high as 75
percent of the homeless population in Massachu-
setts.

The logical question that emerges from these
alarming statistics is: What were the causes of
homelessness in Massachusetts9 The causes are
many and, in some cases, represent the failures of
some of our major social welfare initiatives over the
past 20 years.

"Demstautionalwation" is often blamed for
creating the homeless problem While it certainly is
one of the factors that has contributed to homeless-
ness among the mentally ill. it is not in and of itself
the primary cause. Demstautionabiation is an exam-
ple of a social policy gone awry. It carried with it the
best of intentions: to empty the overcrowded back
wards of state hospitals. Lint ortunately. the housing
and community support., necessary to carry out this
policy successfully were never put in place. In
Massachusetts, for example. there were 24,000
inch\ 'duals in state hospitals in the late 1960s Yet, as
of 1984, oily 2,400 community beds had been put in



Unfortunately, the vision of John I kennoh in
the Community Mental Health Centers t 0/ /063 was
never luny reahted. 1 housands of ritentalk rif
individuals were sent home to families ill-equipped to
handle this burdensome illness, or were sent to
Ill-prepared nursing home, Too many ended up on
the streets or in shelters which were not prepared to
handle the challenge these individuals presented to
staff and volunteers. As Ellen }la suk pom ed out.
"Anecdotal evidence suggetas that in the decades
before 1970 most of the homeless were unattached,
middle-aged, alcoholic menthe dem/ens of skid
row. 't It was this population that most shelters were
accustomed to seeing. Although alcohol-involved
persons certainly cont: we to be prevalent among the
homeless, the combination with those who are
seriously mentally ill creates a definite change in the
makeup of the homeless "I he promise of federal
money being provided to states to follow the clients
From the hospital to the community never fully
materialised.

The increased number of mentally ill In the
community might have been manageable if the
necessary supports had also been in place. The lack of
case management and supported housing alterna
ti-er .. itzally uealLd the crisis in local
communities The absence of these services, com-
bined with inaccessibility to hospital beds. created a
serious crisis tn most states. In response. in 1984.
Massachusetts 'winched a major new molt, ttive to
pr- vide high quality in-patient care, case mtmage-
ment, and housing for people suffering from chronic
mental health disorders. Ilre Governor's Special
Message on Mental Health presented to the legisla-
ture in December 1985 proposed a sweeping pro-
gram to revitahic the state's mental health system.
The final package adopted by the legislature and
signed into law in June 1987 includes $340 million to
bring all in-patient units up to the standards of the
Joint Commission on Accreditation of I lospitals and
to develop 3.500 new units of permanent housing for
mentally ill individuals.

The lack of affordable housing obviously has
been a critical cania: of homelessness. not only for
mentally ill individuals but also for homeless families
and children. It is in this area that the federal
government has reneged on its commitment to
provide housing for all its cituens. Under both
Presidents Gerald Ford and Jimmy Carter, the
United States was producing 250.000 new units of
low-income housing each year. Under the current
administration, that number has been reduced to less
that 25.000 units per year.

Not only is housing not being produced by the
federal government, but as Chester Hartman pointed
out at the National Conference on Homelessness
held at Harvard University in March 1986:

Housing costs al c steadily Lot-miming
larger proportions of household income,
particular!) for low ci -meome ilLtrpie, I he

1983 Annual I lousing Survey by the U S
Bureau of the ('en ,us reports that from 1973

to 1983 median gross rent as a percentage of
median income rose from 22 percent to 29

percent. reflecting the far faster rise in
median rent (137 percent, from $133 to
$315) than in median family income (70
percent. from $7,200 to $12,900) . .1 hese
acts show clearly that renters, with far lower
incomes than homeowners, have suffered
far more.. Some two and a hall million
people are displaced annually from their
homes "I he major victims arc poor, non-
white. and elderly households. . . The
national low income housing coalition, using
1980 census data, estimates that there is a
gap of 1.2 million units between the number
of very low-income renter households and
the number of units available at rents
representing 30 percent of their incomes 2

Other causes of homelessness include unemploy-
ment, domestic violence. madeonate ntibtic
tancc payments. and substance abuse. Any of these
alone, or in combination with already cited causes.
can lead to the situation of a person being without a
home.

The Policy Approach
In Massachusetts. after a thorough analysis of

the problem of homelessness, both in terms of who
and why, a lour-pronged strategy for dealing with the
problem was developed. It was assumed from the
beginning that the success of this approach would
depend on the ability of the state to form a
partnership with local government, the private
sector, and the religious community. The approach
included a full assessment of current state policies
and programs and the extent to which they contrib-
uted to the homeless problem. It was also based on
the assumption that homelessness was not a new
social problem. but represented the failure of many
different social policies and programs. The governor
decided that rather than create a new bureaucracy to
deal with this problem, he would mandate that the
existing system focus on developing and implement-
ing creative solutions to the problem of homeles-
sness. Initially, the effort was coordinated by the
governor's off ice and, after a year and a hall, primary
coordmatmg responsibility was given to the Execu-
tive Office of Human Services

Prevention
It was agreed by government, advocates,

provider sind consumer s that preventing homeless-



ness was a worthwhile investment that would save
sts in both fiscal and human terms Once a person

bccomcs homeless Il is a most e problcm t.)
solve. ] hus, in Massachusetts, it v decided to locus
as much attention as possible on presenting home-
lessness in the first instance

As part of the initial review of policies and
programs which needed to be changed, eliminated, or
strengthened, several policies were identified which
were contributing to homelessness, hut, if changed,
could help prevent homelessness. Many of these
policies were found in the Welfare Department, ind
immediate regulatory and statutory changes were
initiated

lady in -.983, Governor Dukakis filedl,gislation
to eliminate the requirement of a permanent address
in order to receive general relief. This legislation,
expanded by the Coalition for the Homeless, was
enacted as Cnapter 450, An Act to Prevent Home-
lessness and Destitution, signed into law in Novem-
ber 1083 This act expanded the state's Emergency
Assistance Program by mandating a variety of
benefits designed to prevent homelessness These
benefits included back payments for rent and
utilities. fuel assistance emr,TI,pncy cha«. fr- IT I.,
90 days, furniture storage, and advance rent and
security deposits, It also enabled pregnant women to
he eligible for all emergency assistance benefits

In addition to removing the permanent address
restriction for general relief recipients, the act also
mandated case management sersices for the mentally
ill and social services for families placed in shelters,
hotels, and motels. As a result of this legislation, state
snending for emergency assistance increased from
S6 7 million in fiscal year 1983 to $32 million in fiscal
year 1988. In 1989, it is estimated that $42 million will
he spent on emergency assistance activities. This
program serves over 30,000 families a year, and has
been responsible for preventing homelessness for
thousands of families

Another important prevention initiative imple-
mented in 1983 was the I ormly Reunification
Program This program change AFDC regulations
to allow payments to continue to a family even if tne
child has been temporarily removed from the home
As long as the social services plan provides for
reunification within six to nine months after a child is
removed, full AFDC benefits are continued. This
change in regulations has allowed an AFDC parent
to keep her home and not he forced to become
homeless when a child is temporarily removed.

The Housing Sers ices Program, located in the
Fxecutive Office of Communities and Development,
is another prevenuor program that was created in
1985. This program is operated with state f unds
through contracts with nonprofit agencies The
program w initiated to prevent the unnecessary

es iction of low-income tenants from existing housing
stock.1 he local agencies provide housing counseling,
tedmical iv,sv* and works "-r for landlords and
tenants, as well as direct mediation when necessary.
1...indlords and tenants are encouraged to work
together to reconcile their differences instead or
meeting as ads e rsaries in court In fiscal ye tr 1987,
this program served 14,383 tenants and 5,281
landlords

No other programs worthy of note, which were
designed as prevention programs and have been
operating successfully for the past couple of years,
are housing abandonment and condominium conver-
sion restrictions. The Housing Abandonment Pro-
gram provides funds to bring multifamily properbes
threatened with abandonment back to stable owner-
ship and tenancy. Since its implementation in 1985,
this program has been responsible for preventing
1,877 units from dropping out of the housing market.
Hie Act to Control Condominium Conversions was
signed into law in 1983.1 his act seeks to protect low-
and moderate-income households from being dis-
placed due to condominium conversions.

A new prevention initiative was included as part
,Ul/1111;Nnikni 11.1 111E .I ICI

legislature for FY 1989. This initiative, totaling $22,4
million, would pr vide for limited rent subsidies
designed to pre' ent homelessness for families paying
more that Su percent of their income for rent. The
pi ()gram included a s' ong social services component
that links rent subsidies to social services for those
families who are threatened with homelessness for
noneconomic reasons. For families who are likely to
be homeless primarily for economic reasons, it
creates an early warning case management system
designed to nelp stabihre a family before it is forced
into the crisis of homelessness. This program would
be combined with the previously described housing
service program to form a comprehensive program to
prevent families from becoming homeless. If fully
funded by the legislature, the program anticipates
being able to a',sist over 6,000 families during the first
year

In addition to these special programs, the state
also targets ongoing programs to prevent homeless-
ness These programs u, hide fuel assistance, which
is funded jointly with state and federal funds: food
sl.:mps, which is a federally funded program, and all
income maintenance programs, including veterans
assistance, SS!, general relief and Al DC. In addition
the state's Fmployment and Training (F:1) Program
lias been striking in its ability to provide AFDC
recipients with a route out of poverty. Since the
program began in 1983, over 50,000 Al DC recipients
have left the welfare roles.

When despite all prevention efforts a person is
still faccd with homelessness the importance of
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providing emergency services becomes critical Any
successful emergency response mu,t integrate the
basic needs for shelter, fotici, clothing, and linan,,,,1
assistance. Naturally, the first step is to provide
warm, mfe place for a person to sleep

Emergency Services

In 1983, there were two state-supported shelters
for homeless people in Massachusetts Today, there
are 84 shelters providing a total of 4.107 beds on any
given night. The shelter model that has been
developed is unique because it cmphasiies small,
community -based programs with 20-40 beds and
includes a stable bed, meals, and day services, plus
housing search and social services. While Massachu-
setts still supports a couple of larger, more traditional
shelter programs, the smaller, 24-hour, community-
based service model is preferred.

This smaller model has been particularly suc-
cessful in meeting the needs of homeless families.
There are 50 shelters to serve families. The average
length of stay in a family shelter is 60 days, which is
testimony to the effecte.eness of on-site services. The
nervirtment of Plihlir lVolr?r 74 r,-,rccr,,

the operating costs, with the local nonprofits contrib-
uting 25 percent. This local contribution provides an
incentive to involve local civic, religious, and govern-
ment organwations in a partnership designed to
support the shelter.

The shelters are all owned or rented by local
nonprofit organisation.. A key obstacle to imple-
menting this model was an anti-aid amendment to the
Massachusetts constitution which prevented the
state from providing direct capital grants to the
private sector. To overcome this obstacle, Kitty
Dukakis approached the philanthropic community
with the idea of creating a "Fund for the Homeless"
to raise capital funds from private individuals and
businesses. The Boston Foundation, the !argest local
foundation, agreed to host the fund and provide staff
support The fund successfully raised over $1 million
during a three-year period and was responsible for
providing the necessary start-up capital for more
than 60 sheltering organizations.

In addition to the 84 state supported shelters,
some hotels and motels are used for families when no
other alternatives exist. As a matter of policy, the
stz.te. prefers not to use hotels and motels because of
the lack of adequate on-site services and support.
Approximately 500 families statewide are in hotels
and motels on any given night. Through the new
homeless family prevention plan, the state hopes to
reduce that number significantly within a year. A
network of services similar to those provided in
family shelters has been organized to provide support
of families in hotels and motels. The Department of
Social Services is responsible for assigning social

workers to visit families in the hotels and offer
voluntary' assistance. I his assistanLe includes coun-
seling, acc..-,:, to child ear e, and vii Lr
SOCIall service~.

Thc state has also targeted shelters for people
with speual needs To this end, a network of 32
shelters, with confidential locations, has been put in
place for battered women These shelters are funded
by the Department of Social Services. There is also a
network of 23 emergency shelters specifically for
adolescents. In addition, there arc transitional living
programs specifically designed for pregnant and
parenting teens "I here arc few shelters focused
specifically on the special needs of mentally ill adults.

In the winter of 1988, the state was successful in
working with the City of Boston and local shelter
providers to ensure that every homeless person who
wanted to come indoors had a place to he. The
"Winter Plan" added 345 beds to the city's shelter
system, making a total of 2,211 beds. Included in this
plan were two new sheltering programs worthy of
mention. One is an intensive psychiatric/detoxifica-
tion program that focuses on individuals with a dual.
diagnosis of silcoholism and mental illness. The
second program is a night center, which is designed as
an entry point for individuals not willing to enter the
more established shelter system The night center,
operated in a downtown Boston church, is a warm
place for people to come, whether or not they are
intoxicated. It is providing a necessary, instructured
environinent for those individuals incapable of
making it in a more structured shelter setting.

The state operates only one shelter directly and
it is located at the state Public Health Hospital. This
shelter provides 200 beds and includes a special
respite care component for medically ill homeless
individuals. All other shelters arc operated by
nonprofit community organizations under contract
with the state. In most cases, the state pays for 75
percent of the shelter's operating costs. The shelter
provides 25 percent through a combination of private
funds and in-kind contributions.

Supportive Services
The third part of the four-part Massachusetts

homeless mode! involves the provision of supportive
services. It is based on the assumption that in order to
move from homelessness to permanent housing, a
person may need certain supportive services. 'Riese
services include everything from basic information
and referral and housing search assistance to more
specialized services focused on the particular needs
of the individual person or family.

Particular attention ha, been focused on the
needs of mentally ill individuals. Experience has
taught us that the people who suffer from major
mental illness and are homeless need special atten-
tion. Massachusetts has launched an aggressive Lase
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management and (atie ach program that includes
advocating, when necessary. to get people hospital-
ricd It also \110)t 111 it) t tIIiiIles ()I per,(lnkl
who are mentally ill and homeless or at risk of
becoming homeless "I he key to this effort is the
development of permanent housing units focused on
the needs ()I mentally ill indmduals 1 hose units are
being developed in neighborhoods throughout the
state Most 01 them are designed for four to eight
individuals and include 24-hour. on-site stal I support.

Other critical supportive services include medi-
cal outreach and services, day programs, transitional
hying programs, emploLrnent and naming programs,
W I.(' , and veteran's sery ices. In each of these areas.
Massachusetts has developed model programs. 1 ran-
smonal living programs have been designed to locus
on the special needs of the mentally ill, pregnant and
parenting teens, battered women, recovering alc)-
holics. and homeless families I he transitional 11\ mg
model is unique because it involves an ongoing rental
suhsrdy attached to the unit. which is paired with
operating service dollars to ensure that the unit is
;Railable for the purpose for which it was designed.

This program has been extremely suLcesslul for
those individuals and families not yet ready to make
the transition from being homeless to maintaming
permanent living, arrangement.

Permanent Housing
Over the past live ) ears, Governor Dukakis has

signed into law three comprehensive housing acts
totaling over $1 billion in bond turthorwation for the
development of low- and moderate-income housing.
These funds are being channeled through a variety of
housing programs created by the state I hese
include.

Chapter 667 I lousing for the 1.1derly,
Chapter 705 I lousing, for 1 amilies:
Chapter 689-1 lousing for Special Needs:
S.11 A.R P.State Housing Assistance for

Rental Production:
!lousing Abandonment Program:
Renovation and Modern/awn of

Public !lousing. and
I 'lousing Innovatrons Fund.

In addition to the above mechanr ms whiLh will
he responsible for generating thousands of new units
of housing, the Chapter 707 program (state equiL a-
lent of Section 8) has been successful in developing
13,186 units of housing in the local Lommunitics
[hese units have been developLd by the local housing
authority in partnership with a state human sery ices
agency and ;i local nonprofit provider.

ITYno individual 707 Lerulicates, the Depart-
ment of Public Welfare has placed more than 5.000
larmlies Into permanent housing I rom shelters and
motels I his program has been Lost ly. but \ITN'

sULLc Iul In gettllig people out (II le rk,,,ind hotels
and into permanent housing When necessary. social
serY iLcs are pro\ ided tnrougn the Department
Social Services Fills is the kind ol commitment that is
needed nationally so that .111 states can accomplish
whit Massachusetts has been able to accomplish
becaus (il its good economic climate.

Fiscal Costs
Until passage of the Stewart B Romet Home-

less Ass' stun( /I( t of 1987 (A1( Kamer At t) M1,tssachu-
setts had to rely almost entirely on state dollars to
support this extensive networl of services for
homeless individuals am, families I he state has
increased its fiscal commitments from over $12
million in I Y 1983 to oL er $200 million requested b)
the governor I or 1 Y 1489

Almost all 01 the programs listed are 100 percent
state funded, with the (Aception of the Fmergencv
Assistance program. which is 50 percent federally
reimbursable. New federal regulations, however,
have been issued zo cut reimbursement for this
program from 90 days to 30 days This will require the
state to pick up the difference in the cost because
most homeless families in Massachusetts stay in
shelters for an average of 60 days and in hotels for an
average of 90 days.

The Mc Kinney A(t. while providing new m me),
w.11 not defray the ongoing costs the state has
incurred in the absence of any such federal program

AfelMney Act requires that these funds be
allocated to new programs or to expansions of
existing programs. '1 hus, while these funds will be
sought and used in Massachusetts, they will not
change the state's existing fiscal burden.

Massachusetts has been able to absorb these
costs with state tax dollars because of the excellent
economic base of the state. The state has been able to
enhance revenues by closing tax loopholes and
aggressively pursuing tax evaders. Millions of dollars
of previously, lost revenue have been returned to the
state to he used to support important human services
priorities 1 he homeless programs have been one
bend relay of these revenues

Coordinating Structure
A key element in implementing the Mas saL hu-

setts model has been the coordinating structure that
has been put in e I he Governor's Advisory
Committee on Homelessness provides an overall
mechanism for involving providers. advocates. and
state ollmals in the poliqmaking pn,cess. A plan-
ning committee. which meets monthly. ensures
regional input and more 'merry\ e review of proposed
policy changes

I he I xeautne ()Hit. Li 01 1 lurnan Services
(1 ( )1 IS) has been gi\en the principal to sponsibilitN
101 coordinating the An\ arcs ()I state goy er [fluent

102.
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I o lhrs end. I 01 Is chair, an interagency committee
that r, corn prik,ed iii all state agent Lek, imoked \\ ith
thL pi oblLui I In, pour/ rile luLIL
not only agencies OM V, ohm the human er-\

weretariat (Welfare, Social tier\ keg Mental I lealth,
Public I lealth. Veteran's 01 lice for (hil-
dren, Rehabilitation Commigon) but also agencies
from other wer enceinte (Commtuntie,, and Doelop-
ment, I Icier AU,trrc, Adminigration and I mance)
More recently, the Department of I ducation has
been added to this group

Rather than create a new or separate bureau-
cracy to 'lea] ssith the problem of homelessness. Inc
Nlaachuwtk approach ha, been to ha\ e all agen-
cie of go\ ernment torus on him the\ can hwtter
address the problem using the lour-part polic
approach In this \s ass not one but all agencie are
locuwd on pre ention. emergency cer !Leg gippor-
tiye g.rvicc. and permanent housing

I he cooperation of citie. s and toss n,, community
action agcncie. other community -based organua-
bow.. and civic and religious groups has been the key
to the gicce,,gul implementation of thew programs

ongoing mechanigu lor inlormin'ne state about the
gieees of thew program,, \Lhich arc being deggned
and implemented b local group, and government

Conclusion
Ilomclec,nec, r, a Lochs gkial problem An

eft orb, to ,,o1\ e am problem mug loco, gmultane-
ougy on short-and long-ter m solutions Presention of
hornelene mug be a key ingrcchent in an\

kaiLLek,katil grateg Similar I\ , there mug he a locus
on long -term mflution, including per manent hougng
and Loiploplicot ha, LIL,,LlopL,1 rti

approach that 11/4, beginning to gum enormow,
benelit1/4, 0\ er the pact 18 month, 6,0110
ha\ e been placed in permanent housing I hotNinck
of inch\ iduak and lanulre, ha\ e beer pre\ ented torn
becoming homeless due to a combination of housing
,,en reek. and income gippork I he gate rc hack on
\\ a\ to des eloping a I irka-Li,t1/4,1/4, mental health c gem
that loctig.. c on both high qualth in-patient rare arida
Lompi chong \ e net\unk of communit\

I he challenge lor go\ eminent i, to target limited
C01.11LC1/4, \\ here the\ can ha\ e lh gre iteg impact
hoice ine\ 11,)1\ need to he made. but. if the I ight

people participate in making thew choler,. the
likelihood of ,acres, greatl increased In order lot
gate and local ellort to ,accred, there \\ ill ha\ e to
he an mcreawd federal commitment to encoring that
all cititen have equal access to decent. affordable
hougng I lougng mug be wen a, a basic right it tsc
are to \\ in in our gruggle to end homelene We
\sill succeed only if and \\ hen f gate. and local

cooperation \\ itn lie pri\ ate wctor.
loin together in de\ eloping realistic solutions to a
mog complex problem

Endnotes
' Hien liassuk. "1 he I lonielessnes ,S

Amen, (117 251 (Jul 14) 42
Chester I hut man 1 he I lousing Pant of the (tuneless-
nL Ploblern,- m //omckmie, ( nr,( a/ Imic for Polity
411741 Pith the ( Boston 1 he Boston i on ndation 1()7), pp
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State Coordination of
Mental Health Scrrices to

Homeless People in Alassachusetts

t'arol Bower Johnson
110111C101 ,SCIVIc

,11 (111(1(11(11CM 1)(1)(11111W/11 ol
Afental Health

This paper examines interagencyinteragency and mtergov-
ernmental cooperation in dealing with mental health
and hOMPle,o.no1/41/4 it u,11 ,,,,,:r the ti,!,

Why mental health professionals are inwhed in
coordinating interagency policies and semees to
ddiver services to homeleks people.

1 he role of mental health in the process of
"Lommumniation."

I he Massitausetts model of delivery of mental
health semees to shelters

I he Importance of applying mental health
principles in planning programs and services for
homeless families.

Significant obstacles to the development of an
interagency and intergovernmental approach to
homelessness

Speulie policy recommendations for state and
local mental health administrators

Mental Health Professionals and
Interagency Coordination

Why should the mental health professionals he
Loncerned with interagency coordination of policy
and serIleS to homeless people') Why don't they
slidk to their pills, mental hospitals, and psyehot her-

and leave the interagency issues to the "polio,
people)

the answer is that mental health issues are an
integral part of the cverience of homelessness I

address the mental health issues of homeless people
elleLtively, the whole everierfte of homelessness
must he addressed.

A system that would deal only with the mental
"health.' or "illness" aspects of homelessness would
he impossible to run ellectk It cannot and should
not he done Research has shown that a climuan
must work in tandem with other actors in a patient's



hie. within the interpersonal system of the patient's
daily life, and must meet the patient at his or her loci
oi functioning in order to begin a therapeutic
alliance

In the ease of the housed or settled patient, the
clinician is continuously engaged with the patient and
his or her environment rhese patients are in an
environment where basic life needs are met (food.
clothing, shelter, and "belonging"), in addition the
patient usually has made a decision to seek psychia-
tric help. In the case of extreme psychosis, involving
involuntary hospitalization, the patient does not
make this decision. Thus, the mentally ill housed
person comes from a life of at least some predictable
givens. This modicum of stability is not available to
the homeless person. The homeless must simultane-
ously seek satisfaction of material and psyLhological
needs of the most profound nature. A homeless
person is in a chronic crisis of instability Both the
mentally ill homeless person and the homeless
person without a major mental illness need relief

,,,,, \ El .iiiugh._
before either can he helped emotionally.

The first factor in a psychotic patient's life that is
addressed by a clinician is the patient's stability. An
in-patient unit provides a therapeutic stabilization
through personal relationships and medications. In
the case of the homeless person, the first need that
has to he fulfilled is daily survival, even if it is in
shelters and/or on the streets.

Thus, the mental health specialist should make
the creation of an effective shelter system the first
concern. This can he accomplished only by inter-
agency coordination in planning and programming.
Both the "mental health" and "mental illness"
aspects of homelessness can he dealt with only in
concert with governmental agencies addressing is-
sues of poverty. Every state has agencies that deal
with welfare family services, public health, noticing,
specialized services for the elderly, veterans, school
age children, and disabled people. The mental health
professionals need to align themselves w,th inJividu-
als from the aforementioned agencies in order to
develop effective

The Menial Health Center Act (1963) and thy.
subsequent massive demstuutionalization turned the
attention of professionals away from their customary
nue-action with psychotic patients in state mental
hospitals, private psychiatric institutions, or in the
privacy of a doctor's office. In the 1960s and 1970s,
these professionals began to expand the dimensions
of their concern to the community and its structures
Gerald Caplan, in his work An Approach to Commu-
nity Psychiatry (1961),1 outlined the new role of
clinician turned administrator "I his work, often
deemed "the Bible" of the mental health center
movement, is filled with chapters on how to make

inter - eanuational connections between the center
and places in the community where mentally ill
people ale likely io 0,c, sudi as nursing homes and
prisons. lie describes inter-organizational techniques
to build bridges between those who control these
community environments and the mental health
',Newness in the community.

Today, the role of the mental health profession-
als has expanded well beyond those spelled out by
Gerald Caplan. \ complex of local, state, and federal
interagency relationships has sprung up. It has to be
intergovernmental in order to affect the policies and
planning of agencies that deal with the creation of a
community network of supports that would he likely
to lead to a successful placement in to permanent
housing and a new social "home-base." The mental
health professional has the knowledge to help inform
the dolicymakers and planners about how to accom-
plish this objective successfully.

An effective program that reduces homelessness
is one that strengthens community. The mental
health agency should he an integral part of such
community building at both state and local levels.

Mental Health and Community Building

Looking at the homeless person's options from a
mental health point of view advises the clinician as to
whether all the parts of a community support system
arc in place. booking at the experience of homeless-
ness this way, from the individual's psychological
point of view, shows that being stripped of one's
clothes on admission to a hospital and losing all signs
of identification of oneself (clothes, bureau, pictures,
own bed, etc.) was dehumanizing and contributed to
the patient's overwhelm,ng inability to deal with the
experience, much less his or her psychosis.2

"lbe same is true for the person who has to cope
with not only mental illness but also the stresses of
the homeless experience. Even for those not affected
by mental illness, the homeless experience can he a
disastrous psychological experience, preventing the
person from restabilizing even when other social
services are provided.

A systematic planning process can assess the
options that exist for homeless people in the
community, and help to develop the necessary
support systems to get people out of homelessness.
Or the community can simply allow options to sprout
up either from people's uncoordinated goodwill or
from a haphazard set of options for using whatever
monies happen lobe available, regardless of whether
they meet the real needs in the community. This is
how a city can end up with 24 soup kitchens (but none
operating on Sundays), three uncoordinated emer-
gency nighttime shelters, and no day shelter program.
I he same money could have been spent to offer a
coordinated set of shelters, a community settlement



house with m,als, and state human service agcno
staff at thl, day program, including mental health
spcmhsts.

It is especially important that fiscal resources be
targeted toward the goals of a planned wet, of options
designed t( help people out of homelessness I or
example, a massive emergency shelter response is not
only extremely costly but is also self defeats g

urtriermorc, if a mental health agency in a commu-
nity acts independently and simply e\pects shelters to
send people to them for "treatment,- it w IC spend its
resources without ever seeing most of the mental ill
homeless.

There are eight interrelated factors whose
op rations are likely to generato stability and positi e
personhood in the "homeless system": a responsible
agent, predic"fle shelter, adequate and stable
shelter, posit.ve daytime options, entitlement to
benefits and sen ices, access to benefits and services,
health services, and adequate housiN,

When any of the eight factors is missing or too
weak, the network her mss unbalanced and can
negate the system's ability to be supportive. There-
fore, it is important that attention lw given to the
whole system, and not -imply one aspect of it. The
eight factors are discussed below.

A Responsible aAgent"

There should tie an inclusive planning group,
with an acknowledged leader who is recogmied by
others at the city and state level as the voice for the
group. A major problem for mental health profes-
sionals and other interested parties has been the
struggle to figure out who is responsible for planning
and coordinating various homeless programs. When
thr--r arc more than two lead agencies. parallel
programs develop that not only confuse and dilute
state and foundation funders, but also confuse things
for homeless persons who need a set of integrated,
coordinated, comprehensively planned options and
services. There needs to he one group that meek
regularly, and the mental health agency at the local
level should be an active member of that group

Predictable Shelter
An effective information and referral system is

essential for homeless people. It is completely
destabiliiing to people not to Is now where to get
shelter. In a small town this may mean having the
local soup kitchen and the police communicate with
each other. In a major city, this could entail an ()Bice
of emergency shelter at the city hall, with a

computer:wed infornntion network that could easily'
locate vacant shelter beds

Adequate and Stable Shelter
This factor focuses on two critical aspects of

sheltering: adequacy and sto' day Shelter that
requires people to line up and take a new bed (2 cry

night is not stabililing I his situation constantly
lorces homeless persons to locus on new people and
deal with new , an c\tr,ink dill icult ta,k
for someone who is psychotic, as well as to those v. ho
are not mentally ill but simply have no "home base

Until I rving Goffmzn's 1961 study, it was
common practice on the hack wards of state mental
hospitals to keep patients in a constant gate of
destabilliation by not assigning them a speed ic bed.
not allowing them to keep their own clothes, not
encouraging personhood in any way. This same
practice is continued todav in many big city slickers
I his constant destabilliation force increases the
chances that a person's homelessness will remain
chronic and reduces the likelihtx that a mental
b2alth worker can establish a relationship with a
homeless man or woman.

Positive Daytime Options
ike most adults and children, nomeless people

need a positive and structured daytime life. People
need a social role and an ()ppm tunny to "see their
way Out of" homelessness. Without this role, life
loses its meaning. It is rather pointless for a
community to design a night shelter system and not
address the daytime lives of homeless peo,,le.

In smaller cities where there Is only one shelter,
it makes sense for single adult shelters (ranging in
sire from 20-40 people) to set up their own day
program that can serve as both a social center and an
advocacy center. In cities where there are more
shelter beds, it is more appropriate to set up a
1r-cc-standing day shelter center. This can function in
the way that the "settlement house" did in the 1800s.
It can serve as a place where isolated people are
welcome to come for friendship and hospitality, and
where a myr I id of resources are made available as
well, including access to mental health specialists.

Such a program exists in Boston for single adult
homeless people: it is called the St. Francis House. A
generic model of such a program is described by Gary
A. M( r,(2 in his 1986 report A Contemporary
Asses-nnt of Urban Homelessness Imphcations for
Social ' Such3 Such "resource centers" can address
some of the very fundamental needs ()I' homeless
people. Aside from the basics of housing and
temporary shelter, the constellation of problems and
needs of the homeless are:
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1 Inadequate food and nutrition,

2 Shortage of clothing:

3. Sesual worm/anon:

4 Criminal problems (including Icgarpolice
hat assment

s Po\ ertv and financial assistance.

h Poor plksical health and inadequate medical
service:



7. Drinking problems and ,(1Loholism,

8. Mental health problems and disoi del s,

9 Negative or low sell-esteem:

10. I Ow sell-conlidence,

11. Social isolation and the absence ()I a suppor-
tive social nemork,

12. An absence of day activities and programs,

13. An absence cif leisure and rctreational
activities,

14 Poor work skills and job ti tuning needs, and

15 Employment needs 4

The most important mental health planning prmu-
pie here is to know that these needs continue even
after an individual obtains housing. The advantage of
such a free-standing social resource center is that
people who make it into permanent housing alter
using a shelter do not have to give up social ties in
order to gain a permanent roof over their heads.

For the same reasons, it is imperative that the
public departments of mental health develop social
clubs, built on the Fountain House model. Such a
place could serve the same function for those who are
chronically psychotic. It must be noted, however, that
it is critical to have a generic day or social resource
center for all homeless single adults so that those who
truly are men' illy can participate in a nonthreaten-
ing way. They would not be prevented from partici-
pating because of their mental illness; nor should
they have to identify themselves as mentally ill in
order to get in. From that setting, with the help of the
resident staff, the mentally ill can make the transition
to a day program if that is deemed appropriate and is
desired by the mentally ill person. ('enters like this
are essential to any system of designed to treat
today's increasing numbers of socially and economi-
cally marginal people.

I.or families, this aspect of day structure is

particularly important. Parents should he enraged in
meaningful activities to gain housing, social benefits,
and the benefits of peer group parenting support.
Again, in small cities, it could he the shelter that sets
up "after shelter" groups for parents. However,
free-standing family life support centers can poten-
tially provide longer continuity of support, and
families do not have to become homeless to gain
admission. Indeed, virtually every community could
benefit from such a program.

A successful family life support center has
existed for more than ten years in Brockton,
Massachusetts,5 sponsored by Catholic Charities
with support funding by the Massachusetts Depart-
ment of Social Services. Initially serving only alien-
ated parents, from the housed community, it now also
takes referrals from the local shelter It has become a

entetpiece of the homeless community support

-Ag.t.. t ho "undoing- cd hotholok..no« roLittirek.
strong steps to u eatc the conditions for "commu-
nity," not only "housing What used to happen in
apartment buildings in the inner cities and across
backyard lenees of suburbia no longer happens.
Mobility and urban upheaval have changed al! of

1 or some. the home is dying and the neighbor-
hood is dead.

Entitlement to Benefits and Services
Homeless people in many states have been

denied basic entitlement benefits because they do
not have a fixed address. These inflexible rule need
correction, not only at the local and state levels, but
at the federal level as well. Supplemental Security
Income (SS1), the federal program created to provide
income for mentally ill people and others who are
unable to work, should be available to all homeless
people who qualify.

At the state level, it is important that SS1-eligible
patients begin receiving benefits before leaving
in-patient status, that patients he allowed to keep
their benefits if they return to in-patient status, and
that their benefits not he reduced when they reside in
shelters. Without these continuing benefits, the
patients are destabilized, but it takes interaperi-y
cooperation between the mental health profe,siona s
and others to avoid that fate.

Access to Benefits and Services
Benefits and services ,n not only such

entitlements as SS1 but also egal, educational, and
mental health services. All the helping services of the
state should he available to the homeless person to
assist in the stabilization process.

In contrast to entitlement, access means such
things as: "Is there outreach to those _ntitled to
benefits?" "Is it easy for the person to get the benefits
once aware of them9" Sometimes this means "hand-
holding" a person through a bureaucratic system.
Sometimes it means that the "sign up" office needs to
move to the site of the shelter. It is not enough to
legislate such benefits as a right. Again, this means
interagency co( :dmation among all governments.

Health Services
Health services rightfully belong to the above

mentioned "entitlements"; however, their impor-
tance is so central to the life experience of the
homeless persons that health has been singled out as
a separate category.

Everything about the experience of homeles-
sness is counter to what is goad for "health."
Sometimes this is not obvious to the lay public or to
the mental health professional. It is important,
however, that both realize that mental health
delivery is secondary to basic health practice Indeed,
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many mental illness syndromes are a result of
deficiencies in physical health If an individual is
mentally iii, that is often a factor interfering with
basic health care, distorting ability to decide such
things as what foods to eat. where to sleep, and with
whom one can interact (such as avoidance of medical
people or hospitals)

It is only at the interagency level that one can
address the underlying basic life situation for a
homeless person on which later mental health
interventions depend. Also, it is at the interagency
level that one needs to plan local on-site "health care
for the homeless teams" of health, mental health.
and substance abuse specialists.

The basic mental health system in a given state
should include a full set of services for the acute
and/or chronic mentally ill person. This includes
mobile emergency services, clinical services, case
management, housing, and community education, as
well as adequate in-patient services for the acutely
disturbed and social support rehabilitation services
for the chronically mentally ill. It is not useful for a
state to have comprehensive mental health services
and a lack of on-site mental health services at
sheltersor the reverse. To accomplish competency
of services in both places requires careful interagency
policymaking.

Clearly, substance abuse has increased in every
class of American society All states have need of a
full array of services for addiction problems. As with
mental health, however, it is important that outreach
by expel is in the substance abuse field be available at
shelters and on city streets Sr malized substance
abuse shelter', should be created, with speciahied
staffing from the mental health system.

In Massachusetts, 28 percent of the more than
2,200 shelter beds across the state are reported to he
filled by substance abusers, and another 20 percent
by both substance abusers and severely mentally
disturbed people. Such speciahied shelters could
become the first step toward treatment and recovery,
and toward supportive housing for the chronic user

Adequate Housing

Two types of housing are needed for homeless
populations: (I) affordable, safe, nontransient hous-
ing, and (2) specialised supportive housing. Failure to
develop both options adequately means a backup of
populations in the network of supports, rendering
them unworkable, Intimacy and trust cannot be
developed effectively in an overcrowded megashelter
system. Further, a city generally should not have
more than one emergency shelter. Other speuahied
transitional shelters may exist, but two emergency
shelters keep a population "on the move" and
inaccessible to mental health specialists and many
other helping systems.

One highly successful form of housing for the
mentally ill homeless, developed in Massachusetts, is
the Congregate Supportive I otiging House. Nine

(

such programs were initiated in 1986. I ach icon ed
a 6(1 percent admission rate of homeless mentally ill
people from sneiters. and 4o percent tram state
in-patient units In addition. it has been recom-
mended that these lodging houses with on-sue
support he able to accept those with h substance abuse
problems. Many of the most severely mentally ill
homeless people have been screened out becat,e of
their abuse of alcohol or drugs. Hie goal of such
programs is the development of generic supportive
housing for multiproblem homeless people (with
minimal amounts of regimentation in living) and full
connection to the basic mental health system

Mental Health Shelter Services in
Massachusetts

In 1983, the state administration initiated an
interagency team of key human services and housing
managers in government. Prior to this, the mental
health agency had tried in isolation to address the
needs of the mentally ill homeless (e.g., creating a
mental health shelter in Boston in 1980 and
forbidding in-patient discharge to shelters). How-
ever, lack of interagency policy and service coordina-
tion paraly/ed the deve!opment of a fully responsive
Department of Mental Health (DMII) system for
homeless mentally ill people.

Part of the 1983 statewide initiative was the
signing of the nation's first broad anti-homelessness
legislation which addressed a multiplicity of factors
causing homelessness. Key I'm the DMI I was the part
of the legislation (Chapter 450, 1983) that mandated
that the Department of Ment-d I lealth provide case
management for its chronically mentally ill clients,
including the homeless. This case management was
designed to he properly supported by a good clinical
delivery system that could help to prevent more
mentally ill people from becoming homeless. The
support system established includes rood, clothing,
shelter, health care, and cash assistance benefits,
plus provisions for the local interagency relationships
essential to making the system work hr homeless
mentally ill persons.

In 1985, DMI I created a senior m, nagement
position of director of Homeless Services. Lach local
service area was asked to identify a senior manager
whose responsibility would be the development of
homeless services.

The largest service area in the state (metropoli-
tan Boston), which was made up of six separate local
service areas, was asked to merge into a regional
operation for the development of homeless services.
The following year, the six areas were merged
administratively into one. Boston continued to
develop more supportive 24-hour mental health
shelters based on the model developed in 1980 A
separate Homeless Services Unit was created for the
city, and. within it, an elaborate set of shelter mental
health services began to develop. The services
included a street/shelter outreach Learn, 6 to 10
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special mental health /mei beds 1 or dutoosis
evaluation 01 mentally all homeless people, dual
diagnosis Lit:tux ps)chotic substance abuse's,
a psychiatrist on a speciall' funded "Boston I lealth
('are for the Homeless learn.- seven lull-time
on-site senior psychiatric nurses working at four of
Boston's largest shelters (more than 1,20)) beds). and
specuthied mental health housim' for "graduates" of
the mental health sheitcis.

After a DMII field survey 0170 shelters outside
Boston. a 1988 DNII I Shelter Seri es Poll( v mandat-
ing the availability of a standardwed set of mental
health services will be tittered to cacti shelter for all
homeless individuals and families. I'he basic set of
mental health on-site services to be off-red are (1)
psychiatric consultation by a master's level clinician,
(2) on-site emergency services, (3) on-site case
management: and (4) on-site mental health educa-
tion and training, The availability of services is to he
affirmed in a cosigned 1 etter of Agreement between
the DM!! and each shelter director.

It is critical to understand that none 01 the above
initiatives would have been possible without 'TILT--
agency policymaking and cool dination of services all
the way up to the commissioner's level in state
government.

Mental Health Services and
Homeless Families

The largest category of homeless people today is
children. The problems of their emotional develop-
ment and maldevelopment are beginning to be
documented. While the same principles of policy and
programmatic development arc applicable for this
population, the consequences for failure to develop
an interagency approach to support homeless infants
and children are potentially catastrophic. Indeed, the
consequences of homelessness for children are
greater than for adults.

Infants and children need stability in their lives in
order to become and stay mentally healthy Switching
schools, the trauma of losing important childhood
relationships and/or dealing will a parent under
extreme negative emotional sir,ss leave emotional
scars on a child for life.

Policy Recommendations

Those who accept the challenge of developing
mental health services for homeless people. or any
services for homeless people. must reali/e that the
very nature of the work is an "up-hill" battle Both
the mental health systems and the larger human
services community are resistant to change. Stimulat-
ing commitment to changing societal values is the
biggest obstacle to institutional change. That obsta-
cle means that public education by mental health
professional at every level of government, must
continue to be an important tool in the building 01
support for community systems that work.

I he recommendations can help to
facilitate the development of policy and programs
that waif meet the mental health needs of nomeiess
people:

1 Create an infrastructure within state agencies
of human services and housing to deal with home-
lessness. Simply put. assign someone with manage-
ment seniority the job of beginning to address the
issue Make sure that the mental health agency is on
the list.

2. Create an ongoing interagency planning team
made up of those management people

3 Conduct a statewide field study asking each
community, through a nonprofit lead agency. to
assess not only the numbers and profiles of homeless
people in their area but also their homeless commu-
nity support systems. according to the analytical
framework described in this paper. Give competent
technical assistance to field workers so that assess-
ments are systematic and an ongoing working
relationship is begun between community and state
administrations.

4. Issue a public report setting goals and
objectives for each agency.

5. Require the state department of mental health
to: (a) develop the objective of building its own
infrastructure on homelessness within its entire
agency: (h) do a public field study on mental health
services to the homeless: (c) make a public tepoit on
its findings: and (d) set its own goals and objectives
within the context of interagency plans.

6. At the interagency level, with open input from
advocacy groups and local governments, pick three
objectives that can he accomplished and proceed to
carry them o 't. Make sure that each agency. local
government. and advocacy group has some role to
play in these three. objectives.

These initiatives will start a process of public
commitment to the work at hand. The intergovern-
mental and public-private process of building a
community support system is essential to the out-
come. The short-term goal is to aid the homeless, the
long-term goal is to set the conditions for enhancing
community life.
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Milwaukee's Outreach to the
Homeless Mentally Ill

Mark Rosnow
Director of Re. ears
The Planning nnoull for

Health chid Human : ;orrice,
Altheaukee, 117\convin

Outreach has been recommended during the
past several ears as a means to help meet the needs
of persons described as both homeless and mentally
ill The American Psychiatric Association (APA)
suggested, for example, that the reluctance which
many homeless persons express about having contact
with mental health personnel could be overcome by
aggressive outreach. Thc task force responsible for
the APA report recommended that psychiatric
services he provided assertively, meaning that mental
health personnel should go to the "patients" if the
"patients" will not come to thcm.Thc departure from
office-based practice explicit in this recommendation
would seem to hold great promise for meeting the
needs of homeless persons in a better way. Unfortu-
nately, however, there are few guidelines for commu-
nities interested in turning the recommendation into
a functioning program.

Reaching difficult-to-serve homeless persons
was the topic of a conference on mobile outreach
programs held in February 1987. The conference,
which was sponsored jointly by the Clearinghouse on
Homelessness among Mentally Ill People and the
Intergo\ ,:rnmental Health Policy Project of George
Washington University, made it clear that while
there is grovong interest in the development of
outreach programs, conflicting views on the purpose
and nature of such programs are emerging. Some of
the questions debated at the conference included: (1)
should outreach teams offer food and clothes to
people they engage, or does this form of help only
encourage people to stay on the streets: (2) should
outreach teams he empowered to transport individu-
als involuntarily to psychiatric facilities: (3) should
mobile outreach teams be organi/ed as another form
of case management?
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The reasons for the flourishing interest in
outreach and, more generally, serving homeless and
montally ill r's r'-'sf". are ol,,lon to n),(sn,. ))ho
urban centers across the United States. Unkempt
and sometimes hallucinating persons in tattered
clothes arc visibly present in many cities Studies on
this population funded by the National Institute of
Mental I Iealth estimate that between 25 percent and
56 percent of homeless persons are mentally ill I he
wide variation of these estimates is attributable
primarily to differences in research methodologies,
but also to true differences among the populations
examined Alcohol abuse is also widely prevalent
among homeless persons as is the co-occurrence of
alcohol abuse, drug abuse, and ment d Illness

This paper describes the design, operation, and
results of a program in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, that is
targeted to homeless persons NA ho, for the most part,
refuse to use existing treatment services, whether for
mental illness, alcohol abuse, or drug dependence.
despite readily visible evidence that they could
benefit from such care. The characteristics of
Milwaukee's homeless population, although smaller
in total we than that of Chicago's, proportionately'
parallel the characteristics of homeless persons in
Chicago as described by Peter Rossi and colleagues.
Among the estimated 750 single adult homeless
persons in Milwaukee living in temporary shelters or
on the streets at any given time, the rate of alcohol
abuse, mental illness, and their co-occurrence has
been placed at 72 percent. In order to help those
individuals who refuse to use serwes, or have
difficulty using services appropriately, the outreach
program was started through the efforts of Mil-
waukee's Coalition for Community I lealth Care, a
consortium of county, city, and private agency
representatives Because it brought together impor-
tant health and social service orgamiations and the
public and private sectors, and because of its
experience in administering the I lealth ('are for the
Homeless Program funded by the Robert Wood
Johnson I oundatron, the coalition was seen as the
ideal setting for the outreach program Milwaukee's
experience with outreach has implications not only
for program practices but also for Nimes related to
long-term mental health care and the broader
spectrum of basic social welfare services.

Distinguishing Characteristics of
Outreach

The current vogue enjoyed by outreach pro-
grams has an implicit danger. As the concept gams
favor, many diverse approaches and activities are
being subsumed under the label of outreach. Conse-
quently, the concept is quickly losing its meaning
The danger is that policymakers, advocacy groups,
and interested ciniens could be misled by those who
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claim to be doing outreach w hen, in fact, they are not
I he situation is now iemitascent of a question
rep( srt cell; in '" ps"'" is A h ins

mcoln I )unng the course of toe speech, he posed
the lollow mg question to the audience: "If the tail is
Included, how many leg, does a cow have?" Of course
a member ()I the audiera e immediately answered I ive
legs, to which the President responded, "No, calling a
ta.l a leg doesn't make it one 'Fe paraphrase.
UN-ling any type of mobile team working with
homeless Fersons as outreach does not make it
outreach.

A litmus test for outreach pr ()grams is their value
orientation The approach of the Milwaukee out-
reach program is modeled alter the results of a
research project funded by the National Institute of
Mental Health and conducted in Milwaukee in 1985.
rhe project's methodology dictated that efforts he
made to conduct lengthy, in-depth interviews with
homeless persons. Dunng the course of inte. viewing
on the streets, it was realised ,hat more success in
-reaching client-resistive homeless persons could he
achieved by listening to them rather than doing for
them. One experience that exemplifies this orienta-
tion occurred when a project interviewer, who
routir 'Jyr spent her time on the streets. made contact
with a reclusive woman whom other interviewers had
been noticing for several weeks. The woman had
quickly repulsed the other interviewers who had tried
to talk with her. To make contact, the interviewer's
initial tactic was simply to sit quietly nearby wherever
she happened to find the woman resting After doing
this on several occasions, the homeless woman finally
motioned to the interviewer, indicating that it was all
right for the interviewer to approach her. They talked
at length a number of times afterwards, sharing
stories about who they were and what they were
doing. Although the interviewer found the woman's
stories to he disjointed at best, she persisted it
making contact During one conversation, the home-
less woman mentioned that she had a friend she
would like the interviewer to meet. A time and a
place for the meeting was arranged. When the
interviewer arrived at the agreed on place several
day, later, she waited and waited, but neither the
homeless woman nor her friend appeared. Days later
the interviewer happened to notice the woman on the
street, and, with her exasperation evident, asked,
"Where were you, I waited several hours.- The
homeless woman nodded knowingly and replied that
she and her friend had watched her from a distance
the entire time. She went on to explain that they only
wanted to see if she, the interviewer, could really he
:rusted. Meeting someone they could trust from the
"non-homeless" world apparently made a significant
unpression on these two homeless women They
ontmued to see the interviewer and began to discuss



with lice options for leaving the streets I entually,
they did seek conventional shelter.

The experience of this interviewer illustrates
that outreach is first and foremost a process of
relationship building. Second. it is important that
power between homeless individuals and outreach
workers be shared. The interviewer was a member of
a research project that did not provide resources or
services. The intent of the project was merely to
describe the extent and nature of homelessness. The
interviewer's role did not include arranging shelter or
otherwise convincing homeless persons to leave the
streets. By meeting as equals. both parties learned to
share and, eventually, trust. The homeless women
were never told what they should do, but instead,
what they could do Ultimately, the power to decide
to make things better rests with the homeless person,
a concept that is easy to forget when working with
severely disabled persons.

Building relationships and sharing power. con-
cepts that arc embedded in much of the work that
mental health professionals do with middle and
upper class clients, have been linked to a number of
efforts directed at homeless persons. Filen Baxter
and Kim Hopper have shown how homeless persons
could he reached by respecting their well developed
sense of suspicion that is nurtured by living on the
streets. Similarly, Marsha Martin describes how the
apparently dysfunctional behaviors of homeless
women reflect coping strategies that imply ingenuity
and strength that can he channeled into positive
changes. Ann Slavinsky and Ann Cousins also
concluded that bizarre behavior may represent
adaptive or coping strategies that can he understood
and redirected through mental health intervention
With these insights, the Milwaukee outreach pro-
gram was started in late 198() by the Coalition for
Community I lealth ('are through a grant from the
Milwaukee Foundation.

Less Is More

The outreach program started with a single
two-member team, both men, working out of a van
five days a week from late morning to early evening
Perhaps more important than the food (primarily
coffee and soup) and clothing they carried with them
were their life experiences. Both have what might he
called "checkered" backgrounds involving brushes
with the law, unemployment, alcohol and other drug
abuse, and homelessness. The decision to employ
these individuals was based on the premise that the
effectiveness of the program would rest not only on
its message and context but also an the social distance
between the communicators 'Ind the receivers.

In contrast to those who contend that the full
array of mental health services including involuntary
psychiatric hospitalization should he brought to

homeless mentally ill persons at the very outset, the
outreach model rests on the assumption that at the
outset of intervention, less application of intensie
and costly mental health treatment approaches is
more el fective Seemingly an oxymoron, the concept
of "less is more" is embodied in four principles that
guide intervention. I he program embodies less
professional distancing,. less rigidity, less intrusive-
ness, and less directiveness.

Less Professional Distancing
l'he outreach workers make initial contact and

continue to see homeless indn,iduals where they live.
sleep, ind eat. 'I his approach follows directly from
the APA's recommendation that if homeless persons
refuse to come the offices of mental health personnel
the workers need to leave their offices and go to
them. 'l'he outreach workers do not see any of their
clients, even those who are now housed and living a
more normal life, in their offices. All of their work is
conducted in the field. A lessening of professional
distancing is also accomplished by the choice of slat f
members After four years of college, several years of
graduate school, and post-graduate internships and
advanced training, it is not easy for mental health
professionals, most of whom now prefer the label of
psychotherapist, to stand among the shabby,
drunken, and hallucinating homeless for any length
of time. Their training and orientation virtually
prevent them from conducting this type of field
intervention.

Less Rigidity
The workers respond to the expressed needs of

homeless persons as best they can, even if the
requested resource is not directly available from the
program. There are two important aspects of this
principle.

First, the outreach workers respond to news as
they are identified by homeless persons. The work-
er's primary role is to present options and potential
consequences. not solutions. l'hu point is easy to
overlook, especiak by those who are well aware of
their options in life. However, many homeless
persons are simply unaware of alternatives. Instead,
the message they have received, directly and ::-,,;i-
rectly, is that they are consigned forever to the late
they are now experiencingthat they deserve to he
homeless. Some homeless people do not know, for
example, that they may be eligible for Supplemental
Security' Income. Others who have dropped out of
treatment programs in the fast are unawar_ that
there are programs willing to give them another
chance. In any event, an effort is made to try to help
homeless people get what they decide they want, not
what the workers think they need.

The second aspect of the principle of less rigidity
concerns the limitations of the outreach program.
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I ssennally, the program oilers companionship and
support. Besides coffee, soup, and a :w articles (il
clothing, the workers have no resources directly
within their purview Bey rely on their relationships
with other providers for most services Whcn a
homeless person decides that it is time to see a
medical practitioner about an ailment, the workers
can contact a medical clinic sponsored by the I lealth
Care for the Homeless program to arrange an
appointment. Both the workers and homeless per-
sons traverse the service system as it is.

Less Intrusiveness

On a bitterly cold night this past winter, a
charitable group decided to take their large, well-
equipped mobile canteen throughout Milwaukee\
inner city looking for homeless persons to help.
Crews from scvcral local television stat ions accompa-
flied the canteen. After a time, the workers in the
canteen spotted a man resting against a building in an
alley. As the vehicle approached the man, one of the
good samaritans got out with a cup of soup in hand.
However, before the offering could be made, the
man in the alley got up and ran away. Finally, after
following the man for several blocks, the canteen
worker cornered him at a bus station. The kind,
gentle canteen worker walked over to him and asked,
"Why did you run, I only wanted to sec if we could
hip you?" The man replied in effect, "Wouldn't you
run if somebody drove that thing into your house ?"

This textbook case of how "outreach" can easily
go awry illustrates that homeless persons, particu-
larly those who have been on the streets for lengthy
periods, perceive themselves as having a home. It
may he a primitive impulse, but staking out one's own
space is a common, primal instinct. Especially among
long-term homeless persons, concepts of "my space"
appear to be very strong. This is understandable in
light of the fundamental fact that maintaining even a
minimal measure of dignity is extremely difficult for
those who live their lives in public spaces.

Clare Concord argues that by defining space a
homeless person can become both physically and
emotionally invisible in an otherwise public setting.
The paradox is that while invisibility increases the
chances of physical survival in a hostile urban arena,
it threatens emotional survival as isolation from the
outside world deepens. Concord writes that "what is
needed to survive physically threatens emotional
survival." A profound sense of distrust is a neces try
coping mechanism for street life, even if it presents
difficulties for well-meaning canteen workers trying
to deliver hot soup in the middle of the night.

Recognizing the significance of space, outreach
workers first try to be acknowledged by homeless
persons who appear tearful or reclusive. It may take
several encounters before the workers :ccen.e a nod

or other sign. I hen they wait to he inited clo,er. I his
initial period appears to be u local 11 the workers
intrude unknowingly, their chances of building trust
with the person diminish quickly

Less Directiveness
Pie outreach worker's first role is to listen.

While seemingly a simple task, the power of iT121Lly
listening has almost always been overlooked in the
do ogn of programs for homeless persons. Inevitably,
the typical program design begins with a worker
making an assessment, prescribing a course of action,
and in some instances, monitoring compliance. The
language of this approach reveals why it frequently
fails when applied to individuals who resist the client
role. he picture conveyed by the language is one Of
an authoritative agent doing most of the work:
assessing, prescribing, monitoring. Moreover, the
whole plan is typically based on a relatively brief
encounter with the individual in question.

If there is one common characteristic among
homeless persons, whether mentally ill, alcohol
abusers, or mothers with children on welfare, it is

social isolation. They appear to have minimal
personal support systems. Peter Rossi and colleagues
conclude that, as a result, homeless persons are
"especially vulnerable to the vagaries of fortune
occasioned by changes in employment, income, or
physical, or mental health." Once homeless, a person
tends to perpetuate isolation from the non-homeless
world. Although most such persons seem to have
some affiliations with other homeless persons,
keeping away from the non-homeless is a common
behavior that seems to increase the likelihood of
one's survival on the streets. Isolation breeds
mistrust, and persons who are unable or unwilling to
trust have minimal support systems. Without support
from others, the isolat:on deepens.

To overcome the profound sense of mistrust
exhibited by homeless persons toward the outside
world, the outreach worker learns to wait and listen.
The behavioral messages sent by the outreach worker
acknowledge that (I) they are now on the homeless
person's "home turf": (2) the power to initiate the
relationship rests with the homeless person: (3) there
is an alternative, in the presence of the outreach
worker, to isolation.

Once homeless individuals I eel combinable and
begin talking, our experience shows that most have a
great deal to say. Although a few choose to say very
little, many seem to enjoy a sense of relief in sharing
their life experiences with the outreach team During
these encounters, the message of the outreach
worker is that you, the homeless individual, are
important and so are your experiences in life. The
therapeutic effects of these unspoken messages are
apparent as manifestations of anxiety and mistrust
diminish in frequency and intensity. The content of
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these life stories is frequently difficult to follow,
especially as told by persons who appear to he
mentally ill or alcohol abusers. I he content often-
times changes with each successive encounter
However, at this stage of the relationship, the
content seems much less important than the telling
and the listening.

Outreach worket s consistently are faced with the
question of how to pace their relationships with
homeless individuals. I low often should they seek out
a specific individual'' When should they start present-
ing options? These arc difficult questions, and the
urge to become directive, especially with individuals
who appear to have serious health problems or
disabilities, is great. Yet experience indicates that
unless workers accurately gauge the capacity of
homeless persons to change little can be accom-
plished. The rule guiding their interaction holds that
"too much change too quickly doesn't work." Work-
ers have found that if they push a homeless person
who has been on the streets for a lengthy period to
enroll in a human service program or make other
changes, not only can their relationship with the
person unravel, but the person also is likely tot

reappear on the streets a short time later.

Program Results

During the first year of operation, total program
costs wcrc $76,000. Thc team encountered 650
different individuals, with each receiving at least one
service, resulting in a gross average cost of $117 per
person. Of the 650 persons, 136 were seen by the
team at least five times over 75 percent of the
team's time was spent with these 136 individuals, it is
appropriate to attribute an equivalent proportion of
program costs to these individuals. This results in an
average cost of $37 for the 514 persons who for the
most part received information and referral assis-
tance from the team For those who received a more
intensive level of service, the average cost was $419
per person. (These figures were derived by simply
taking 75 percent of the total costs or $57,000 and
attnbuting these costs to 136 persons, while the
remaining costs, $19,000, were attributed to 514
persons.)

I lomeless persons served by the outreach pm-
gram can be divided into two groups. 'I he fw.t and
largest group consists of persons who essentially
receive information and referral. With regard to the
frequency of encounters, these individuals have been
seen by the team fewer than live times since the start
of the program. They may be new to town or
homeless for the first time, and, typically, they use
the team to find other services. This group also
included a number of persons who exhibit the "end of
the month" syndrome. 1 heir finances run out by the
end of the month, 'suiting in a short stay in a

temporary shelter or on the streets I he team spends
about one quarter of its time with this group and, in
doing so, Irequently learns about others on the
streets \' ho are opting out or uherwise in distress

I he second group consists of persons who. to
varying degrees, exhibit resistance to adopting a
client or patient role. They are the primary locus of
the program I ach individual in this group has been
seen by the team at least live times, with most being
seen at least several umes each month. Although
thei c are no formal admission procedures, they are in
effect the "clients" of the program.

1 able 1 compares features of the two groups
Those with fewer than live encounters typically are
amenable to receiving help from shelters and other
programs for homeless persons. The group with five
or more encounters is reluctant to use the service
system and consequently is seen more often by the
outreach team. Persons who resist the client role
tend to be somewhat older. Their median age is 42,
compared to :14 for those who have been seen less
than five times. The client-resistive group includes a
higher percentage of blacks and other minorities, a
higher percentage of armed forces veterans, and, not
unexpectedly, a much higher percentage of persons
who wcrc initially found by the team literally staying
on the streets. Among all homeless persons, they
appear to he the most disadvantaged.

To evaluate the presence of alcohol abuse or
mental illness, the team uses a simple set of

Table 1
Characteristics of Persons Seen:

Frequency of Outreach Encounters

Less Than
Five

Encounters
Characteristic (N=514)
Age

Five or
More

Encounters
(N=136)

Average 32 3S

Medial 34 42

Sex
Pe rLe nt Male 89'; 83( (

Marital Status
Percent Now Single 84', 96( i

Race/Heritage
Percent Nonwhite 36c7, 52( ;

Veteran Status
Percent Veterans 26(i 34(';,

Living Arrangement
(at first encounter)

Percent hiving on Sticets 48r;

Disability
Percent Alcohol'

Drug Abuse f)('( 42c;-
Percent Mental Illness , I("( 44(';,
Percent Dudl Sr?
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behavioral criteria self-reports concerning the fre-
quency and amounts of the use of alcohol frequency

intovcafion, oyprowons rove:ding ,it,..4,!!,nt:;!op,
extreme anger, hallucinations or patently false
beliefs, appropriateness of clothing, and self-reports
of a history of treatment for alcohol abuse or mental
illness. (Note: with only a few exceptions. conclusions
drawn by the team based on these criteria have
subsequently been validated by a medical examina-
tion of those w ho have agreed to receive help ) As
Table I illustrates. virtually all of those in the
client-resistive group exhibit symptoms of alcohol
abuse, mental illness, or both.

To date, the outreach team had served relatively
few women. I he conclusion has been reached that
this low percentage does not mean that there are few
homeless women in Milwaukee, but that the program
contradicted one of its own guidelines The data in
Table I reflc,:t individuals served during the first year
when the outreach program was staffed by two men.
A review of their case notes and conversations with
them revealed that, typically, they had difficulty
establishing a minimum level of trust with homeless
women despite their persistent efforts. Paul Koegels
paper that summan/es a two-day workshop on
homeless women sponsored by the National Instifiitc
of Mental Health provides an explanation. Koegel
describes factors which precipitate homelessness
among women, their characteristics and diversity, the
social networks among homeless women. and 'he
strategies they use to survive. One of these strategies
is to avoid men Consequently, wit' Ti the pa't
month, the outreach program has hired two women.
Two teams are now operating in the field, each
staffed by a woman and a man.

For the purpose of evaluation, the outreach
program measures success by four criteria: (1)
present living arrangement; (2) receipt of financial
aid or other income; (3) enrollment in a program for
the treatment of alcohol abuse or mental ilInc,s
when appropriate; and (4) receipt of treatment for
other medical conditions. These arc relatively gross
measures that fail to capture incremental changes
made by persons seen by the team. A representative
example from the ease records illustrates this point
In the initial case notes. a man who lived on the
streets was described as heavy, weighing more than is
ideal for his height. The team also noted that the man
wore the same set of clothes in all types of weather. If
the man's strategy was to use body odor as a means of
keeping people at a distance, he was eminently
successful. After repeated contacts with the team
over several months, the man decided to go to a
shelter, accompanied by one of the workers, to take a
shower Although clearly fearful, he proceeded to
take off one layer of clothes after another until he
was ready for the shower. The worker was very
surprised to see the slight, ilmost malnourished

appearance of the man who was now cautiously
entering the shower. Apparently, the man found this
c;pencnce to he fe objfit3millIc th , he orig
anticipated At this time. the man continues to live on
the streets, but he now regularly asks the team to take
him to the shelter for showering and changing
clothes

Table 2 compares the status of individuals at the
time of then first and last encounters with the team.
The data in Fable 2 reflect only those individuals who
have been assessed as having a disability and have
been seen by the team at least live Mmes

lhe data from the program's first year suggest
that about four out of I ive persons sc en by the team
have made at least one significant change Over half
have either sought a regular source of income
through Social Security benefits. veteran's benefits,
the local general assistance program, or employment.
One-quarter have sought permanent living arrange-
ments, typically in a single room occupancy facility or
apartment building. In regard to ongoing care,
slightly over one-third now regularly receive some
type of treatment. which has been broadly defined to
include attendance at Alcoholics Anonymous meet-
ings, other forms of community support. and aumis-
sion to formal treatment services.

Analysis of the program is continuing in order to
compare progress made by persons in different
diagnostic and demographic groupings. Other areas
being examined include the relationship between the
amount or level of outreach intervention and client
outcomes over time, and the long-term adaptation of
clients in domiciled and undomiciled environments.
It is anticipated that the results will help to delineate
the characteristics of those who successfully leave the
streets. and secondly, to identify and clarify the stages

Table 2
Status at the Time of the First and Last

Encounters with the Team
(N = 128)

First
Criteria Encounter

Living Arrangement

Last
Encounter

I empora ry Shelter 45('; 281/;-,

Permanent 'lousing 24'
On Streets 48` ;-
'lreatment Facility 16";-,

Income
Percent without Regular

Source of Income 95e; 411-r

Treatment Program
Percent Unrolled in

CSP/Olher I re ,11 111 C 11 t 34c'e

Other Medical
Percent Refusing

I redtMent 68"n 24"
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of reintegration experienced by persons who have
been homeless for an extended period

Policy Implications

One of the first experiences of the team was with
a man who frequented a variety of alleys, abandoned
cars, and a freeway underpass. Neither worker was
able to make much headway with the man, but both
persisted. Finally, the man did allow the workers to
get close enough to talk. Their suspicions were
realized, as the man's speech contained a high level
of delusional and possibly paranoid thought. Unsure
as to whether his speech was primarily a way of
distancing himself from others or indicative of severe
distress, the workers continued seeing the man over a
period of several months. Finally, the man revealed
that he had been in a psychiatric hospital in the past,
had taken medications, and remembered feeling
better at those times.The team offered to accompany
him to a local psychiatric hospital if he chose to go.
He indicated that he would think about it. At the next
meeting, the man said he was ready for the hospital.
Excitedly, the team helped the man into the van for
the trip to hospital. Once there, the team explained
the man's circumstances to the hospital staff and then
waited nearby while he was examined by the
admitting psychiatrist. That day was probably the low
point for the team as they heard that "perhaps the
man is mentally ill but he doesn't need acute
psychiatric care." Having ne other option at this
point, they returned the mat-: to the alley where they
had found him earlier that day. The hospital is a
public facility and the largest provider of mental
health services for low-income persons in the area.
The next day the hospital's administrator was called
and an agreement was reached to admit the man.
When the team found the man again, he initially
refused to return to the hospital, but after several
more attempts he did agree to try again. This time he
was found to be in need of acute psychiatric care.

One interpretation of this story is that it
illustrates the problem of interprogram or inter-
agency coordination when a new service system (the
homeless service system) is created because an
existing system (the mental health system) does not
seem capable of responding appropriately. In Mil-
waukee, the potential for coordination problems was
recognized at the outset, and efforts were made to
minimize the frequency of incidents such as this. To
achieve a high level of coordination, several tactics
were pursued. First, of course, was to expand the
makeup of the coalition with representatives of
human service organizations in both the public and
private sectors. Second was to get active participation
with various planning and coordination bodies con-
cerned with homelessness. The director of the
coalition spends a .,;gnificant amount of time working

with such groups. The thud tactic was to structure the
outreach program so that the workers- -who act as
lotcgi atm s vi dIL whtrie (If human
could become familiar enough with their counter-
parts in all the organizations providing services to
function effectively. These services included housing

financial aid, social services, mental health
services, chemical dependency sen ices, health care
services, and legal aid Because these efforts had
been made, resolving the issue with the hospital was
accomplished in a short period. Nevertheless. the
fact that it occurred at all suggests that continuous
attention to coordination is warranted.

Communities interested in starting or enhancing
outreach will have to consider where to locate the
program. Should it he located in a mental health
agency, a social services department, a housing
assistance organization, or a primary health care
clinic? The Milwaukee experience suggests that it
will make no difference where the program is located
if the local service delivery system is poorly coordi-
nated. Because the needs of homeless individuals
span multiple delivery systems, outreach will test the
effectiveness of the linkages among human service
organizations in the public and private sectors. If
county agencies are reluctant to share resources and
information with city agencies, and with private
agencies reticent about working with public organiza-
tions, outreach programs, no matter how well
conceived, have little chance of helping homeless
persons to reintegrate successfully. The federal and
state governments can mandate coordinated plan-
ning and service delivery, hut, ultimately, the
responsibility for sharing resources and linking
programs rests with city and county officials working
with the private sector. If outreach and other efforts
directed at homelessness are to succeed, city govern-
ment, county government, and the private sector will
have to jointly define their areas of responsibilities
and the linkages among programs. Collaborative
sponsorship of programs exemplified by Milwaukee's
coalition is one approach to achieving organizational
coordination. The next step is to devote specific staff
resources to coordination in order to facilitate
sharing at the day-to-day, operational level.

In a broader sense, the incident at the psychiatric
hospital reflects the inappropriate application of the
acute care mode! to problems that require long-term,
sustained intervention and support. The mental
health system offers this model of care, not Gut of
choice, but as a reaction to federal and state policy.
The admitting psychiatrist's original opinion was
perhaps correct given the constraints faced by
psychiatric facilities today. The man didn't need
acute psychiatric care. The team anticipated that a
stay in the hospital would be only the t irst, smal! step
in a long road of recovery from a homeless lifestyle.
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Yet, so much attention is des oted to enrolling
persons in a system that operates with a short -terns
model. As KoctIcl norm, inn the at fftwic ni the
service system seems to he if chronically mentally ill
homeless persons would only take their nen tolcptic
medication on a regular basis, they would no lodger
he homeless he outreach program has worked
with several people who have agreed to take
neuroleptic medications, who take them on a regular
basis, and who are still homeless Acute psychiatric
care as provided today is only one sn 11 part of the
solution Why then have so many mental health
providers adopted the acute care model')

As indicated earlier, the Milwaukee outreach
program is based on the results of a research project
When proponents of the program first approached
local off icials responsible for long-term, community
based mental health programs, the initial response
was enthusiastic. The interest of these officials soon
waned, however, when they Nall/eel that the pro-
gram could very well generate additional demand for
placement into long -terra i - ograms such as residen-
tial care, vocational related training and work
activities, and community support. Their response
was clear: Icing -term programs arc full, what are we
going to do with more clients'? The most they could
promrse was acute carediagnosis, medication pre-
scription, and monitoring. Because of quick turnover
of persons seen in acute care, there are almost always
openings. Perhaps most importantly, acute care
services for certain, naffents can also be billed to third
parties or Title XIX (Medicaid) I .ong-term support,
however, in a supervised group home setting, is not
eligible for third-party reimbursement.

I .oval punk and private agencies can coordinate,
but without adequate state and federal financial
support, t:tey will he coordinating phantom systems.
During the past decade, as the federal government
has squeezed mental health funds for long-term care,
so have the states. The result is the dom,nance of a
model of care which, at its best, addresses only a small
portion of the needs of homeless persons. If there has
been a federal policy, it is that mental health care is a
state or local responsibility. Now, with at least 50
different policies throughout the country, is it
surprising that the mental health system has been
slow to respond to the problem of homelessness'' Is it
surprising that a psychiatrist under pressure to
reduce lengths of stay in a hospital would not admit a

man who undoubtedly would consume considerable
resources over an extended period? Is it surprising
that local officials in charge of long-term care
services filled to capacity would be less than
enthusiastic about reaching out to find new clients')

When the federal government started to relin-
quish its responsibilities in the areas of mental
health, social services, housing, financial aid, work

training, and \ ocational education to the states, it
sow cd the seeds of homelessness on the scale seen
today Now vo.,1_ rnmcnt ,. are. !ri rho proecs'
creating a new. alternative service system, the
homeless sQry ice system, to care for those who are
tolling through the safety net I here is a choice
before state and federal poheymakers today. They
can continue to build this new system through such
efforts as the Maannev P this policy is purkued,
in unintended consequence will he to make home-
lessness a long-term phenomenon as service systems
gain momentum by their sheer existence. Persons in
need and providers to serve them w ill flow to when:
the dollars can he found. Although this creates
coordination problems at the local leY,21, it certainly is
better than doing nothing. Or, states and the federal
governmeat eon renew a commitment to provide
leadership and financial support for mental health
care and these other basic services.

Conclusion
or homeless persons who resist the client or

patient role, outreach is a viable means of engaging
them in a process whereby their needs for housing
and treatment can he met. However, several caution-
ary warnings are directed at local governments
'nterested in starting or expanding outreach efforts.
Outreach is not a ruse for quickly eliminating
homeless persons from certain areas of the city. A
value onent,,tion which recognyes the importance of
building trust and sharing power is a necessary
antecedent for the successful implementation of
outreach. Working with client-resistive individuals is
a slow, painstaking process. Those expecting quick
results are likely to he disappointed. A second,
necessary conenoon for successful implementation is
a well coordinated human service system with
operational linkages among public and private sector
agencies. Outreach will reveal poorly planned link-
ages among agencies and programs.

Homelessness among severely mentally ill per-
sons, chronic alcoholics, and other chemically de-
pendent persons represents a failure of state and
federal policy to adequately sustain long-term com-
munity support systems Mental health service
systems, for example, can offer acute care, but are
hard pressed to meet the volume of demand for
long-term care. Recent state and federal policy
directions are stimulating the creation of new funding
mechanisms and service delivery systems, rather than-
preventing homelessness oy holster mg basic commu-
nity resources for the long-term care of disabled
persons.
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Homelessness and the New Federalism: I Andrew P. O'Rourke
The Westchester Experiencel(u(:,`,Ltnel,,',A,,,.'n,";;,,

The vaunted "safety net" of the New Federalism
is riddled with holes, and the outlook for the poorest
of our nation's poor is ever bleaker. Paradoxically,
these developments come duriag the nation's longest
peacetime economic expansion. Inflation has been
brought under control and more Americans than
ever before arc employed. True, our budget and
trade deficits hang over this prosperity as twin
Damoclean swords, but even our financial markets
have recovered from last October's crash and settled
at levels comparable to those of just over a year ago.

America s fundamentals are sound, but an image
crisis persists. Most Americans ire better off than
they were when the !Ws began, while poor
Americans are generally worse off. No sign of our
times is more telling than the historic number of
Americans who are homeless. No sign of our times is
more indicting of our failure to combat poverty than
translation of the American dream of home owner-
ship into a national nightmare.

Why is the County Fxecutive of Westchester,
New York concerned about poverty and homeles-
sness. To be truthful, when I assumed this office over
five years ago, I never imagined I would be required
to become an expert on the intricacies of the welfare
system.

Westchester County is a near microcosm of the
United States. Westchester, with a population
870,000, is a wealthy suburb of New York City. The
county is home to 17 symphonies and the headquar-
ters of several Fortune 500 corporations. Westches-
ter residents enjoy a per capita personal income that
puts the county in the top ten. Average home prices
of $340,000, four-acre ,oning in the northern towns,
country clubs, golf courses, and miles of riding trails
reinforce our image as a haven for the well-to-do.
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Our population is tull emplm cd, that is, mole than
50 percent work and unemployment is l s than 3
percent.

These enviable indicators of wealth are only one
side of the Westchester story. however Yonkers, the
fourth largest city in the state has received an ,,Jerse
judgment in a painful. eight-) ear housing segregation
case. Older urban communities are also found in
Westchester's lt.e other cities and in Illage,. like
Ossining on the I ludson River and Port Chester on
ong Island Sound.

On the one hand, this blend of urban centers,
suburban developments, and open rural areas has
fu.21ed our prosperity. On the other hand, it has also
ensured that not all of our 870,000 residents eniov a
country club life.

One such resident was Vincent I'Llward Odom,
born August 1, 1968. in the City of Mount Vernon
Ile grew up there, except for a few months when his
mother moved the family to Virgin a Ile began his
secondary education at Mount Vernon high School.
he was a sophomore there when his mother, Comoro,
lost their family apartment. the Westchester County
Department of Social Services placed the (Moms in a
motel room in the Village of 1:Imsford, a community
less than two miles square about 15 miles northwest
cf Mount Vci non.

Vincent Odom left his motel room each school
day to attend classes at Alexander Hamilton I ligh
School in Elmsford. When he was not in school, he
was working 41) hours a week as a security guard at a
telephone company facility. he worked the tough
shifts that no one else wantedfour-to-midnight on
Monda s and Fridays. evenings and nights on the
weekends. One Saturday in January, he returned to
the motel room "not looking very well." ac Ong to
an aunt who was visiting. tie went to bed and never
woke up again, lie was 19 years old and was in his
senior year m high school.

'l'he medical examiner ruled that vincent Odom
died of gastrointestinal bleeding caused by an
that no one knot he had. 'l'he coroner's repqrt was
not the end of the Vincent Odom story. More than 50
of his classn.atesand man) faculty members atten J

the memorial service for Vincent at a funeral hon,
Mount Vernon. That is how most of them found out
that this hardworking and obviously well -liked
student was homeless. I le had been caret ul not to tell
anyone. The reason? The Village of l'Imstord has
been up in arms over the placement of 180 homeless
families in motels and hotels within its boundaries
Tempers at meetings of the village board have run
hot. The only emotions at the funeral home in Mount
Vernon were grief and sor row.

The editorial writers of Gannett Westchester
Newspapers put it best: "Vincent 1 dward Odom
didn't freeze to death on a sidewalk grate clutching an

tmpt wile bottle !he! carried a full high shrill
class load also held a full -time 40-hour-a-week

h And, through no Ludt of his own. he was
homeless

Comma Odom and her son rincent are not
Westchester's only crisis they were but two of the
3,973 homeless persons to whom the county provided
services las January. Almost half of these indRiduals
(1,739) were the children of 86 families

I or Westchester County government, homeless-
ness is a costly, frightening, and frustrating problem.

Costly. because just live years ago the county
spent only $750.006 a Near on homelessness:
this year we are budgeting o'.er $54 million,

1 nghterung, because we arc damaging,
perhaps irreparably, more and more chil-
d, on each year. and

Frustrating, because the county governme:o
has no powers over land use or permanent
housing. ) et it is iesponsible for emergency
housing and social services

Westchester's homeless arc the victims of a
system which does not work because it cannot work.

ifty years ago, New York State adopted a constitu-
tion whose Article XVII requires the state legislature
to provide for the needs of the poor. OutscJe of New
York City, social services arc the responsibility of
county governments, which must also raise a large
share of public assistance funds. The same constitu-
tion delegates the slate's police powers over land use
to cities ,owns. and villages, but not to court'es
Moreover, Article VIII of the state constitution
excludes counties, by omission, from those local
governmen granted public housing powers.

Historically, Westchester's Department of So-
cial Services, like the departments in other counties,
has provided cash assistance to families and arranged
services Mc agency was never intended to be a direct
provider of sere 'es. l'he homeless crisis has changed
all that. Not only must the department provide more
and more services die to clients, but the
department must als now develop resources. par-
ticularly emergency aot,sing. Hie department can-
not, however, participate in the development of
permanent public housing because of the constitu-
tional ban

Clearly, the division . f ant horit among local
governments in New York State does not reflect the
division of responsibility. What made sense 50 years
ago simply does not work today. Cities, towns, and
villages jealously guard their home rule prerogative
to control land use, and they have no political
incentive to constiuet housing at fordable to low-
income families because ti 2 CO t of providing
emergency housing is poi at' by the federal, state, and
county governments Moreover, the federal financial
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incentives that once spurred the development of
affordable housing are mist gone. We will be lucks
to preserve a spending level of $8 billion for housing
in next year's federal budget, down from tt. 'bon at
the beginning of this decade.

New York State's system fails to work at the
regulatory level as well. In January 1988, Westehes-
ter's homeless population included 272 r,ehool-age
children who were placed in motels as far as 75 miles
from their home school district. The New York State
Department of Social Services requires local depart-
ments of social services to maintain, insofar as
possible, a family's ties with its home community. As
a result, the county spends well over $1 million a scar
to transport these children, sometimes by taxi, b,
to their home school districts. The travel time is long,
and the trips are onerous for these young children.
Often, they arrive exhausted and unable to concen-
trate on their schoolwork, compounding the disrup-
tions in their lives caused by homelessness.

One obvious solution is to enroll children in the
school districts where they are temporarily residing.
This right is not now guaranteed by New York State
Education Department regulat ons, although a pro-
posal to allow parents to choose the district in which
the homeless child will he educated is pendingi,efore
the Hoard of Regents. In the meantime, a potential
"Catch 22" persists for the homeless school-age
child. The school district of origin can take the
position, that a child who is not currently hying in the
district is not a resident there. The school district of
temporary residence can take the reverse position,
that a child who has a temporary address, such as a
motel, is not a resident of that district.

Why this sorry state of affairs exists is best
summarized by a federal district court judge who was
asked to order a home district to enroll a child:

"The failure of legislative and/or regula-
tory leadership on this issue is at the center
of this action," Judge (Jewel I.. Goettel
wrote. "Perhaps in this age when legislators
won't legislate and regulators won't regu-
late. preferring instead to spend their time
carping at federal judges who ultimately
must step into the breach to protect individ-
ual rights from the capriciousness of ztd hoc
decisionmaking, one should not be surprised
at this state of affairs."

Judge Goettel makes a telling point larger than
the issue in that particular case. in this era of
leadership Iv opinion poll, the statesmanship neces-
sary to a.Ijust government systems to cope with 1:ew
problems is in short supply. At all IC\ elS of
government, officials seem unwilling to take even
prudent risks, preferring instead to make minor
changes in what exists.

Helping Displaced Families and
At-Risk Families

Westchester County laces serious sxstematie and
Listorical constraints on its ability to help homeless,
families and families at risk of becoming homeless
We have, nonetheless, fashioned a number of
innovatne programs that work despite existing
restr.ctions

Eviction Prevention

I iction from the family's primary residence is

the leading cause of homelessness in the county,
accounting for roughly one in three cases. A
successful policy to prevent evictions would sane
families from enduring toe nightmare .11 homeles-
sness and the disruption of an emergency placement

like other densely populated communities,
Westchester County has seen tens of thousands of
rental units converted to cooperatives and condo-
miniums during the past 10 years. Our rental housing
vacancy rate, which three years ago was considered
low at 2 percent, is nearly zero today. Average rental
costs for two-bedroom apartments range from a low
of $650 to $750 a month in our northernmost city,
Peekskill, to a high of $825 to $1,250 a month in our
center city of White Plains. The state shelter
allowance for a family of three is $361 per month: for
a family of four it is $393 per month. The Section 8
fair market rent for a family of four is $642 per
month. The widening gap between available assis-
tance and market cents, especially for people on
public assistance, forces eviction from their apart-
ments.

The Westchester County Department of Social
Services often learns much too late of a family's Icgal
troubles with a landlord. Once an order to quit the
premises has been granted by a judge, it is impossible
to negotiate a one-time payment in full sausfac on of
rental arrears with the landlord. Timely n ,tire to the
Department of Social Services would be a big help,
but the major obstacle is that Westchester County
has no untried court system to handle eviction cases.
I ocal courts in each of our 45 cities, t awns, and

villages 'kindles tenant/landlord disputes. incluchng,
eviction proceedings.

Through the initiative of a citizen member of the
County Commission on the Homeless, we have
recently implemented an experimental program to
prevent c.v.:lions. I he adm istratwe judges of the
Yonkers and Mount Vernon city courts have agreed
to nobly the local social senaces office of .ill
impending eviction proceedings, and the county
Dcp utmcnt of Social Services can then determine
which of the es iction cases involves public assistance
recipient without violating confidentiality.

At a cast of $57,000, the county contracted for
one-year with the Westchester Mediation ('enter,
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Inc , a nonprofit group, which will provide two
trained staff members to attend eviction proceedings
Ihese mediators are responsane for working out an
agreement between thr client, the landlord, and the
Department of Social Scrvices to preserve the
client's tenancy. The program is operational in
Yonkers and will be expanded to Mount Vernon
Given the high cost of motel placementsan average
of $36,000 a year per householdpreventing just two
evictions of a three-to-lour-member household each
year will pay for the cost of the program. Our best
guess is that we can prevent three evictions a week in
these two city courts and pay for the program many
times Over.

This approach is just one example of the
tremendous amount of untapped creativity in the
private and nonprofit sectors. To encourage sus-
tained thinking on how to betterattack homelessness
at an early stage, the county also established a $1
million fund and circulated a request- for proposals
for pilot programs to prevent homelessness. Initial
responses came from 15 private agencies from every
branch of human serviceshousing developers,
health centers, community action programs, a legal
services agency, and a child protective services
agencyfor a total of $1.7 million in funding
requests. There is no lack of creativity when you keep
the red tape to a minimum and provide some funds.

Section
Homeless Referral Program

The Department of housing and Urban Devel-
opment's Section 8 program is by far the most
important mechanism for getting homeless families
into permanent homes and maintaining them there.
It allows use of the existino, housing stock and allows
clients to select their own apartments.

Thc.e are 18 different municipal agencies in
Westchester County with jurisdiction over the Sec-
tion 8 program. including the county Department of
Planning's Division of Housing and Community
Development. In response to the worsening home-
less crisis, the Department of Planning's Section 8
office has developed the Homeless Referral Program
to assist eligible families in obtaining vouchers and
certificates. In the past year, more than 200 families
have been helped, saving the Department of Social
Serwes over $3 million in payments for motel room

The program is simply a systematic process for
getting the client through all the red tape. The client
remains responsible for finding an apartment, after
which the Department of Social Services caseworker
and the local Section 8 office are immediately
dispatched to evaluate it. Their approvals produce a
prompt and thorough inspection by Westhab, Inc.. a
nonprofit development corporation that specialties
in shelters and reside! ces for homeless persons.

Westhab's assessment is based not only on physical
conditions but also on the needs of the client, the
reasonableness of the rent, and the availability date
of the unit The Social Services caseworkers then
aut honied to arrange for the final move and 6) pay
the security deposit. Once the client has found an
apartment. he or she has to deal only with the
Homeless Referral Program worker to secure the
apartment The elimination of many steps in the
bureaucratic process is a key to this program's
success.

Westchester HELP
In January 1988. there was a major breakthrough

in westchester's drive to develop transitional hous-
ing for homeless families. What seemed like a
conspiracy of silence on the, part of local officials was
shattered when the Mayor of Mount Vernon, the
supervisor of Greenburgh and the mayor of White
Plains pledged their support for three sites with a
total of 208 units. A fourth site for 50 units was
offered by a nonprofit child care agency.

These offers were made in response to a request
for proposals issued in October 1987 by Westchester
County and HELP, Inc. (Homeless Emergency
Leverage Program), a nonprofit developer of transi-
tional housing for homeless families. Governor
Mario Cuomo's support made this program a
bipartisan effort to grapple with the state's worst
homeless problem outside New York City.

What makes this program unique is that, after 10
years of operation, the transitional housing will he
turned overto the local government for one dollar for
permanent housing. Our request for proposals
suggested that the specified permanent housing use
he for senior cituens or other special needs groups,
like municipal employees who are priced out of
Westchester's housing market.

Housing is nca the only key component of a
Westchester FIFI.P facility. Each project will be what
is defined by New York State regulations as a "Tier

family shelter. This mans hat the Department of
Social Services will contract with a nonprofit opera-
tor to provide intensive and coordinated social
services at the facility for the 10-year period.

Westchester's homeless families will get much
more than a place to live. Special needs, such as child
care, employment counseling, therapy, searching fur
permanent housing, will he met on-site. Displaced
families will benefit from a more humane setting
than a motel roomeach unit is eqrApped with a
kitchen, bathroom, and separate sleep ng areaand
from intensive case management, why.1) will shorten
by half the average length of str.y in emergency
housing. Westchester's taxpayers will benefit be-
cause the comprehensive services package that is
delivered along with the emergency housing will be
the same price that we now pay for motel rooms,
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Homeless Services Network

Westchester is not waiting for sr::-Lilly desq nod
facilities to romp on-hne to del ver cootdm. ted
sell ices to families whose lives have been disrupted
by homelessness. Motel rooms are terrible places for
families and children in and of themselves, but the
lack of normal family supports usually available in
society's mainstream .s even more damaging. The
county Department of Social Services worked hand-
in-glove with a network of private agenciesinclud-
ing the ('enter for Pre% entive Psychiatry, the family
Service Society of Yonkers and the Yonkers Youth
Connectionto bring needed support services for
homeless families together under one roof.

'l'he Homeless Services Network is akin to a day
care center for the entire family. Hot meals are
provided along with child care to enable the parent0
to search lor permanent housing and employment.
Counseling is also readily available, and the services
package is tailored to suit each family's needs. This
program has been operating since January 1987 and
has reduced the length of homelessness by as much as
one-third. Families benefit by not having to travel to
and wait at many different locations for needed
services. The county benefits by a quicker return of
the family to permanent housing.

The Federal Regulatory Climate:
Help or Hindrance?

he programs I have just highlighted are our
success stories: they use creativity in arriving at new
approaches to the problem of homelessness in spite
of many restrictions and constraints. I use the term
"creativity." Others have described our efforts as

-umvention," but more about that later.

Section 8 Restrictions

Earlier, I described the Section 8 program as the
best method we have at our disposal to return
displaced families to permanent housing Sectit,n
assistance comes in two forms: the tried and true
certificates and the relatively new vouchers. The
program is designed to suppi, ment rent payments for
families whose incomL is below the poverty level and
who pay more than 30 percent of their income fir
rent.

Vouchers have become popular because they are
more flexible than certificates The household being
as 'sted can choose to pay the difference between the
market rent and what Section 8 will allow from the
income remaining after they have put 30 percent of it
toward rent. In cases where the gap is relatively small,
this is an important advantage without too serious an
impact on the family. The proof that this approach
works is that our current allotment of almost 200
vouchers is fully utiliied and we have a long waiting
list for any supplemental allocations we may receivs.

he danger of the %oucher program. though. is that as
market rents continue to rise. families with a Section
8 voucher will one day be forced to choose between
paying rent and buying food because they are not
limited on the percentage of income they can spew
on housing. I rue, that day is much farther away lor a
Section 8 family than for a public assist ince shelter
allowance family, but in t,ght housing markets.
vouchers only postpone this difficult chui.e, they do
not eliminate t.

Me use of Section 8 certificates, on the other
hand, is severely constrained by the low lair Market
Rents (I MR) for Westchester County by the federal
government. 'I oday in Westchester, the 18 agencies
with jurisdiction over Section 8 housing have a total
of more than 1,000 idle certificates. The reason is
simple: if the apartment to he rented is even one
dollar abme the I'MR, the certificate cannot be used
for it at all.

Presently, Westchester County is considered
part of the New York City Primary Metropolitan
Statistical Area for the purpose of determining
FMRs. We have regularly received the 2(1 percent
exception permitted under the program's guidelines,
but even these levels, which are based on broad
regional evaluations rather than our local market
conditions, are just too low to he useful. Until last
month, our I'MR for a two-bedroom apartment was
$564 well below average rents for nonluxury units.

At any time, the U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development (HUD) could, by executive
fiat, revise the method by which Westchester's
IMRs, as well as those of any other region, are
calculated They have been reluctant to do so, despite
the glaring inconsistencies in the system Their
refusal has prompted a review by the Getter':
Accounting Office at the request of Sen. William
Proxmire. While in Westchester, I'MR levels result
in 1,000 idle certificates, in certain parts of Texas,
FMR levels result in a bonarva for landlords because
market rents are at a substantial discount to the
1-MRs.

Westchester has succeeded, however, through
the efforts of Rep. Joseph Dioguardi, in obtaining
legislative relief that requires }IUD to calculate

MI-2s separately for our county. This process is now
under way, and we expect to obtain an average
increase of $100 to $200, which should make a good
portion of our idle certificates usable.

EAF and AFDC Restrictions
Westchester County has taken full advantage of

a practice now permitted under the Fmergency
Assistance to l'amilies (FAF) program to prevent
homelessness, even among families who are not
presently eligible for public assistance. The Depart-
ment of Social services uses EAI: funds to make a
one-time payment to landlords or utility companies
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to prevent evictions of families with children
Current regulations allow federal matching ()I 50
percent of the cost authorized by the state during one
period of 30 consecutive days in any 12 consecutive
months, ever, if tirt' payments are to meet needs Ouch
arose be for the 3/ _fay period o are for needs which
extend beyo#'d the 0 -clay period. This program has
been panic-, cirly useful in preventing homelessness
for families not on public assistance when threatened
with eviction, bet who most certainly would he on
public assistance if they were evicted and placed in a
hotel or motel.

Regulations governing the Aid to Families with
Dependent Children (AFDC) program permit the
establishment within each state's standard of need of
"special needs" allowances. In addition, these regula-
tions provide for 50 percent feder,:1 participation in
the cost. Special needs allowances for emergency
housing provide almost all the funding for transi-
tional and emergency housing for families in
Westchester. This mechanism is also the cornerstone
of funding for Tier 11 Family Shelters and the
Westchester HELP project. The county has used this
funding stream successfully to bring almost 190
emergency apartments under contract to the Depart-
ment of Social Services, 70 of which have been rolled
over into permanent housing for public assistance
recipients at normal shelter allowance rates.

On December 14, 1987, the administrator of the
Family Support Administration in the U.S. Depart-
ment of Health and Human Services published
proposed regulations in the Federal Register that
would restrict the use of LAP funds to cover
exr enses incurred for a single 30-day period and limit
the states' authority to make payments for special
needs of AMC recipients for shelter. Congress has
prohibited the secretary of Health and Human
Services from taking any action would have the effect
of implementing, in whole or in part, the proposed
regulations through a provision in the Omnibus
Budget Reconciliation Act of 1987. Should they be
implemented, Westchester would stand to lose not

about $11 millroir (ri federal reimbursement but
also its ability to assist families at-risk of becoming
homeless. In addition, the county's ability to develop
new resources would be seriously limited.

We do not believe that the secretary has the
authority to implement the regulation on special
needs. The United States Supreme Court has ruled,
based on explicit statements contained in the
legislative history of the Social Security Act of 1935,
that each state is free to set its own standard of need
and to determine the level of benefits by the amount
of funds it devotes to the program, Kings v. Smith. 392
U.S. 309, 318-9 (1968). We believe the proposed
regulation runs contrary to congressional intent be-
cause it infringes on a state's latitude to determine its

standards of needand contrary to the Reagan
administration's Iervent advocacy of states' rights as
guaranteed by the I enth Amendmen.

One hnal thought on AFDC regulations relates
to the fact that these funds presently may not be used
for any capital costs. This is the basis on which I IHS
recently disallowed millions of dollars spent by Ncw
York City on its emergency apartment rehabilitation
program. Assuming that the states prevail on special
needs funding. it makes absolutely no sense to allow a
state to spend almost limitless sums of money on
emergency housing while prohibiting a state from
diverting some of those wasteful expenditures into
the construction of desperately needed permanent
housing ilfordable to low-and moderate-income
households.

The McKinney Act

To its credit, the Congress made a major effort
last year to provide emergency relief to the nation's
homeless. Over $1 billion was authorized for fiscal
years 1987 and 1988. Unfortunately, the entire
amounts , e never fully appropriated. The present
spending level is about one-third less than the
authorization. The McKinney Act must also be taken
in the context of the entire federal commitment to
housing-related issues $1 billion over a two-year
period is a significant amount, until you compare it to
the more than $20 billion a year in federal housing
assistance lost in recent years.

McKinney Act programs must he reauthorized for
the 1989 fiscal year. They are competing with
proposed increases in expenditures for education,
space and science, and all other discretionary
domestic spending, which is allowed to grow by only 2
percent under the terms of the budget summit
agreement of last fall. The prospects for substantial
assistance arc bleak, though any amount will be
welcome.

The McKinney Act emergency shelter grant
program yielded an allocation of just $70,000 to
Westchester County government, despite the fact
that we have the largest census of homeless persons
in New York State outside of Ncw York City. These
funds were distributed pursuant to the community
development block grant formula, which targets
money away from regions with low unemployment
and other favorable economic indicators. The coun-
ty's funds were put to good use by awarding them to
existing organizations to expand services' $15,000 to
the White Plains YWCA to create three additional
rooms for homeless women and repair 29 existing
rooms: $35.000 to Westhab, Inc , for emergency
apartment development in Yonkers: and $20,000 to
the Grace Church Community ('enter in White
Plains to add seven new beds to their Samaritan
House shelter Each agency was required to match
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thew. grants with their own f unds, thus thereby
increasing the leverage I low ever, Westchester prob-
ably spent close to $70,000 in stall time preparing
submissrons to receive these funds and then disburs-
ing them Furthermore, the sh.trt lead time for
preparing submissions stifled original thinking.

Conclusion
From the ill ustrativt2 examples in this paper. 1

have tried to lead the reader to the follow mg
conclusions,

1. Homelessness is a national problem It is not
limited to big cities and urban centers
Paradoxically, it may increase in everitx as a
region's prosperity grows.

America's homeless arc not just the stereo-
typical derelicts Many arc children, yen,
young children, and many arc struggling to
he productive members of society.

3. Homelessness exacts a terrible toll on its
victims at a tremendous cost to the nation's
taxpayers.

4. Existing social welfare systems are ill-
equipped to deal with this phenomenon on
so large a scale.

5. Leadership by national and state off:cials is

desperately needed to af'itiq our systems to
respond to this crisis rather than to make
cosmetic changes in existing practices.

h I ocal governments, on the front Imes of
delivering services. are best equipped to
tailor assistance programs to meet local
needs, but they are constrained by regula-
tory inflexibility

7. 1 invited federal resources are not being
directed to the area of greatest need
because of reliance on standards that are not
applicable to this crisis and fail to account for
the differing diva ions of responsibility and
authority in each state.

Asa realist, 1 believe that state and local officials
must recogmie that the 1990s will be marked by
federal preoccupation with the budget deficit, pre-
cluding any major federal reinvestment in housing
However, 1 also believe that, since 1Q35, Congress
has set a national policy of protecting children from
the scourges of poverty. Inherent in that protection is
a right to a decent, safe, and permanent address that
a child can call home. Our national interest is not well
served by raising a generation of motel kids: such a
waste of human and fiscal resources would be
13y making changes in the existing programs that have
been spared the federal budget axe, by redesigning
some state systems. and by encouraging responsibility
in homeless adults to take charge of their reentry into
society \ mainstream. 1 believe we can save the next
generation of poor children from this growing
national tragedy.
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Health Care for the Homeless:
The Challenge to States and

Local Communities

James D. Wright
Social and Demographic.

Research Institute
University of Massachusetts, Amherst

Fer good or ill, the problems of the nation's
homeless have forced themselves onto national,
state, and local political agendas.' Locally, the most
publicued initiative has been in New York City,
where Mayor Edward Koch has ordered involuntary
commitment to treatment for those mentally ill
homeless persons whose lives and well-being are
potentr,ily in some danger owing to their lack of
shelter. This move was resolutely opposed by most
civil libertarians and homelessness advocates.

At the national level, some 32 separate bills were
introduced into the 100th Congress addressing some
aspect of homelessness, and a similar number will no
doubt he considered by the 101st Congress. These 32
bills, if enacted, would disperse federal responsibility
for the homeless over a wide range of agencies and
departments; the result would he less a coherent
federal policy on homelessness than a diverse array of
programs, each targeted to a subset of the larger
population. There would he, for example. separate
programs for homeless veterans, families with chil-
dren, alcohol abusers, teenagers, the mentally ill, and
so on.

Among the many problems faced by homeless
people, poor physical health is among the most
visible and important, surpassed perhaps only by
problems of securing shelter and adequate nutrition.
the importance of health issues to the homeless is
recognued in the 1987 Stewart B McKinney Homelesc
Asilvtante Act, which includes a rather substantial
health care component. Aside from the direct need
for primary health care, attention to physical health
may also play an important role in attempts to
address many other problems Many homeless
people arc simply too ill to obtain of ma.ntain
employment or to he placed in counseling nd job
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training programs. Some are too ill to stand in line
while their applications for benefits are being
processed or to ,Ick to 'Search for hougng within
their means. Thus. health issues are rightly found at
or near the top of the agenda among persons working
with the homeless.

The homeless suffer all the ills to which the flesh
and spirit are prey. but the onset, etiology, progres-
sion, and severity of those illnesses are magnified by
the disordered and uncertain conditions of a home-
less existence. There is scarcely any aspect of
homelessness that does not compromise physical
health or at least greatly complicate the delivery of
adequate health services.2

The major features of a homeless existence that
have a direct impact on physical well-being include an
uncertain and ofte i inadequate diet and sleeping
location, limited or nonexistent facilities for daily
hygiene. exposure to the elements, direct and
constant exposure to the social environment of the
streets, communal sleeping and bathing facilities (for
those fortunate enough to avail themselves of
shelter), unwillingness or inability to follow medical
regimens or to seek health care, extended periods
spent On one's feet. an absence of family ties or other
social support networks to draw upon in tin:es of
illness, extreme poverty (and the consequent abs,mce
of health insurance). high rates of mental dine is and
substance abuse. and a host of related factors. It has
been said, therefore. that the homelc.is may well
harbor the largest pool of untreated disease left in
American society today.

The extreme poverty of the homeless population
also severely limits access to health care. as does the
general estrangement from society and its institu-
tions.3 A recent study in St. lows showed that more
than 70 percent of the city's homeless had no regular
health care provider and that more than ha,f had not
received any health care attention curing the
previous year. Much of the health care the homeless
do receive is through hospital emerge icy rooms.4
Virtually all major cities have emergc!ncy shelters
where anyone without housing can at 'cast get out of
the rain for the night: likewise, no c,ty is without its
soup kitchens and food bank, wnere anyone w ho
needs it can get a free meta Even so, where can a
person with no home, no family, no medical
insurance. and no money go to get health care?

The National Health Care for the
Homeless Program

In 19 major U.S. cities. a homeless person might
go i the local Ilealth Care for the I toneless OR '11)
project. In December 1984, the Rohm V ood
Johnson Foundation (Princeton) and the Pew Chari-
table Trust (Philadelphia). in conjunction with the
United States Conference of Mayors. announced
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grants totaling $25 million to establish I lealth ('are
for the I lomeless demonstration projects in 19 of the
71,16011.; 50 fcli L 1 6.1.10.5

Most of the 19 projects are community-based
health care stations in facilities used by homeless
personsshelters. missions, food outlets. and the
like Homeless and destitute per,ons receive first aid,
screening. asse,sment. and primary health care. as
well as referrals for the evaluation and treatment of
more difficult or complicated health problems
Virtually all homeless persons who come in for
treatment receive it, regardless of their ability to pay.
insurance coverage, physical appearan.:c.
condition.

Although the focus of the program is primarily
on physical health, it is recognized that these
problems cannot be dealt with adequately without
concern for a much larger range of issues. Health
care teams consist, minimally, of doctors, nurses. and
social workers or other appropriately trained persons
acting as service coordinators. The projects' responsi-
bilities specifically include arranging access to other
services and benefits. for example. job finding. lood
or housing services. and benefits available through
public programs, such as disability, worker's compen-
sation. Medicaid, or Food Stamps. The underlying
concept is to use health care asa "wedge" into a much
broader range of social, psychological, and economic
problems.

From sta -tup through the end of September
1987, the program documented about 241,000 con-
tacts with about 85.000 clients. information on each
of these meetings and clients is gathered in a more or
less standardized fashion and is submitted to the
Social and Demographic Research Institute for
processing. coding, and entry into a master data base.
This paper summarizes the experiences of the FICI1
projects during the first two and a half years of
operation. as recorded and documented in our data.
and discusses their implications for state and local
governmental responses to the health care needs of
the homeless.

HCH Clients and Their Health Problems

Clients
M recent studies have shown that today's

homeless persons are very different from those of
earlier eras. Indeed. the phrase "the new homeless"
has come into currency to help stress those differ-
ences.6 The "old homeless" were often in that
situation because. of personal failings, principally
alcohol abuse. "I he "new homeless" tend instead to
he victims of large -scab trends in the political
economy of the -lawn: the continuing loss of
low-income housing and the gentrification of urban
areas, persistent problems of unemployment and
underemployment, large-scale changes in treatment
of the alcoholism and mentally illness, continuing
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declines in the vitality of the nuclear famii .

reductions in social welfare. spending,. and a host of
other factors!

The social and demographic profile of IICH
clients is generally very similar to that reported in
other recent studies. The average (median) age of
HCH adults is barely 34 years: nearly three in eight
are women. children. youth. or members of homeless
family groups. (Ten percent of the clients are
younger than 16 years old.) All racial and ethnic
minorities are heavily overrepresented: the elderly
(ages 65 and over) are sharply underrepresented. In
all these respects, the "average" HCH client cannot
be distinguished from the "average" homeless person
in America today.8

This, of course, does not imply that the I IC1I
client base can be taken as a "representative" sample
of the urban homeless First, virtually none of the IQ
projects attempt to screen clients for homelessness.
that is, not all clients are literally homeless, at (cast
not by some definitions 9 Perhaps more importantly,
the sample is largely self-selected, consisting only of
people who, for whatever reason, saw fit to present
themselves for medical attention to the I ICI I project
teams. As it happens, however, the self-selection bias
appears to be rather sma11.19 This suspicion, plus the
large sample sin and wide geographical dispersion,
suggest that the HCH client data can be taken as
indicative, if not strictly representative, of the larger
homeless population of the country.

The demographic characteristics of 11CII clients
demonstrate an important point, namely, that the
homeless comprise a very heterogeneous population
of men and women, young and old, white and
nonwhite. One important source of heterogeneity
(among clients and the homeless in general) is the
nature of their homelessness, whether chronic or
episodic. Many studies have revealed a mixture of
chronic long-term and transitory :hort-term home-
lessness, and in this report. WI I clients are again no
different. Results for a sample of HCI I clients seen
during the first year showed that only 29 percent were
chronically homeless (that is, more or less continually
hon. ss for an extended period). Most clients (52
percent) were assessed as episodically homeless
(recurring periods of homelessness punctuated by
occasional and vanable periods of stable housing):
the remainder (19 percent) were recently homeless
for the first time (such that no pattern had yet been
established). These patterns are similar, for example,
to those reported by Peter f 1. Rossi (.1 the survey ()I
homeless persons in Chicago. In that study. 31
percent had been homeless for less than two moilihs
and 25 percent had been homeless for more than two
years."

Health Problems
Data on health problems presented by UCH

clients show that the homeless suffer most disorders
at a much higher rate than that obs_rved among

ambulatory' health care patients m general '2 Ihe
leading health problem is probably alcohol abuse,
h,H,nvetj by rnen.t! (.0pLI,torit .dhrr
research, we estimate that 38 percent of the clients
(47 percent of the men, 16 percent of the women)
have an alcohol problem, which is three or four times
the "rule of thumb" estimate for the U S. population
as a whole Concerning mental health, about one-
third have significant psychiatric problems: these
problems arc more common among homeless women
than homeless men 13 The alcohol abusers and the
mentally ill also show elevated rates of most physical
disorders as well 14

The most common physical health problems
encountered in the on ,;(.:(.as are acute
dkorders_ specifically, upper respiratory infecuons,
injuries. and skin ailments. in that order. The
principal chronic or major disorders, also in order ()I
frequency, have been hypertension, gastrointestinal
ailments, peripheral vascular disease, dental prob-
lems. neurological disorders, eye c:isorders, cardiac
disease, gemto-urinary problems, musculoskeletal
ailments. car disorders, and chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease. Overall, we estimate that 41
percent of the HCH clients are afflicted with some
chronic physical disorder, compared to 25 percent of
the U. S. ambulatory patient population in general.
Although some share of these elevated rates can be
ascribed to demographic or behavioral factors (espe-
cially to the relatively high rates of alcohol :Muse),
the 'arger share can only he asci ibed to the condition
of homelessness itself.

As already stated, a tenth of the HCH clients
have been children: about 15 percent of them exhibit
one or another chronic health problem. This is about
twice the rate of chronic disease observed among
ambulatory children in general. Likewise, a tenth of
the vomen clients have been pregnant at or since
their first contact with I ICH. The highest pregnancy
rate is for HCH women of ages 16-19.

The research also suggests that about one
homeless client in six is afflicted with an infectious or
communicable disorder that represents some poten-
tial risk to public health. Most of these disorders are
minor conditions: skin ailments, lice infestations, and
the like. Still, senous respiratory infections (pleurisy,
pneumonia, influenia) are obsel.',td among more
than 3 percent of the clients: sexually transmitted
infections, among about 2 percent: and active
pulmonary tuberculosis, among about 5 percent.
'Ihe rate of tuberculosis infection among the home-
less greatly exceeds that of the general population.18
Since homelessness is clearly not a "closed system"
within which disease processes are readily contained.
it is obvious that the "population at risk" from
infectious and communicable disease borne by the
urban homeless is not coterminous with the urban
homeless population itself Other homeless people



are probably at the highest risk. but so too is the
larger public.

Tills is not to suggos . of conrsc . that hirmHe.< .
people be quarantined in order to protect the health
of everyone else or that hells he hung around their
necks to alert the healthy to their approach. Ihe
short-term or "ameliorative" solution to this particu-
lar problem i thorough, aggressive screening for
communicable disorders among the homeless and
adequate medical treatment for those found to be
afflicted. In the long run, the principal solution to the
health risks posed by the condition of homelessness is
to eradicate the condition itself.

Our results and those reported by others leave
little doubt that homeless people need better health
care than they normally receive. Many look to
Medicare and Medicaid for the solution to this
problem, but this proves not to be adequate. First,
program-wide, only about half the HCH clients
receive any form of entitlement or assistance, chiefly
welfare, Medicaid, and Food Stamps. This propor-
tion is extremely variable across projectsranging
from 22 percent to 82 percentso summary state-
ments can be misleading. (The variation across
projects results largely from state policy differences
in the stringency of eligibility criteria.16) As the
General Accounting Office has pointed out, "Medi-
care is only for aged or disabled persons with work
histories. State Medicaid eligibility rules are often
contingent upon eligibility for AFDC or SSI, or even
stricter standards."17 Indeed, our best estimate is that
only about a quarter of HCH clients are eligible for
Medicaid and fewer than a tenth are eligible for
Medicare. The proportion of homeless people whose
health care needs are not met by existing programs is
therefore on the order of two- thirds.18

Policy Implications

What are the implications of the Johnson-Pew
HCH program for states and local communities in an
era of retrenchment?

The Homeless Can Be Reached

Per haps the most important lesson is that it is at
least possible to engage the urban homeless in a
system of health care, that something can indeed be
done to address the health needs of this underserved
segment of the urban poverty population. It is useful
to stress that before the experiences of the Johnson-
Pew program, this was not obvious. The homeless, it
was frequently said, were too hostile toward institu-
tions, too suspicious and disaffiliated, too hard to
locate, too disordered or intoxicated, and too non-
compliant. This is true for a sizable fraction of the
homeless, hut, as I ICH has taught us, it is not true of
them all. That "nothing can he done" is no longer an
excuse for doing nothing, if indeed it ever was.'9

Rephrasing the first implication in terms likely to
he of greater relevance to states and local com:nuni-
tic.,. moncy ,pcnt on the hculth rieckls of the
homeless is not necessarily money wasted. The
Johnson-Pew program shows that community-based
primary health services can be provided and will he
utilized by the homeless population. The 1 RAI
evidence (we note 10) suggests that the average
project provides services to between a quarter and a
third of the target population each year, an impres-
sive rate of coverage given the inherent difficulties.
The strong similarity between HCH clients and the
larger homeless population also intimater, that all
categories of homeless people are about equally
likely to avail themselves of services. Finally, with an
average of about three contacts per client per year, it
is also apparent that some continuity of care can be
achieved.

fiCH also shows that health care can be used as a
starting point from which to address a range of other
problems. HCH has used h' Ith care in much the
same way as others have used a sandwich and a cup of
coffeeas a nonthreatening and sympathetic (al-
though admittedly expensive) way to establish con-
tact and rapport. About a third of the quarter-million
client contacts logged program wide have been with
project social workers. Problems addressed in these
contacts run the entire gamut: assistance with
entitlements, housing, legal matters, employment,
emotional crises, money management, and so on. It
may also be noted that 40 percent of the clients have
been given a referral elsewhere for either medical or
social problems. Among the more "stable clients,"
those teen more than once or twice, the proportion
rt....crying referrals is well over half.

Community-based health care for the homeless
clinics, such as that found in the HCH projects, arc by
no means a panacea for all the problems that
homeless people face. One frustration, of course, is

the large percentage of clients (about half) who arc
seen one time and disappear; another is the rather
sizable group that consistently breaks appointments,
refuses treatments or referrals, and is otherwise not
compliant. In fact, if success is defined in broader
terms than the effective treatment of presented
health problems, then genuine success stories among
HCH clients would have to be counted as rare. Very
few of the clients have been "made whole" by HCII:
most of the homeless and destitute people who have
come into contact with the system remained home-
less and destitute when they left it. The successes of
the program are found in the short-term alleviation
of pain and suffering and the medium-term resolu-
tion of many health and some social problems faced
by HCH clients, rather than in the long-term
reclamation of large numbers of clients as stable,
productive mcmbers of society.
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Health Care Is Not Enough

Another general conclusion that needs to be
stated with some urgency is that health care in thc
absence of adequate housing can only' he crisis
intervention; there is scarcely a health problem faced
by homeless people that is not caused or at least
strongly exacerbated by their inadequate housing
situation. Thus, health care stands in relation to
homelessness as aspirin stands in relation to an
infection; it can lessen the severity of symptoms, but
it will never cure the infection itself.

Health Care Can Be Cost Effective

The question has been raised as to whether the
HCH approach is "cost effective." Program grants
average about $300,000 per project per year. The
average project logs about 500 patient contacts per
month, or about 6,000 per year. The crude average
cost per contact therefore, is, on the order of $50. All
projects have outside funds that supplement their
foundation grants. In some cases, this is only a token
sum, and in others it comprises half or more of the
total project resources.

Calculating a cost-benefit ratio requires two
add:Ilona] pieces of informationa commensurate
dollar value for the derived benefit and an accounting
perspective (the viewpoint from which costs and
benefits are calculated). To nomeless persons receiv-
ing services, the cost-benefit ratio is obviously very
favorablethe costs are nii and therefore offset by
any denved benefit. Whether HCH is cost beneficial
to the larger society depends on many unknown
factors, chiefly the social value derived from the
alleviation of suffenng among its homeless citizens.

Cost effectiveness involves a comparison be-
tween the value derived from alternative allocations
of the same resources. To illustrate, which pays off
the mosta billion dollars spent on health care for
the homeless, or the same billion spent, say, on
deleading buildings in central city areas? In this
sense, health care for the homeless must be judged a
had investment, if only because genuine "successes"
are rare. Many homeless people arc, for all practical
purposes, already lost as a collective social resource;
a cold calculation will shov, that there is practically no
benefit to be had in addressing their many health
problems, since the return on the investment over
the long run is close to zero. This same kind of
calculation on solutions to hunper and overpopula-
tion, of course, will support cann. )alism on a large
scale. My point is that human arid political values as
well as dollars and cents must be accounted for in
these equations. The fact is, if as a society we choose
to minister to the health needs of the iioineless, it is
because we are a compassionate aid just people, not
because we expect some commensurate economic
return on the investment.

One final approach to the cost-effectiveness
question, ind no doubt the most favorable to a
n nuln tai romp thr. routs
spending money in a particular way against the cost of
not spending the money that way. To illustrate, the
average dollar cost per hospital stay in the United
States in 1984 was $2,995. At $50 per patient contact
in the IICH program, we just break even if one in
every 60 HCH patient encounters avoids the need for
hospitalization. Likewise, the average cost these days
for one visit to a hospital emergency room is about
$1,000. If HCH intervention prevents a trip to the
emergency room for one in every 20 patients, we
again break even. It is by no means absurd to make
exactly these comparisons. As I have already stated,
in the absence of targeted programs, such as HCH,
many homeless people do utilize emergency rooms as
their primary health care site. In this sense, it makes
sense to spend money on health care for the
homeless clinics riot because we derive long-term
benefits but because it allows us, at least in some
cases, to avoid rather formidable short-term costs.

The Mckinney Act: Present and Future
The evident successes of the Johnson-Pew

demonstration program were cited as a pnncipal
rationale for the McKinney Act The act provides a
wide range of services to the homeless, including
primary health care, but it is only a two-year initiative.
The hope is that "seed money" will get local health
care for the homeless programs up and running, and
that the states and local communities will assume the
costs after the act expires. McKinney Act money for
the first year has been chstnbuted, providing some
additional funds to each of the 19 HCH projects and
expanding the program to 89 other localities.
Second-year funding is currently in peril as the
Congress and the White House struggle to bring the
budget deficit under control. The current betting is
that it will he eliminated or severely cut. Even if it is
not, the implication for state and local government is
clear. Either this year or next, the states and 108 local
communities, themselves. will have to find some way
to maintain the viability of health care for the
homeless programs already operating in their juris-
dictions.

Funds for Continuation
There is no "one best" solution to the problem of

sustaining funds for health care for the homeless
programs. In many states, much could he accom-
plished by liberalizing the eligibility criteria and
payment levels for Medicaid, so that proportionally
larger shares of the health care costs could be
recovered through Medicaid reimbursements. Some
states, such as New York and Massachusetts, have
gone about as far as they can in this direction, and in
these states, thud-party reimbursement is a very
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viable income stream that will underwrite a large
share of local health care for the homeless. In other
states with more stringent Medicaid eligibility criteria
(such as Tennessee and Alabama. where only AFDC
recipients arc eligible), third-party reimbursement is
not a viable sustaming mechanism unless the eligibil-
ity criteria are changed so as to make Medicaid
accessible to more homeless persons.

The advantage ,o cities and states of libel-all/mg
Medicaid as a means of supporting health care for the
homeless is :::at the federal government is obliged to
share part of the cost. However, Medicaid is already
the second largest single item in the federal human
s :.rviccs budget (exceeded only by the costs of Social
Security and related programs) Substantial increases
in the Medicaid outlay, as would be occasioned by a
nationwide liberalization of eligibility criteria, would
no doubt meet considerable resistance at the federal
level. As a result, while part of the solution may well
be found along these lines, part and perhaps most will
have to be found elsewhere.

I have alluded to one bright spot in this area, the
overutilization of very expensive emergency room
services by the homeless in the absence of targeted
programs. Some share, and perhaps a large share, of
the day-to-day operation of a targeted health care for
the homeless program would be offset by even small
reductions in the use of emergency room care.
Rephrased in perhaps overly graphic but not exagger-
ated terms, how many foot soaks, dressing changes,
and penicillin prescriptions can he bought for the
price of one emergency amputation and the ensuing
hospitalization, therapy, and rehabilitation?

Many local jurisdictions, in ort, might he able
to fund targeted programs largely through some
reallocation of their current health care expendi-
tures. In the process, localities might find themselveg
actually saving money, especially if a significant share
of the health care labor can be obtained through
subsidized sources (for example, public health nurses
or National Health Service doctors detailed to the
homelessness clinic 'erhaps the operating adage is,
"An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure."
There is little doubt that the poor health of the
homeless costs taxpayers a sizable sumin emer-
gency room overutilization, in the treatment of
tuberculosis, in the need to provide welfare and other
support for homeless persons to ili or physically
disabled to work, and in many other ways. It may well
prove more cost effective to address these needs up
front, in community-funded, community-based clin-
ics than to continue shouldering the large but rather
indirect and somewhat hidden costs posed by current
policies.

Keys to Success
What do the experiences of the Johnmm-Pew

projects suggest for McKinney h t grantees and other

communities choosing to move in this direction?
What, in short, hme been the keys to success in the
demonstration programs?

Dedicated Workers. In my view, the essential key
has been the dedication, concern, and professional-
ism of the doctors, nurses, nurse practitioners,
counselors, social workers, outreach workers, and
case managers who have staffed the ITCH projects,
often at wage rates well below the going market value
of their labor. Health care for the homeless is a
frustrating, poorly paid, low-status enterprise that
appeals mainly to dedicated, idealistic health care
professionals whose principal motivation is to make
the world a better place. HCH "worked" because
project staff made it work, often in the face of a
hostile local community and other adversities that
would daunt almost anyone.

CommunityBased Orientation. A second im-
portant factor has been the strong community-based
health care orientation that has animated the HCH
program from the start. It was perhaps an obvious
decision to locate HCH sites in facilities already
utilized by the homeless populationin the shelters.
missions, soup kitchens, and so forth hut it was a
critical decision nonetheless. The community -based
health care model of the Johnson-Pew program has
at least cased the sense of alienation from institutions
that many homeless people feel and has resulted in a
system of health care that is maximally accessible to a
traditionally hard-to-reach segment of the urban
poverty population.

The point is not to be taken lightly. I am often
asked by staff in outpatient clinics in local public
hospitals why new programs and climes are needed,
most of all in the not infrequent case where anyone
who seeks health care attention in the clinic will
receive it regaidless of whether they can pay. The
answer is that many homeless people are too
confused, too sick, too disordered, or too intoxicated
to find their way to such clinics, or arc so profoundly
suspicious of institutions that they would never even
bother. Health care clinics sited in facilities used by
homeless persons arc at least on friendly and known
turf. Consequently, they arc less threatening, less
judgmental, and more accessible to the homeless
person.

The Johnson-Pew IICII projects can be de-
scribed as 19 separate, e \ix:Humus to determine
what works best in dchvenng health services to a
homeless population. The data from these projects
do not point to a "one best model," but there has
been a del inite tendency for all of the projects to
evolve toward a common form, that being a central
clinic with outlying sites for screening, outreach, and
referral. Projects that began with this model have
tended to retain it: those that began with a more
decentralized model have evolv t.! toward greater
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centrahration The location of the central site is also
critical. In most cities. one finds areas where the
homeless tend to concentrate; the nearer to th","
areas the central size can be located, the better

Outreach. A third important factor, related to
the second, has been the aggressive outreach
characteristic of most of the local I WI I projects.
Regardless of the sites where primary health care is
delivered, most local projects routinely "make the
rounds" (often employing formerly homeless people
for the purpose) through shelters, soup kitchens,
missions, and other known haunts of the homeless,
offering assistance and support, attempting to en-
gage potential clients in Hat and persuade them to
come to the clinic for health care attention. Indeed.
in some cases, staff-initiated (versus client-initiated)
contacts account for nearly 40 percent of the total
client load. In delivering health care to a homeless
population, there is no substitute for an aggressive
proactive stance

As Hal becomes instautionahied across the
country, one thorny issue that is certain to arise is the
matter of eligibility, more specifically, who is entitled
to receive benefits under the aegis of the "health care
for the homeless" program. This is a matter to treat
with caution; eligibility certification implies red tape,
and red tape reduces accessibility to the target
population. One distinctive feature of the Johnson-
Pew programs is that virtually anyone who requests
treatment receives it, no questions asked.20 The
inevitable result is that some people have received
services through the program who are not literally
homeless in the strictest definition of the term (see
note 9). This has not been an important concern; the
occasional provision of .^rvices to persons not strictly
elig,thle is considered an acceptable trade-off for
maximum accessibility among those truly in need.

The McKinney Act gives local communities a
great deal of flexibility in designing their programs in
whatever way seems most workable for them. There
are, for example, no nationally standardired eligibil-
ity regulations. Homelessness is itself an ill-defined
and fluid condition, a rather arbitrary and somewhat
ambiguous demarcation in a continuum of housing
inadequacy, with considerable movement back and
forth across that line over time.21 This being the case,
while it is appropriate to focus the effort on the
literally homeless, the operating model can only be
health care for the homeless, the near homeless, the
marginally housed, the obviously destitute, and more
or less anyone else who appears to need health care
that they evidently cannot afford.

Is this a workable, realistic model? Will health
care clinics that adopt such a model be swamped by
poor people who are not homeless, but who consume
staff time and project .esources and perhaps drive
away the literal homeless who were the original

target group') I his must be admitted as a possibility,
but it was not the experience of the 11(11 projects
Devpite the "nt, 1,60.-Thy,
more than about one I ICI I client in seven would fail a
strict definition of homelessness (see note 9) 22

COOrdirlafiG.I of Services. One especially com-
mendable stipulation in the Mc Kinney is that local
health care for the homeless programs coordinate
service delivery with other local mental health,
alcoholism, and drug abuse programs. Our data
suggest that as many as two-thirds of the homeless
population served in the HCi I program may suffer
from one or more of these disorders, and perhaps a
quarter suffer from two or more There is. therefore,
an evident need for coordination, communication,
and resource sharing between health care programs
on the one hand and mental health, alcoholism. and
drug programs on the other In the 19 Johnson-Pew
projects. this sort of coordination was either present
in the initial project design or developed very quickly
as a critical program need.

Historically, homeless people who are both
alcoholic and mentally ill have tended to fall between
the cracks of the existing service delivery system,
their needs not adequately addressed by alcohol
treatment or mental health services alone. One
consequence of improved coordination of services
should be integrated treatment programs designed
specifically for homeless people who are both alcohol
allusive and mentally ill.

In design, a "coordinated system of service
delivery" consists of little more than service nodes
connected by arrows In reality, the nodes of the
system are separated by city blocks. One relatively
cheap and demon,"-ably effective means of improv-
ing coordination of services among the nodes is to
provide transportation for homeless clients as they
attempt to negotiate the system. The simple need for
transportation from office to office is easily over-
looked, yet many homeless people are too ill, too
disordered, too intoxicated, too debilitated, too poor,
or too intimidated to negotiate the system on their
own. The ability to provide icquisite transportation is
a very important component of effective case
management.

An equivalent need exivts for better coordination
of the health system (including physical and mental
health as well as alcohol and drug programs) with the
larger social serim' system. The Mel, ;itcy Act
requires grantees to he eligible to receive payments
under Medicaid and Medicare, the obvious intent
being to reclaim as much of the cost a. possible under
the provisions of existing programs This provision
will ensure at least some degree of coordination
between health care projects and local Medicaid and
Social Security offices. Other social service systems
of particular importance to the homeless population
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include Food Stamps. General Assistance. Veteran's
Administration benefits, and AFDC for families with
dependent children Because of the often frag-
mented nature of these and other social services. the
most (and perhaps only) effective means of coordina-
tion is aggressive case management and patient
advocacy.

Alcoholism and Mental Illness

Alcohol abuse is probably the single large,t
health problem of the homeless, especially among
homeless men The existing alcohol treatment
system is not well suited to the unique needs of
homeless alcoholics because even the best treatment
and rehabilitation facilities imaginable can have only
modest effects if, at the end of treatment, the patient
returns to a life on the streets. the typical case. There
is an evident need for aftercare facilities for recover-
ing homeless alcoholics where the maintenance of
sobriety is encouraged and rewarded. One promising
although relatively expensive avenue is the so-called
alcohol-free hotel that has been exploied in several
cities in California. These are usually older SROs
that have been purchased and renovated (typically
with a mix of private and public funds) and that are
used as aftercare housing for homeless alcoholics
who have finished a detoxification or alcohol rehabili-
tation program. Although no quantitative evalu-
ations of these programs have been conducted, the
chances for success are obviously brighter if one can
provide an environment where sobriety is valued
than if the patient is simply released to the streets

Many HCH clients have encountered long delays
while awaiting a detoxification or rehabilitation
placement. Regardless of aftercare provisions, the
sheer number of alcohol treatment slots available to
the homeless population needs to be increased. It is
difficult enough to persuade many homeless alcohol-
ics to accept treatment. Delays of days, weeks, or
months in finding an open treatment slot are
therefore a particular frustration. In the interim, the
motivation to accept treatment may and often does
abate.

It needs to be added that many homeless alcohol
and drug abusers consistently refuse treatment
despite the frequency and urgency with which it is
offered. For this group, expanded treatment facilities
and aftercare provisions mean nothing, and indeed,
there is reason to doubt whether much if anything can
be done in their behalf. There are some among the
homeless, especially among the alcohol abusers,
whose lives will not be improved despite the best
efforts of their care providers. That such zi group
exists is a fact of life that must simply be accepted, but
it is no excuse for diminished efforts in behalf of other
homeless people who can he helped.

Next to alcohol abuse, mental illness is the
second leading health problem, and it is particularly

widespread among homeless women. The existence
of large numbers of chronically mentally ill persons
amofig ilic homeless has heui Wed as [-moof that
demstitutionahration has failed as a social policy.
Whether or not it has laded in general, it has clearly
failed for some. What to do with or about the
demstittmonahred (or never institutionahred) men-
tally ill who have not been successfully reintegrated
with their families and communities is an exceedingly
difficult and contentious issue that ruses many legal
and ethical questions.

Many who have written on this issue are clearly
motivated by an urge to avoid institutionalization of
the mentally ill at any cost, particularly involuntary
commitment to treatment. However, "no institu-
tions" is not "le only alternative to large, impersonal,
and degrading institutions Smaller, more humane,
and more effective institutions remain as another
option. In fact, deinstitutionaliiation was itself
premised on the vastly increased availability of
community mental health facilitiesmental health
centers, crisis intervention programs, after-care and
halfway houses, and the like. The problem is that
these smaller, community-based institutions were
never created in sufficient numbers. Our distaste for
the concept of an institution, and the associated
imagery of the human warehouse, should not blind tic
to the evident need among many mentally ill

homeless for a 24-hour-a-day total care environment.
no matter what it is called.

Conclusions
Heait is an important part of the homelessness

pi,A,;,rn and provides a challenge to the entire health
care system: federal, state, and local. The larger
problem and the larger challenge, however, lie in
what has been described as the "detenorating access
[to health care] among the poor, minorities, and the
uninsured."23 There are probably fewer than a
million homeless people in the United States on any
given day. In contrast, Howard Freeman and his
associates report that, in 1986, some 6 percent of the
population, amounting to 13.5 million persons,
"failed to obtain needed medical care for economic
reasons . Ti- majority of Americans experiencing
these difficulties were poor, uninsured, or minori-
ties." Better health care for the homeless is, at best,
only a first step.

The Johnson-Pew program has demonstrated
that health care can he provided to the urban
homeless. The program has also given us some
important dues about how to do it and about the
problems, costs, and gratifications that will he
encountered. 11C11, it might be said, has invented the
wheel; the challenge to states and local communities
is to get that wheel rolling in their own jurisdictions
with little or no direct, long-term support from the
federal government.
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In general. state and local budgets are as tight as,
or tighter than, the federal budget I lomeless ople
and their advocates, moreover, have very little
political clout. All states and communities lace
numerous threats to the quality of life. homelessness
is only one of them, and probably not the most
important. Where, then, is the mandate to address
the needs of the horn Jess at any governmental level?

The mandate comes from the basic decency and
generosity of the American people themselves A
recent survey by the Roper Organriation ;.sked a
sample of the :I S. population what problems we
should he spending more money on 24 "Caring for the
homeless" was the top priority item, favored by 68
percent. In contrast, foreign aid was mentioned by
only 5 percent. and "military, armaments, and
defense" by 17 percent. It seems the people have
spoken. let us hope they are being hea-i.e5
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This is adapted from Chapter i0 in James Wright
and Eleanor Weber. Homelessness and Health (New York
McGraw Hill. 1987)

2 See, for example, P. W Brickner. L K Scharer. -1.!
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Volume IV (Greenwich, CT. JAI Press. 1987), pp 41-72

3 On the matter of extreme poverty among the homeless,
see P. Rossi, J. Wright. G Fisher. and G Willis, "The
Urban Homeless Estimating Composition and size."
Science 235 (March 13, 1987) 1336-1341 Those data show
that the average homeless person survives on something
between 25 percent and 40 percent of the poverty-level
income.

4 Healthcare for the Homeless Coalition of Greater St
Louis, Program Descnpnon. 1986, mimeographed Also
relevant is A Elvy, "Access to Care." Chapter 16 (pi)
223-231) in Brickner. Health Care of Homeless People

5 For a descnption of the Johnson-Pew program contigara-
tion and philosophy. set J D Wnght. "I'he Nanonal
Health Care for the Homeless Program." Chapte7 .) (pp
150-169) in Bingham, Green and White, he
Homeless in Contemporary Society (Beverly Hills, CA Sag(
Publications)

The 19 participating cities are Albuquerque, Balti-
more. Birmingham, Boston, Chicago. Cleveland, Denver,
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Jenson Lectures. Duke University, October 1987

7 Among many pertinent studies demonstrating these
points, see in particular J D Wright and J Lam,
"Homelessness and the Low-Income Housing Supply,"
Social Policy 17 (Spring 1987) 48-53, E I3assuk. I he
Homeless Problem." Scientific Amencan 251(1984) 40-45.
E. Baxter anti K Hopper, "I he New Mendicancy
Home'ess in New York City," American Journal of
Orthopsycluatry 52 (1982) 393-408, J Erickson and C
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S Redhurn and I I- Buss. Responding to Airen«i's
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8 Much additional data on the HCH ,_hints and specific (in
sonic cases. city -by -city) compaiisons to the larger
homeless population arc reported in Wright and Weber.
Homelessness and Health

here is no universally agreed upon definition of
homelessness in first place, and certainly none that is
employed throughout all 19 projects for screening
purposes I he 1-1C11 project do all they can to mininure
"red tape" and thereby ma 'mite ease of access for the
target population he result is that at least some clients
receive services even though they would not satisfy a strict
definition of homelessness

Results from a Case Assessment and Review
Questionnaire filled out for 'a ample of clients seen during
the first year of the program suggest. incidentally, that
about 85 percent of them would satisfy a technical
definition of homelessness, however exclusive, the re-
maining 15 percent he somewhere near the 1; 'scary
between marginally housed and literally homeless

1°Selection bias appears to be minimal for the following
reasons First, the national program is animated by a very
strong community-based health care orientation The
d,monstration projects are not sited in conventional
health care settings. but are located out in the community
in facilities utilized by the target population Access to
HCH services is by design not a difficult process

Seconc. most projects have very aggressive outreach
components that would tend to reduce self-selection.
Several projects employ former homeless persons as
outreach workers who scour the known haunts of the
homeless attempting to draw clients into the system One
measure of the success of outreach is that. in the cities
where we can undertake the appropriate calculations, the
client load in the first year of operation appears to have
niounted to between a quarter and a third of the total
homeless population of the city (Wright and Weber,
Homelessness and Health, Chapter 2)

Finally, as I have already suggested. it is possible in
some cities to compare HCH clients to the homeless
population of the city in general In general. these
comparisons are very close wherever comparison is
possible. especially in regard to gross demographic
characteristics such as sex ratio, age distribution, or ethnic
mix

Given the emphasis on health services. it might at
least be thought that HCH clients are physically sicke-
than homeless people in general It is true that the client
base is a clinical population. on the other hand, the
general health status of homeless persons is so poor that
clients receiving HCH services may well be no sicker on
average than homeless persons in general Health
screenings of shelter populations. for example, routinely

J 40 to 60 pert.ent with health problems in need of
medical attention

'1 he point of the comparison is to stress that a minority of
the HCH clients are chronically homeless precisely
because only a minority of the homeless in general ace
chronically homeless, not because the chronically home-
less are underserved in HCH facilities All recent studies
that have inquired into the matter have shown relatively
small numbers of chronically homeless persons and
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relatively large number- of short lerm. tiansitory. °-
episodically homeless

12Evidence on the following points is found in Wog lit and
Weber, Homelessness and Health. Chapters 5 through 7

13 The summary figures given for rates of alcohol abuse and
mental Illness arc derived from a relatively complicated
set of procedures that were developed to correct for the
problem of underdiagnosis In brief

Problems such as alcoholism and mental illness te.al,
for various reasons, to be underdiagnosed in the early,
stages of a client's clinical history This is true at all levels
of medical practice and is not unique to the homeless Still.
the problem is particularly vexing in this case because of
the large number of clients (about half) who have hcen
seen only once It is easy enough to ask about the observed
rate of alcohol abuse among clients seen only once. but
how does that compare with the true rate9

To answer this oliestion, we sorted out all clients who
had been seen at !cast five times and who were known to
he alcohol abusers (Identical procedures were also
followed for drug abuse and mental illness ) We then
reconstructed each client's visit history, noting the exact
contact at which the disorder was first recorded Thus,
among all known alcoholics seen at least five times, only 43
percent were diagnosed as alcoholic on the fi rk-t
Further, among all persons seen just one time, 17 percent
are noted as alcohol abusive Since only 43 percent of the
alcoholics appear to be diagnosed at the first visit, and
since 17 pciceilt of those seen just once were diagnosed as
alcoholic, it follows that 17 percent is itself only 43 percent
of she true alcohobsm rate From this reasoning. It further
foilows that the true rate is 17/ 43 = 39 5 percent The
same calculations can be done for those seen two times,
three times, tour times, and five or more times, the
average estimate over these five "contact groups" is 38
per..ent with an alcohol problem (and also 34 peicent who
are mentally ill, 13 percent who abuse drugs other than
alcohol) See Homelessness and Health, Chapters 5 and 6,
for details

14The literature on alcohol and mental health problems of
the homeless is immense One useful overview is to be
found in Alcohol, Dnig Abuse, and Mental Health Problems
of the Homeless. Proceedings of a Roundtable (Washington.
DC U S Department of Health and Human Services,
Public Health Service, 1983)

Pertinent recent studies of the alcohol issue include
J Knight, Alcohol Abi.se among the Homeless, unpub-
lished doctoral dissertation. University of Massachusetts,
Amherst, 1987; P Koegel and A Burnam, "Trad.tional
and Non-Traditional Homeless Alcoholics," Alcohol
Health and Research World 11 (Spring 1987) 28-34, R
Morgan, et al , "Alcoholism and the Homeless," Chapter
10 (pp. 131-150) in Brickner, Health Care of Homeless
People, V Mulken and R Spence, "Alcohol Abuse/Alco-
holism among Homeless Persons A Review of the
Literature'" Final Report, National Institute of Alcohol
Abuse and Alcoholism (November, 1984), J D NN right
and J Knight, ri Abuse in the National "Health Care
for the Homeless" Client Population (Washington, DC
National Institute of Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism.
1987)

And on the topic ,Nf mental health, the following are
worth attention. I. 13tickraelL"The Homeless Mentally III
and Mental Health Servikes An Analytical Review of the
Literature Report prepared for the Alcohol. Drug
Abuse and Mental Health Administration. 11 S Depart-
ment of Health and Human Services (April 1984), 1,

Bachrach, "Interpreting Rescdreh on the Homeless
Mentally II!. Some Caveats." 110,Intal and C017111111111;;'
PVIt 111q1n. 35 ( iit84) 914-910. N Comm, J Putnam. and ,\
Sullivan. ""I he Mentally Ill Homeless Isolation and
Adaptation." Hospital and Community Psychiatry 35
(1984) 922-924, H R Lamb. "Demstitutionalwation and
the Homeless Mentally Ill." Hospital aad Community
Psychiatry 35 (1984) 899-907, F R lapton, A Sabatini and
S Kati "Down and Out in tlic City The Homeless
Mentally Ill," Hospital and Community Psychiatry 34
(1983) 817-821, S P Segal, J Baumohl, and E Johnson
"Falling through the Cracks Mental Disorders and Social
Margin in a Young Vagrant Population," Social Problems-
24 ( '977) 387-44(1 D A Snow, et al , "The Myth of
Pervasive Mental Illness among the Homeless." Social
Problems 33 (June 1986) 44)7-423

150n the problem of tuberculosis mong the homeless, see
also J McAdam, et al , "Tubercu1osis in the SRO/Home-
less Population." Chapter 12 (pp 155-175) in Brickner,
Health tare of Homeless People, Cent is for Disease
Control, "Drug-resistant Tuberculosis among the Home-
lessBoston," Mcrbidity and Mortality Weekly Report
3428 (July 19, 1985)

The estimated late of tuberculosis in the HCH data is
about 500 cases per 100.000 homeless people The
national infection rate a 9 cases per 100,000, the national
rate for urban dwellers only is 19 per 100,000, the rate
among urban ambElatory patients is 66 per 100,000
Morkover, only about a tenth of all HCH clients have been
documentably screened for TB, so the true rate of
infection could actually be much higher than the
estimated 500/ 00,000

IsSee Horrieles.,riess and Health Chapter 9 We explored
three possible reason, for why as many as 80 percent of the
clients get benefits in some cities and only 20 percent in
others (1) some states have more lenient eligibility
criteria. (2) some projects see more clients who are easier
to enroll in bandit programs (meaning. basically, more
women, children, and elderly); and (3) some projects
invest more effort in getting clients enrolled in benefits
Across the 19 projects, them three factors explain 78
percent of the variation in t percentage receiving any
benefits' 69 percent of the vanance is explained by the first
factor listed above, 3 percent by the second factor, and 6
percent by the third Thus, project-to-project differences
in the percentage receiving benefits is determined
overwhelmingly by state-levc "leniency" factors

l7See the GAO report, Homelessness- A Complex Problem
and the Federal Response (Washington, DC. US Govern-
ment Accounting Office, 1985), specifically pp 38-39

18Judging a client's potential eligibility for Medicaid or
Medicare Is a complicated process, owing mainly to the
large state-by-state differences In Medicaid eligibility
rules Our estimate is derived as follows

First, we receive data from both health care providers
and project social workers. Many of the problems and
treatments dealt with by both groups involve social as
opposed to strictly medical problems. and mentions of
"problems related to entitlements" are indeed quite
common We take great pains during coding to assure that
any mention of entitlements and benefits appearing on
the Contact Form is ailed and entered into a client's file

Based on these data, we can then sort out clients (1)
who are not known to be enrolled in a specific entitle .nt
program and (2) for whom there is no evidence from the
narratives that the project ,s trying to get them enrolled
We treat those as "ineligible" for that specific program,

13 8
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the assumption that if there were any reason to think a
client night be enrollable, then there \sould he sonic
evidence in the narratives of efforts toward this end
(Recall that enrolling clients in programs for which Ott y
are eligible is a leading and explicit program goal )

Our final estimates exclude clients seen only ()me
and also clients for whom we have no information about
benefit statuses Among those who remain, 76 percent are
not enrolled in Medicaid and no one is trying to enroll
them Thus, about 24 percent are either enrolled or
potentially enrollable For Medicare, the corresponding
figure is 94%.

19The"myth of the untreatable -,timeless" derives at least in
part from the stereotype that most of the homeless are
chronically alcoholic or chr( mcally mentally ill As I have
already stated, these remain important health issues for
the homeless, but the fact is that a majority of some 6(1
percent are not alcohol abusers and an even larger
majority of two-thirds are not mentally ill

201n a few projects, once the case load approached the
resource limitations, it was in fact necessary to do some
screening of potential clients Even in these eases,
however, clients determined not to be appropriate for
HCH would at least receive some attention to their
presenting health problem and a referral to a more
stntacle program or care provide] It is also true that when
the need for some screening arose, it was at a point in the
evolution of the program where the project had already
gained the trust of its homeless clientele

21Researt hers from the University of Wisconsin have
i eeently tracked a sample of 339 homeless men and
worm n over 3 six-month ru!ricw1 ( lver the 1/411, months fnlly
three-quarters of the sample had found places to live at
least once Among that three - quartet e majority then
became homeless one more time during the period, and of
those who had again become homeless, 55% had found
yet another place to live '1 racking the modal person
through the data, the most com mon pattern is to be
homeless at the start of the period, to then find a place to
live, to then become homeless again, and to then find
another place to live--two episodes ,f homelessness and
two more or less stable housing situations all in a
six-month period See [racking the Homeless," Focuc 1(1
(Winter 1987-88) 20-24

22I he reason that the HCI I projects did not become
"magnets" attracting larger numbers of non-homeless
people with the possibility of free health care is probably
location Most HCH sites are located in facilities set up
specifically for homeless people

2311 Freeman, et al ,"Americans Report on Their Atcess to
Health Care," Health Affina 6 (Spring 1987) 6-18

24The poll results are reported in Newv-week magarme for
September 21, 1987, p 7

25Research reported in this paper is supported by a grant
from the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation Conclusions
and interpretations are my sole responsibility and do not
necessarily reflect the views of the foundation or its
officers
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The Conference

ASSISTING THE HOMELESS:
STATE AND LOCAL RESPONSES IN AN

ERA OF RETRENCHMENT

March 10-11, 1988

A Policy Conference
Sponsored by the

U.S. Advisory Comrosslon on
Intergovernmental Relations

Hyatt Regency Hotel
400 New Jersey Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20001

Homelessness is a growing problem in the
United States. The complex, multifaceted nature of

e problem makes it difficult to formulate effective
solutions. Since the causes of homelessness are
numerous and the homeless population is heterogu-
ncous, policy prescriptions to aid the homeless must
be varied. In light of the federal government's budget
problems, declining federal aid to state and local
governments, and court decisions regarding individ-
ual rights, how can state and local governments
develop more effective and coordinated responses to
homelessness?

The principal purpose of the conference is to
identify crucial intergovernmental Issues affecting
poky responses to homelessness and, thereby, to
strengthen intergovernmental cooperation in ways
that can improve state and local policy responses

The conference will bring together experts from
various levels of government, private organizations
and academic institutions. Research papers will be
presented for discussion and criticism. The driving
question for the conference will be: How have, can,
and sh'itild state and local governments respond to
home essness? Additional questions involve the role
of the federal government and private profit and
nonprofit organizations.

Some of the questions of particular interest
are:
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What kinds of innovative policies are being
undertaken by public and private organiza-
tions? How ellective are they? I low can we
determine which kinds of programs would be
best for particular communities? What pub-
lic-private mix should we look for in dealing
with homelessness? What kinds of public-
private and/or local/state partnerships could
he developed to help solve the problems of
the homeless? What role have federal grant
and program policies played in aggraNating
and/or alleviating homelessness?

What are the principal causes of homeless-
ness? How has the makeup of the homeless
population changed over the past ten years?
Has the feminization of poverty contributed
to homelessness?

How have policies regarding such matters as
deinstitutionahzation, low-income housing,
and gentrification contributed to the prob-
lem of homelessness?

What kinds of programs would be most
beneficial to homeless families and the
chronically mentally ill homeless? What
kinds of institutional harriers do dillerent
homeless groups face terms of getting
housing, employment, health care, and/or
entitlement funds?

I low have changes in the supply of low-in-
come housing affected the problem of the
homeless? What kinds of programs should,
can, and do state and local governments
undertake to respond to this problem')

Is homelessness likely to be a short-term or
long-term phenomenon? sic the policies
designed to alleviate the problems more
long-term or short-term?
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AGENDA

M :rch 10, 1988

9:00 am Welcome and Opening Remarks

Opening Remarks
Cassandra Moore
Executive Director
Interagency Council on the I lomeless
Washington, I)C

"Homeless Policy:
Expansion During Retrenchment"
Donna Kirchheimer
Associate Professor of Political Science
Lehman College, Bronx, Nc.w York

Discussant:
Kay Young McChesney
Department of Sociology
Indiana University of Pennsylvania
Indiana Pennsylvania

10:15 Low Income Housing and the Home-
less

"The Low-Income }lousing Crisis and its
Impact on Homelessness"

Cushing N. Dolbeare
Consultant on I lousing and Public Policy
Washington, Dc

Discussant:
Anthony DOK ns
The Brookings Institution
Washington, DC

"From Refuse to Refuge to Community
Planning and Design. Rethinking
Housing with the Homeless in Mind"

Jacqueline Leavitt
Associate Professor
Graduate School of Architecture and

Urban Planning
University of California at I cis Andes

Discussant:
Anna Kondralas
U.S. Department of Agriculture
Washington, DC

12:15 pm Lunch

1:30 Deinstitutionaliiation and Mental
Health

"The Homeless Mentally Ill"
H. Richard Lamb,MD
Professor of Psychiatry
University of Southern California

School of Medicine

Discussant:
Pamela J. Fisher

Department of Psychiatric and
lichav oral Scicncc,

Johns Hopkins University
Baltimore, Maryland

"Coordinating Interagency Policies and
Services to Deliver Mental I icaith
Services to Homeless People"

Carol Bower Johnson
Director of Homeless Services
Massachusetts Department of Mental I Icaith

Discussant:
Jim Havel
National Alliance for the Mentally Ill
Arlington, Virginia

"Reaching Menta'ly III Homeless Persons:
When I ,ess is More"

Mark Rosnow
Director of Research
Planning Council for Health and

Human Services
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Discussant:
Debra Rog
Program for the Homeless Mentally Ill
National Institute of Mental Health
Rockville, Maryland

"Health Care for the Homeless:
The Challenge to States and
Local Communities"

James Wright
Acting Director
Social and Demographic Research Institute
University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Discussant:
Harold Dame
Bureau of Health Care Delivery and

Assistance
U.S. Department of Health and

Human Services
Rockville, Maryland

March 11, 1988

8:00 am Oneri'ng Remarks

8:15.9:45 The 'gate and Local Experience

"Transhaing Research into Publ,e
Ohio's Coordinated Response to the
Problems of Homelessness"

Dee Roth
Chief
Office of Program Lvaluation and Researk. h
Ohio Department of Mental I I -ilth

Discussant:
Norweeta Milburn
Institute for Urban Affairs and Research
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Howard University
Washingt's- IX'
"Assisting the Homeless in an Fra of

Federal Retrenchment
The Massachusetts I xi-valence"

Nancy Kaufman
Assistant Secretary
Executive Office of Human Service~
Boston, Massachusetts

Discussant:
Robert Huebner
Program Evaluation and Methodology
U.S. General Accounting Office
Washington, DC

"Homelessness and the New Federalism
The Westchester Experience"

The Honorable Andrew P. O'Rourke
County Executive
Westchester County, NY

Discussant:
Laura Waxman
United States Conference of Mayors
Washington, DC

1G:00.11:30 Policy Alternatives for the Federal,
State and Local Governments

"Model State Legislation to
Assist the Homeless"

Maria Foscarinis
NAIr,hingt-ii Corin,,s1
National Coalition for the I lomele

Discussant:
Charles W Washington
School of Government and

Business Administration
George Washington University
Washington, 1X

Hope for the Homeless:
I.ocal and State Response"

Kenneth J. Beirne
Assistant Secretary for

Policy Development and Research
U.S. Department of Housing and

Urban Development
Washington, DC

Discussant:
David A. Bley
Budget Associate to

U.S. Representative Mike I owry
Washington, DC

Concluding Remarks.
William G. Colman
Former Executive Director of the A('IR
Washington, DC
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Assistant Secretary
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Services
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City University of Ncw York
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Administrator
Food and Nutrition Service
U.S. Department of Agriculture
Washington, DC
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University of Southern California
Los Angeles, California
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University of California
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Howard University
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County Executive
Westches' er County
White Plains, New York

Debra Rog
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Program for the Homeless Mentally Ill
National Institute of Mental Heaith
Rockville, Maryland

Mark J. Rosnow
Director of Research and Planning
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Georgetown University
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The reports of the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations are :Qleased .n five series: the "A"
series denotes reports contiening Commission recommendations; the "M" series contain., Commission infor-
mation reports : the "S- ,eries identifies reports based on public opinion surveys; the "B' series reports are
abbreviated summaries of «, and the "SR" series are staff information reports. rts may be ob-
tained from ACIR, 1111 20th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20575.
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What is ACIR?
The Advisory Commission on In tergove, nmenta! Relations (ACIR) was created by the

Congress in 1959 to monitor the operation of the American federal system and to recom-
mend improvements. ACIR is a permanent national bipartisan body representing the ex-
ecutive and legislative branches of Federal, state, and local government and the public.

The Commission is composed of 26 membersnine representing the federal govern-
ment, 14 representing state and local government, and three representi -g the public. The
President appoints 20three private citizens and three federal executive officials directly
and four governors, three state legislators, four mayors, and three elected county officials
from slates nominated by the National Governors' Association, the National Ce 'iference of
State Legislatu, es, the Natiro ial League of Cities/U.S. Conference of Mayors, and the Na-
tional Association of Counties. The three Senators are chosen by the President of the Senate
and the three Representatives by the Speaker of the House of Representatives.

Each Commission member serves a two-year term and may be reappointed.
As a continuing body, the Commission addresses specific issues and problems, the

resolution of which v.ould produce improved cooperation among the levels of government
and more effective functioning of the federal system. In addition to dealing with important
functional and policy relationships among the vc sousgovernments, the Commission exten-
sively studies critical governmental finance issues. One of the long-range efforts of the Com-
mission has been to seek ways to improve federal, state, and local governmental practices
and policies to achieve equitable allocation of resources and increased efficiency and eq-
uity.

In selecting items for the research program, the Commission considers the relative im-
portance and urgency of the problem. its marPgeability from the point of view of finances
and staff available to ACIR, and the extent to which the Commission can make a fruitful
contribution toward the solution of the problem.

After selecting specific intergovernmental issues for investigation, ACIR follows a mul-
tistep procedure that assures review and comment by representatives of all points of view,
all affected levels of government, technical experts, and interested groups. The Commission
then debates each issue and formulates its policy position. Commission findings and recom-
mendations are published and draft bills and executive orders developed to assist in imple-
menting ACIR policy recommendations.
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